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Journal of
Heat Transfer

Heat Transfer
Photogallery

The sixth ‘‘Heat Transfer Photogallery’’ was sponsored by the
K-22 Heat Transfer Visualization Committee for the 2001 Inter-
national Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exhibition in New
York last November. Seven entries were selected for publication
in this special section of the ASME JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER.

The purpose of publishing these photographs is to draw atten-
tion to the innovative features of optical diagnostic techniques and
aesthetic qualities of thermal processes. To focus on visualization,
the text is kept to a minimum and further details should be found
through the listed references or directly from the authors. The
photographs include:~1! thermal tuft visualization of surface-
coated thermochromic liquid crystals~TLC! for detecting flow
direction, ~2! surface-coated TLC visualization of heat transfer
augmentation by perforated fin surfaces@1#, ~3! two-color laser
induced fluorescence~LIF! visualization for micro-scale tempera-
ture field mapping of stratified thermal layers@2#, ~4! nano-scale
thermal writing/erasing using a heated atomic force microscope
cantilever@3#, ~5! Mach-Zehnder interferometric imaging of the
free convection around a heated louvered blind near a vertical
isothermal plate@4,5#, ~6! IR thermal imaging of thermocapillary
driven flow by the laser heating of an acoustically levitated and
flattened glycerin drop@6#, and ~7! Coherent Gradient Sensing
Interferometry @7#, visualization of iso-gradient contours in
convective/diffusive glycerin-water mixtures.

I wish that the journal readers enjoy viewing these collections,
acquire knowledge of the state-of-the-art features potentially ap-
plicable for their own research, and promote their participation in
2002-IMECE Photogallery session presentation~refer to the Call
for Photogallery for 2002-IMECE announced in this volume!.
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An Inverse Method for
Simultaneous Estimation of the
Center and Surface Thermal
Behavior of a Heated Cylinder
Normal to a Turbulent Air Stream
A two-dimensional inverse analysis utilizes a different perspective to simultaneously esti-
mate the center and surface thermal behavior of a heated cylinder normal to a turbulent
air stream. A finite-difference method is used to discretize the governing equations and
then a linear inverse model is constructed to identify the unknown boundary conditions.
The present approach is to rearrange the matrix forms of the governing differential equa-
tions and estimate the unknown boundary conditions of the heated cylinder. Then, the
linear least-squares-error method is adopted to find the solutions. The results show that
only a few measuring points inside the cylinder are needed to estimate the unknown
quantities of the thermal boundary behavior, even when measurement errors are consid-
ered. In contrast to the traditional approach, the advantages of this method are that no
prior information is needed on the functional form of the unknown quantities, no initial
guesses are required, no iterations in the calculating process are necessary, and the
inverse problem can be solved in a linear domain. Furthermore, the existence and unique-
ness of the solutions can easily be identified.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1473140#

Keywords: Conduction, Convection, Cylinder, Heat Transfer, Inverse, Numerical
Methods, Turbulent

1 Introduction
In recent years, much effort has been devoted to studying the

inverse analysis in many design and manufacturing problems es-
pecially when direct measurements of surface conditions are not
possible. It is difficult to install thermocouples on the surface of
heated objects, and they are easily burned out. Therefore, if the
temperature is measured at one or more interior locations of the
objects and is then used to predict the surface thermal behavior of
the objects, the difficulties encountered by Tseng et al.@1# with
the surface mounting of thermocouples can be avoided. There
have been numerous applications of inverse heat conduction prob-
lems~IHCP! in various branches of science and engineering, such
as the prediction of the inner wall temperature of a reactor, the
determination of the heat transfer coefficients and the outer sur-
face conditions of a space vehicle, and the prediction of tempera-
ture or heat flux at the tool-workpiece interface of machine
cutting.

The estimation for the boundary conditions in inverse heat con-
duction problems has received a great deal of attention in recent
years~e.g.,@2–7#!. All inverse problems are ill-posed, and a small
measurement error will induce a large estimated error~e.g.,
@8–21#!. Hence, the solution may not be unique. Various methods,
including analytical or numerical approaches, have been devel-
oped to solve the inverse heat conduction and convection prob-
lems. Traditionally, the inverse problem includes two phases: the
process of analysis and the process of optimization. In the analysis
process, the unknown conditions are assumed and then the results
of the problem are solved directly through the numerical methods
such as finite-difference methods and finite-element methods~e.g.,
@3–4#!. The solutions from the above process are used to integrate

with data measured at the interior points of the solid. Thus, a
nonlinear problem is constructed for the optimization process. In
the optimization process, an optimizer, such as the conjugated
gradient method or the steepest decent method, is used to guide
the exploring points systematically to search for a new set of
guess conditions, which is then substituted for the unknown con-
ditions in the analysis process. However, there are a few draw-
backs in the traditional approaches expressed above. One is that
the iterative process in the computation cannot be avoided. The
other is that the inverse problem can only be solved in a nonlinear
domain.

In order to remedy the drawbacks in the traditional approaches,
this work continues the study of a recently presented and innova-
tive methodology@13# for solving IHCP. The present approach is
to rearrange the matrix forms of the governing differential equa-
tions such that the unknown boundary conditions can be repre-
sented explicitly. The linear least-squares-error method is then
adopted to find the solutions for the unknown boundary condi-
tions. In the inverse analysis, the simulated temperatures are taken
at a few interior points of the cylinder. The unknown thermal
boundary conditions such as surface temperatures, local Nusselt
numbers, local heat flux, and even the unknown temperature of
the hot wire will be obtained simultaneously through this pro-
posed inverse method. In addition, no explicit functional form is
assumed for the undetermined thermal boundary conditions,
whereas in other methods polynomial or series forms are
employed.

The advantages of this inverse method are that no prior infor-
mation is needed on the functional form of the unknown quanti-
ties, no initial guesses are required, and no iterations in the calcu-
lating process are necessary and that the inverse problem can be
solved in a linear domain. Furthermore, the existence and unique-
ness of the solutions can be easily identified. However, the accu-
racy of the estimated thermal boundary conditions is sensitive to

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
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the errors of temperature measurement within the cylinder. In this
work, the validity and robustness of the proposed methodology
are presented and compared with the results of Giedt@14#.

2 Physical Model
Consider the problem of a cylinder with surface temperature

T(u) placed in a uniform air stream of temperature,T` and ve-
locity, U` . Figure 1 gives a general illustration of the convec-
tively cooled cylinder in cross-flow. According to the symmetric
characteristics, only a half domain of the cylinder is considered.
The detailed geometry, computational grid and the four types of
measuring locations of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 2. The cyl-
inder is considered to be long enough so that end effects can be
neglected and accordingly the flow is assumed two-dimensional.
For simplification, the embedded hot wire, at the center of the
heated cylinder, is assumed to be a point source and is maintained
at constant temperature,Tw . In addition, the effect of temperature
variation on fluid and cylinder properties is assumed negligible
and the fluid is incompressible.

The governing equation for the temperature field of the cylinder
can be expressed as

]2T~r ,u!

]r 2 1
1

r

]T~r ,u!

]r
1

1

r 2

]2T~r ,u!

]u2 50

0<r<0.05 ~m!

0<u<p ~rad! (1)

whereT(r ,u) is the temperature at each grid point (r ,u).
The appropriate boundary conditions are

]T~r ,u!

]u
50 u50 (2a)

]T~r ,u!

]u
50 u5p (2b)

T~r ,u!5Tw r 50 (2c)

q~u!52kc

]T~r ,u!

]r
5h~u!@T~r ,u!2T`# r 5R (2d)

where, q(u) is the local heat flux at the interface between the
cylinder and the flow around the cylinder,kc is the thermal con-
ductivity of the cylinder,h(u) is the local heat transfer coefficient,
andT` is the temperature of the uniform air stream.

The following constant parameters are used: the radius of the
cylinder R50.05 m, the thermal conductivity of the cylinderkc
514 W/m•K ~nichrome!, the external air temperatureT`
5300 K, and the thermal conductivity of the air streamk`
50.0263 W/m•K. Moreover, the hot wire temperature isTw
5473 K, which is used to heat the cylinder.

3 Numerical Method

3.1 The Direct Problem. The finite-difference method is
employed in the analysis process. After discretization, the govern-
ing equation, Eq.~1!, and the boundary conditions, Eqs.~2a!–
~2d!, can be expressed in the following recursive forms:Fig. 1 General illustration of the cylinder system

Fig. 2 Detail geometry and computational grid of a half do-
main of the cylinder with four types of measuring locations: „a…
Type 1; „b… Type 2; „c… Type 3; and „d… Type 4
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1

~Dr !2 ~Ti 11,j22Ti , j1Ti 21,j !1
1

r i

1

2Dr
~Ti 11,j2Ti 21,j !

1
1

r i
2

1

~Du!2 ~Ti , j 1122Ti , j1Ti , j 21!50 (3)

Ti ,12Ti ,0

Du
50 u50 (4a)

Ti ,J2Ti ,J21

Du
50 u5p (4b)

T0,j5Tw r 50 (4c)

qs, j52kc

Ts, j2Ts21,j

Dr
5hs, j~Ts, j2T`! r 5R (4d)

whereDr and Du are the increments in the spatial coordinates,
Ti , j is the temperature at the grid (i , j ), the subscripti is the i th

grid along ther coordinate, the subscriptj is the j th grid along the
u coordinate, the subscriptJ represents the grid on the boundary
u5p, and the subscripts represents the grid on the cylindrical
surfacer 50.05 m.

In regard to the treatment of the boundary condition, Eq.~4d!,
the segments used on the boundary are as many as there are
nodes. Thus, the values of the heat transfer coefficientshs, j and
the temperaturesTs, j at different nodes on the boundary are
treated as distinct.

Using the recursive forms an equivalent matrix equation for the
direct analysis can be expressed as

An3nTn315Dn31 (5)

where, matrixA is a constant matrix, which is constructed from
the thermal properties and the spatial coordinates. The compo-
nents of vectorT are the temperatures at discrete points, and the
components of matrixD are the function of the boundary condi-
tions. The direct analysis is to determine the temperatures at the
nodes when all the boundary conditions and thermal properties are
known. The direct problem expressed in Eq.~5! can then be
solved using the Gauss elimination method.

In this study, the temperature data obtained from the direct
problem is used to simulate the measurements of the interior
points of the cylinder in the inverse problem, and the local heat
transfer coefficienth(u) required to solve the direct problem is
given in the work of Giedt@14#.

3.2 The Inverse Problem. This inverse problem is to iden-
tify the unknown thermal boundary behavior from the temperature
measurements taken within the cylinder. By substituting Eqs.
~4a!–~4d! into Eq. ~3! and rearranging the recursive forms con-
sisting of the governing equation and the boundary conditions, we
have a linear inverse model that can be expressed as:

An3nTn315Bn3mCm31 (6)

For the inverse model, matrixA can be constructed according to
numerical methods and the known physical models, that is, the
governing equation. VectorT is composed of the temperatures
measured at several different locations within the cylinder by the
thermocouples.B is the coefficient matrix ofC, and C is the
vector of the unknown boundary conditions, such as the tempera-
ture of the hot wire, the Nusselt numbers, heat flux and tempera-
tures at discrete grid points on the cylindrical surface.

The purpose of this research is to propose an approach to re-
place the nonlinear least-squares methods@15–17# so that the it-
erative calculations in the analysis and optimization phases can be
eliminated in the inverse heat conduction problems. In the pro-
posed method, the linear inverse model, Eq.~6!, is constructed to
represent the undetermined thermal boundary conditions explic-
itly. Note that in the process of constructing the linear inverse
model, no explicit functional form is assumed for the undeter-

mined thermal quantities. In other words, the inverse analysis in-
volves the determination of unknown thermal boundary condi-
tions at discrete grid points with no prior knowledge of the
functional form of these unknown quantities. Finally, the measure-
ments are substituted into the inverse model. As a result, the in-
verse model becomes a linear combination of the unknown ther-
mal boundary conditions, and the inverse problems in Eq.~6! can
then be solved through the linear least-squares-error method.

Assuming that the estimated conditions ofCestimatedcan be ob-
tained by means of the given estimated temperatureTestimated, that
is,

ATestimated5BCestimated (7a)

Testimated5A21BCestimated5ECestimated (7b)

where,E5A21B.
Comparing the estimated temperatureTestimatedwith the mea-

sured temperatureTmeasured, the error functionF can be repre-
sented as

F5~Testimated2Tmeasured!
T~Testimated2Tmeasured! (8)

Substituting Eq.~7b! into Eq. ~8!, we can rewrite the error func-
tion F as the following matrix equation:

F5~ECestimated2Tmeasured!
T~ECestimated2Tmeasured!

5~Cestimated
T ET2Tmeasured

T !~ECestimated2Tmeasured!

5Cestimated
T ETECestimated2Tmeasured

T ECestimated

2Cestimated
T ETTmeasured1Tmeasured

T Tmeasured (9)

Then, the error functionF can be minimized by differentiatingF
with respect toCestimatedas

]F

]Cestimated
50 (10)

Inserting Eq.~9! into Eq. ~10!, we have the following:

ETECestimated1ETECestimated2ETTmeasured2ETTmeasured50

ETECestimated5ETTmeasured (11)

Thus, vectorCestimatedcan then be solved as follows:

Cestimated5~ETE!21ETTmeasured5RTmeasured (12)

where, (ETE)21ET is the reverse matrix of the inverse problem
and is denoted byRm3n . The expressed process is derived by the
linear least-squares-error method.

By estimating vectorC, the thermal boundary behavior such as
the temperatures of the surface and the hot wire, the local Nusselt
numbers Nu(u) and the local heat fluxq(u) on the cylindrical
surface can be obtained simultaneously.

In Eq. ~12!, the inverse problem is solved by the linear least-
squares-error method. As such, a special feature of this approach
is that the iteration in the calculating process can be avoided, and
the problem can be solved in a linear domain. Furthermore, it can
be verified that the final solution, that is, Eq.~12!, from the pro-
posed method is the necessary condition of the optimum from the
traditional nonlinear least-squares approach@18#.

In the inverse problem, it is important to investigate the stabil-
ity of the estimation. Usually, a small measurement error will
induce a large estimated error in the ill-posed inverse problem.
The methods of future time and regularization have been widely
used to stabilize the results of the inverse estimation@8,11#. Those
methods impose the physical condition onto the problem and in-
crease the computational load in the estimated process. Conse-
quently, the stability of the problem can be increased, while the
computational load of the problem is also increased. In the present
research, it is possible to stabilize the estimated results through a
smoothing process@19#. This method computes a moving average
of the estimation. The result of data is the average of the N-point
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around the current point. In this process,N must be an odd num-
ber. Then, the stability of the estimation can be increased.

In most cases, not all of the points need to be measured. The
realistic experimental approach is to measure only a few points in
the problems. Therefore, in Eq.~12!, only parts of matrixRm3n
and vectorTn31 corresponding to the measurement locations need
to be constructed to estimate the unknown boundary conditions of
the inverse problem. Consequently, the sizes of matrixRm3n and
vectorTn31 will reduce toRm3n8 andTn831 respectively, where
n8,n and that the number (n)8 of elements of vectorTn831 is
equal to the number (n)8 of measurements we have taken. In
other words, the size of matrixRm3n8 will vary with the size of
vectorTn831 , that is, the order of the matrices is affected by the
number of discrete measurements. However, in solving Eq.~12!,
the number of measurements needs to be sufficient so that the
rank of the reverse matrixR is equal to the number of undeter-
mined elements of vectorC. Otherwise, Eq.~12! will be underde-
termined, and the problem cannot be solved through the proposed
method. In general, when a large number of the measurements are
selected, the costs for computation and experiment increase. How-
ever, the accuracy of the estimated results increases as well.

According to the described derivation, it is possible to identify
the existence and uniqueness of the solution. The method by
which to identify the properties of the solutions is based on the
theory of linear algebra. If the rank of reverse matrixR is less
than the number of undetermined elements of vectorC, the num-
ber of measurements needs to be increased. Furthermore, if the
rank of the reverse matrixR is equal to the number of undeter-
mined elements of vectorC, the perpendicular distance from vec-
tor C to the column space of matrixE needs to be checked. If the
distance vanishes and the matrix equation, Eq.~12!, is consistent
~i.e., the measurement errors are not considered!, the solution ex-
ists and is unique. If the matrix equation is inconsistent, a unique
least-squares solution can be approximated@20#.

4 Results and Discussion
This paper analyzes the IHCP of the cylinder normal to a tur-

bulent air stream. Using the direct method mentioned previously
combined with the boundary conditions given by Giedt@14#, the
Reynolds number effects on the isothermal patterns are studied, as
shown in Fig. 3. Because the hot wire is imbedded in the center of
the cylinder, the heat emission from the cylindrical surface is to-
tally caused by the forced convection of air stream. Results show
that the isothermal lines near the center of the cylinder (r 50) are
closer than those which are far from the center. It can also be seen
in Fig. 3 that the temperature gradient tends to increase with in-
creasing Reynolds number of the air stream.

To discuss the correlation between the measuring locations and
the accuracy of the results, we take four types of measuring loca-
tions, as marked in Fig. 2, in the present example. The sensors of
thermocouples are located at the marked grid points, and the tem-
perature data at these points are obtained from Fig. 3, which are
calculated by the direct method, to simulate the measurements.
The simulated temperature measurements used in the inverse
problem are considered to include measurement errors. In other
words, the random errors of simulated measurements are added to
the exact temperatures computed from the solutions of the direct
problem. Thus, the measured temperatureTmeasuredcan be ex-
pressed as

Tmeasured5Texact~11vs! (13)

where,Texact is the exact temperature,v is the random variable
generated by subroutine DRNNOR of the IMSL@21#, ands is the
standard deviation of the measurement error. For normally distrib-
uted random errors, the probability of a random value,v, lying in
the range22.576,v,2.576 is 99 percent@22#.

Figure 4 shows the hot wire temperatures obtained by the in-
verse matrix method for Re5140,000, 170,000, and 219,000. Re-

sults show that even the measurement error (s55 percent) is con-
sidered, the actual hot wire temperature can be predicted precisely
by the proposed inverse method.

Figure 5 illustrates the estimated results of the surface tempera-
ture T(u) when the measurement error is not considered (s
50). From Fig. 5, we can see that the estimated results are in

Fig. 3 The isothermal patterns inside the heated cylinder: „a…
ReÄ140,000; „b… ReÄ170,000; and „c… ReÄ219,000
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very good agreement with the exact temperatures regardless of
whether the type of measuring locations is Type 1, Type 2, or Type
3. With increasing Reynolds number of the air stream, the laminar
boundary layer of the cylinder undergoes a transition to a turbu-
lent boundary layer. When transition occurs, the point of separa-
tion is suddenly set back to a position farther on the downstream
surface of the cylinder because of the interaction between the
inertia force in the flow field, the inverse pressure gradient and the
viscous effect on the cylinder surface. However, the location
where the separation occurs depends upon the value of Reynolds
number. Results show that the distributions of temperature along
the cylinder surface are strongly influenced by the effects of the
stagnation point, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow, the
separation point and the tail vortexes behind the cylinder. Asu is
increased from the forward stagnation point (u50 deg), the effect
of heat transfer along the surface becomes weaker because of the
developing of the laminar boundary layer. Thus, the surface tem-
perature increases from the forward stagnation point, reaching a
maximum and then reducing gradually at the transition region. It
is due to the fact that the capability of heat transfer becomes better

during the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. After this
region, as a result of the effect of flow separation, the effect of
heat transfer is weak again and the temperature increases. Then,
the temperature decreases slightly at the region of tail vortexes
behind the cylinder with the superior property of heat transfer.

With considering the measurement errors, the estimated and
exact surface temperatures for Re5140,000, 170,000 and 219,000
with different types of measuring locations are shown in Fig. 6 for
comparison. It is obvious that the estimated surface temperatures,
with measurement error (s55 percent), are in good agreement
with the exact profiles when the measuring location, Type 1, is
taken. However, when measuring locations Type 2 and Type 3 are
adopted, slight discrepancies between the estimated and exact
temperatures are generated. But the results are still satisfactory. It
implies that for more accurate estimation of surface conditions,
the locations of the sensors are preferred closer to the cylindrical
surface. In IHCP, the precision of the estimations depends
strongly on the accuracy of the measurements. As will be seen in
the figures for the measuring locations Type 1, although the esti-
mated values are good approximations whether measurement er-
ror s55 percent ors510 percent is adopted, the estimated solu-
tions with measurement errors55 percent are still more precise
than the solutions with measurement errors510 percent. In
other words, it is clear that large measurement errors make the
estimated results deviate from the exact values in the inverse
analysis. Furthermore, the effect of the number of points at which

Fig. 4 The estimated hot wire temperature for different values
of Reynolds number with the measurement error sÄ5 percent
is considered and different types of measuring locations and
adopted

Fig. 5 The estimated surface temperature for different types of
measuring locations without considering measurement error
„sÄ0…

Fig. 6 The estimated surface temperature for different types of
measuring locations with measurement errors sÄ5 percent
and sÄ10 percent are considered: „a… ReÄ140,000; „b… Re
Ä170,000; and „c… ReÄ219,000
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the temperature is measured on the accuracy of the results is also
important. Figure 6 reveal that the estimated results with measur-
ing location Type 1~eight measuring points! are less accurate than
those with measuring location Type 4~sixteen measuring points!
when measurement errors510 percent is considered. Briefly,
from the figures we see that greater measurement error requires
more measuring points to increase the accuracy of the inverse
solutions.

When the measuring location Type 1 is adopted without con-
sidering measurement errors (s50), the estimated values of local
Nusselt numbers Nu(u) and local heat fluxq(u) along the heated
cylindrical surface obtained from the inverse method are plotted
againstu in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively for the different values
of Reynolds number. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the esti-
mated distributions of local Nusselt numbers via the proposed
method with those calculated by Giedt@14#. It reveals that the
estimated and calculated local Nusselt numbers are in a very good

agreement. Furthermore, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate that the esti-
mated distributions of local heat flux are approximative to the
distributions of local Nusselt numbers. It is in virtue of the fact
that the quantities of heat flux are greatly influenced by the values
of Nusselt numbers, which are related to the capabilities of heat
transfer. From the figures, it has been found that the values of
local Nusselt numbers Nu(u) and local heat fluxq(u) for a cyl-
inder losing heat to a normal air stream depend on the Reynolds
number of the flow and on the location along the cylinder circum-
ference. The heat transfer rate increases with increasing Reynolds
number. The estimated local Nusselt numbers and local heat flux
show a maximum betweenu5100 deg andu5120 deg, which is
attributed to the high heat transfer rate at the transition region. In
addition, there are two distinct minimum values of Nu(u) and
q(u) occur. The lower of the two is betweenu580 deg andu
593 deg on the front half of the cylinder since the effect of heat
transfer is weak here during the developing of the laminar bound-
ary layer. The location of this minimum moves back along the

Fig. 9 The estimated distribution of local Nusselt number
along the heated cylinder surface with measurement errors „s
Ä3 percent and sÄ5…: „a… ReÄ140,000; „b… ReÄ170,000; and
„c… ReÄ219,000

Fig. 7 The estimated distribution of local Nusselt number
along the heated cylinder surface without measurement error
„sÄ0…

Fig. 8 The estimated distribution of local heat flux along the
heated cylinder surface without measurement error „sÄ0…
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cylinder circumference with increasing Reynolds number. More-
over, the second of the two minimum values is betweenu
5140 deg andu5150 deg on the back half of the cylinder. The
minimum value is due to the low heat transfer rate at this region,
which is verified by the fact that at this region (u5140 deg
;150 deg) the flow separated from the surface of the cylinder.
After the separation point, the values of Nu(u) andq(u) increase
at the rear of the cylinder (u5150;80 deg) owing to the mixing
effect caused by flow vortexes.

The estimated distributions of local Nusselt number Nu(u) with
measurement errorss53 percent ands55 percent for Re
5140,000, 170,000, and 219,000 are shown in Fig. 9 for compari-
son, when the measuring location Type 1 is adopted. The results
show that the estimated distributions with measurement errors
53 percent have good agreement with the results of Giedt@14#.
However, the estimated values are still good approximations even
when measurement errors55 percent is adopted. It indicates that
the proposed method can predict this phenomenon effectively.

In Fig. 10, when the measuring location Type 1 is adopted, a
comparison between the estimated local heat fluxq(u) and the
exact ones for various values of Re5140,000, 170,000, and
219,000 are shown with considering and measurement errorss
53 percent ands55 percent. It demonstrates that an increase of
Reynolds number increases the heat flux on the heated cylindrical
surface. Further, it is also obvious that the estimated results are
accurate and robust when measurement errors53 percent is in-
cluded. When measurement error iss55 percent, the results are
still satisfactory. Consequently, as shown in the figures, the pro-
posed method is applicable and effective to deal with the IHCP in
this study.

5 Conclusions
An inverse method has been successfully introduced for esti-

mating the unknown boundary conditions such as the surface ther-
mal behavior of the cylinder and the temperature of the hot wire
imbedded in the center of the cylinder. Using the reverse matrix,
the proposed inverse model is reconstructed from the available
temperature measurements and the discrete forms of the differen-
tial heat conduction equation. This inverse model can represent
the unknown conditions explicitly. The results can be solved with-
out iteration by a linear least-squares-error method. Furthermore,
the special feature of the proposed method is that the uniqueness
of the solution can be easily identified. The present study of the
heated cylinder normal to a turbulent air stream has been used to
evaluate the accuracy and the robustness of the proposed method.
From the results, it appears that by using the proposed method,
without measurement error, the exact solution can be found even
with only a few measuring points. When measurement errors are
considered, more measuring points at locations inside the cylinder
are needed in order to enhance stability and accuracy. In addition,
results also show that this method is robust no matter the thermo-
couples are distributed in the radial or angular direction.

In contrast to the traditional approach, this proposed inverse
analytic method requires no prior information on the functional
form of the unknown quantities, no initial guesses, and no itera-
tions in the calculating process. Furthermore, the advantage of this
method is that the unknown quantities of the thermal boundary
behavior can be estimated directly and the inverse problem can be
solved in a linear domain. It is different from the traditional
method using nonlinear least-squares formulation, which requires
numerous iterations in the process and needs to perform its calcu-
lation in the nonlinear domain. This implies that the present model
offers a great deal of flexibility. Through the proposed method, the
center and surface thermal behavior can be obtained merely by the
inexpensive measurement such as infrared measuring devices or
thermocouples. Thus, expensive sensors for the direct measure-
ment are not needed any more and the difficulties encountered in
the measuring processes can be avoided. Consequently, the results
show that the proposed method is an accurate, robust and efficient
inverse technique. It is evident that the proposed inverse method
in this study has the potential to be implemented in the field of
two-dimensional inverse heat conduction problems.
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Nomenclature

A 5 constant matrix constructed from thermal proper-
ties and spatial coordinates

B 5 coefficient matrix ofC
C 5 vector constructed from the unknown boundary

conditions
D 5 matrix constructed from the functions of the

boundary conditions

Fig. 10 The estimated distribution of local heat flux along the
heated cylinder surface with measurement errors „s
Ä3 percent and sÄ5…: „a… ReÄ140,000; „b… ReÄ170,000; and
„c… ReÄ219,000
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E 5 product ofA21 andB
F 5 error function

h(u) 5 function of the unknown local heat transfer coeffi-
cients

k 5 thermal conductivity
Nu(u) 5 function of the unknown local Nusselt numbers

q(u) 5 function of the unknown local heat flux
R 5 reverse matrix
R 5 radius of the cylinder

(r ,u) 5 cylindrical coordinate
T 5 temperature

T(u) 5 function of the unknown surface temperature
T(r ,u) 5 temperature at each grid point (r ,u)

T 5 temperature vector
U 5 velocity

Greek Symbols

Dr 5 increment of radial coordinate
Du 5 increment of angular coordinate

v 5 random variable
s 5 standard deviation of the measurement error

Subscripts

c 5 cylinder
estimated5 estimated data

exact 5 exact data
i 5 index of radial coordinate
j 5 index of angular coordinate
J 5 index of angular coordinate at boundary

measured5 measured data
s 5 surface

w 5 hot wire
` 5 uniform air stream
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Computations of Low Pressure
Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer in
Ducts Using the Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo Method
High Knudsen number (Kn) gas flows are found in vacuum and micro-scale systems. Such
flows are usually in the slip or transition regimes. In this paper, the direct simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) method has been applied to compute low pressure, high Kn flow
fields in partially heated channels. Computations were carried out for nitrogen, argon,
hydrogen, oxygen and noble gas mixtures. Variation of the Kn is obtained by reducing the
pressure while keeping the channel width constant. Nonlinear pressure profiles along the
channel centerline are observed. Heat transfer from the channel walls is also calculated
and compared with the classical Graetz solution. The effects of varying pressure, inlet
flow and gas transport properties (Kn, Reynolds number, Re and the Prandtl number, Pr
respectively) on the wall heat transfer (Nusselt number, Nu) were examined. A simplified
correlation for predicting Nu as a function of the Peclet number,Pe and Kn is
presented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1458018#

Introduction

Heat transfer in developing flows in channels and tubes has
been intensely studied in the past@1# due to their practical use as
well as their theoretical importance. In the combined entrance
region, simultaneous development of the hydrodynamic and ther-
mal boundary layers have to be considered. Most of the past stud-
ies considered continuum formulations, which is valid for low
Knudsen numbers, Kn,0.01. Due to a variety of novel applica-
tions viz. micro-electromechanical systems~MEMS!, low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition~CVD! reactors, etc., the
transport problem in the non-continuum~Kn.0.01! regime has
generated renewed interests in the above problem@2,3#. There are
two distinct classes of high Knudsen number non-continuum flow
problems—one due to micro length-scale and the other due to
large mean free path~very low pressure!of the gas molecules.
Both classes of problems offer unique challenges in obtaining
their solutions. Though approximate techniques have been at-
tempted, particle methods such as molecular dynamics~MD!,
particle-in-cell ~PIC! and the direct simulation Monte Carlo
~DSMC! are attractive tools for the study of such flows.

Traditional continuum computational fluid dynamic~CFD!
techniques are often invalid for analyzing flows in MEMS or in
low-pressure devices. This inaccuracy stems from their calcula-
tion of molecular transport effects such as viscous dissipation and
thermal conduction from bulk flow quantities such as mean veloc-
ity and temperature. This approximation of continuum phenomena
fails as the characteristic length of the flow gradients~L! ap-
proaches the average distance traveled by molecules between col-
lisions ~mean free path,l!. The Knudsen domain~0,Kn,`! is
often divided into four regimes. When Kn,0.01, the flow is con-
sidered to be continuum; for 0.01,Kn,0.1, it is in the slip-flow
regime, for 0.1,Kn,3, it is called the transition-flow regime.
When Kn.3, the flow is considered to be free molecular and is
sufficiently rarefied to allow molecular collisions to be completely
neglected in analysis. The collisionless Boltzmann equation is
therefore applicable for such flows. Though approximate tech-

niques have been attempted, the kinetic theory approach makes
sense for the low-pressure problems as found in low-pressure
CVD reactors.

The direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method is a well-
established approach that has been used widely and successfully
to simulate high Kn number gas flow problems@4#. Several nu-
merical studies using the DSMC method@2,5–7# have been re-
ported. In this paper, we investigate the fluid flow and heat trans-
fer for high Kn in a partially heated duct using DSMC. The
objective of the simulation is to study the effect of Kn, Re, and Pr
on heat transfer from the heated walls under the rarefied flow
conditions. Specifically, subsonic pressure-driven flows are con-
sidered. The predicted heat flux results are compared with the
Graetz solution with uniform flow inlet. A large number of cases
are calculated with varying inlet Kn, Re, and Pr from the slip-flow
regime to the transition-flow regime. Based upon these simula-
tions, a simple correlation connectingNu with Pe andKn is de-
veloped.

Problem Description
We consider rarefied subsonic gas flows between parallel plates

~60 cm long and 10 cm apart!as shown in Fig. 1. Molecules come
in from the left side and go out through the right side. A portion of
the plates~20 cm!at the entrance region is unheated, so that the
flow can develop. In the next portion, the walls are heated and
held at constant temperature. Also, this configuration resembles
that of the classical Graetz problem. The flow fields are computed
for specified values of pressure at the inlet and the outlet. The inlet
velocity is determined according to the information from the cal-
culated domain rather than being specified. The inlet temperature
is 300 K for all cases. The temperature of the heated walls is held
at 600 K.

Computations were carried out for nitrogen, argon, hydrogen,
oxygen and noble gas mixture flows. Results were obtained for a
relatively wide range ofRe, Kn, andPr. It is interesting to note
here that for the highly rarefied conditions and the non-isothermal
flow fields considered, the parameters, Kn, and Re vary substan-
tially along the flow directions. For reporting the results, we con
sider axially averaged values,Re, andKn. The values of Pr~for
the cases reported here! do not vary appreciably along the length
of channels.
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The thermal boundary conditions were chosen following the
Graetz problem@8#. Unlike the Graetz solution, we consider de-
veloping flows. However, due to the other similarities, we com-
pared the present heat transfer predictions with those obtained
from the Graetz solution with either parabolic and uniform veloc-
ity profiles. It has been shown that molecular gas flow character-
istics in the channel are essentially the same when inlet Kn is the
same and the boundaries are geometrically similar@9#. It means
that the characteristic properties of flow are independent of the
size of channel if the same inlet Kn and boundary conditions are
maintained. We considered a fairly large cross section
(O@1021#m) channel but at lower inlet pressures~about 7 Pa!
instead of the atmospheric pressure and micron-sized cross sec-
tions found in microchannels.

Model Description
The direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method was used

to obtain the density, pressure, velocity and the temperature fields
in the channels. The DSMC method retains its validity at high Kn
because no continuum assumptions are made. In the DSMC
method, a real gas is simulated by thousands or millions of simu-
lated particles. The positions, velocities and initial states of these
simulated particles are stored and modified in time in the process
of particles moving, colliding among themselves, and interacting
with boundaries in the simulated physical space. Each simulated
particle represents a very large number of physical molecules. In
this fashion, the number of molecular trajectories and molecular
collisions that must be calculated is substantially reduced, while
the physical velocities, molecular size and internal energies are
preserved in the simulation. Further, the DSMC method uncouples
the analysis of the molecular motion from that of the molecular
collisions by use of a time step smaller than the real physical
collision time. Continuous improvement in the efficiency and ac-
curacy of the DSMC method have been accomplished by Bird@4#
over the last several decades. His method and some other ad-
vanced DSMC techniques have been implemented for the practi-
cal analysis of both low pressure flows@10# and MEMS flows
@2,5,9#. The well-known DSMC code from Bird@4# with modifi-
cation on the boundary conditions@11# is used to generate the
present results.

In Bird’s @4# DSMC procedure, four steps are implemented:
cycling the movement of particles, indexing particles into cells,
selecting collision pairs, and calculating post-collision properties.
The computational domain is divided into a certain number of
cells. The physical space is used to facilitate the choice of mol-
ecules for collisions and for sampling the macroscopic flow quan-
tities such as pressure, temperature etc. The DSMC method ap-
plied to low-pressure fluid flow simulation is intuitively attractive
because it is valid for all flow regimes. Generally, in the DSMC

framework, the flows with high velocities are much easier to com-
pute than flows with low velocity because of the statistical scatter
@4#. In DSMC, the computational time step must be less than the
mean collision time. Another condition that must be satisfied dur-
ing a DSMC procedure is that the smallest dimensions of the
computational cells must not be greater than one-third of the
mean-free path. In addition, the importance of statistical scatter
caused by small perturbation increases as the flow velocity be-
comes smaller. For the present problem, the thermal speed is ap-
proximately 500 m/s. For the flow speeds considered here~10
m/s;100 m/s!, the statistical noise is thus significant. However, as
the sample sizes from the ensemble or time average increase, the
correct result will in principle emerge. The statistical fluctuations
decrease with the square root of the sample size. The sample sizes
used in the present study is of the order of 106. The accuracy of
the calculation presented is thus acceptable@4# for the large
sample size considered.

Boundary Conditions. Two dimensional subsonic flow simu-
lations ~considered in the present study! by the direct simulation
Monte Carlo technique in the slip and transitional regimes are rare
@3#. One of the difficulties lies in specifying the outlet boundary
conditions where particles may move upstream and reenter the
flow domain. In hypersonic flows or free molecular flows, we can
neglect the particles re-entering from the outlet boundary. In sub-
sonic flows in the transitional regime, we cannot neglect particles,
which go out of the boundary and may reenter. Nanbu@3# applied
a porous wall at the inlet of a duct to prevent molecules from
going upstream. Another difficulty in two dimensional subsonic-
flow particle simulations in transitional regime is in controlling
the flow velocity inside the domain. If particles do not re-enter
from the exit~assuming expansion to vacuum!, they are acceler-
ated to the exit and velocities inside the domain do not stay
uniform.

In the present calculations, the inlet and outlet boundary condi-
tions were formulated following the procedure outlined by Piekos
and Breuer@6,11#. The inlet and outlet pressures are considered to
be specified. This pressure drop drives the gas flow through the
channel. At the inlet boundary, temperature is kept constant~300
K!, and the density is specified~via ideal-gas law!according to
the given inlet pressure. The transverse velocity of flow is set to
zero. At the outlet, pressure is specified and zero gradient bound-
ary conditions are considered for temperature, transverse velocity
and streamwise velocity. Only the number density is calculated
according to the given outlet pressure. It has been shown@12# that
using mean velocity of inflow and outflow is not accurate enough
in the DSMC simulation. However the velocities we are using to
implement the boundary conditions are the local velocities at each
inlet and outlet cell.

DSMC Code Validations. Two independent comparisons are
carried out to validate our DSMC results. First, we compare the
DSMC result with an analytical solution@13# for a long channel
without any heated section. Then, we compare our DSMC results
obtained for the schematic described in Fig. 1 with the analytic
Graetz solution~presented in the next section!.

For the first comparison, we consider a pressure driven flow in
which the channel length,L, is long enough, i.e.,L/d@1 and
isothermal as well as steady-flow are assumed. The Navier-Stokes
equations can be simplified and solved analytically with a
velocity-slip boundary condition. The solution@13# gives a pres-
sure profile, which is uniform across the channel and changes
along the channel according to
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the problem geometry
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where P* (x* ) and Pi* are the local pressure along the channel
and inlet pressure, both normalized by the outlet pressure, Kno is
the outlet Knudsen number,x* is the streamwise coordinate nor-
malized byL anda is the accommodation coefficient.

The channel length is chosen to be 2.4 m and the width is 0.05
m to make the aspect ratio equal to 48. The flow domain is di-
vided into 28000 cells~350380!and initially 50 stationary par-
ticles per cell are set at random position. Every cell is subdivided
into two sub-cells in each direction. The sub-cell is introduced to
cause all collisions to occur between particles in neighboring
cells. As the simulation starts, the gas particles are accelerated and
eventually when the temporal variation of the outlet velocity pro-
file is small enough,~the maximum changes of the outlet velocity
at all exit locations less than 1 percent!, we assume the flow to
have reached the steady state condition. The time step used is less
than one-third of the typical particle mean collision time@4#. The
typical molecular displacement in each direction during a time
step is thus less than one third of the cell size. The ‘‘variable hard
sphere’’ ~VHS! model is used to account for the collisions@4#
since VHS model has been widely used in both slip flow and
transition flow simulation@2,9,11#. The gas properties used in the
calculation such as molecular diameter, molecular mass, viscosity-
temperature index and reference temperature can be obtained ac-
cording to Bird@4#. The inlet pressure is 6.7 Pa while the outlet
pressure is 2.23 Pa. Temperature is 300 K everywhere and the
outlet Kno is about 0.048. The accommodation coefficienta is set
to be 0.85. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the agreement between
the DSMC result and the analytical solution is excellent.

Results and Discussion
In this section, we present results for the low-pressure subsonic

flows in a partially heated duct, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.
A range ofKn ~from 0.01 to 3.0!was considered for the simula-
tions. The variation of inlet Kn was implemented by the change of
the inflow number density. In addition to nitrogen, argon, hydro-
gen and oxygen, different noble gas mixtures are used for the
simulations. Since mixing helium with other noble gases can
change the mixture Pr significantly, we carried out simulations
with such gas mixtures. The mixtures considered are He-Xe~62
percent/38 percent!, He-Kr ~60 percent/40 percent!, He-Ar ~58
percent/42 percent! with Pr 0.18, 0.23, and 0.39 respectively@14#.
The plates are considered as diffuse reflectors with full thermal
and momentum accommodation. Experiments with ‘‘engineering’’
surfaces in contact with gases at normal temperatures indicate that
the reflection process approximates diffuse reflection with com-
plete thermal accommodation@4#.

Viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gases at low pressure
are calculated using the kinetic theory@15# for pure gases. Viscos-
ity and thermal conductivity—both increase as temperature in-
creases while the specific heat changes negligibly with the varia-
tion of temperature for the cases considered. The Prandtl number
Pr, thus is found to be almost independent of temperature for the
cases studied here. For noble gas mixtures, the above properties
are calculated following Giacobbe@16#.

Calculations were carried out for a large number of cases. The
Re, Kn, andPr were systematically varied to obtain detailed in-
formation about the flow fields and to estimate theNu. Tables 1, 2,
and 3 list the cases considered in the study. Table 1 lists the cases
studied with inlet pressure of 6.7 Pa and outlet pressure of 5.3 Pa.
Tables 2 and 3 list cases studied with inlet pressures of 0.67 and
0.067 Pa and outlet pressures of 0.53 and 0.053 Pa, respectively.
In addition to the parameters of the cases, the tables also contain
the computed values ofRe,Kn, andNu. In the problem formula-
tion, the coordinate origin was set at the transition point between
the unheated section and the heated section. That is, forx,0, the
wall temperature is 300 K, and forx>0, the wall temperature is
600 K. HenceNu, Re, andKn are the average values obtained
from the heated section since the fluid flow and heat transfer in
this section are of most interest.

The Kn in the tables ranges from 0.01 to 3.0 to cover both
slip-flow and transitional flow regime for all gases and gas-
mixtures studied. The computedRe is found to decrease with the
increase of theKn number. This is an expected result. Also under
the conditions of same inlet and outlet pressure, theKn decreases
for molecules with lager diameters.

The simulations were done for nitrogen, argon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen and noble gas mixtures, where the inlet Kn was varied sys-
tematically over two orders of magnitude. In case 1~the base
case!, we consider a slip flow regime with nitrogen. The calcula-
tions in this study were carried out with a mesh size that met the
general requirement that were discussed by Bird@4#. As described
earlier, every cell is subdivided into two sub-cells in each direc-

Fig. 2 Comparison of axial pressure distribution for channel
flow „with slip-walls …

Table 1 Values of Nu versus Re, Kn, and Pr for PinÄ6.7 Pa and PoutÄ5.3 Pa
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tion. When the temporal variation of the outlet velocity profile is
small enough,~the maximum changes of the outlet velocity at all
exit locations less than 1 percent!, we assume the flow to have
reached the steady-state condition. The time step used is less than
one-third of the typical particle mean collision time@4#. The
‘‘variable hard sphere’’~VHS! model is used to account for the
collisions @4#.

The calculations for the base case were repeated with different
mesh size to establish the grid independency of the results pre-
sented. First, computations were made with 4203100 cells. Com-
putations were then carried out with 350380 and 200360 mesh
sizes. A comparison of the temperature profiles across the duct at
point x50 ~the transition point from the unheated section to the
heated section!and at pointx50.4 are shown in Figs. 3~a!and
3~b!, respectively, for the three mesh sizes considered. There was
no significant change in the results for the mesh sizes 4203100
and 350380. The mesh size~350380!was considered adequate
for the simulations as case 1 gives the highestRe.

The effect of the initial ‘‘particle numbers per cell’’ on the
simulation results was also investigated. Figure 4 shows the tem-
perature profiles obtained with different particle numbers for the
base case with a mesh size of 350380. Results were obtained with
60, 50, and 40 particles per cell. The variation in the predicted
temperature profiles was small. We use 50 particles per cell for the
cases studied. All computations were performed on an IBM-
RISC-6000~Model 360! workstation. Typical computation time
ranged from 20 to 30 hours for a case.

Figure 5 shows the temperature contours in the flow domain for
the base case. In some regions of the unheated section, tempera-
ture is a little higher than 300 K due to molecular diffusion. In the
heated section, temperature gradually increases due to the heating
and the exit gas temperature is almost equal to the wall tempera-
ture. Figure 6 shows the velocity vectors for the base case. Since
the Kn is fairly low for this case, the velocity profiles are para-
bolic as expected. However, slight slip can be observed in the
present results. The slip magnitude of velocity is about 7 m/s at
the inlet and 23 m/s at the outlet. The Mach number at the outlet
for this case is 0.2.

In addition to using the VHS model, the base case calculations

Fig. 3 „a… The effect of cell size on temperature profile at x
Ä0 m „50 particles Õcell…; and „b… the effect of cell size on tem-
perature profile at xÄ0.4 m „50 particles Õcell…

Table 2 Values of Nu versus Re, Kn and Pr for PinÄ0.67 Pa and PoutÄ0.53 Pa

Table 3 Values of Nu versus Re, Kn and Pr for PinÄ0.067 Pa and PoutÄ0.053 Pa
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were repeated with the VSS~variable soft sphere! model. The
variation of pressure along the axis~transversely averaged! is
shown in Fig. 7 for both the VHS and VSS models. The difference
between the predictions is very small. We note a significant non-
linear characteristic in the predicted pressure distribution. It is
interesting to note that the slope of the pressure distribution in-
creases atx50.0. This is caused by the introduction of the heated
section in the channel. It is well known that pressure is propor-
tional to temperature and number density. The number density
decreases along the channel while temperature increases for
x.0.

Heat flux results from the DSMC simulation~for the base case!
are next compared with the well-known Graetz solution@8# with
both ‘‘parabolic flow’’ and ‘‘uniform flow’’ conditions. Wall heat
fluxes are calculated from the differences between the energies of
the impinging particles and the reflected particles. Figure 8 shows
the heat flux variation along the flow direction. The results from
the DSMC simulation and Graetz solution agree qualitatively in
the heated region. Negative heat fluxes~heat transfer from the gas
to the wall!are predicted for some portion of the unheated walls.
This shows heat conduction due to molecular diffusion is not neg-
ligible and the unheated sections of the walls cool the heated
particles. Additional differences between the DSMC results and
the Graetz solution exist. These differences are expected as the
Graetz solution is valid for fully developed incompressible con-
tinuum flows whereas rarefied developing flow conditions are
considered in the present case. Although the velocity at the heated
section is more parabolic than uniform~see Fig. 6!, the Graetz
solution for heat flux with ‘‘uniform velocity’’ agrees better with
the DSMC results than the Graetz solution with ‘‘parabolic veloc-

ity’’. This is because of the presence of slip in the DSMC results.
It is well known that slip at the wall can enhance the heat transfer.
The Graetz solutions do not provide exact validation because the
DSMC computations cannot be performed under identical condi-
tions to those assumed in deriving the analytic solution.

The heat transfer coefficienth(x) is calculated as

h~x!5
uqwallu

uTw~x!2Tb~x!u
,

where Tw(x) and Tb(x) are the local wall and bulk-mean tem-
peratures respectively. Figure 9 shows the variation of local

Fig. 4 The effect of particle number on temperature profile at
xÄ0 „350Ã80 cells…

Fig. 5 Temperature contour for the base case

Fig. 6 Velocity vectors for the base case

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution along centerline for the base case

Fig. 8 Heat flux along the plate for the base case
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Nu(x)@5h(x)d/k(x)# along the axial direction for the heated
portion of the walls. Nu varies significantly in the heated section
of the flow. Since the temperature increases along the channel,
thermal conductivity increases accordingly. Thus the variation of
Nu(x) is due to both the heat flux and thermal conductivity varia-
tion along the flow direction.

Significant variations are also observed in the variation of local
~transversely averaged! Kn(x) and Re(x). The axial variation of
Kn(x) and Re(x) for the base case are shown in Figs. 10~a! and
10~b! respectively. Due to the sharp drop of density in the axial
direction, Kn increases rapidly in the heated section while Re
decreases on the other hand. It is seen from Fig. 10~a! that most of
the flow is in the slip-flow regime. Although velocity and viscos-
ity increase along the channel, the rapid decrease of density
causes the Re to drop along the channel.

We now present results of nitrogen flow in the transition flow
regime~case 8 in Table 2!. The inlet pressure here is 0.67 Pa, and
the outlet pressure is 0.53 Pa to give a pressure ratio of 1.27. For
this high Kn flow ~inlet Kn50.08, outlet Kn50.22!, diffusion is
much more pronounced. This can be seen clearly from the tem-
perature contours~Fig. 11!. Figure 12 shows the velocity vectors
as predicted by DSMC calculations for case 8. The velocity gra-
dient across the channel width is smaller. The amount of velocity
slip at the wall is about 13 m/s near the inlet and 30 m/s at the
outlet, which are large, compared to those for the base case. Be-
cause of the very low density, the Re is extremely low. In the
transition area between the unheated and the heated regions, a
strong nonlinear pressure distribution is again observed~Fig. 13!.
It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the pressure rises to a local
maximum nearx50 due to the rapid increase of temperature.
This is because the diffusion effect is more pronounced here com-
pared to the base case.

The heat flux along the length for case 8 is shown in Fig. 14.
The predictions are also compared with the Graetz solution with
‘‘parabolic velocity.’’ The heat transfer is highest at the channel
transition region where the temperature difference is the largest.
Compared to the base case, the heat flux values along the wall are
considerably smaller for case 8. The Graetz solution is again
found to qualitatively compare with the DSMC prediction of the
heat flux. The variation of the local Nu along the axis for case 8 is
shown in Fig. 15. Compared with the former slip flow case~base
case!, the variation of Nu near the origin is relatively smaller in
the transitional flow case. It shows that molecular diffusion in
transition flow is dominant.

Figure 16~a!shows the variation of Kn along the axial direction
for case 8 for the heated section. Changes in both pressure and

Fig. 9 Mean Nu as a function of position along the plate for the
base case

Fig. 10 „a… Kn as the function of position along the plate for
the base case; and „b… Re as the function of position along the
plate for the base case

Fig. 11 Temperature contours for transition flow „case 8…

Fig. 12 Velocity vectors for transitional flow „case 8…
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temperature contribute to the increase of velocity in the axial di
rection. Figure 16~b! shows the axial variation of Re along the
axis. In this case, towards the end of the channel, the temperature
of the fluid approaches the wall temperature. The statistical scatter
of temperature thus becomes more pronounced. The temperature
fluctuation induces the fluctuation shown in Re in Fig. 16~b!.

The effect of diffusion is found to be even stronger in case 15.
Simulations for similar conditions~Cases 1, 8, and 15!were re-
peated for different gases such as argon, hydrogen, oxygen and
noble gas mixtures, as shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Comparing the
results for cases 1, 2, 3, and 4~Table 1, we see that for similar
values ofKn, the diatomic gases~nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen!
have lower values ofNu compared to that of Ar.Nu again de-
creases with increasingKn for all gases considered.

Noble gas mixtures were used in order to study the effect of Pr
on heat transfer for the channel flows in low pressure. The Pr is
0.67 for all noble gases~at the reference temperature of 293 K!.
However, certain properties of the gaseous mixtures are not nec-
essarily functions that vary linearly with subcomponent mole frac-
tions. For example, the viscosities of some binary mixtures vary
oddly with mixture composition. A variety of intermolecular at-
tractive and repulsive forces that exist between real gas molecules
must be considered. The Pr of gas mixtures were calculated fol-
lowing Giacobbe@16#. For the noble gas mixtures considered, the

Fig. 13 Pressure distribution along the centerline for transi-
tional flow „case 8…

Fig. 14 Heat flux along the plate for transition flow „case 8…

Fig. 15 Local Nu as a function of position along the plate for
transitional flow „case 8…

Fig. 16 „a… Kn as the function of position along the axis for
transitional flow „case 8…; „b… Re as a function of position along
the plate for transitional flow „case 8…
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Pr varied from 0.18 to 0.39~see Tables 1, 2, and 3!. Compared
with the values ofNu predicted for Argon, theNu values for noble
gas mixtures are found to be smaller. Low Pr of the noble gas
mixtures thus reduces the values ofNu.

A simplified expression for predictingNu as a function ofPe,
and Kn was obtained following the correlations given by Graetz
where Peclet number, Pe5Re.Pr. Using a linear regression tech-
nique, the following form is obtained from the data shown in
Tables 1, 2, and 3:

Nu50.54 Pe0.72ln~7.7810.5 Kn!.

A parity plot showing the degree of correlation of the computed
data is shown in Fig. 17 with a confidence level of 85 percent.

The coefficient ofKn is positive which indicates that for a
given Pe,Nu increases as theKn increases. However, it must be
pointed out that for most gases,Pe usually decreases asKn is
increased. Since the additive constant in the above correlation is
large ~7.78!, the effect ofKn is rather weak onNu. Since the
correlation is based on a data set that only contains low values of
Re, the continuum correlation given by Graetz for uniform inlet
flow is not recovered by settingKn→0. Comparing the present
correlation with that for Graetz@1#, the exponential coefficient
~0.72! of Pe is found to be larger than its continuum counterpart
~0.33!. Hence, for low-pressure flow the effect ofPe on convec-
tion heat transfer becomes more pronounced.

Conclusions
High Kn number low speed flows through partially heated par-

allel plates are studied using the DSMC technique. Diatomic and
monatomic gases as well as noble gas mixtures were considered.
Heat fluxes along the plates are calculated and compared with the
Graetz analytical solution~with uniform inlet flow!. Heat fluxes
predicted by the DSMC method agree qualitatively with the Gra-
etz solution in the heated region. However, significant differences
exist because of the rarefied flows considered. Molecular diffusion
dominates at largeKn. Nonlinear pressure distribution was ob-
served along the channel. As theKn number increases, the heat
flux decreases monotonically along the channel wall. Future cal-
culations are planned for high~atmospheric!pressure slip and
transitional flows~high Kn! through smaller size~micro! channels
by the DSMC method.

Nomenclature

cp 5 specific heat

d 5 channel width
D 5 molecular diameter
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
L 5 channel length; also, characteristic length of flow

gradients
Kn 5 Knudsen number, Kn5l/d
Kn 5 average Knudsen number for the heated section
Nu 5 Nusselt number, Nu5hd/k
Nu 5 average Nusselt number for the heated section

P 5 pressure
P* 5 Normalized pressure,P* 5P/Pout
Pe 5 Peclet number, Pe5Re.Pr
Pr 5 Prandtl number, Pr5n/k
Re 5 Reynolds number, Re5Ūd/v
Re 5 average Reynolds number for the heated section
T 5 temperature

Ū(x) 5 average streamwise velocity
x 5 coordinate along channel length

x* 5 normalizedx coordinatex* 5x/L
y 5 coordinate along channel width

Greek Symbols

a 5 accommodation coefficient
l 5 mean free path
n 5 kinematic viscosity
k 5 thermal conductivity
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Fig. 17 Parity plot showing correlation of computed data
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Heat Transfer in Rotating
Rectangular Cooling Channels
„ARÄ4… With Angled Ribs
An investigation into determining the effect of rotation on heat transfer in a rib-roughened
rectangular channel with aspect ratio of 4:1 is detailed in this paper. A broad range of
flow parameters have been selected including Reynolds number (Re55000–40000), ro-
tation number (Ro50.04–0.3) and coolant to wall density ratio at the inlet~Dr/r! i
50.122. The ribturbulators, attached to the leading and trailing surface, are oriented at
an angle~a545deg! to the direction of flow. The effect of channel orientations ofb590
deg and 135 deg with respect to the plane of rotation is also investigated. Results show
that the narrow rectangular passage exhibits a much higher heat transfer enhancement
for the ribbed surface than the square and 2:1 duct previously investigated. Also, duct
orientation significantly affects the leading and side surfaces, yet does not have much
affect on the trailing surfaces for both smooth and ribbed surfaces. Furthermore, span-
wise heat transfer distributions exist across the leading and trailing surfaces and are
accentuated by the use of angled ribs. The smooth and ribbed case trailing surfaces and
smooth case side surfaces exhibited a strong dependence on rotation number.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471525#
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Introduction
As the world becomes exceedingly industrialized, there devel-

ops an ever-increasing demand for energy. Extensive research ef-
forts have recently focused on methods for reducing the consump-
tion of energy. One area focused on improvements in efficiency is
the turbomachinery industry. There is a constant drive to decrease
the cost associated with repairing a gas turbine as well as increas-
ing the fuel efficiency. With the wide spread application of tur-
bines from power generation to aircraft propulsion, the cost saving
can be enormous. One method of increasing the efficiency of a
turbine as well as the thrust of an aero-turbine is by increasing the
combustion temperature. This poses a major problem in the has-
tened degradation of temperature sensitive components of the tur-
bine, principally the turbine blades. To counter the high turbine
inlet temperatures~1600–1800 K!, the physics of turbulent heat
transfer are investigated in a cooling model. Turbine blades incor-
porate internal cooling passages to extract the thermal energy ab-
sorbed from the hot combustion gases. This prolongs the life of
the blade as well as allowing for increased combustion tempera-
tures, which ultimately increases performance of the turbine.

A small amount of pressurized air is extracted from the com-
pressor and injected into the turbine blades via the cooling air
bypass. This relatively low enthalpy gas is forced through the
internal cooling passages of the turbine blades, convectively ex-
tracting heat from the internal walls. For further thermal protec-
tion of the blade, a portion of the internal cooling air is ejected
through tiny holes in the walls and tip of the blade, creating a cool
film thermal boundary.

When considering the effects of rotation, certain flow phenom-
ena are exhibited that are not observable in the stationary refer-
ence frame. Forces are generated under a rotational reference
frame, principally the Coriolis and buoyancy forces. These forces
generate secondary flows in the plane orthogonal to the mean flow
direction. For radial outward flow, the Coriolis and buoyancy
forces combine to shift the velocity profile toward the trailing
surface. The coolant flow migrates along with the heat transfer

augmentation toward the trailing surface. This rotationally in-
duced migration of the cooler core flow results in the advanta-
geous enhancement of heat transfer at the trailing surface, but it is
typically balanced by the disadvantageous reduction in heat trans-
fer from the leading surface. As with most temperature sensitive
components, thermal failure in an isolated region is oftentimes
just as problematic as failure of the entire component. This is why
it is important to analyze the heat transfer phenomenon segment
by segment along the length of the blade.

The aspect ratio of the channel also has a profound impact on
the effect of rotation. Moving from the mid-chord to the trailing
edge of the blade, the channels must become more rectangular as
the blade becomes thinner. The orientation of a 4:1 aspect ratio
cooling channel in a gas turbine blade is shown in Fig. 1. This
thinning of the channel changes the effective secondary flow pat-
tern from that of a square duct. For this reason, one cannot simply
apply the knowledge of the rotationally induced flow patterns in a
square channel to that of a rectangular channel. Therefore, an
investigation of the rectangular channel is necessary to further
understand the heat transfer characteristics of the internal cooling
channels in a gas turbine blade.

To promote heat transfer in the internal cooling passage, vari-
ous types of turbulators are used to trip the boundary layer. The
onset of turbulence results in higher heat transfer by promoting
mixing of the cooler core jet gases with the hot boundary layer at
the walls. The most common and effective type of turbulator is
referred to as the ‘‘rib’’ or ‘‘trip-strip.’’ These ribs appear as small
rectangular surface protrusions, and are typically oriented at 45
deg to the direction of flow on the internal leading and trailing
surfaces of the blade. When combining the effects of tripping the
boundary layer~ribbed-turbulator! and rotational forces~Coriolis
and buoyancy!, entirely different turbulence and flow phenom-
enan are achieved. Combining into this equation the various
shapes and sizes of internal cooling channels, it is clear that there
is no one single solution that can be applied universally in the
field of turbine heat transfer. For this reason, an experimental
investigation into each combination of the previously mentioned
parameters is necessary. Until now, published literature concern-
ing the rotational effect on the regionally averaged heat transfer
characteristics has not existed for the 4:1 aspect ratio duct.
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There are numerous past studies on turbulent flow and heat
transfer in the cooling channels of a gas turbine blade. Han and
Park@1# published experimental investigations of the heat transfer
phenomenon in a stationary rib roughened rectangular channel.
Han et al.@2# performed a study of the effect of the rib angle on
heat transfer distributions and pressure drop in a stationary square
channel with two opposite in-line ribbed walls. These studies
showed that the 60 deg and 45 deg V-shaped rib performs better
than the 60 deg and 45 deg parallel rib. It was also concluded that
the V-shaped rib out-performs 60 deg and 45 deg crossed ribs as
well as the 90 deg rib. Wagner et al.@3,4# conducted detailed
experimental investigation to determine the effects of rotation, or
more specifically the effects of Coriolis and buoyancy forces on
the regionally averaged heat transfer distribution of a serpentine
square channel with smooth walls. This study determined that in
the first pass, the effect of rotation created a thinner boundary
layer on the trailing surface and a thicker boundary layer on the
leading surface.

Parsons et al.@5# and Johnson et al.@6# studied the effects of
channel orientation and wall heating condition on the regionally
averaged heat transfer coefficients in a rotating two-pass square
channel with ribbed walls. Parsons et al.@5# discovered that the
heat transfer enhancement for the constant wall heat flux bound-
ary condition was more pronounced when the duct is twisted 45
deg to the plane of rotation when compared to a channel oriented
orthogonal to the plane of rotation. Johnson et al.@6# determined
that the model orientation with respect to the rotation plane
greatly affected the heat transfer distribution.

Dutta and Han@7# investigated the regionally averaged heat
transfer coefficients in a rotating two-pass square channel with
three different model orientations. They found that the orientation
of the channel with respect to the plane of rotation affected the
heat transfer distribution. More specifically, they determined that
orienting the channel at an angle with respect to the plane of
rotation reduced the effect of rotation when compared to the or-
thogonal channel orientation.

Until recently, most of the experimental studies have explored
only square ducts. However, it is quite common to find rectangular
cooling passages, particularly toward the trailing edge of a gas
turbine blade. Since the profile of a turbine blade is curved, the
exclusive use of square channels is not practical. Past research
focused mainly on the square channel; therefore, published data
for a rectangular cooling channel is rare. Al-Qahtani et al.@8#
published a numerical prediction of the flow behavior and heat
transfer in a rib-roughened, rotating, two pass rectangular channel
of aspect ratio 2:1. An interesting description of the flow physics
associated with rib flow is included in their investigation. Taslim
et al. @9,10# investigated the heat transfer distribution in square
and rectangular rib-roughened channels under rotation. They ap-
plied the liquid crystal technique to study the effect of rotation on
wall heat transfer. It was discovered that the effects of rotation
were more apparent in rib-roughened channels with a larger chan-
nel aspect ratio and a lower rib blockage ratio. This investigation
studied only the heat transfer distribution in an orthogonal rotating
channel.

Willett and Bergles@11# performed a detailed investigation of
the heat transfer in a narrow, 10:1 smooth rectangular channel
oriented at 60 deg to ther -z plane. Most of their focus dealt with
exploring the contribution of buoyancy forces under rotation.
They found that the duct orientation induced a significant varia-
tion in the heat transfer coefficient in the spanwise direction. It
was also found that the normalized Nusselt number at the far-aft-
end of the trailing side~or the trailing-outer equivalent in this
paper!is a strong function of rotation number and buoyancy num-
ber. However, they did not perform tests at an angle normal to the
plane of rotation in order to determine how changing the duct
orientation affects the heat transfer distribution within the rectan-
gular channel, nor did they consider the effect of varying the
surface configuration, such as the common ribbed surface. Also,
most of their study presented data in streamwise averaged format,
even though the data was taken at localized points. For a more
comprehensive compilation of turbine heat transfer research,
please see the book by Han et al.@12#, the review paper by Han
and Dutta@13#, and the review paper by Dutta and Han@14#.

Therefore, it is of interest to experimentally investigate the re-
gionally averaged heat transfer distribution in a rotating, rectan-
gular channel of aspect ratio 4:1. The fact that no such literature
exists today on this subject raises the following questions:

1. How does the spanwise heat transfer distribution vary within
a smooth and ribbed rectangular channel, and is it significant
enough to require consideration when designing the cooling
channels of a turbine blade?

2. Does the surface configuration and orientation of the rotat-
ing rectangular channel significantly affect the heat transfer
distribution?

3. Do the narrow aspect ratio ducts exhibit different heat trans-
fer distributions when compared to the square and rectangu-
lar channels of lower aspect ratio?

Answers to these questions are pursued in this paper.

Experimental Facility
The experimental test rig previously used by Dutta and Han@7#

is utilized in this investigation~see Fig. 2!. A variable frequency
motor is connected via a gear-and-belt mesh to a hollow, rotating
shaft. This shaft runs from the base of the test rig to the work
platform and is attached orthogonal to the hollow, rotating arm.
The test section is inserted inside the hollow rotating arm, which
rotates in a plane orthogonal to the rotating shaft. A hand held
optical tachometer is used to determine the rotational velocity of

Fig. 1 Sketch illustrating orientation of a 4:1 aspect ratio
channel in a gas turbine blade

Fig. 2 Schematic of experimental rotating test rig
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the arm. Thermocouple and heater wires are connected to a 100-
channel slip-ring assembly mounted to the rotating shaft. The out-
put of the thermocouples is transferred to a data logger. Fuse-
protected power input to the heaters from the variac transformers
is also transmitted through the slip ring assembly. Cooling air is
pumped from a steady flow compressor, through an ASME orifice
flow meter, then through the hollow rotating shaft, turning 90 deg
and passing into the rotating arm, then through the test section and
is finally expelled into the atmosphere.

The test section is a 0.5 in. by 2 in. by 6 in. long (1.2735.08
315.24 cm) one-pass rectangular channel of aspect ratio 4:1 with
a hydraulic diameter ofD50.8 in. The ratio of mean rotating
radius to hydraulic diameter isR/D533. The direction of airflow
is radially outward from the axis of rotation. Two rows of copper
plates are installed on both the leading and trailing surface to
provide a grid for analysis of the spanwise variation in the region-
ally averaged heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 3 shows a detailed top view of the test section. The test
section is divided into six cross-sections, each with six copper
plates: two for the leading, two for the trailing, one for the outer
and one for the inner surface. Moving along the direction of the
flow ~radially outward!, there are six streamwise segments for a
total of 36 copper plates in the entire test section. The channel
length-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (L/D) is 7.5 with a ratio of
1.25 for each of the six cross-section segments. Each plate is
separated by a 0.0626 in.~0.159 cm!thin strip of nylon to prevent
heat conduction between plates. This is important since the objec-
tive is to study the spatial distribution of heat transfer.

The copper plates are mounted in a nylon substrate, which com-
prises the bulk of the test section. Pre-fabricated flexible heaters
are installed beneath the leading and trailing surfaces, two to each
surface. The outer and inner walls~or side walls!are each heated
by a wire-wound resistance heater, which is also installed beneath
the copper plates. All heaters supply steady, uniform heat flux to
the copper plates. Sufficient power is supplied in order to maintain
a maximum wall temperature of nearly 340 K for the correspond-
ing section. This corresponds to an inlet coolant-to-wall density

~temperature!ratio (Dr/r) i of 0.122 for every test. Thermal con-
ducting paste is applied between the heater and copper plates to
promote heat transfer from the heater to the plate. Each 1/8 in.
~0.318 cm!thick plate has a 1/16 in.~0.159 cm!deep blind hole
drilled in the backside in which a copper-constantan thermocouple
is installed 1/16 in.~0.159 cm!from the plate surface with thermal
conducting glue.

Two different surface configurations~smooth and 45 deg ribs!
are studied as well as two different channel orientations with re-
spect to the direction of rotation~b590 deg and 135 deg!. Figure
3 shows the ribbed surface configuration. The channel is rib-
roughened on two opposite walls with 45 deg in-line ribs. The
parallel rib configuration was chosen due to the widespread use of
45 deg parallel ribs in turbine blade cooling channels. The ribs are
made of brass and are glued to the leading and trailing surfaces of
the channel, resulting in a rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio
(e/D) of 0.078 and a pitch-to-rib height (P/e) ratio of 10. The rib
flow-attack angle, defined as the angle between the mean flow
direction and the rib angle orientation~a!, is maintained at 45 deg.
The experiments were conducted for Reynolds numbers of 5000,
10,000, 20,000 and 40,000. The test section rotates at a speed of
550 rpm, resulting in a range of rotation number~Ro! from ap-
proximately 0.04–0.3.

Data Reduction
This investigation focuses on detailing the regionally averaged

heat transfer coefficient at various locations within the internal
cooling channel. This heat transfer coefficient is determined by
the net heat flux from the heated plate to the cooling air, the
surface area of the plate (Ap), the regionally averaged tempera-
ture of the plate, and the local bulk mean air temperature by the
following:

h5qnet9 /~Tw2Tb,x! (1)

The net heat flux is calculated using the measured voltage and
current supplied to the heater multiplied by the area fraction ex-
posed to the respective plate minus the previously determined
amount of heat losses due to external conduction, convection, and
radiation energy escaping from the test section. This heat loss
calibration is performed for both stationary and rotation experi-
ments with a piece of insulation inserted inside the test section to
inhibit natural convection. For this calibration, by knowing the
amount of power supplied to the heater and measuring the tem-
perature of the plate, it is possible to determine how much the heat
is being lost into the environment using the conservation of en-
ergy principle. Equation~1! is used throughout the experiment,
neglecting the change of area effect with the addition of ribs. That
is, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated based on the projected
area, neglecting the 28 percent increase in area due to the addition
of ribs.

The regionally averaged wall temperature (Tw) is measured
directly by the thermocouple installed in the blind hole on the
back of each plate. The local bulk mean air temperature (Tb,x) is
determined by a linear interpolation between the measured bulk
air inlet and the average of two outlet temperatures~each installed
at the midpoint of the two spanwise sections! due to the applicable
constant heat flux assumption. Another method used to check the
interpolation values is by performing an energy balance. It is re-
assuring to note that performing an energy balance to calculate the
expected outlet temperature resulted in a close match to that of the
average measured exit temperature value, typically to within 5
percent. Therefore the linear interpolation method is validated and
is the method used in the calculation of the results presented in
this paper. The energy balance equation is:

Tb,i5Tin1(
i

~q2qloss!/ṁcp , i 51,2 . . . 6 (2)

Fig. 3 Schematic of 4:1 test section
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To provide a common reference for each analysis, a correlation is
used comparing the Nusselt number for the specific duct case to
that of fully developed flow through a smooth stationary circular
pipe at the same Reynolds number. For this investigation, the
Dittus-Boelter correlation for heating (Tw.Tbx) is used:

Nu

Nuo
5

hD

kair

1

~0.023 Re0.8Pr0.4!
(3)

All air properties are taken based on the mean bulk air tempera-
ture with a Prandtl number~Pr! for air as 0.71.

Overall uncertainty for the regionally averaged heat transfer is
predominantly dependent upon the difference between the wall
temperature and the bulk air temperature, the net heat flux input
and the ability to maintain a steady mass flow rate. As with most
experiments, the uncertainty for this investigation decreases with
the increasing magnitude of input parameters. For higher Rey-
nolds numbers, the uncertainty has been determined to be nearly 7
percent. However, for lower Reynolds numbers (Re55000), the
uncertainty could be as much as 20 percent. The uncertainty
analysis was performed using the Kline and McClintock@15# un-
certainty analysis procedure.

Results And Discussion
Before any discussion of the physics associated with the thin

rectangular duct proceeds, it is important to set up a labeling
scheme for the various surfaces in the duct. This labeling scheme,
seen in Fig. 1, will be used throughout this paper. The inner and
outer surface side walls are named according to their location in
the turbine blade. That is, the inner surface is closer to the mid-
chord position of the blade~a relatively internal position!, and the
outer surface is closer to the trailing edge of the blade, and thus is
closer to an external surface of the blade. The leading and trailing
surfaces of the blade follow the conventional definitions of these
surfaces, however each surface is subdivided into two surfaces in
order to investigate the span-wise distribution of heat transfer
along the major surfaces~leading and trailing!. Therefore we have
a total of six surfaces: leading-outer, leading-inner, trailing-outer,
trailing-inner, outer, and inner. Because of the many intrinsic dif-
ferences between square and rectangular ducts, a brief discussion
on the secondary flow patterns generated by rotation and the ribs
in a thin rectangular duct follows.

Secondary Flow Behavior. Figure 4 shows a conceptualiza-
tion of the secondary flow patterns of a smooth and ribbed rotat-

ing duct. The smooth duct seen in Fig. 4(a) shows how the rota-
tional forces~dotted line!induce a migration of the cooler core
flow toward the trailing surface in radially outward flow with the
channel oriented atb590 deg to the plane of rotation. This results
in an increase of the heat transfer from the trailing surface, al-
though it typically results in a decrease in heat transfer at the
leading surface.

Tilting the smooth duct tob5135 deg causes the Coriolis
forces to shift the secondary flow pattern from the case ofb
590 deg. Now the secondary flow due to rotation travels along
the line from the leading most corner of the duct to the trailing
most corner of the duct. This results in a significant increase in
heat transfer at the outer surface as well as a moderate increase for
the entire leading and trailing surfaces. When ribs are installed as
seen in Fig. 4(b), the combination of secondary flows produces a
flow behavior that is entirely different from the smooth surface.
The ribs induce a flow pattern parallel to the ribs at the wall,
traveling from the upstream rib-half surface~from the outer sur-
face in this case!to the downstream rib-half surface~toward the
inner surface in this case!. This rib configuration was chosen be-
cause when the channel is tilted tob5135 deg, the rib-induced
secondary flow constructively combines with the rotation induced
secondary flows. Past literature has paid little attention to the con-
structive and destructive combinations of rib and rotation-induced
secondary flows. Atb590 deg, the rib-induced secondary flow
constructively combines with the rotation-induced secondary
flows at the leading-outer and trailing-inner surfaces, while the
two secondary flows destructively combine at the trailing-outer
and leading-inner surfaces. It is impossible to achieve completely
constructive rib- and rotation-induced secondary flows in a chan-
nel of b590 deg when using continuous ribs. If the ribs had been
oriented with the upstream rib-half attached from the inner surface
and the downstream rib-half following toward the outer surface,
then a completely destructive combination of the rib and rotation-
induced secondary flows would have resulted across the entire
leading and trailing surfaces at theb5135 deg orientation. While
it would be interesting to investigate such behavior, this analysis
was limited to only the smooth and 45 deg rib orientation that
produces constructive combinations of secondary flow.

Smooth Channel Results. Figures 5–7 contain the smooth
duct data for three different channel configurations: stationary,
rotation withb590 deg and rotation withb5135 deg. Each case
is subdivided into four experiments: (a) Re55000, (b) Re
510000, (c) Re520000, and (d) Re540000. The corresponding
rotation numbers for these cases are 0.305, 0.151, 0.075, and
0.038, respectively. Please reference Figure 1 for the data legend
and surface locations within the channel. Figure 5 contains data
for the stationary cases. The higher than asymptotic values in the
normalized Nusselt number plots are attributable to the entrance
effect in thermally developing flow. The plots all approach a hori-
zontal asymptote as the flow approached the thermally fully de-
veloped state.

Figure 6 shows the results for the rotation cases where the duct
is oriented atb590 deg, that is, orthogonal to the plane of rota-
tion. As was expected, the trailing surfaces exhibit higher heat
transfer enhancement than the leading surfaces due to the migra-
tion of the colder core fluid toward the trailing surface caused by
the Coriolis rotational forces. At a duct angle ofb590 deg, the
channel can be assumed to hold symmetry about the plane of
rotation. This means that both of the leading surfaces~leading-
outer and leading-inner! should have identical Nu plots, the trail-
ing surfaces should exhibit identical behavior, and the two side
surfaces should be equal. This is validated relatively well as seen
in the figures, with a slight bias between the two trailing surfaces.
An increase in the Reynolds number tends to suppress the effect
of rotation. All six surfaces show very little streamwise variation
in the Nu number plots. Both of the side surfaces~inner and outer!
have a heat transfer enhancement nearly equal to the value of the
two trailing surfaces.

Fig. 4 Outward flow rectangular test section with: „a… smooth
walls; and „b… 45 deg parallel ribs on leading and trailing sur-
faces.
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Figure 7 presents the results of the smooth rotation case with
the channel oriented atb5135 deg with respect to the plane of
rotation. Figure 7(a) shows that at a low Reynolds number~high
rotation number!, there are distinguishable differences in the heat
transfer trends among the various surfaces. It can be seen that the
trailing-outer and outer surface exhibit the highest heat transfer
enhancement of all of the surfaces in the duct. This is attributed to
the fact that these two surfaces are the primary recipients of the
shifting of the cooler core flow under rotation. This phenomenon
is illustrated in Fig. 4 of the preceding section. After the flow
impinges on the trailing-outer and outer surfaces, it passes along
the leading and trailing surfaces to the inner surface, where the
heat transfer coefficient is the lowest, and the secondary flow
slows down dramatically. Then the flow cycles again, passing
from the leading most corner diagonally across the channel to-
ward the trailing most corner. At a high rotation number, the inner
surface heat transfer follows a trend quite similar to the stationary
cases. It appears that this inner surface is barely affected by rota-

tion. Both of the trailing surfaces have higher heat transfer coef-
ficients than the leading surfaces. A new and interesting finding is
the substantial difference in the heat transfer coefficient between
the two trailing surfaces. Furthermore, this span-wise difference
does not come into effect until nearly half-way through the chan-
nel for high rotation numbers (Ro50.305). It is also shown that
the leading surface heat transfer increased when compared to the
orthogonal channel. The overall increase in heat transfer from
nearly all surfaces can be attributed to the fact that twisting the
channel greatly increased the linear distance along which the main
Coriolis force is directed~from leading most to trailing most cor-
ner!and provides an overall better mixing than theb590 deg. In
the b590 deg case, the principal Coriolis vector in the core re-
gion of the flow acts across only a short distance~the short width
of the channel!and does not serve to mix the flow as well as the
twisted channel.

Fig. 5 Nusselt number ratio for stationary smooth case

Fig. 6 Nusselt number ratio for rotation smooth case with
bÄ90 deg
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One evident contrast of the results of theb5135 deg case~Fig.
7! compared to theb590 deg~Fig. 6! case is apparent in the side
surfaces. For the twisted channel, the trend of the outer surface
increases while the inner surface trend decreases withX/D. Fur-
thermore, the inner surface decreases in a similar way as seen in
the stationary case. The outer surface, which trails the inner sur-
face, experiences a heat transfer enhancement of as much as three
times that of the inner surface for theb5135 deg case. This is
due to the shift of the primary Coriolis induced flow vector from
the center of the trailing surface in theb590 deg case to the
trailing most corner in theb5135 deg case. This trailing most
corner is adjacent to the outer surface, and therefore the outer
surface benefits greatly in heat transfer enhancement due to the
twisting of the duct. This is desirable since the outer surface of the
b5135 deg case is closer to the trailing edge of the turbine blade,
and thus is likely to experience a higher external heat flux than the

inner surface. The inner surface interfaces with the side surface of
the adjacent cooling passage, and therefore is less likely to be
considered a critical surface.

Ribbed Channel Results. The data plots for the ribbed chan-
nel cases are presented in Figs. 8–10. Figure 8 shows the station-
ary ribbed channel data. It can be seen that the thermal entrance
effect ~decreasing to horizontal asymptote! that occurred in the
smooth duct does not apply to the ribbed duct. This is due to the
fact that the flow is no longer hydrodynamically fully developed
immediately after the beginning of the test section, as was the case
with the smooth duct. The ribs at the test section inlet trip the
hydrodynamic boundary layer, and the flow is now considered not
only thermally developing at the inlet, but also hydrodynamically
developing at the inlet to the test section. In fact, the data curves
tend to increase for the ribbed stationary case, whereas the plots
decrease for the smooth stationary case.

Fig. 7 Nusselt number ratio for rotation smooth case with
bÄ135 deg Fig. 8 Nusselt number ratio for stationary ribbed case
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An extremely important observation of this case is to note that
the leading-outer and trailing-outer surfaces experience a signifi-
cantly higher heat transfer enhancement than the leading-inner
and trailing-inner surfaces. This is attributable to the orientation of
the ribs. The ribs are attached such that the flow first meets the rib
at the leading-outer and trailing-outer surfaces, which are the ‘‘up-
stream rib-half’’ surfaces~see Fig. 4!. The second half of the rib,
or ‘‘downstream rib-half’’ surface, follows as the rib extends to-
ward the inner surface. Therefore, the ribs can be described as
running from the outer surface to the inner surface at 45 deg to the
main flow. As the flow first meets the rib at the upstream rib-half
surface, the hydrodynamic boundary layer is tripped first at this
point. The fluid at the ribbed wall is then channeled between the
two ribs, flowing parallel to the ribs. The rib-induced secondary
flow is fastest at the upstream rib-half surface, and slowing as it
passes along the downstream rib-half surface toward the inner

surface, which acts as a stagnation surface. The primary rib-half
surface is able to convect more heat as the fluid passes quickly
across the surface. When the flow slows along the downstream
rib-half surface, less heat is convected away by the downstream
rib-half surface. This explains why the leading-outer and trailing-
outer ~upstream rib-half!surfaces experience higher heat transfer
than the leading-inner and trailing-inner~downstream rib-half!
surfaces. Also, the outer surface has a higher heat transfer en-
hancement than the inner surface because it is peripherally af-
fected by this faster, cooler, upstream rib-half tripped flow. In
contrast, the inner surface experiences the heat transfer diminish-
ing effects of flow stagnation.

The stationary rib cases show dependence on Reynolds number
for the leading and trailing surfaces, however, the inner and outer
surface exhibit nearly no dependence on Reynolds number. This is
because as the Reynolds number increases, the rib is less effective

Fig. 9 Nusselt number ratio for rotation ribbed case with
bÄ90 deg

Fig. 10 Nusselt number ratio for rotation ribbed case with
bÄ135 deg
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at enhancing the heat transfer of the rectangular duct when com-
pared with the stationary smooth circular duct correlation~i.e.,
normalized Nu decreases!. Since the ribs are attached to the lead-
ing and trailing surfaces, they experience much more of the en-
hancing effects of the ribs, and conversely, are affected more by a
reduced enhancement of heat transfer at higher Reynolds
numbers.

Figure 9 shows the data plots for the ribbed duct under rotation
with an orientation orthogonal to the plane of rotation (b
590 deg). Looking to Fig. 9(a), we can see that at higher rota-
tion numbers, there is clearly a higher heat transfer from the
trailing-outer surface, and an increasing trend withX/D. Also, the
trend is similar to that of the stationary case. For this reason, the
rib-induced flow is observed to dominate the rotation induced sec-
ondary flow. Another important observation is that the leading-
inner surface exhibits nearly the lowest heat transfer enhancement
at the highest rotation number.

Figure 10 presents the plots for the ribbed,b5135 deg twisted
channel rotation experiments. We immediately can see that by
twisting the channel, the leading-outer surface curve rises to meet
the trailing-outer surface curve, with the trailing-outer surface
maintaining nearly the same trend as seen in theb590 deg case.
Even the trailing-outer surface trend increases slightly over that of
the b590 deg case. From this behavior, it seems as though the
effects of rotation for the twisted channel serve to better mix the
flow than the orthogonal channel, and most of the surfaces benefit
from the entirely constructive combining of rib and rotation-
induced secondary flows for theb5135 deg case. That is, all
surfaces benefit except the inner surface, which is the only surface
in the twisted channel to exhibit a lower heat transfer when com-
pared with the orthogonal channel. This is expected because the
heat transfer at the inner surface is now mitigated by not only its
position as the leading most surface, but also by being situated at
the end of the downstream rib-half. Since the inner surface is
likely to be the surface exposed to the side wall of an adjacent
cooling passage, a low heat transfer is not foreseen to be a sig-
nificant problem. Therefore, we can say that the attachment
scheme for continuous ribs chosen in this investigation will likely
provide the most effective heat transfer augmentation at the nec-
essary surfaces.

Streamwise Averaged Nusselt Number Ratio. An overall
heat transfer coefficient for each surface is determined by averag-
ing the streamwise data and then plotting the data as a function of
rotation number. Figure 11 shows the streamwise averaged data
for the smooth duct. Figure 11(a) (b590 deg) shows that the
heat transfer at the trailing surfaces, the inner surface and the
outer surface, is a strong function of rotation number. All four of
these surfaces exhibit an increasing trend with increasing rotation
number. The two leading surfaces show very little dependence on
rotation number. Figure 11(b) (b5135 deg) shows that the trail-
ing surfaces are strongly dependent on rotation number. The inner
surface is the only surface that shows virtually no dependence on
rotation number for this case. A comparison of Figs. 11~a! and
11~b! reveals that the two leading surfaces for theb5135 deg
case are more dependent on rotation number than for theb
590 deg case. These results are different than the results of the
square channel of Dutta and Han@7# and the 2:1 rectangular chan-
nel investigated by Azad et al.@16#. A comparison of the 4:1 duct
with the square and the 2:1 duct reveals that the aspect ratio sig-
nificantly affects the rotational dependence on heat transfer, par-
ticularly for the leading surface. The square duct shows a decreas-
ing trend, the 2:1 duct approaches a nearly horizontal trend, while
the 4:1 duct shows an increasing trend. Therefore, as the channel
becomes narrower, the heat transfer enhancement at the leading
surfaces becomes more positive. It is now conclusive that the
aspect ratio significantly affects the heat transfer distribution in
the channel.

Figure 12 shows the streamwise averaged heat transfer en-
hancement for the ribbed duct. For the orthogonal channel of Fig.

12(a), the trailing surfaces and outer surface show an increasing
trend with increasing rotation number. The trailing-outer surface
exhibits the greatest dependence on rotation number, which is a
result of the combination of rib and rotation-induced heat transfer
enhancement. The leading surfaces exhibit little dependence on
rotation number. Figure 12(b) shows that all surfaces are a func-
tion of rotation number except the inner surface. Furthermore, the
twisted channel produces a nearly identical trend for the two up-

Fig. 11 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for smooth
channel

Fig. 12 Streamwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for ribbed
channel
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stream rib-half surfaces~leading-outer and trailing-outer!. Also,
the downstream rib-half surfaces~leading-inner and trailing-inner!
show very similar trends. A comparison of Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!
shows that the leading surfaces and the inner surface are posi-
tively affected by the channel orientation. The trailing surfaces
and the outer surface appear to be unaffected by the channel
orientation.

Conclusions
This investigation revealed that spanwise heat transfer differ-

ences of up to 25 percent for the smooth tilted channel and 50–75
percent for the ribbed channel exist across the leading and trailing
surfaces. This observation should be addressed when designing
the cooling channels of a gas turbine blade. In addition, the duct
orientation significantly affects the leading, the inner, and the
outer surfaces, yet does not have much effect on the trailing sur-
faces for both the smooth and ribbed cases. Furthermore, the
smooth and ribbed case trailing surfaces and the smooth case side
surfaces show a strong dependence on rotation number. Finally,
the aspect ratio was determined to affect the leading surface heat
transfer enhancement, where the enhancement increases as the
channel becomes narrower. Therefore, this investigation has deter-
mined that spanwise variations in the heat transfer distribution of
rectangular cooling passages exist and that the enhancement is a
function of channel orientation, surface configuration, and aspect
ratio.
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Nomenclature

Ap 5 surface area of copper plate (m2)
D 5 hydraulic diameter~m!
e 5 rib height ~m!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
k 5 thermal conductivity of coolant~W/mK!
L 5 length of duct~m!

Nu 5 regionally averaged Nusselt number,hD/k
Nuo 5 Nusselt number in fully developed turbulent non-

rotating tube flow without ribs
P 5 rib pitch ~m!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Q 5 heat transfer~W!

qnet9 5 net heat flux at wall (W/m2)
R 5 mean rotating radius~m!

Re 5 Reynolds number,rVD/m
Ro 5 rotation number,VD/V

Tbx 5 local coolant bulk temperature~K!
Tw 5 wall temperature~K!
V 5 bulk velocity in streamwise direction~m/s!
b 5 angle of channel orientation
V 5 rotational speed~rad/s!
a 5 rib angle
r 5 density of coolant (kg/m3)

(Dr/r) i 5 coolant-to-wall density ratio at the inlet,
(rw2rbi)/rw5(Tw2Tbi)/Tw
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A Numerical Investigation of the
Heat Transfer in a Parallel Plate
Channel With Piecewise Constant
Wall Temperature Boundary
Conditions
For turbulent flows in ducts, streamwise heat conduction effects within the flow can be
important for low Prandtl number fluids (liquid metals). The paper presents a numerical
investigation of the influence of axial heat conduction within the flow on the heat transfer
for hydrodynamically fully developed flow. The calculations have been carried out for a
semi-infinite heated section as well as for a heated section of finite length. Additionally, by
considering different models for calculating the turbulent heat flux, the normally used
assumption that the eddy diffusivity in axial and normal direction are the same was
investigated. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1482085#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Forced Convection, Heat Transfer, Liquid Metals, Turbulence

1 Introduction
Heat transfer for hydrodynamically fully developed channel

flows is of theoretical interest and of technical importance. Nor-
mally, the effect of streamwise conduction within the flow on the
heat transfer to a fluid flowing inside a duct can be neglected. The
classical Graetz problem deals with heat transfer in the thermally
developing region under such conditions@6,7,14#.

However, for flows with small Pe´clet numbers, streamwise heat
conduction effects in the fluid become increasingly important as
PeD decreases. This is the case, for example, in compact heat
exchangers where liquid metals are used as working fluids. Addi-
tionally, the effect of streamwise heat conduction within the flow
might be important if the heated section is small in size compared
to the hydrodynamic diameter@23#.

In the past, many analytical and numerical investigations have
been carried out which deal with the solution of the extended
Graetz problem~considering axial heat conduction in the fluid! for
thermally developing laminar flows in ducts. Extensive literature
reviews on this subject can be found in@17,16,8#. Numerical in-
vestigations which deal with the extended Graetz problem for
laminar flow in a pipe or a parallel plate channel are given for
example in@8,13#.

Although axial heat conduction can be ignored for turbulent
convection in ordinary fluids and gases, with liquid metals this is
not always be justified for small Reynolds number flows. In fact
because of the very low Prandtl numbers for liquid metals
(0.001,Pr,0.06) the Pe´clet number can be smaller than ten in
turbulent duct flows. A literature review about the convective heat
transfer in liquid metals can be found in@16#. Lee@12#, for ex-
ample, studied the extended Graetz problem in turbulent pipe
flow. He found that for Pe´clet numbers below 100, axial heat
conduction in the fluid becomes important in the thermal entrance
region. For a turbulent flow inside a parallel plate channel, the
effect of axial heat conduction within the fluid was analyzed by
Faggiani and Gori@3#. They solved numerically the energy equa-
tion for a constant heat flux boundary condition. Weigand@20#

studied analytically the effect of axial heat conduction in a parallel
plate channel and in a circular pipe for laminar and turbulent
flows for the case of a constant wall temperature. For a finite
heated section, Weigand et al.@23# obtained an analytical solution
for the temperature field and the Nusselt number for a duct with
piecewise constant heat flux at the wall. This investigation showed
that axial heat conduction effects can also be important for larger
Péclet numbers if the heated section is relatively short in length.

All the papers mentioned above used the fundamental assump-
tion that gradient transport of the formui8Q8;]Q/]xi holds and
that the eddy diffusivities in the radial and axial directions are the
same. Additionally, all papers used the concept of a turbulent
Prandtl number to obtain the turbulent thermal diffusivity from the
eddy viscosity asa t5n t8/Prt . As a direct consequence of these
assumptions, the streamwise turbulent heat flux is only a function
of the streamwise temperature gradient. Very small or zero
streamwise turbulent heat fluxes will always be predicted if the
streamwise temperature gradient is small or zero, respectively. As
far back as 1949 Batchelor@1# suggested that the streamwise com-
ponent of the turbulent heat flux should also be a function of the
cross-stream temperature gradient and vice versa. Evidence of this
effect has been obtained by direct numerical simulation, DNS,
results which show significant values for the streamwise turbulent
heat flux even though the streamwise temperature gradient is neg-
ligible compared to the cross-stream gradient@11#.

Having observed that axial heat conduction effects can be im-
portant for low Pe´clet numbers as well as for the combination of
moderate Pe´clet numbers and a short heated section, the proper
modeling of the axial turbulent heat flux can be important. Alge-
braic models for the turbulent heat fluxes such as proposed, for
example, by Gibson and Launder@5# improve the prediction of the
axial turbulent heat flux. However, even if they are simplified
using the assumption of equilibrium turbulence, they still require
the solution of a linear system of equations for the turbulent heat
fluxes. In solving this system of equations, a situation can occur
where the system of equations becomes singular for certain com-
binations of the Reynolds stresses and mean temperature gradi-
ents, similar to the singularity noted by Gatski and Speziale@4# for
algebraic Reynolds stress models. More recently, models based on
a more general gradient transport type of the form proposed by
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Batchelor have been developed@18,24#. These models provide the
advantages of algebraic models while remaining relatively simple
and robust. Furthermore such models are more tractable for ana-
lytical work.

Using such a model for the turbulent heat flux, the present
paper investigates the effect of axial heat conduction and particu-
larly of the axial turbulent heat flux. The energy equation for
hydrodynamically fully developed duct flow and a heated section
is solved numerically using different models for the turbulent heat
fluxes.

Additionally, the paper presents the effect of a finite heated
section with a constant wall temperature. To the best knowledge
of the authors of the present paper, both above mentioned topics
have not been considered in literature before.

2 Analysis
Figure 1 shows the geometrical configuration and the coordi-

nate system. The flow enters the duct with a hydrodynamically
fully developed laminar or turbulent velocity profile and with a
uniform temperature distributionT0 for x→2`. For 2Dxheat/2
,x,Dxheat/2 the channel is uniformly heated by applying a con-
stant wall temperature. A second case with constant wall tempera-
ture at 0,x,1` is also considered. The characteristic lengthh
denotes half of the channel height. The physical properties
(cp ,r,k) of the fluid are considered to be constant.

2.1 Energy Equation. The energy equation for a hydrody-
namically fully developed flow is given by

rcpS u
]T

]x D5
]

]x S k
]T

]x
2rcpu8T8D1

]

]y S k
]T

]y
2rcpv8T8D .

(1)

The boundary conditions for Eq.~1! are as follows:

y50:]T/]y50

y5h:x,2Dxheat/2, Dxheat/2,x T5T0

2Dxheat/2,x,Dxheat/2 T5Tw

limx→2` T5T0 (2)

After introducing the following nondimensional quantities into
Eqs.~1!–~2!

x̃5
x

h
, ỹ5

y

h
, ũ5

u

u0

, Q5
T2T0

Tw2T0
,

ũ8Q85
u8T8

u0~Tw2T0!
, ṽ8Q85

v8T8

u0~Tw2T0!
, a5

k

rcp
,

Peh5
u0h

a
(3)

the energy equation and the relating boundary conditions can be
written as

ũPeh

]Q

] x̃
5

]

] x̃ S ]Q

] x̃
2Pehũ8Q8D1

]

] ỹ S ]Q

] ỹ
2Pehṽ8Q8D . (4)

ỹ50:]Q/] ỹ50

ỹ51: x̃,2 x̃heat/2,x̃heat/2,x̃ Q50

2 x̃heat/2,x̃, x̃heat/2 Q51

lim x̃→2` Q50 (5)

The turbulent heat fluxesũ8Q8 and ṽ8Q8 appearing in Eq.~4!
have to be calculated from the mean quantities of the flow. Batch-
elor @1# proposed a turbulent eddy diffusion tensor. Thus, the tur-
bulent heat fluxes can be calculated from

S 2ũ8Q8

2 ṽ8Q8
D 5S D11 D12

D21 D22
D •S ]Q

] x̃

]Q

] ỹ

D (6)

All models considered in the present study can be written in this
form. Introducing Eq.~6! into Eq.~4!, the energy equation obtains
the following form

ũPeh

]Q

] x̃
5

]

] x̃ F ~11PehD11!
]Q

] x̃ G1
]

] x̃ FPehD12

]Q

] ỹ G
1

]

] ỹ F ~11PehD22!
]Q

] ỹ G1
]

] ỹ FPehD21

]Q

] x̃ G . (7)

As one can see from Eq.~7!, the ‘‘ansatz’’ by Eq.~6! results in
mixed second derivatives in the energy equation. This fact will be
discussed later in more detail. For a hydrodynamically fully de-
veloped flow and the turbulent heat flux models in the herein
discussed form, theDi j are only depending onỹ. Therefore, one
can simplify Eq.~7! to

F ũPeh2Peh

]D21

] ỹ G ]Q

] x̃
5

]

] x̃ F ~11PehD11!
]Q

] x̃ G1
]

] ỹ F ~1

1PehD22!
]Q

] ỹ G1Peh@D121D21#
]2Q

] x̃] ỹ
.

(8)

2.2 Turbulent Heat Flux Models. In the present study two
different models have been used in order to calculate the eddy
diffusion tensorDi j in Eq. ~6!. The first model is based on the
simple gradient transport model with a scalar eddy diffusivity for
which Di j 5ã td i j where a turbulent Prandtl number is used to
calculateã t .

The second model is a simplified form of the explicit algebraic
heat-flux model~EAHF! model by So and Sommer@18#. Here
each element ofDi j is a function of the mean flow field and in
generalDi j is fully occupied and non-symmetric. This more gen-
eral model generates a turbulent heat flux inx-direction u8Q8
even when the temperature gradient inx-direction is zero. Evi-
dence for this effect has been obtained by DNS calculations. Note
that the simple formulation is a special case combined in this.

2.2.1 The Isotropic Turbulent Heat Flux Model.Using the
concept of the turbulent Prandtl number, the turbulent heat fluxes
can be calculated by

Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system
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ẽm
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Pr

Prt
ẽm

D •S ]Q

] x̃

]Q

] ỹ
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whereD12 andD21 are identically zero for this simple model. For
calculating the turbulent Prandtl number Prt the model of Kays
and Crawford as given by Weigand et al.@22# has been used.

Prt5
1

1

2Prt`
1CPetA 1

Prt`
2~CPet!

2F12expS 2
1

CPeAPrt`
D G
(10)

with Pet5Pr
em

n
(11)

Prt`50.851
D

Pr ReD
0.888 (12)

and D5100, C50.3 (13)

The eddy viscosityem has been calculated using the Nikuradse
mixing length distribution with the van Driest damping factor
@10#.

em5 l 2U]u

]yU (14)

l 5hF0.1420.08S y

hD 2

20.06S y

hD 4G (15)

The relationehx /ehn specifies the ratio of axial to normal thermal
diffusivity. This ratio has been set to one. This is a commonly
used assumption~see for example@12,2#!. Note thatu8Q850
when]Q/] x̃50.

2.2.2 The Explicit Algebraic Heat-Flux (EAHF) Model.The
model is given in@18,19#. It can be applied for a wide range of
molecular Prandtl numbers. The general form of the EAHF model
is given by:

2ũi8u85ã t
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with
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For a hydrodynamic fully developed two dimensional flow these
tensors become:
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Now one can calculate the turbulent heat fluxesṽ8u8 andũ8u8 as
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where the following abbreviations have been used:

ã t5cl f lkAk
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Pr
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(26)

Ret5
k2

ne
(27)

and with the constants

cm50.096, cl50.095, C1u53.28, C2u50.4

In the original formulation of the model, one has to solve two
additional partial differential equations for (u2,eu). However, this
approach can be simplified. Therefore, one defines the following
function R

R5
u2/eu

k/e
. (28)

The turbulent Prandtl number relates the eddy viscosity to the
turbulent heat diffusion and can be written in the following form
by using the Eqs.~22!–~23!

Prt5C!R21/2 (29)

with C!5
cm f m

cl f l
. (30)

For the calculation of the turbulent Prandtl number the model of
@22# has been used.

The equationsu2 anda t can now be obtained by

u2

eu
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C!
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Prt
2

k

e
(31)
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Numerical Scheme. The energy Eq.~8! is a linear par-
tial differential equation which has been solved by a relaxation
scheme with a typical relaxation parameter of 0.7–0.9, depending
on the used PeD number. The equation is solved by Brandt’s FAS

multi-grid method which is described in detail in the Numerical
Recipes@15#. The computational domain is discretised using a
Cartesian grid. The grid is refined by an analytical stretching func-
tion at the wall boundaries and around the temperature disconti-
nuities. All derivatives are discretised by using central finite dif-
ferences. Typical grid sizes range from 257365 to 20493513,
depending on the PeD number used. The boundary conditions are
directly applied to the equation, so no wall functions have to be
used.

3.2 Accuracy and Validation. For the validation of the nu-
merical scheme and the grids used in the calculations, compari-
sons have been made between the present calculations and data
available in the literature. Most of the results presented in the
literature are given for laminar flows. To the knowledge of the
authors of the present paper, there is only one paper dealing with
turbulent duct flow with Dirichlet wall boundary conditions and
axial heat conduction effects@20#. Furthermore, these results are
available for a half infinite heated section.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the numerically obtained fluid tempera-
ture at ỹÄ0 with the analytical solution for a laminar flow. Grid:
257Ã65 points. Heating: half infinite.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the numerically obtained fluid tempera-
ture Q¿

„y¿
… with the formula given by Kader †9‡ for Re D

Ä13000, PrÄ0.025 and Re tÄ206.8. Resolution of the grid used
in the computation 2049 Ã257.

Fig. 4 Comparison of numerically calculated and analytical
Nusselt number for turbulent flow. Constant Prandtl number
PrÄ0.72. Grid 513Ã65. Heating: half infinite.

Fig. 5 Comparison of numerically calculated and analytical
Nusselt number for turbulent flow. Constant Reynolds number
ReDÄ5000. Grid 513Ã65. Heating: half infinite.

Table 1 Comparison of Nu ` for laminar flow with the predic-
tions of †13,21‡
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3.2.1 Comparison of Nù Values for Laminar Flow. The
validation has been started by a comparison of some analytically
obtained Nù numbers@13,21#. The definition of the Nusselt num-
ber is given by

Nu5

24
]Q

] ỹ U
w

Qm2Qw
(33)

For thermally fully developed flow the numerator and denomina-
tor of Eq.~33! tend to zero, leading to a finite value of the Nusselt
number. The prediction of Nùby numerical methods for constant
wall temperature boundary conditions is a useful testcase because
of this behavior in equation~33!. In order to predict Nù accu-
rately 6000 steps on a single-grid solver have been calculated after
the solution on the multi-grid solver has been converged. The
residual was then of the order ofO(1028). In Table 1 a compari-
son of the numerically obtained values compared to the values
given in literature is given. As one can see, the numerically ob-
tained values are in excellent agreement with the analytical values
and the difference is always smaller than 0.2 percent.

3.2.2 Comparison of Temperature Profiles for Laminar Flow.
In a next step some analytically obtained laminar temperature pro-
files @21# have been compared with numerical calculations. In Fig.
2 the temperature profiles at the middle of the channel (ỹ50) are
shown for different Pe´clet numbers. The numerical predicted pro-
files are compared with analytical predictions. As it can be seen
from Fig. 2 the numerical predictions are in excellent agreement
with the analytical solution. Furthermore one can see how the
influence of axial heat conduction decreases as the Pe´clet number
increases.

3.2.3 Comparison of Temperature Profiles for Turbulent Flow.
In @9# Kader gives an semiempirical formula for the dimensionless
temperature profilesu1(n1) in tube or channel flows which holds
for Pr numbers from 631023 to 403103 and which was validated
against numerous experimental data. As test case a flow with
ReD513000, Pr50.0025 and Ret5206.8 is used. In Fig. 3 the
numerical results are plotted against the semiempirical correlation.
As it can be seen, the numerical results are in excellent agreement
with the given formula and thus with experimental data.

Fig. 6 Comparison of a numerical calculated local Nusselt
number for laminar flow on different grids with an analytical
solution at x Õ„hPeh…Ì0 „top… and x Õ„hPeh…Ë0 „bottom… for
PeDÄ4. Heating: half infinite.

Fig. 7 Example of a grid used for the computation for a half infinite heated zone. Temperature jump at x̃
Ä0.0. Resolution: 257 Ã65 points.
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3.2.4 Comparison of the Nusselt Number for Turbulent Flow.
Weigand@20# gives an analytical solution of the extended turbu-
lent Graetz problem. The calculations presented in@20# have been
compared with experimental data and other calculations from lit-
erature and good agreement has been found. The analytical solu-
tion used the isotropic turbulent heat flux model presented in sec-
tion 2.2.1. Two different cases are presented in@20#: The first case
is a variation of the Reynolds number for a constant Prandtl num-

ber (Pr50.72) and the second case is a variation of the Prandtl
number for a constant Reynolds number. Figures 4 and 5 show
direct comparisons of the analytically and the numerically pre-
dicted Nusselt numbers. Again one sees that the numerical predic-
tion is in very good agreement with the analytical solution. Figure
7 shows a typical grid used for the calculations described above.

3.2.5 Grid Independence Studies for the Numerical Solution.
One important criterion for the quality of the numerical solution is
that the solution is independent of the grid. This means that the
solution only varies slightly as the grid is changed. In Figure 6 the

Fig. 8 Influence of the length of the heated zone on the Nus-
selt Number. Pe DÄ400, PrÄ0.01, grid 1025 Ã129. Top:
Dx heat ÕDPeDÄ0.00625, bottom: Dx heat ÕDPeDÄ0.0625.

Fig. 9 Dimensionless temperature gradient at the wall for
Dx heat ÕDPeDÄ0.00625, PeDÄ400, PrÄ0.01 and a grid 1025
Ã129.

Fig. 10 Dimensionless wall temperature Qw and bulk tempera-
ture Qm for Dx heat ÕDPeDÄ0.00625, PeDÄ400, PrÄ0.01 and a
grid 1025Ã 129.

Fig. 11 Influence of the Pe number on the Nu number for a
heated duct with a finite heated zone. Re DÄ40000, grid 1025
Ã129 „Dx heat ÕDPeD…Ä0.025. Top: Pe DÄ40, bottom: Pe DÄ4000.
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distribution of the Nusselt number is shown for different grids
versus an analytical solution@21# for laminar flow. As it can be
seen a very good agreement between the numerical solution and
the analytical solution can be noticed. Small differences in the
numerical solution occur only very close tox50 where the heat-
ing section begins.

3.3 Comparison of the Results of the Turbulent Heat Flux
Models. After validating the present numerical solution tech-
nique for several cases, as discussed in the previous chapter, the
present chapter focuses mainly on the results for a heated zone of
finite length. These results have been obtained for the two differ-
ent turbulent heat flux models which have been discussed in chap-
ter 2.2. The case of a heated zone with a finite length has to the
best knowledge of the present authors, not been investigated be-
fore for turbulent duct flows with piecewise uniform wall tem-
perature. Therefore, the influence of a varying length of the heated
zone and the influence of the Pe´clet and Prandtl number on the
heat transfer will be discussed in detail.

The influence of the length of the heated zone on the heat
transfer characteristics has been investigated for a given value of
the Péclet number (PeD5400) and a fixed value of the Prandtl
number (Pr50.01). Five different values of the non-dimensional
length of the heated zone have been computed~x/(D PeD)
56.25•1023, 1.25•1022, 2.5•1022, 5•1022, and 6.25•1022!.
The distribution of the resulting Nusselt number in the heated
zone for the two casesx/(D PeD)56.25•1023 and 0.0625 are
shown in Fig. 8. For the small value of the nondimensional heated
zone ofx/(D PeD)56.25•1023 the Nusselt number can not reach
a fully developed value within the heated zone. Figure 9 and 10
show the distribution of the temperature gradient at the wall
(]Q/] ỹuw) and the dimensionless temperaturesQw and Qm for
the case discussed in Fig. 8. The figures show how axial heat
conduction effects influence the temperature gradient at the wall
and the bulk temperature near the start and the end of the heated
zone. For the larger value ofx/(D PeD) the influence of the axial
heat conduction effects within the heated section vanishes and the
Nusselt number attains the fully developed value within the
heated section. Figure 8 shows also the difference in Nusselt num-
ber for the different turbulent heat flux models investigated. It can
be seen that both models give nearly the same results. For a better
comparison also a calculation for zero turbulent heat fluxes~Di j
51•d i j , i , j 51,2! has been included. It can be seen that for the
here discussed case of low Pe´clet numbers the effect of the turbu-
lent heat flux for liquid metal flows is weak. Figure 11 shows the
effect of a varying Pe´clet number for a given length of the heated
zone of x/(D•PeD)50.025 and a fixed value of the Reynolds

number of 40,000. For the low value of the Pe´clet number of 40
the distribution of the Nusselt number shows that the whole region
is strongly influenced by axial heat conduction effects. The value
of the Nusselt number near the end of the heated zone is influ-
enced by axial heat conduction effects within the heated zone. The
effect of axial heat conduction near the end of the heated zone
tends to decrease the temperature difference between the wall and
the bulk-temperature, resulting in an increasing value of the Nus-
selt number at the end of the heated zone. Similar results have
been observed by Hennecke@8# and Weigand@23# for the case of
a constant heat flux at the wall. Additionally it can be noticed that
the two different turbulent heat flux models result in nearly the
same Nusselt number distribution. Furthermore, the obtained Nus-
selt number values are nearly identical to the ones calculated for
zero turbulent heat flux. This shows that for this case the effect of
the turbulent heat flux could be ignored. Of course, the effect of
the higher gradients near the wall of the turbulent velocity profile
result also in a higher Nusselt number. This effect has to be taken
into account as it can be seen from the additional curve included
in Fig. 11~a!. For the higher Pe´clet number of 4000, Fig. 11~b!
shows clearly the importance of the turbulent heat flux for this
case. Also it can be seen that the effect of axial heat conduction is
small. The two different turbulent heat flux models under investi-
gation result only in small differences near the entrance of the
heated zone. It can be seen that the simple isotropic model seems
to be a very good approximation of the reality for the cases in-
vestigated herein.

By using more sophisticated models for the calculation of the
turbulent heat flux, according to Eq.~6!, mixed second derivatives
of the temperature]2Q/(] x̃•] ỹ) were introduced into the energy
equation. This suggests that mathematically the type of the energy
equation might change from elliptic to hyperbolic. This could hap-
pen in areas or the complete flow domain. Figure 12 shows a
typical example for ReD540000 for allx̃. It can be seen that for
different values of the Pe´clet number the energy equation attains a
hyperbolic character for varying sizes of the domain. The abrupt
change at PeD54000 is due to the discontinuity ofCl l in Eq. ~25!
for Pr50.1. A very similar result can be obtained also for the
turbulent heat flux model of Younis et al.@24#. If one would ac-
cept the hypothesis that the energy equation should not change its
character, this result could be used for determining the constants
given in the turbulent heat flux model.

4 Conclusions
The present investigation has shown numerical calculations for

the heat transfer inside a duct with a heated zone of finite length.

Fig. 12 Region where the flow is hyperbolic as a function of Pe D for the EAHF model. Re DÄ40000, j maxÄ513.
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It has been shown that the effect of axial heat conduction within
the flow will influence the heat transfer for very short heated
zones and will have a strong influence for decreasing values of the
Péclet number. By using different turbulent heat flux models it
could be shown that for the present case the effect of anisotropy of
the turbulent heat flux on the heat transfer is small. Furthermore it
could be shown that the more sophisticated models for calculating
the turbulent heat flux might change the character of the energy
equation. It is not yet clear if this result can be used as a constraint
for evaluating the constants for such models.
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Nomenclature

a 5 thermal diffusivity,a5k/(rcp), m2/s
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure,

J/~kg K!
D 5 hydraulic diameter,D54h, m

Di , j 5 i, j component of turbulent eddy dif-
fusion tensor, m2/s

h 5 distance between centerline and the
wall, m

k 5 heat conductivity, W/~Km!
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

k1 5 normalized turbulent kinetic energy,
k15k/ut

2

l 5 mixing length, m
n 5 wall coordinate,n5h2y, m

n1 5 dimensionless wall coordinate,n1

5nut /v
Nu 5 Nusselt number,

Nu524(]Q/]y)uw /(Qm2Qw)
PeD 5 Péclet number, PeD5ReDPr
Pet 5 turbulent Pe´clet number,

Pet5Prem /v
Pr 5 Prandtl number, Pr5v/a
Prt 5 turbulent Prandtl number,

Prt5em /ehn
q̇W 5 wall heat flux,2k(dT/dy)uw , W/m2

ReD 5 Reynolds number, ReD5(u0D)/v
Ret 5 turbulent Reynolds number,

Ret5k2/(ve)
Ret 5 friction Reynolds number, based on

ut , Ret5(uth)/v
S̄ik 5 mean strain rate tensor,S̄ik5(1/2)

3(]ũi /] x̃ j1]ũ j /] x̃i)
T 5 temperature, K

Tw 5 temperature of the heated wall, K
Tt 5 friction Temperature,qw /(rcput), K
u 5 velocity in x-direction, m/s
ũ 5 nondimensional velocity,ũ5u/u0

u1 5 velocity, normalized withut , u1

5u/ut
ut 5 friction velocity, ut5Atnxw

/r, m/s
u0 5 mean velocity inx-direction, m/s

u8u8, u8v8, v8v8 5 Reynolds stress components, m2/s2

u8u81, u8v81, v8v81 5 normalized Reynolds stress compo-
nents,ui8uj8

15ui8uj8/ut
2

u8T8, v8T8 5 turbulent heat flux,~m K!/s
ũ8Q8, ṽ8Q8 5 nondimensional turbulent heat flux

v 5 velocity in y-direction, m/s
x,y 5 coordinates, m

x̃,ỹ 5 nondimensional coordinates,
x̃5x/(Pehh), ỹ5y/h

Greek Symbols

a t 5 eddy diffusivity, m2/s
ã t 5 nondimensional eddy diffusivity

Dxheat 5 length of heated section, m
e 5 dissipation rate, m2/s2

e1
5 normalized dissipation rate,e15en/ut

4

ehx 5 eddy diffusivity in axial direction, m2/s
ehn 5 eddy diffusivity in normal direction to the flow, m2/s
em 5 eddy viscosity, m2/s
ẽm 5 nondimensional eddy viscosity,ẽm5em /n
eu 5 dissipation rate of temperature variance

eu5a(]u/]xk)(]u/]xk), m2/s
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
m 5 dynamic viscosity, kg/~m s!
r 5 density, kg/m3

Q 5 nondimensional temperature, (T2T0)/(TF2T0)
Q0 5 nondimensional temperature of the unheated liquid
Qm 5 bulk temperature,Qm5*uQdy/*udy
Qw 5 wall temperature
Q1 5 nondimensional temperature, (Tw2T)/Tt

u2 5 temperature variance
u21 5 normalized temperature variance
tnx 5 shear stress, kg/~m s2!

tnxw 5 wall shear stress, kg/~m s2!
v̄ ik 5 mean rot. rate tensor,v̄ ik5(1/2)(]ũi /] x̃ j2]ũ j /] x̃i)
j,h 5 coordinates in transformed space
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Transition in Convective Flows
Heated Internally
The stability of internally heated convective flows in a vertical channel under the influ-
ence of a pressure gradient and in the limit of small Prandtl number is examined numeri-
cally. In each of the cases studied the basic flow, which can have two inflection points,
loses stability at the critical point identified by the corresponding linear analysis to
two-dimensional states in a Hopf bifurcation. These marginal points determine the linear
stability curve that identifies the minimum Grashof number (based on the strength of the
homogeneous heat source), at which the two-dimensional periodic flow can bifurcate. The
range of stability of the finite amplitude secondary flow is determined by its (linear)
stability against three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbances. By first examining the be-
havior of the eigenvalues as functions of the Floquet parameters in the streamwise and
spanwise directions we show that the secondary flow loses stability also in a Hopf bifur-
cation as the Grashof number increases, indicating that the tertiary flow is quasi-periodic.
Secondly the Eckhaus marginal stability curve, that bounds the domain of stable trans-
verse vortices towards smaller and larger wavenumbers, but does not cause a transition
as the Grashof number increases, is also given for the cases studied in this work.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1470169#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Convection, Heat Transfer, Shear Flows, Stability

1 Introduction
We consider an incompressible viscous flow in a vertical chan-

nel under the influence of a vertical pressure gradient with a ho-
mogeneously distributed heat source. There are several ways in
which such a heat source may be produced. Heat released in
chemical reactions taking place in the fluid, by currents through
electrically conducting fluid solutions~Wilkie and Fisher@1#! and
radioactive decay, are some examples. The case studied here has
applications in industrial processes where liquid is carried through
ducts while simultaneously undergoing convection. In particular,
the case studied here is a simple model of a cooling mechanism in
the nuclear fusion industry where liquid sodium is used to cool the
hot plasma. The limit of vanishing Prandtl number is assumed in
this work. The effects of temperature fluctuations have been stud-
ied, however, in a separate work, where the effects of the angle of
inclination on the stability of the flow are also discussed~Genera-
lis and Nagata@2#!.

This system also poses an interesting problem from a math-
ematical viewpoint. The basic velocity profile has two inflection
points if the Reynolds numberR satisfies2Gr/2<R<0, where Gr
is the Grishof number~Gr gives the strength of the internal heat-
ing andR measures the magnitude of the external pressure gradi-
ent! and so we can expect the steady basic state to be linearly
unstable, although the Rayleigh instability criteria is applicable
only to inviscid cases. In fact, we find that this steady basic state
loses stability in a Hopf bifurcation. We calculate the two-
dimensional nonlinear wavelike equilibrium states, which are cre-
ated at this Hopf bifurcation, and investigate the stability of this
secondary flow to three-dimensional perturbations. We find that
the secondary flow also loses stability via a Hopf bifurcation,
indicating that the tertiary flow is quasi-periodic.

The technique adopted in this study is a variation of the one that
was pioneered by Busse@3# and by Clever and Busse@4# some-
time ago, in conjunction with Rayleigh-Be´nard convection,~see
also Clever and Busse@5#!. A similar approach has already been
used to analyze convective inclined channel flow heated from
above and cooled from below~Nagata and Busse@6#!.

It is known that in a narrow vertical enclosure heated from the
side and for large values of the Rayleigh number~Ra5Pr Gr in
our formulation!a stable vertical temperature gradient develops
~Bergholz@7#! and stability characteristics strongly depend on the
value of the control parameters. The numerical work of the linear
analysis showed that if the vertical stratification exceeds a certain
value and the Prandtl number is moderate~0→12.7! transition
takes place in the form of traveling waves~@7# and references
therein!. In the experiments of@1# a uniform vertical temperature
gradient was also assumed throughout the homogeneously heated
fluid. The effects of temperature fluctuations are not taken into
account in the present work, but are examined in@2#. Our results,
based on a symmetric basic velocity profile, can also be contrasted
with the results of the non-linear analysis of the plane Poiseuille
flow by Ehrenstein and Koch@8#, where it was found that the
three-dimensional flow bifurcating from the lower branch is phase
locked with the secondary flow. As our studies showed that our
tertiary flow is not phase locked with the secondary flow, the
problem studied in this paper is distinctive from previous non-
linear analyses. In the following section we formulate our prob-
lem, and in Section 3 we investigate the linear stability of our
basic steady state numerically within the framework of the Cheby-
shev collocation point method analogous to the one used in Wall
and Nagata@9#. The marginal stability curve is examined against a
range of~fixed! values of the Reynolds number (R measures the
magnitude of the external vertical pressure gradient!. Two distinct
cases ofR are selected for our nonlinear studies and in Section 4,
we determine the two-dimensional wavelike equilibrium states
which bifurcate from the corresponding basic state through a Hopf
bifurcation, while in Section 5 we investigate the linear stability
of this secondary periodic flows against three-dimensional pertur-
bations. In Section 6, we discuss the conclusions of this work.

2 Formulation of the Problem
We consider an incompressible fluid in a vertical channel with

infinite extent and of width 2h. We apply the Boussinesq approxi-
mation to obtain the equations

]u/]t1u•¹u521/r¹p1gaTi1 n¹2u, (2.1)

]T/]t1u•¹T5k¹2T1q, (2.2)
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¹•u50, (2.3)

for the velocity vectoru, pressurep, densityr and temperature
variation from the environmentT, whereq is the volume strength
of the heat source that generates the basic flow,k is the thermal
conductivity, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion,v is the
viscosity andg is the acceleration due to gravity. We adopt a
reference frame with the origin of the position vectorr fixed at the
mid-channel and take (x,y,z) as Cartesian coordinates in the
streamwise, spanwise and normal directions respectively, with
corresponding unit vectorsi, j, k. The boundary conditions are

u50, T50, at z56h (2.4)

Using h, h2/n andqh2/(2kGr), where Gr5(gaqh5)/(2n2k) is
the Grashof number, as the units of length, time and temperature,
and choosing a constant vertical pressure gradient]p/]x
52(2rnUmax)/h

2 ~whereUmax is the maximum laminar velocity
at midchannel for pure Poiseuille flow!, we obtain from Eqs.
~2.1–2.3!the following non-dimensional equations~the two infi-
nite boundaries are kept at the same reference temperature, which
is assumed equal to zero! for the governing Navier-Stokes, heat
equation and incompressibility equations:

]û/]t1u0•¹û1û•¹u01û•¹û52¹p̂2Gr~r• k!2i1 u i1 ¹2u,
(2.5)

]u/]t1u0•¹u1û•¹u22Gr~r• k!~ û•k!

5Pr21~¹2~T01u!12Gr!, (2.6)

¹•û50, (2.7)

where we substituted

u5u01û, (2.8)

T5T01u, (2.9)

with p̂ the pressure deviation fromp, Pr5v/k is the Prandtl
number andR5(Umaxh)/v52h3¹p/2v2 is the Reynolds num-
ber. Terms that can be written as gradients have been combined
into the expression for¹p̂. In Eq. ~2.8! the basic state is given by
the basic velocity profileu05 iU 0(z) and in Eq.~2.9! T0(z) rep-
resents the basic temperature distribution. In Eqs.~2.8–2.9!,û, u
represent the velocity and temperature fluctuations. The basic ve-
locity and temperature contributions are obtained from Eqs.~2.5–
2.6! when the deviations are ignored and are of the form

U05~Gr/12!~z426z215!1R~12z2! (2.10)

T05Gr~12z2! (2.11)

The boundary conditions for the deviations are the homogeneous
conditions described in Eq.~2.4!

û50, u50, at z561. (2.12)

By assuming the limit of vanishing Prandtl number~Pr→0! the
fixed temperature conditionu50 at the boundaries (z561),
yields u50, so that the instability mechanism becomes purely
hydrodynamic. The temperature deviation equation is ignored for
the remainder of this work, but is discussed elsewhere@2#. In this
work, therefore, the competing thermal instability is ignored and
attention is restricted to the hydrodynamic case governed by the
following set of equations:

]û/]t1u0•¹û1û•¹u01û•¹û52¹p̂1¹2û. (2.13)

¹•û50 (2.14)

Note that the steady velocity profileU0 , given by Eq.~2.10!,
has inflection points in21<z<1 when 2Gr/2<R<0 ~for Gr
.0!. For R.0 these inflection points lie outside the channel
width, and forR,2Gr/2, there are no inflection points. Note that
R,0 corresponds to a pressure gradient which, in the absence of

heating, drives the fluid vertically downwards. Also, Gr,0 corre-
sponds to heat being removed from the system. Eqs.~2.13! were
also derived by Gershuni and Zhukhovitskii@10#, who subse-
quently investigated the linear stability of the basic flow

U05~Gr/60!~5z426z211!. (2.15)

This basic steady state is derived by assuming that the total
mass flux vanishes across any lateral cross-section of the channel.
In comparison and for this work, we have not made the assump-
tion that the remote ends of the channel are closed~as in@10#! and
therefore our calculations assume the presence of a constant ver-
tical pressure gradient.

Following @6# we separate the velocity field variations into an
average part~over x andy-coordinates!Ŭ, and a fluctuating part
ǔ,

û5Ŭ i1 ǔ (2.16)

where

ǔ5df1«c, (2.17)

and we define the total mean flow as

U& 5U01Ŭ. (2.18)

In Eqs. ~2.17! w,c refers to the poloidal and toroidal part of the
velocity fluctuations respectively,~see Chandrasekhar@11# and
@4#!, satisfyingw̄5c̄50, with the overbar denoting an average in
the x, y directions. For a recent mathematical proof see Schmitt
and von Wahl@12#. The operatorsd,« are of the form,~see@4#!,

d i5l j] i] j2l iD, (2.19)

« i5« i jklk] j , (2.20)

with D5¹2 the Laplacian andl5(0,0,1). It is worth pointing out
that the incompressibility condition is satisfied automatically for
such a decomposition of the velocity field and can therefore be
eliminated from the rest of the analysis. By applying the operators
d•,«• we obtain the following set of equations for the poloidal
and toroidal part of Eq.~2.13!:

]

]t
¹2D2w2¹4D2w1U& ]x¹

2D2w

5]z
2U& D2]xw2d•$~df1«c!•¹~df1«c!%,

(2.21)

]

]t
D2c2¹2D2c5]zU& D2]yw2U& ]xD2c

2«•$~df1«c!•¹~df1«c!%, (2.22)

whereD2 is the planform Laplacian. The mean flow contribution
is given by

]z
2Ŭ1]zD2f~]x]zf1]yc!5] tŬ (2.23)

by applying the fixed pressure condition]xp̂50. The overbar
denotes thex-y average and is obtained by applying the operator
((ab/4p2)*0

2p/a*0
2p/bdxdy•) on thex-component of Eq.~2.13!.

We note that Eqs.~2.21–2.23!combined with the assumption of
constant vertical pressure gradient are subject to the homogenous
boundary conditions

f5]f/]z5Ŭ5c50 at z561 (2.24)

In the following section the flow with various different values of
the Reynolds number will be analyzed.

3 Linear Analysis
Squire’s theorem is applicable in the present problem and sub-

sequently for a linear stability analysis of the basic state~2.10!we
neglect the toroidal part~c50! and we set]y50. By additionally
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neglecting the nonlinear terms of Eq.~2.21! and the mean flow
contribution~2.23!we obtain for the poloidal part

]

]t
¹2D2w5¹4D2w2U0]x¹

2D2w1]z
2U0D2]xw. (3.1)

Setting

f5F~z!exp$ ia~x2ct!%, (3.2)

with a real, we employ the Chebyshev collocation point method
and in order to take into account the boundary conditions of Eq.
~2.24!we substitute

F~z!5(
n50

N

~12z2!2anTn~z!, (3.3)

whereTn is thenth order Chebyshev polynomial. Equation~3.1!
is then evaluated at theN11 collocation points

zi5cos~~ i 11!p/~N12!!, i 50, . . . ,N.

The resulting amplitude equations define an algebraic eigenvalue
problem

Ax5sBx (3.4)

in the unknown complex variablesan , with A and B, (N11)
3(N11) complex matrices. TheQZ method was utilized to solve
the eigenvalue problem of Eq.~3.4!. The real part ofs, s r , de-
fines the rate of damping or amplification of the disturbances. The
imaginary part ofs, s i , defines the phase velocityc of the propa-
gating disturbances in the flow, withc52s i /a. In order to
achieve numerical accuracy of the results a high enough trunca-
tion numberN must be chosen. It was found thatN had to be
chosen such that the conditionN>39 was satisfied. This value
was chosen for all subsequent calculations in this paper and for
consistency with the secondary stability problem, to be addressed
in Section 4. Figure 1 shows the neutral curves in the~Gr,a! plane
for various fixed values of the Reynolds numberR, while in Fig. 2
the values of the corresponding phase velocities are provided. The
corresponding critical Grashof number is the highest value al-
lowed by the linear analysis for the basic flow to retain its laminar
form. While for R521000,2700,2500, . . . ,4000,5772, . . . ,
the basic state is stable for points below the appropriate neutral
curve, and unstable for points above the neutral curve, forR
525772~an example of heat being removed from the system as

Gr,0!, the basic state is unstable below the neutral curve and
stable above. It is interesting to note that forR55772 the neutral
curve touches Gr50, in agreement with the standard result of
Poiseuille flow ~see for example@8#!. Note that the critical
Grashof and wavenumbers forR50 are given by, (Grc ,ac)
5(2906.3637,1.247) and forR52500 they are (Grc ,ac)
5(1449.3198,1.83). Each neutral curve in Fig. 1 almost always
corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation.

4 Secondary Equilibrium States

4.1 Numerical Method. In this section we calculate the non-
linear equilibrium solutions that are created at the Hopf bifurca-
tion points of the stability curves as predicted by the linear analy-
sis discussed in the previous section, due to two-dimensional
disturbances~Squire’s Theorem!. Two different cases were con-
sidered in this and the subsequent sections, those forR50 and
R52500. Here we ignore the equation for the toroidal part~Eq.
~2.22!! and the spanwise direction and therefore assume thatc
5]y50, retaining however Eq.~2.21! for the poloidal part and
Eq. ~2.23! that provides the average~mean!flow contribution

]

]t
¹2D2w2¹4D2w1U& ]x¹

2D2w

5]z
2U& D2]xw2d•$~df1«c!•¹~df1«c!%,

(4.1)

]z
2Ŭ1]zD2f~]x]zf1]yc!5] tŬ (4.2)

We note that Eqs.~4.1–4.2!combined with the assumption of
constant vertical pressure gradient are subject to the homogeneous
boundary conditions

f5]f/]z5Ŭ50 at z561 (4.3)

The nonlinear secondary equilibrium solutions are obtained with
the aid of the Chebyshev collocation point method, as in the case
of the linear stability analysis of the previous section. We briefly
outline the method here. We expandf in terms of the set of
orthogonal functionsTn :

f5 (
m52`,mÞ0

`

(
n50

`

exp$ ima~x2ct!%~12z2!2amnTn~z!,

(4.4)
Fig. 1 Linear stability curves in the Gr, a plane for various
values of R, as indicated

Fig. 2 Phase velocity curves as functions of the wavenumber
a for various values of R, as indicated
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while we write

Ŭ5 (
n5even

n50

`

Cn~12z2!Tn~z!, (4.5)

for the mean flow distortions, withTn the nth order Chebyshev
polynomial. Forf to be real the following conditions must be
satisfied by the complex coefficientsamn of Eq. ~4.4!:

a2mn5amn* (4.6)

where* denotes complex conjugate. The symmetry of the prob-
lem allows the imposition of the additional constraints on the
coefficientsamn :

amn50 m1n5even (4.7)

When Eqs.~4.4–4.5!are substituted in Eqs.~4.1–4.2!, and the
resulting equations are multiplied by ((a/2p)*0

2p/adxexp(igax))
and evaluated atzi5cos((i 11)p/(N12)), i 50, . . . ,N, while at
the same time are transformed into a moving frame of reference
$x̃,z̃, t̃% moving with speedc in the x-direction, such that$x̃5x
2ct,z̃5z, t̃5t% ~and dropping the tilde hereafter!, the following
system of (N11)(2M11) nonlinear algebraic equations is ob-
tained:

Ai j xj1Bi jkxjxk50, (4.8)

where the matrixAi j and the tensorBi jk are functions ofa, Gr, R,
and the vectorxi has as elements the unknown amplitudes
$amn ,c,Cn%. The operation of transforming into a moving frame
of reference introduces the teamc]x¹

2D2f into the system of
equations. Care therefore has to be exercised in dealing with the
phase velocity. In our numerical workc has been allocated a po-
sition in xi that is not reserved foramn , for somem,n, say m
52 and n51. This is achieved by introducingt such that
Im(a21exp(2 i2act))50 and redefining the coefficientsâmn
5amnexp(2 imact) ~dropping the hat hereafter!. As mentioned
above we proceed to evaluate the system of Eqs.~4.1–4.2!at the
N11 Chebyshev collocation points given by

zi5cos~~ i 11!p/~N12!!, i 50, . . . ,N.

The Newton-Raphson iterative method is employed in order to
obtain solutions to the resulting finite system of equations. Steady
solutions have been obtained for a variety of values of the
Grashof, Reynolds and wave numbers.

4.2 Results. In order to establish the required truncation level
consistent with well converged solutions in our analysis we have
used for the secondary equilibrium solutions the vectorl 2-norm,
which for the complex coefficientsamn is defined as:

u l 2u5H (
n50

N

(
m52M ,mÞ0

M

amnamn* J 1/2

(4.9)

We present in Table 1 the vectorl 2-norm of Eq.~4.9! for various

Table 1 Values of the l 2-norm for the poloidal part of the velocity field for a sample of the
integer range M, N and for aÄ1.247, GrÄ3500. The total number of the complex coefficients
amn in the Fourier expansion of the poloidal part of the velocity fluctuations is also given.

Fig. 3 L 2-norm curves as functions of Gr for various values of
R and the wavenumber a, as indicated
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values ofm, n for the complex coefficientsamn . The correspond-
ing number of unknown coefficients are also presented there. We
note that the corresponding wave number is fixed ata51.247
with Gr53500. Well converged secondary solutions have been
obtained forN539, M55. These two parameter values were
therefore retained for this work~and for consistency with the lin-
ear case!.

In Fig. 3 we present thel 2-norm as a function of Gr for various
different values ofR: 2500, 0, 500, 5772. While the latter two
bifurcate subcritically the former two correspond to supercritical
Hopf bifurcations. We also present in Fig. 4 the phase velocity as
a function of the Grashof number forR50, a51.247, and show
the deviations from the values predicted by the linear theory, due

to nonlinear effects. In order to visualize the nature of the steady
solutions the total flow, disturbance and fluctuating stream func-
tions are shown in Fig. 5, for the nonlinear statea51.247, Gr
57000. From Fig. 5~a!the flow is seen to be characterized by a
sequence of transverse vortices aligned along the vertical axis.
The addition of the disturbance*Ŭdz to the fluctuating stream
function creates a ‘‘snake’’-like wavy motion, oscillating between
positive and negative values of the horizontal coordinatez, as can
be seen in Fig. 5~b!. This meandering effect is present in Fig. 5~c!,
where the total flow contribution is depicted. Similar effects for
the total flow contribution were observed in@8# in the case of
Poiseuille flow. It is worth mentioning that in the zero mass flux
basic state case of@10#, primary instabilities only were consid-
ered. Consequently they were only able to predict the shape of the
pattern produced by the two-dimensional~secondary!flow pre-
sented here. The finite value Prandtl number case has been con-
sidered by the authors recently in a separate work@2#. In Fig. 6 we
show the total mean supercritical flow, an important quantity for
comparisons with laboratory work, plotted against the channel
width, for the nonlinear equilibrium state characterized by
a51.62 and for various values of Gr.

5 Instabilities of the Secondary Flow
We now study the linear stability of the secondary flow, in order

to identify possible bifurcation points for the tertiary flow. In this
section we have restricted ourselves to examining the stability of
the flow with two values for the Reynolds number,R50, 2500.
As Squire’s theorem is not applicable in this case we cannot re-
strict ourselves to two dimensions and therefore we superimpose
three-dimensional~solenoidal! infinitesimal disturbances on the
secondary flowU& i1 ŭ in the form

ũ5df̃1«c̃ (5.1)

and we seek to numerically evaluate their corresponding growth
ratess. Disturbances withs r,0 will indicate a stable solution,
while for s r50 we have neutral stability and possibility of bifur-
cation for the tertiary flow. As there is no explicit dependence on
y,t and the dependence onx is periodic we assume a periodic
dependence on the first two coordinates. Three-dimensional solu-

Fig. 4 Phase velocity curves as functions of Gr for aÄ1.247,
RÄ0. Linear analysis predictions are given by the solid line,
while the dashed curve represents the phase velocity values
for the nonlinear periodic equilibrium state bifurcating from the
laminar state at Gr cÄ2906.3637.

Fig. 5 The stream function of „a… the velocity fluctuations
fÕx , „b … the disturbance fÕx¿*À1

z Ǔdz , and „c … the total
flow, fÕx¿*À1

z Ûdz , for the secondary state aÄ1.247, Gr
Ä7000, RÄ0

Fig. 6 Total mean flow „Û… profile for various Grashof num-
bers and for a fixed wavenumber aÄ1.62 and Reynolds number
RÄÀ500, GrÄ1550, 1600, 1650, and 1800, as indicated. B rep-
resents the basic flow contribution.
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tions that bifurcate from the corresponding neutral stability points
are computed via linear secondary stability theory, as described in
the following section.

5.1 Numerical Method . We denote the complex disturbance
on w,c by w̃,c̃ respectively and we set:

f̃5 (
m52`

`

(
n50

`

exp$ ima~x2ct!1 id~x2ct!1 iby1st%

3~12z2!2ãmnTn~z!, (5.2)

c̃5 (
m52`

`

(
n50

`

exp$ ima~x2ct!1 id~x2ct!1 iby1st%

3~12z2!b̃mnTn~z!, (5.3)

with Tn the nth order Chebyshev polynomial and the boundary
conditions:

f̃5]f̃/]z5c̃50 at z561. (5.4)

In order to derive the corresponding equations for the disturbance
field $F̃,C̃%, we replace$f,c%, by $f1f̃,c1c̃% in Eqs.~2.21–
2.22!and subtract the equations for the secondary solutions$w,c%,
while at the same time we ignore terms that are nonlinear in the
disturbances, arriving at:

]

]t
¹2D2w̃2¹4D2w̃1U& ]x¹

2D2w̃

5]z
2U& D2]xw̃1c]x¹

2D2f̃2d•$~df̃1«c̃ !•¹~df!

1~df!•¹~df̃1«c̃ !%, (5.5)

]

]t
D2c̃2¹2D2c̃

5]zU& D2]yw̃2U& ]xD2c̃1c]xD2c̃

2«•$~df̃1«c̃ !•~¹~df!1~df!•¹~df̃1«c̃!%

(5.6)

Table 2 Values of the real, s1r , and imaginary, s1i , parts of the most dangerous eigenvalue s1 , for a
sample of the integer range 4 ÏMÏ8, 21ÏNÏ51. Here aÄ1.25, GrÄ2910, PrÄRÄ0. The value of the param-
eters ˆd ,b ‰ is fixed at ˆaÕ4,1.0‰, respectively. x̃ i represents the number of the unknown „complex… perturba-
tion coefficients.
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As the value ofd21b2 will be assumed to be different from zero
for the rest of the analysis, there are no contributions to the mean
flow.

When we substitute Eqs.~5.2–5.3!into Eqs.~5.5–5.6!, intro-
duce the new coefficientsa5mn5ãmnexp(2 imact2icdt), b5mn

5b̃mnexp(2 imact2icdt), ~dropping the second; hereafter!
and operate by ((ab/4p2)*0

2p/adx*0
2p/bdyexp(2st2 iby

2 i (gax1dx))•) the following eigenvalue problem for the ei-
genvalue results:

Qi j x̃ j5sRi j x̃ j , (5.7)

in the unknown complex variables$ãmn ,b̃mn% represented byx̃i .
The real 2(2M11)(N11) matricesQi j ,Ri j are functions of the
real parametersd,b, the wavenumbera, the parameter Gr and the
amplitudes of the steady state solution$amn ,bmn ,Cn%. We then
proceed to evaluate Eq.~5.7! at theN11 Chebyshev collocation
points given by

zi5cos~~ i 11!p/~N12!!, i 50, . . . ,N.

We have used here the same truncation level as that of the pre-
ceding section. Equations~5.7! are solved with the use of the
NAG subroutine F02BJF. Typically the dimension of the vectorx̃i
is twice as large as the dimension of the vectorxi for the trunca-
tion level employed, as comparison between Tables 1 and 2
shows. In Table 2 the behavior of the leading eigenvalues1r for a
sample of the integer range 3<M<8, 21<N<51 and for the
secondary statea51.25, Gr52190, Pr5R50 is also given. As
can be verified from Table 2 lowN is not sufficient to resolve the
qualitative behavior of the eigenvalue problem and even the
wrong sign can be obtained if the number of Chebyshev polyno-
mials employed is not sufficiently large.

We note that in all cases examined the symmetry relations
s1r(b,d)5s1r(b,6d) (b fixed!, s1r(b,d)5s1r(6b,d) (d
fixed!, were always observed. Our results, described in some de-
tail below, show that in all cases examined the most unstable
mode always takes place atdÞa.

5.2 Results:RÄ0 Case. In Fig. 7 we present the stability
range of transverse traveling vortices. It is bounded by the Eck-

haus and Hopf bifurcation curves. For the Eckhaus curve, which
bounds the area of the stable transverse traveling waves towards
larger and lower wavenumbers,b50. A number of Eckhaus
curves are plotted, depending on the value of the parameterd.
Several values of the Grashof number were studied and the maxi-
mum real part of the eigenvalue was evaluated. The value of Gr
which determines the boundary of the curve was calculated by
interpolation.

In order to determine such boundaries for a given value of the
Grashof number that characterizes a secondary solution, we deter-
mine the eigenvalues of Eq. ~5.7!as a function of the parameters
b,d. We examined a variety of combinations of the relevant pa-
rameters, where a large number of eigenvalues was investigated
for wavenumbers in the range 1.237<a<1.255. In order to de-
termine the value ofb for which the maximum growth rate,s r ,

Fig. 7 Stability of transverse traveling waves for the case of
RÄ0. The stable region is bounded by the Eckhaus and Hopf
„labeled by o „Oscillatory …… curves. Various Eckhaus curves are
presented depending on the maximum growth obtained for
various values of the parameter d : „a… dÄ0.00001, „b … d
Ä0.006, „c … dÄ0.01, and „d … dÄ0.02. L represents the linear
stability curve.

Fig. 8 Real part of the leading eigenvalue s1r as a function of
d for aÄ1.247, GrÄ2908, and for fixed values of the parameter
b as indicated

Fig. 9 Stability of transverse traveling waves for the case R
ÄÀ500. The stable region is bounded by the Eckhaus and Hopf
„labeled by o „Oscillatory …… curves. Various Eckhaus curves are
presented depending on the maximum growth observed for
various values of the parameter d : „a… dÉaÕ10, „b … dÄ0.1, „c …
dÄ0.08, and „d … dÄ0.04. L represents the linear stability curve.
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will occur, we fix the value ofd to the one for which the maxi-
mum value ofs r was observed for a given value ofb, and we then
examines r as a function ofb. A sample of the calculations is
given in Fig. 8. Here we provide the real part of the leading
eigenvalues1 , s1r , as a function ofd for fixed values ofb and
for the casea51.247, Gr52908. Even though a finite value for
the parametersM, N has been assumed in this work, curves in Fig.
8 are symmetric.

Concentrating on the results presented in Fig. 8, we see that as
the value of the parameterb varies the real part ofs1r crosses the
d/a axis. Because this eigenvalue hass1iÞ0 at the zero growth
rate points1r50 a Hopf bifurcation takes place. This occurrence
combined with the underlying two-dimensional transverse travel-
ing wave shows that a bifurcation to a spatially periodic flow with
two frequencies in time appears. The three-dimensional flow is
therefore quasi-periodic in time. Finally, as can be seen from Fig.
8, maximum growth rates were observed ford'na/5, n51,4, for
a fixed value of 0.4'b'0.6.

5.3 Results:RÄÀ500 Case. In Fig. 9 we present the stabil-
ity range of transverse traveling vortices. It is again bounded by
the Eckhaus and Hopf bifurcation curves. For the Eckhaus curve,
as beforeb50. As in the case forR50 a number of curves are
plotted, depending on the value ofd, for which maximum growth
was observed.

In order to determine such boundaries for a given value of the
Grashof number that characterizes a secondary solution, we deter-
mine the eigenvalues of Eq. ~5.7!as a function of the parameters
b,d. We examined a variety of combinations of the relevant pa-
rameters, where a large number of eigenvalues was investigated
for wavenumbers in the range 1.5<a<1.9. In order to determine
the value ofb for which the maximum growth rate,s r , will
occur, we fix the value ofd to the one for which the maximum
value of s r was observed for a given value ofb, and we then
examines r as a function ofb. Maximum growth rates were ob-
served for d/a'1/4– 0.3, ~with the symmetric peak atd/a
'0.7– 3/4) for a fixed value of 0.9'b'1.2. From our results
presented we observed that as the value of the parameterb varies
the real part ofs1r crosses thed/a axis. Because this eigenvalue
hass1iÞ0 at the zero growth rate points1r50 a Hopf bifurca-
tion to traveling wave solutions takes place, as in the case forR
50. The three-dimensional flow is therefore quasi-periodic in
time in this case as well.

6 Conclusions
In this work we presented stability analysis of flows in a verti-

cal channel uniformly heated and with~or without! the imposition
of a constant pressure gradient. Squire’s theorem is applicable in
the standard linear analysis@10#. Linear stability analysis in the
~Gr,a!-plane and for various values of the Reynolds numberR
showed that neutral curves almost always corresponded to a Hopf
bifurcation.

Next, nonlinear secondary equilibrium states were obtained nu-
merically with the aid of the Chebyshev collocation point method
and the Newton-Raphson iterative method. We showed that the
secondary equilibrium states bifurcate supercritically or subcriti-
cally from the neutral curve, depending on the value ofR. Non-
linear properties of the secondary flow, such as the phase velocity

and spatial structures of the transverse vortices, were analyzed in
detail. Finally we studied the stability of the secondary flow, by
applying the Floquet theory. We superimposed the general type of
three-dimensional perturbations on the secondary equilibrium
states for the casesR50 andR52500, where their primary bi-
furcation is supercritical. The stability ranges were found to be
bounded by the Eckhaus and Hopf bifurcation curves. We ob-
served that the Eckhaus curve bounded the range of stable sec-
ondary flow towards larger and smaller wavenumbers. Several
~Eckhaus!stability curves were established depending on the
value ofd for the casesR50 andR52500. It was found that, in
general, with increasing value ofd, the sideband stability region
was increased. The stability boundary of the secondary flow to-
wards larger values of Gr was established via a Hopf bifurcation
curve, indicating that the secondary flow is quasi-periodic. In the
case of an inclined convective channel heated from above and
cooled from below@6#, the basic velocity profile is anti-symmetric
about the mid-plane of the channel. The preferred three-
dimensional flow in these cases is steady. When the basic velocity
profile is symmetric, as the cases studied in this work, nonlinear
analyses are currently available only for the case of Poiseuille
flow, where it was found that the tertiary flow bifurcating from the
lower branch is phase locked with the secondary flow@8#. The
results obtained in this paper with the symmetric basic velocity
profile are distinctive since we established that our tertiary flow is
quasi-periodic. The extension of the current work to the more
realistic case of finite Prandtl number, including comparisons with
available experimental observations has been attempted and will
be presented separately@2#.
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Coupling of Buoyant Convections
in Boron Oxide and a Molten
Semiconductor in a Vertical
Magnetic Field
This paper treats the buoyant convection in a layer of boron oxide, called a liquid encap-
sulant, which lies above a layer of a molten compound semiconductor (melt) between cold
and hot vertical walls in a rectangular container with a steady vertical magnetic field B.
The magnetic field provides an electromagnetic (EM) damping of the molten semiconduc-
tor which is an excellent electrical conductor but has no direct effect on the motion of the
liquid encapsulant. The temperature gradient drives counter clockwise circulations in
both the melt and encapsulant. These circulations alone would lead to positive and nega-
tive values of the horizontal velocity in the encapsulant and melt, respectively, near the
interface. The competition between the two buoyant convections determines the direction
of the horizontal velocity of the interface. For B55 T, there is significant EM damping of
the melt motion and the encapsulant drives a positive interfacial velocity and a small
clockwise circulation in the melt. For a much weaker field B50.1 T, the maximum velocity
in the melt is hundreds of times larger than that of the encapsulant, thus causing nearly all
the encapsulant to circulate in the clockwise direction.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1473141#

Keywords: Crystal Growth, Heat Transfer, Magnetohydrodynamics, Modeling

Introduction
There are many fluid flows that occur during semiconductor

crystal growth. The physical understanding of these flows is key
to the development of optimal crystal growth systems. Since mol-
ten semiconductors are excellent electrical conductors, a magnetic
field can be used to control the melt motion in order to control the
dopant distribution in the crystal, which depends on the convec-
tive and diffusive transport of the dopant in the melt. Electronic
and optical devices are manufactured on single-crystal wafers
sliced from ingots of semiconductors crystals. Since the perfor-
mance of any device depends strongly on the uniformity of the
local dopant concentration in the wafer on which it is produced, a
major objective during the solidification of any semiconductor is
to minimize dopant segregation in the crystal. With recent manu-
facturing advances, millions of devices are now produced on a
single wafer, so that the need for a uniform dopant concentration
in the wafer has dramatically increased. Hurle and Series@1#,
Walker @2#, and Walker and Ma@3# reviewed the literature on the
use of magnetic fields during the bulk growth of semiconductor
crystals.

At each stage during the growth of a crystal by any process,
there are infinitely many different ways to tailor the strength and
configuration of the externally applied magnetic field, the rotation
rates of the crystal and crucible, the distribution of the heat flux
into the melt, the radiative and conductive heat losses from the
melt, etc., so that process optimization through trial-and-error ex-
perimental crystal growth is not practical. Understanding of melt
motion and development of models which accurately predict the
dopant distribution in an entire crystal for any combination of
process variables are needed to facilitate process optimization.

During the magnetic liquid encapsulated Czochralski~MLEC!
growth of compound semiconductor crystals, such as indium-
phosphide, phosphoric gas is bubbled at high pressure through an

indium melt, and the indium and phosphorus fuse to form the
compound InP. A layer of boron oxide (B2O3) encapsulates the
melt to prevent escape of the volatile component~P!. A single
crystal seed is lowered through the encapsulant which initiates
solidification and crystal growth begins in the presence of an
externally-applied magnetic field. This is an extremely important
process because it was the first to produce 8-cm diameter twin-
free indium-phosphide crystals, and was accomplished by using
magnetic stabilization@4,5#. Morton et al.@6# presented a model
of dopant transport during the MLEC process. Previous research-
ers have investigated the effect of a steady magnetic field on
buoyant convection in rectangular enclosures@7–9#. In particular,
Alchaar et al.@7# and Garandet et al.@8# treated two-dimensional
buoyant convection in a rectangular enclosure with a vertical
magnetic field. Previous research which has treated systems that
have liquid encapsulation have neglected any coupling between
the buoyant convections in the molten semiconductor and in the
liquid encapsulant and assumed that the liquid encapsulant is stag-
nant @10,11#. The steady magnetic field provides an electromag-
netic damping of the molten semiconductor, which has a large
electrical conductivity s, but has no direct effect on the
electrically-insulating boron oxide. The magnetic field has an in-
direct effect on the buoyant convection in the boron oxide through
the coupling of its motion through the encapsulant-melt interface.

In the present paper, we treat a model problem which captures
certain aspects of the coupling between the buoyant convections
in the liquid encapsulant and in the molten semiconductor with a
steady vertical magnetic field. Our model problem assumes that
~1! the geometry is rectangular and not axisymmetric,~2! there is
no solidification of the semiconductor crystal, and~3! the thermal
boundary conditions are different from those in the liquid-
encapsulated Czochralski process. Our model does include the
essential physical phenomena that occurs in the coupling of the
buoyant convections during MLEC crystal growth.

Problem Formulation
This paper treats the two-dimensional buoyant convection in

two layers of fluid with a molten semiconductor~melt! encapsu-
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lated by a layer of boron oxide in a steady vertical magnetic field
Bŷ. Here,B is the magnetic flux density whilex̂ andŷ are the unit
vectors for the Cartesian coordinate system. Our dimensionless
problem is sketched in Fig. 1. The coordinates and lengths are
normalized by the horizontal length of the melt or boron oxideL,
so thata and ~g-a! are the dimensionless depths of the melt and
boron oxide, respectively. Alongx50 andx51, the liquids are
maintained at temperaturesTc and Th , respectively, whereTh
.Tc . The boundaries aty50 andy5g are thermal insulators.
Here, the fluid flows are driven by the temperature difference so
that the characteristic velocities for the buoyant convection in the
melt @12# and in the encapsulant are

U5
rgb~DT!

sB2 , (1a)

Ue5
regbe~DT!L2

me
, (1b)

respectively, where (DT)5Th2Tc is the characteristic tempera-
ture difference, andg is gravitational acceleration. Here,r andb
are the density and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of
the melt whilere , be , andme are the density, volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient and dynamic viscosity of the encapsulant.
With (DT)550 K andL55 cm @13#, the characteristic velocity in
the encapsulant isUe50.0141 m/s while the characteristic veloc-

ity in the melt isU50.1571, 0.006284 or 0.00006284 m/s forB
50.1, 0.5, or 5T, respectively. The thermophysical properties of
InP and B2O3 are provided in Table 1.

The electric current in the melt produces an induced magnetic
field which is superimposed upon the applied magnetic field pro-
duced by the external magnet. The characteristic ratio of the in-
duced to applied magnetic field strengths is the magnetic Rey-
nolds number, Rm5mpsUL, where mp is the magnetic
permeability of the melt. For all crystal-growth processes,Rm
!1 and the additional magnetic fields produced by the electric
currents in the melt are negligible.

In the Navier-Stokes equation for the melt, the characteristic
ratio of the electromagnetic~EM! body force term to the inertial
terms is the interaction parameter,N5sB2L/rU, which varies as
B4. In the energy equation, the characteristic ratio of the convec-
tive to conductive heat transfer is the thermal Pe´clet number, Pet
5rcpUL/k, where cp and k are the specific heat and thermal
conductivity of the melt, respectively. For a sufficiently strong
magnetic field,N is large, and Pet is small, so that the inertial
terms and the convective heat transfer terms are negligible. In a
recent study, Ma and Walker@14# investigated the role of inertia
and convective heat transfer on the buoyant convection during
MLEC growth, and determined the errors associated with the ne-
glect of inertial effects or of convective heat transfer for field
strengths between 0.1T and 0.9T. For MLEC growth of indium
phosphide, they found that inertia and convective heat transfer
significantly affect the buoyant convection whenB50.1T for
which N51.037 and Pet5277.3. As the magnetic field strength is
increased from this value, the interaction parameter increases as
B4 and the thermal Pe´clet number decreases asB22, so that the
ratios of the inertial force to the EM body force and of convective
heat transfer to conductive heat transfer decrease. Ma and Walker
@14# found that the error due to neglect of inertial effects is only
2.7 percent forB50.2T whereN516.59 and Pet569.33, and is
totally negligible forB>0.5T, while the error due to neglect of
convective heat transfer is less than 4 percent forB>0.43T. In-
clusion of inertia and convective heat transfer for weak magnetic
field strengths is a straightforward extension of the present model,
and will be included in future studies.

For the encapsulant, the characteristic ratio of the inertial force
to the viscous force is the Reynolds number Re5reUeL/me and the
characteristic ratio of the convective to conductive heat transfer is
Pete5recpeUeL/ke , wherecpe and ke are the specific heat and
thermal conductivity of the encapsulant, respectively. For boron
oxide, Re50.108 so that inertial terms are negligible. For boron
oxide, the thermal Pe´clet number based on our choice for the
characteristic velocityUe is Pete51003. From our study, we find
that the dimensionless velocities in the encapsulant are extremely
small, i.e., they vary from roughly 1027 to 1025, so that the
effective thermal Pe´clet number is Pete,effective5PeteCe,max. Since
Pete,effective!1, convective heat transfer in the encapsulant is
negligible.

The steady-state solutions for pure conduction are

T~j,h!5Te~j,x!5
1
2~j11!, for 21<j<1, (2a)

and

21<h<1 or 21<x<1, (2b)

where T is the deviation of the dimensional temperature in the
melt from Tc normalized by (DT), andTe is the deviation of the
dimensional temperature in the encapsulant fromTc normalized
by (DT). Here, j52x21, h52112y/a and x5(2y2g
2a)/(g2a) are rescaled coordinates so that21<j<11, 21
<h<11 and21<x<11.

For the present plane recirculating flow in the melt, the condi-
tion of zero net electric current in thez direction implies that the
electric field is zero@7#. The only non-zero component of the

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional problem with a liquid encapsulant and
molten semiconductor with a uniform, steady, vertical mag-
netic field B ŷ and with coordinates normalized by the distance
between the hot and cold vertical walls.

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of InP and B 2O3
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electric current density, normalized bysUB, is given by Ohm’s
law, j z5u, wherev(j,h)5ux̂1v ŷ is the dimensionless velocity
in the melt normalized byU.

For an inertialess flow, the buoyant convection in the molten
semiconductor is governed by

]u

]j
1

1

a

]v
]h

50, (3a)

052
]p

]j
2u1

2

Ha2 S ]2u

]j2 1
1

a2

]2u

]h2D , (3b)

052
1

a

]p

]h
1T1

2

Ha2 S ]2v
]j2 1

1

a2

]2v
]h2D , (3c)

u5
2

a

]c

]h
, v522

]c

]j
, (3d)

wherep is the deviation of the pressure from the hydrostatic pres-
sure normalized byrgb(DT)L, and c is the dimensionless
streamfunction in the melt normalized byUL, T in the buoyancy
term is given by Eq.~2a!. The motion of the electrically-
conducting melt and the externally applied magnetic field drives
an induced electric current in the melt in thez-direction. This
current in turn provides an electromagnetic body force2ux̂
which opposes the horizontal melt motion as reflected in Eq.~3b!.
Here, the Hartmann number Ha5BL(s/m)1/2 is the square root of
the ratio of the electromagnetic body force to the viscous force,
wherem is the dynamic viscosity of the molten semiconductor.

For an inertialess flow, the buoyant convection in the encapsu-
lant is governed by

]ue

]j
1

1

~g2a!

]ve

]x
50, (4a)

052
]pe

]j
1

2

Ha2 F]2ue

]j2 1
1

~g2a!2

]2ue

]x2 G , (4b)

052
1

~g2a!

]p

]h
1Te1

2

Ha2 F]2ve

]j2 1
1

~g2a!2

]2ve

]x2 G , (4c)

ue5
2

~g2a!

]ce

]x
, ve522

]ce

]j
, (4d)

whereve(j,x)5uex̂1veŷ is the dimensionless velocity in the en-
capsulant normalized byUe , pe , is the deviation of the pressure
from the hydrostatic pressure normalized bymeUe /L, andce is
the dimensionless streamfunction in the encapsulant normalized
by UeL, while Te in the buoyancy term is given by Eq.~2b!.

We apply the no-slip and no-penetration conditions along the
walls at j521, j511, h521 andx511. For our flat inter-
face, the no-slip and no-penetration conditions are

u~j,t !5
lB

lm
Ha2ue~j,21!, for 21<j<11, (5a)

v~j,11!50, for 21<j<11, (5b)

ve~j,21!50, for 21<j<11. (5c)

Here, lb5rebe /(rb) and lm5me /m. With boron oxide and
molten indium-phosphide,lb50.10235 andlm512210. The
stress is continuous across the interface so that

]u

]y
~j,11!5lB Ha2

]ue

]y
~j,21!, for 21<j<11.

(6)

Here we neglect gradients of the interfacial tension due to gradi-
ents of the temperature or of dopant concentration along the
encapsulant-melt interface. A measure of the effects of interfacial
tension gradients is the Marangoni number for the encapsulant,

Mae5re(2dG/dT)(DT)L/me
2, where G is the interfacial ten-

sion of the encapsulant-melt interface. There is no published data
on the tension of an interface between a liquid semiconductor and
boron oxide. If we use the values ofG for a liquid-silicon free
surface, which are certainly much larger than those for an
encapsulant-melt interface, we find thatMae50.00516 for our
typical process.

A Chebyshev spectral collocation method was used to solve
Eqs.~3!–~6! for c andce with Gauss-Lobatto collocation points
in j, h and x. In an asymptotic solution for Ha@1, the melt is
divided into~1! an inviscid core,~2! parallel layers which have an
Dx5O(Ha21/2) thickness adjacent to the walls atj561 and
which carry anO(Ha1/2) flow, and ~3! Hartmann layers which
have anDy5O(Ha21) thickness and which carry anO(Ha21)
flow. We use a sufficient number of collocation points to resolve
the large velocity gradients nearj561 and to resolve the Hart-
mann layers ath561. The number of collocation points in each
direction in both the melt and the encapsulant were increased until
the results were independent of these numbers. The required num-
ber of collocation points increased asB was increased in order to
resolve the gradients in the boundary layers. For example, forB
50.2T with a50.3 andg50.5666, the difference in the maxi-
mum values of the streamfunctions both in the melt and in the
encapsulant are each less than 1 percent. Here, we compare the
results for the numerical results with 71, 51, and 26 collocation
points and with 36, 36, and 16 collocation points in thej, h, and
x directions, respectively. ForB50.5T with a50.3, and g
50.5666, we used a larger number of collocation points, namely,
71, 81, and 31 in thej, h, andx directions, respectively.

Results
Prior to solidification in the liquid-encapsulated Czochralski

process, the axisymmetric melt is entirely encapsulated by the
boron oxide. A single crystal seed is lowered to the surface of the
melt which initiates solidification. The crystal grows into the melt
until the desired diameter is reached, and the crystal has a flat top.
When the desired diameter is reached, the crystal is pulled verti-
cally upward through the layer of encapsulant. During this period
of time, the encapsulant’s depth increases because the growing
crystal displaces the encapsulant that lies above it. Once the flat
top of the crystal is pulled out of the encapsulant, the encapsu-
lant’s depth is constant and the melt’s depth continues to decrease
due to solidification. The purpose of the present paper is to illus-
trate the degree of coupling for various magnetic field strengths so
we only present results fora50.3 andg50.5666.

With the cold and hot walls at the left and right, respectively,
the temperature gradient drives counterclockwise circulations in
both the melt and the encapsulant. These circulations alone would
lead to positive and negative values ofu in the encapsulant and

Fig. 2 Interfacial shear stress sxy versus j for BÄ0.2, 0.3, 0.5,
and 1 T
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melt, respectively, near the interface. Therefore the shear stress
sxy at the interface is always positive, i.e., a force to the left on
the bottom of the encapsulant and an equal force to the right on
the top of the melt. The competition between the two buoyant
convections, reflected by the continuity ofu and of sxy at the
interface, determines whetheru at the interface is positive or
negative. A positive value would reflect dominance by the encap-
sulant circulation, resulting in a clockwise circulation in the melt
near the interface. A negative interfacialu would reflect domi-
nance by the melt circulation, resulting in a clockwise circulation
in the encapsulant near the interface. For all the cases considered
here except forB55 T, the interfacialu is negative, reflecting
dominance by the buoyant convection in the melt, but this domi-
nance decreases dramatically as the magnetic field strength is in-
creased. ForB55 T, the encapsulant has a slight dominance
which drives a positive interfacialu.

In Fig. 2, we present the dimensional interfacial shear stress for
various magnetic field strengths. ForB50.2T, the buoyant con-
vection in the melt is relatively strong and produces a relatively
large shear stress to the left on the bottom of the encapsulant. As
the magnetic field strength is increased, the magnitude of the
buoyant convection in the melt decreases roughly asB22, as re-
flected by our choice for the characteristic melt velocity in Eq.
~1a!. However, there is a jump inu across a Hartmann layer with
an O(Ha21) thickness adjacent to the encapsulant-melt interface,
so that the interfacial shear stress decreases roughly asB21 since
the melt velocity varies asB22 and the localy derivative varies as
B. The effect of the EM damping is reflected in the dramatic
decrease of the maximum magnitude of the melt velocity with
increasing field strength which is presented in Fig. 3 for 0.2<B
<5 T. The maximum magnitude of the melt’s velocity is
0.006593 m/s forB50.2T and is 0.00001156 m/s forB55 T.

For B55 T, the maximum and minimum dimensionless
streamfunctions in the melt and in the encapsulant are 0.01133
and 2.5331025, respectively, and the streamlines are plotted in
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. For this strong field, there is a significant
electromagnetic~EM! damping of the flow, and the velocities in
the two fluids are roughly the same order of magnitude where the
maximum magnitude of the melt’s velocity is 2.4 times larger than
that of the encapsulant. The buoyant convection in the encapsulant
drives a positive interfacial velocity in the melt and a clockwise
circulation inside the Hartmann layer alongh511. u50.146

Fig. 3 Maximum magnitude of the velocity in the melt versus
magnetic field strength for 0.2 ÏBÏ5 T

Fig. 4 Streamlines for BÄ5 T: „a… c„j,h…, and „b… ce„j,x…

Fig. 5 Streamlines in the encapsulant ce„j,x… for BÄ0.5 T
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along the interface atj50. The interfacial shear stress of the
slow-moving melt decreases the velocity of the encapsulant but
does not drive flow in the opposite direction.

When the magnetic field strength is decreased toB50.5T,
there is significantly less EM damping of the melt motion and the
velocity of the melt is much larger. The circulation in the melt is
entirely counterclockwise withu,0 along the interface. ForB
50.5T, the maximum magnitude of the melt’s velocity is
0.001467 m/s and of the encapsulant’s velocity is 0.000002319
m/s, as shown in Fig. 5. The melt drives two small clockwise cells
in the encapsulant atj561 adjacent to the interface but the bulk
of the encapsulant flows towards the hot wall atj511. The shear
stress curve forB50.5T in Fig. 2 helps to explain this phenom-
ena. The interfacial shear stress is equal to zero atj561, in-
creases to a maximum asuju decreases, and then decreases to a

value of about 0.0031 Pa in the middle. The two opposing cells
are centered near the locations where the interfacial shear stress is
maximum.

For B50.4T, we present the streamlines in the encapsulant in
Fig. 6. The minimum and maximum streamfunctions in the encap-
sulant are21.7431026 and 9.3231026, respectively, while the
maximum streamfunction in the melt is 0.01168. ForB50.4T,
the maximum magnitude of the melt’s velocity is 0.002149 m/s
which is 1014 times larger than that of the encapsulant. The inter-
facial shear stress is larger than that forB50.5T so that the two
cells in the encapsulant atj561 have grown, as shown in Fig. 6.
The larger interfacial shear stress provides a force which reverses
the flow along the entire interface.

For B50.3T, the streamlines in the encapsulant are presented
in Fig. 7. The maximum magnitude of the melt’s velocity is

Fig. 6 Streamlines in the encapsulant ce„j,x… for BÄ0.4 T

Fig. 7 Streamlines in the encapsulant ce„j,x… for BÄ0.3 T

Fig. 8 Streamlines for BÄ0.2 T: „a… c„j,h…, and „b… ce„j,x…
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0.0033984 m/s which is 689 times larger than that of the encap-
sulant. The larger interfacial shear stress, as shown in Fig. 2 for
B50.3T, causes nearly half of the encapsulant’s flow to reverse
its direction. Here, the minimum and maximum streamfunctions
in the encapsulant are26.7431026 and 3.5831026, respec-
tively, while the maximum streamfunction in the melt is 0.01135.

When the field strength is decreased further toB50.2T, the
maximum streamfunction in the melt is 0.01134 and the minimum
and maximum streamfunctions in the encapsulant are22.1
31025 and 6.3731027, respectively, as shown in Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!. The maximum magnitude of the velocity in the melt is 617
times that of the encapsulant and the interfacial shear stress shown
in Fig. 2 has increased to 0.098 Pa in the middle of the fluids. This
causes most of the encapsulant to circulate in the clockwise direc-
tion with two small counterclockwise circulations in the top of the
encapsulant adjacent to the cold and hot walls.

The melt’s flow clearly has a significant effect on the encapsu-
lant’s flow except for strong magnetic fields. However, the encap-
sulant has virtually no effect on the melt motion. To illustrate this
point, we solved the equations governing the melt motion, i.e.,
Eqs. ~3a! through~3d!, with a rigid boundary ath511 so that
we appliedu(j,11)50 instead of boundary conditions~5a! and
~6!. In fact, when the maximum velocities with the encapsulant
and with the rigid boundary are plotted together versus magnetic
field strength in Fig. 3, the difference in the velocities are
indistinguishable.

The key parameter is (lb /lm)Ha2 in Eq. ~5a!. As long as
(lb /lm)Ha2!1, u(j,11) is roughly zero. (lb /lm)Ha2 only be-
comesO(1) when Ha is very large. Then, as shown in Fig. 4~a!
for B55 T, u of the interface and of the melt in part of the
interface’s Hartmann layer are positive. However, for Ha@1, the
Hartmann layer matches any jump inu with only an O(Ha21)
effect on the core flow through the Hartmann conditionvc

56Ha21]uc /]x, wherec denotes an inviscid core region. Thus
onceB is large enough that the two convections are comparable,
and the encapsulant’s buoyant convection produces a positive in-
terfacial u, the Hartmann layer is so thin that the effect of the
positive interfacial u is negligible. For B55 T, the u(j50,
h511)510.1457 m/s.

Conclusions
The temperature gradient drives counter clockwise circulations

in both the melt and encapsulant. These circulations alone would
lead to positive and negative values of the horizontal velocity in
the encapsulant and melt, respectively, near the interface. The
competition between the two buoyant convections determines the
direction of the horizontal velocity of the interface. ForB55 T,
there is significant EM damping of the melt motion and the en-
capsulant drives a positive interfacial velocity and a small clock-
wise circulation in the melt. For a much weaker fieldB50.1T,
the maximum velocity in the melt is hundreds of times larger than
that of the encapsulant, thus causing nearly all the encapsulant to
circulate in the clockwise direction.

In the present study, the encapsulant has virtually no effect on
the melt motion except for very strong magnetic field strengths.
Therefore, the implications for MLEC crystal growth are that the
encapsulant-melt interface can be treated as a rigid boundary for
crystal growth in a steady vertical magnetic field with a planar
interface.
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Nomenclature

B 5 magnetic flux density
cp 5 specific heat of the melt

cpe 5 specific heat of the encapsulant
g 5 gravitational acceleration

Ha 5 Hartmann number
j z 5 z component of the electric current density in the

melt
Pete,effective5 effective thermal Pe´clet number for the encapsu-

lant
C 5 dimensionless streamfunction in the melt

Ce 5 dimensionless streamfunction in the encapsulant
Ce,max 5 dimensionless streamfunction in the encapsulant

k 5 thermal conductivity of the melt
ke 5 thermal conductivity of the encapsulant
L 5 horizontal length of the melt or of the encapsulant

Mae 5 Marangoni number for the encapsulant
N 5 interaction parameter
p 5 deviation of the dimensional pressure in the melt

from the hydrostatic pressure normalized by
rgb(DT)L

pe 5 deviation of the dimensional pressure in the en-
capsulant from the hydrostatic pressure normal-
ized bymeUe /L

Pet 5 thermal Pe´clet number for the melt
Pete 5 thermal Pe´clet number for the encapsulant
Rm 5 magnetic Reynolds number

T 5 deviation of the dimensional temperature in the
melt from Tc normalized by (DT)

Tc 5 constant uniform temperature of the cold wall
Te 5 deviation of the dimensional temperature in the

encapsulant fromTc normalized by (DT)
Th 5 constant uniform temperature of the hot wall
u 5 dimensionless horizontal velocity in the melt

ue 5 dimensionless horizontal velocity in the encapsu-
lant

U 5 characteristic velocity for the melt
Ue 5 characteristic velocity for the encapsulant

v 5 dimensionless vertical velocity in the melt
ve 5 dimensionless vertical velocity in the encapsulant
x 5 dimensionless horizontal coordinate in the melt or

in the encapsulant
x̂,ŷ,ẑ 5 unit vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system

y 5 dimensionless vertical coordinate
z 5 dimensionless transverse coordinate

Greek Symbols

a 5 dimensionless depth of the melt
b 5 volumetric thermal expansion coefficient for the melt

be 5 volumetric thermal expansion coefficient for the en-
capsulant

x 5 rescaled dimensionless vertical coordinate in the en-
capsulant

(DT) 5 characteristic temperature difference equal to (Th
2Tc)

h 5 rescaled dimensionless vertical coordinate in the melt
g 5 dimensionless depth of the melt and encapsulant
G 5 interfacial surface tension

lb 5 ratio of rebe to rb
lm 5 ratio of encapsulant’s viscosity to the melt’s viscosity
m 5 dynamic viscosity of the melt

me 5 dynamic viscosity of the encapsulant
r 5 density of the melt

re 5 density of the encapsulant
s 5 electrical conductivity of the melt
j 5 rescaled dimensionless horizontal coordinate in the

melt or in the encapsulant
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Buoyancy-Driven Flow Transitions
in Deep Cavities Heated
From Below
A numerical investigation has been conducted of flow transitions in deep three-
dimensional cavities heated from below. The first critical Rayleigh number, RaI , below
which the flow is at rest, and the second critical Rayleigh number, RaII , for transition
from steady state to oscillatory flow, have been found for cavities of aspect ratios Ar in the
range 1–5. Transition to chaos has also been examined for these cases. The results show
that RaI53583, 2.5453104 and 5.53105 and RaII 54.073105, 1.653106 and 1.30
3107 for aspect ratios of 1, 2, and 5 respectively. The route to chaos is P~Periodic!
→ QP2~Quasi-periodic with two incommensurate frequencies! → QP3~Quasi-periodic
with three incommensurate frequencies!→N~Chaotic! for Ar51 with the Rayleigh
number varying from 4.073105 to 4.893105. The route is P~Periodic!
→P2~Periodic doubling!→I ~Intermittent!→P~Periodic!→N~Chaotic! for Ar52 over
a Ra range of 1.653106 to 1.833106. The interval between periodic and chaotic flow is
very short for Ar55. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1481356#

Keywords: Cavities, Enclosure Flows, Heat Transfer, Modeling, Natural Convection

Introduction
Rayleigh-Bénard convection in cavities is a classical problem

and is important in a variety of engineering applications such as
solar collector design, passive energy storage, crystal growth, and
in emerging micro-manufacturing techniques such as LIGA@1#. In
the past several decades, intensive theoretical, experimental, and
numerical studies have been done, especially for infinite horizon-
tal layers and relatively shallow cavities. The process of flow bi-
furcation and transition is governed by several critical Rayleigh
numbers. Below the first critical Rayleigh number RaI , the fluid is
at rest and heat transfer is only due to conduction. Steady state
convective flows can be observed as Ra becomes larger than RaI .
For Rayleigh numbers beyond the second critical value RaII , there
is a transition from steady state to time-dependent flow. If the
Rayleigh number is increased further, transition to chaos is ob-
served.

The various flow patterns encountered during transition to
chaos are most commonly characterized by their power spectrum.
In addition, Lyapunov exponents@2# and the correlation dimen-
sion @3# have also been used to distinguish the various attractors
quantitatively. RaI has been determined to be 1708 for an infinite
layer@4,5#, and is independent of the Prandtl number Pr. Davis@4#
numerically calculated RaI for closed cavities with a linear tem-
perature distribution on the lateral walls and with different aspect
ratios. There are several steady flow patterns~denoted byS! past
RaI . As mentioned in Ref.@6#, these include zig-zag, cross-roll,
Eckhaus, oscillatory, knot and skewed varicose instabilities, de-
pending on the geometry of the enclosure and the Prandtl number.
Gollub and Benson@7# found experimentally that the mean flow
pattern in a box of 16.42327.7237.9 mm is of the 2T type ~2
parallel rolls whose axis are parallel to the short edge of the bot-
tom! up to RaII . Stella and Bucchignani@8# found numerically the
configuration to be 2T in a box of 3.532.131 with Pr52.5, and
the soft-roll configuration in a box of 2.431.231 with Pr55.
Mukutmoni and Yang@9# also found a 2T configuration numeri-
cally in a box of 3.532.131. The flow may experience several
temporal regimes after RaII before it becomes chaotic@6,10#. Typi-

cal regimes include: a periodic regime with one fundamental fre-
quency (P); a subharmonic regime, also known as a period dou-
bling regime (Pn), which contains frequencies which are one-half
(n52) or one-quarter (n54) of the original frequency; a quasi-
periodic regime (QPn) with n incommensurate frequencies; phase
locking ~L! when the two frequencies inQP2 lock into a constant
rational ratio; intermittance~I! which results from the collision of
a stableS and an unstableS; and finally, the nonperiodic or cha-
otic regime ~N!. RaII has been found to be around 30,000 to
37,960 for the 3.532.131 box for Pr52.5 @8,11#.

There are many routes for the transition from steady state to
chaos. Three main routes that lead to chaos have been classified
and investigated. The Ruelle-Takens-Newhouse scenario@12#,
which may be represented byS→P→QP2→N, involves three
Hopf bifurcations; the Feigenbaum sequence@13#, a scenario in
which an infinite cascade of period doublings~subharmonic bifur-
cations! leads to chaos, may be represented byS→P→P2
→P4 . . . ; and the Pomeau-Manneville scenario@14#, which in-
volves flow intermittency~I!, resulting from combinations of
stable and unstable stationary attractors. Gollub and Benson@7#
found four kinds of routes in their experiments: quasi-periodicity
and phase locking for the box of 16.42327.7237.9 mm and Pr
55, which can be symbolized asS→P→QP2→L→N; subhar-
monic ~period doubling!bifurcations for the same box and Pr
52.5, which can be expressed asS→P→P2→P4→N; three fre-
quencies for Pr55, which can be expressed asS→P(→QP2)
→QP3→N; and intermittent noise which was observed for a box
of 14.66328.85311.94 mm and Pr55. Bucchignani and Stella
@10# numerically found the route asS→P→P2→P4→N for a
domain of 3.532.131 and Pr52.5, which agreed with experi-
mental results@7# and the route asS→P→QP2→L→QP2
3(→QP3)→N for a domain of 2.431.231 and Pr55. Mukut-
moni and Yang@11# numerically found the route to beS→P
→P2→QP→N for the domain of 3.532.131 and Pr52.5. Le-
ong et al. @15,16# experimentally and numerically investigated
buoyant convection in a bottom-heated cubical cavity with a lin-
ear temperature profile on the sidewalls. Three different inclina-
tion angles were considered. Experimental results of the average
Nusselt numbers on the hot and cold face were shown for Ray-
leigh numbers from 104 to 108.

In this paper we investigate numerically the flow behaviors and
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transitions in deep closed cavities at Pr52.5. The published litera-
ture primarily addresses shallow cavities because viscous wall ef-
fects have widely been assumed to dominate in deep cavities,
damping convection. The present work closes this gap in the ex-
isting literature. A second-order finite volume scheme is used to
investigate the transition from quiescent flow to chaos, and critical
Rayleigh numbers and the path of transition are identified.

Governing Equations
Three-dimensional incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid is

assumed for the purposes of this paper. The Boussinesq approxi-
mation is made to model buoyancy. The computational domain
under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. The bottom wall is the hot
wall and the top wall is the cold wall. All the side walls are
adiabatic. Defining the following dimensionless quantities

X5x/h

Y5y/h

Z5z/h

t* 5t•a/h2

U5uh/a

V5vh/a

W5wh/a

P5ph2/ra2

u5~T2Tc!/~Th2Tc!

The corresponding dimensionless equations may be written as

Continuity: ¹•VW 50

X-Momentum:
]U

]t*
1¹•~VW U !52

]P

]X
1Pr•¹2U

Y-Momentum:
]V

]t*
1¹•~VW V!52

]P

]Y
1Pr•¹2V1Ra Pru

Z-Momentum:
]W

]t*
1¹•~VW W!52

]P

]Z
1Pr•¹2W

Fig. 1 Calculation domain

Fig. 2 Natural convection in cubical cavity

Fig. 3 2 T configuration for a box of 16.42 Ã27.72Ã7.9 mm
„isolines of vertical velocity at horizontal middle plane for Ra
Ä3Ã104, PrÄ2.5…

Table 1 Calculated average Nusselt number and relative error
for steady flow

Table 2 Calculated average Nusselt number and relative error
for unsteady flow
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Energy:
]u

]t*
1¹•~VW u!5¹2u

The nondimensional parameters governing the problem are the
Rayleigh number Ra, the Prandtl number Pr and the aspect ratio
Ar, which are defined as:

Ra5
gb~Th2Tc!h

3

na

Pr5
n

a

Ar5 h/d

Boundary Conditions. The boundary conditions for the
problem are

Bottom wall: u51, U5V5W50

Upper wall: u50, U5V5W50

Fig. 4 Comparison with Gollub-Benson †7‡ and Stella-
Bucchignani †8‡ „V velocity along Y at XÄ1.651 and ZÄ0.875
for RaÄ 3Ã104, PrÄ2.5…

Fig. 5 Comparison of Ra I with Davis †4‡

Fig. 6 Steady state flow pattern for Ar Ä1: „a… RaÄ2Ã104; „b…
RaÄ105; and „c… RaÄ2Ã105.

Table 3 Maximum U velocity along the line at YÄ0.125 and Z
Ä0.125 for ArÄ 2.0, PrÄ2.5, and RaÄ 1.63Ã105 with different
mesh densities

Table 4 Critical Rayleigh number for different aspect ratios
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Side walls:
]u

]n
50, U5V5W50

For the purposes of this study, the Prandtl number is fixed at 2.5.
Three different aspect ratios, Ar51, 2, and 5, are considered.

Numerical Method
A brief description of the numerical method is given here; de-

tails may be found in Mathur and Murthy@17#. An unstructured
finite volume method is used. The calculation domain is divided to
arbitrary unstructured polyhedral control volumes. A co-located
formulation is used, with velocity, pressure and temperature being
stored at cell centroids. The governing equations are integrated
over the control volume to yield algebraic equations balancing
incoming convective and diffusive fluxes with generation inside
the control volume. A second-order upwind scheme is used for
both the momentum and energy equations. For fluid flow, a se-
quential pressure-based algorithm, SIMPLE@18#, is used. The un-
steady formulation is also second-order accurate. The flow and
energy equations are solved sequentially, using Picard iteration for
non-linearity and coupling. At any time step, the solution is con-
sidered converged when normalized absolute residuals in the dis-

crete equations summed over all cells are reduced by at least three
orders of magnitude. In addition, the absolute normalized mass
imbalance summed over all cells~see@18#! is decreased below
1023. The same criterion is used for steady-state computations.

Evaluation of Critical Rayleigh Numbers. To find the first
critical Rayleigh number RaI , steady simulations were done start-
ing with a Rayleigh number range across which the transition
occurs, and using a bisection algorithm to detect the critical Ray-
leigh number. These computations were started from an initial
guess of zero velocity and a uniform temperature field withu
50. To detect motion, three vertical lines in the domain were
created at (X50.25/Ar,Y50.25/Ar), (X50.5/Ar,Y50.5/Ar) and
(X50.75/Ar,Y50.75/Ar) and the steady temperature profiles on
these lines were plotted. When Ra is lower than RaI , the tempera-
ture variation along these lines is strictly linear. For Ra.RaI , the
temperature along the three lines departs from linearity quite sub-
stantially. Using bisection, RaI was determined to an accuracy of
better than 1 percent.

To find the second critical Rayleigh number RaII , unsteady
flows were computed using the steady state results from RaI as the
initial condition. TheU velocity variation with time at point (X
50.7/Ar,Y50.7/Ar,Z50.7) was recorded. The power spectrum
of the frequencies contained in the signal was obtained to deter-

Fig. 7 Flow behavior at Ra Ä4.07Ã105 for ArÄ 1: „a… U velocity
variation with time at point „XÄ0.7,YÄ0.7,ZÄ0.7…, ArÄ1; and
„b… Corresponding power spectrum.

Fig. 8 Flow behavior at Ra Ä4.275Ã105 for ArÄ 1: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.7,YÄ0.7,ZÄ0.7…, ArÄ1;
and „b… corresponding power spectrum.
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mine the nature of the transition. Again, the bisection method was
used to determine RaII to an accuracy of better than 1 percent.

Comparison with Previous Work. To establish the validity
of the numerical method, three different bottom-driven natural
convection problems were computed, and results were compared
to published numerical and experimental data.

Natural Convection in Inclined Cube.Leong et al.@15# stud-
ied natural convection in an air-filled cube with two opposing
isothermal faces and the remaining four sides having a linear tem-
perature variation from the cold face to the hot face, as shown in
Fig. 2. They reported experimental values of the Nusselt number
for three different inclinations:w50 deg ~hot/cold face horizon-
tal!, w590 deg~hot/cold face vertical!, andw545 deg~hot/cold
face inclined at 45 deg!, with 1 percent accuracy and 95 percent
confidence.

We varied the mesh density to obtain an optimal mesh. A mesh
of 30330330 gives an error in the average Nusselt number of
3.10 percent compared to the experimental results forw590 deg
and Ra5105; and a mesh of 80380340 gives an error of 3.65
percent forw590 deg and Ra5106. As a compromise between
accuracy and efficiency, we used a 30330330 mesh for the cases
when Ra is equal or lower than 105, and an 80380340 mesh

when Ra is equal or higher than 106. When unsteady calculations
were necessary, we used a time stepDt* 53.1731024 for Ra
5106, Dt* 5131024 for Ra5107 and Dt* 53.1731025 for
Ra5108. These values were arrived at by preliminary computa-
tions to ensure that the error is within 3–4 percent. It is possible
that finer meshes would yield more accurate results, but time and
computational resources do not allow further refinement, espe-
cially for unsteady flows.

The numerical results show that forw50 deg andw545 deg,
the flow inside the cavity is steady when Ra is below 105 and that
the flow becomes unsteady when Ra is above 106; for w
590 deg, the flow is steady when Ra is below 106 and becomes
unsteady when Ra is above 107. For steady flow, the calculated
values of the average Nusselt number for the cold and hot faces
and the error relative to the experimental results for the cold face
are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that the average
Nusselt number for the cold and hot faces are very close to each
other, and the relative error is less than 5 percent for almost all the
cases.

The unsteady flow we solved here includes:w50 deg (Ra
5106), w545 deg ~Ra5106 and Ra5107! and w590 deg ~Ra
5107 and Ra5108!. We used the cold face temperature and zero
velocity as the initial conditions for all the above cases. We re-
corded the variation of the average heat flux on the hot and cold

Fig. 9 Flow behavior at Ra Ä4.48Ã105 for ArÄ 1: „a… U velocity
variation with time at point „XÄ0.7,YÄ0.7,ZÄ0.7…, ArÄ1; and
„b… corresponding power spectrum.

Fig. 10 Flow behavior at Ra Ä4.68Ã105 for ArÄ 1: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.7,YÄ0.7,ZÄ0.7…, ArÄ1;
and „b… corresponding power spectrum.
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faces with time. The average Nusselt number reported is the av-
erage value of the spatially averaged Nu for the cold or the hot
face at different time steps. The calculated values of the average
Nusselt number for the cold and hot faces and the relative error
with respect to the given experimental results for the cold face are
shown in Table 2. The relative error is less than 7 percent for all
the cases.

Bottom-Driven Natural Convection in Shallow Cavities.Cal-
culations for a domain of 3.532.131 with Pr52.5 and Ra53
3104 were performed using the method described, and compared
with the experimental data of Gollub and Benson@7# and with the
numerical calculations of Stella and Bucchignani@8#. As in @7,8#,
a 2T configuration was found. This is shown in Fig. 3, which
shows contours of theU velocity on the plane ofZ50.5. Quanti-
tative comparison of theU velocity on the lineY51.651, Z
50.875 with @7,8# are shown in Fig. 4. The velocity computed
here falls between the Gollub and Benson@7# and the Stella and
Bucchignani@8# results.

Computation ofRaI for Rectangular Cavities. For cavities
with square cross section and linear temperature distribution on
the lateral side walls, we calculated RaI for different aspect ratios
and compared them with the results of Davis@4#, as shown in Fig.
5. The comparison with theory is quite good.

Evaluation of Accuracy. A number of calculations were
done with varying mesh densities to establish the numerical accu-
racy of the calculations done here. Computed values of the maxi-
mum U velocity along the line atY50.125 andZ50.125 are
shown in Table 3 for Ar52.0, Pr52.5, and Ra51.633105, where
m10 means lengthd being divided into 10 cells and length h being

Fig. 11 Flow behavior at Ra Ä4.80Ã105 for ArÄ 1: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.7,YÄ0.7,ZÄ0.7…, ArÄ1;
and „b… corresponding power spectrum.

Fig. 12 Steady state flow pattern for Ar Ä2: „a… RaÄ3Ã104; „b…
RaÄ1.22Ã105; and „c… RaÄ1.62Ã106
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divided into 10•Ar cells; meshesm15, m20, and so on are to be
similarly interpreted. We see that a mesh of 30330360 gives an
error in the maximum velocity of 0.7 percent compared to a 40
340380 computation. Similar tests were done for other aspect
ratios. Since our interest is in finding the critical Rayleigh num-
bers and the range of Ra for the transitions is of the same order as
RaII , we use the same mesh size used in the steady state calcula-
tions. The final mesh size is 30330330 for Ar51, 30330360
for Ar5 2 and 253253125 for Ar55. When unsteady calcula-
tions are necessary, we use a time stepDt* 52.6131024 for Ar
51 and Ar52, andDt* 55.2331025 for Ar5 5. These time-step
values were chosen from the time-step independence studies and
yield an error in the maximum velocity of under 1 percent.

Results
Critical Rayleigh numbers for the three aspect ratios investi-

gated here are listed in Table 4. The behavior for each aspect ratio
is described below.

Aspect Ratio ArÄ1. For Ar51, RaI has been found to be
3583 and RaII is 4.073105. The steady state flow pattern for Ra
.RaI exhibits three distinct configurations before the flow be-
comes time-dependent. Fig. 6 shows contours of theV velocity on
the planeZ50.5 for three values of Ra between RaI and RaII . Fig.

6~a! is 1T configuration. There is only one roll in the cavity, with
the fluid rising up along one vertical wall and flowing down the
other. For higher Rayleigh numbers, a 2T configuration is encoun-
tered, as seen in Fig. 6~b!. For yet higher Ra, a soft roll configu-
ration, such as that shown in Fig. 6~c!, is encountered. Here again,
there are two rolls, but the axes of the two rolls are not parallel.
The flow transitions to a periodic regime based on the third con-
figuration.

Figures 7–11 illustrate the flow transitions from the periodic to
the chaotic regime. Part~a! in these figures shows theU velocity
variation with time at point (X50.7,Y50.7,Z50.7); part~b! pre-
sents the corresponding power spectrum. Figure 7 shows the be-
havior for Ra54.073105. A single fundamental nondimensional
frequency,f 1* 514.5, is found. The main frequency of the periodic
flow increases as Ra increased. Figure 8 suggests a quasi-periodic
regime as Ra54.273105 with two incommensurate frequencies:
f 1* 510.6, f 2* 517.1 (f 2* / f 1* 51.614). As Ra is increased further,
other frequency components begin to appear. For Ra54.48
3105, as shown in Fig. 9~b!, three peaks with significant ampli-
tude are seen, atf 1* 50.14, f 2* 50.92, and f 3* 510.7. Although
there are other visible frequencies in the power spectrum, their
amplitudes are one order smaller than the amplitude of the main
frequencies. The regime may thus be classified as aQP3 regime.
Figure 10, corresponding to Ra54.683105, shows some of the

Fig. 13 Flow behavior at Ra Ä1.65Ã106 for ArÄ 2: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.35,YÄ0.35,ZÄ0.7…, Ar
Ä2; and „b… corresponding power spectrum.

Fig. 14 Flow behavior at Ra Ä1.67Ã106 for ArÄ 2: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.35,YÄ0.35,ZÄ0.7…, Ar
Ä2; and „b… corresponding power spectrum.
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characteristics of chaotic flow. Several peaks in the frequency
spectrum may be identified; however, the difference in amplitude
between the main frequencies and the other frequencies has de-
creased. The flow becomes chaotic by Ra54.893105. The routes
to chaos may be expressed as:S→P→QP2→QP3→N.

Aspect Ratio ArÄ2. For Ar52, the numerical results show
that RaI52.5453104 and RaII51.653106. As in the case of Ar
51, the steady state flow exhibits three main patterns before it
becomes time-dependent. Contours of theV velocity on the
middle planeZ50.5 are shown in Fig. 12 for three Rayleigh
numbers between RaI and RaII . Figure 12~a!shows a 1T configu-
ration at Ra533104, with the flow rising up one vertical wall
and falling along the opposite wall. As the Rayleigh number is
increased to Ra51.223105, the one-roll configuration persists,
but the location of the roll has shifted so that the flow rises up
along the corner and falls along the opposite corner. For yet higher
Ra, a two-roll configuration is encountered. At Ra51.623106,
for example, the two-roll configuration consists of flow rising up-
wards along two adjacent corners and fall along the opposing
face. The flow transitions to periodic flow based on this configu-
ration.

Figure 13 shows the beginning of the periodic regime for Ar

52 as Ra51.653106. The fundamental nondimensional fre-
quency f 1* is 6.8. A subharmonic cascade mechanism has been
detected when Ra51.673106. The fundamental frequency be-
comes 9.2 with a second frequency of 4.6, as shown in Fig. 14.
Flow intermittency is detected by Ra51.693106, where the flow
becomes steady, as in Fig. 15. This is seen in the extremely low
amplitude in Fig. 15~b!. The flow becomes periodic again at Ra
51.713106 with one fundamental frequencyf 1* as 11.1, as in
Fig. 16. When Ra51.833106, the flow becomes chaotic, as
shown in Fig. 17. The transition route is:P→P2→I→P→N.

Aspect Ratio ArÄ5. For Ar55, RaI55.53105, and RaII
51.303107. As in the case of Ar51 and Ar52, three main flow
patterns have been found for steady state. At Ra55.63105, a
one-roll configuration similar to that in Fig. 12~a! has been found.
The flow pattern for Ra523106 is similar to that in Fig. 12~b!.
When Ra583106, the one-roll pattern becomes twisted. The
flow becomes time-dependent based on this configuration. The
transition to chaos happens over an extremely short Ra range,
making it difficult to reconstruct in detail. The flow becomes un-
steady as Ra51.303107 and becomes chaotic shortly thereafter.

Fig. 15 Flow behavior at Ra Ä1.69Ã106 for ArÄ 2: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.35,YÄ0.35,ZÄ0.7…, Ar
Ä2; and „b… corresponding power spectrum.

Fig. 16 Flow behavior at Ra Ä1.71Ã106 for ArÄ 2: „a… U veloc-
ity variation with time at point „XÄ0.35,YÄ0.35,ZÄ0.7…, Ar
Ä2; and „b… corresponding power spectrum.
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Conclusions
Unsteady finite volume simulations of buoyancy-driven flows

in deep cavities have been performed to determine flow transitions
on the route to chaos. The first and second critical Rayleigh num-
bers have been determined. For aspect ratio Ar51, a Ruelle-
Takens-Newhouse based scenario, expressed asS→P→QP2
→QP3→N, has been found. For aspect ratio Ar52, a Feigen-
baum sequence based scenario, expressed asS→P→P2→I→P
→N, has been found. For higher aspect ratios, the transition from
the periodic to the chaotic regime happens vary rapidly with Ray-
leigh number, and precise transition mechanisms are difficult to
identify.

The computations show that convection is restricted because of
the presence of the sidewalls, especially for deeper cavities.
Therefore, the critical Rayleigh numbers increase as the aspect
ratio becomes higher and the Rayleigh number ranges for the
different flow transitions also increase accordingly. Nevertheless,
the computations demonstrate clearly that chaotic regimes with
substantial mixing occur even in strongly constrained flows in
deep cavities for Rayleigh numbers occurring in a variety of
manufacturing processes. Further studies are underway to investi-

gate open cavities of interest in micro-manufacturing processes
such as LIGA for the high Prandtl numbers relevant to these pro-
cesses.
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Nomenclature

Ar 5 Aspect ratio,5h/d
d 5 Width of cavity, m
f 5 Frequency, Hz

f * 5 Nondimensional frequency
h 5 Depth of cavity, m
p 5 Pressure, Pa
P 5 Nondimensional pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Ra 5 Rayleigh number
RaI 5 First critical Rayleigh number
RaII 5 Second critical Rayleigh number

t 5 Time, s
t* 5 Nondimensional time
T 5 Temperature, K

Tc 5 Cold wall temperature, K
Th 5 Hot wall temperature, K
u 5 Velocity component inx-direction, m/s
U 5 Nondimensional velocity component inx-direction
v 5 Velocity component iny-direction, m/s
V 5 Nondimensional velocity component iny direction
V̄ 5 Nondimensional velocity vector
w 5 Velocity component inz-direction, m/s
W 5 nondimensional velocity component inz direction
X 5 nondimensional length inx direction
Y 5 nondimensional length iny direction
Z 5 nondimensional length inz direction

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
b 5 thermal expansion coefficient, 1/K
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
u 5 nondimensional temperature
r 5 density, kg/m3
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Study of Mixing and
Augmentation of Natural
Convection Heat Transfer by a
Forced Jet in a Large Enclosure
This paper presents an experimental study of gas mixing processes and heat transfer
augmentation by a forced jet in a large cylindrical enclosure with an isothermal bottom
heating/cooling surface. Cold/hot air was injected at several positions with varying pipe
diameters and injection orientations, and was removed from the top of the enclosure.
Under natural convection, the mean Nusselt number was correlated by the enclosure
Rayleigh numberRaD

1/3, and under strong forced convection, by the jet Reynolds number
Rej

2/3. A combining rule for mixed convection was found for both the stabilizing (cooled
surface) and destabilizing (heated surface) density gradients. Using the ratio of forced
and free convection Nusselt numbers, this correlation could be further reduced to predict
forced-jet augmentation as a function of the Archimedes number, with a correction factor
to account for jet orientation and enclosure aspect ratio.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1482081#

Keywords: Enclosure Flows, Fire, Heat Transfer, Impingement, Jets, Mass Transfer,
Mixed Convection, Natural Convection

Introduction
Heat and mass transfer inside large enclosures is important in

many applications, such as mixing process in the containment
structures of passive light water reactors and other large stratified
volumes, including high-level radioactive waste storage tanks, en-
closure fires, chemical processing, and pollutant dispersal. For the
AP-600 reactor containment design, the augmentation of conden-
sation mass transfer caused by break-jet flows is of interest. The
present study can be used to quantify the augmentation of heat
removal rate under natural convection, generated by injection of a
forced convection as during reactor blow down in a loss-of-
coolant accident. For high-level liquid waste tanks, this work pro-
vides the basis for the evaluation of the performance of purge and
ventilation systems to remove flammable gases generated from
stored waste, and to maintain a well-mixed conditions in the gas
space. In liquid high-level waste tanks, natural convection from
the liquid surface to the gas space removes radiolysis-generated
flammable gases. Injected gas jets, used to inert such tanks, can
augment this mass transfer. When heavy gases such as benzene
are generated and stable stratification can occur, the forced-
convection augmentation can reduce the liquid temperature re-
quired to maintain adequate mixing and mass transfer.

For chemical processing, heat transfer in agitated vessels has
been extensively studied with comprehensive coverage summa-
rized by Sterbacek and Tausk@1#, Uhl and Gray@2#, and Penney
@3#. Mechanical agitators are most often used to provide agitation.
However, gas sparging and liquid jets injected into vessels are
also used in some applications to provide mixing. To evaluate heat
transfer in mechanically agitated and jet-agitated vessels, a gen-
eral correlation form similar to the forced convection correlation
is usually employed. In addition to the Reynolds, Prandtl, and
viscosity ratio numbers, the general equation also contains several
ratios of linear dimensions to describe the effect of the complex
geometry on the fluid motion. The general equation is formulated
as

Nu5k ReaPrbS mb

mw
D c

3 f ~geometric factor! (1)

where Re is evaluated as the jet Reynolds numberrudj /m or
impeller rotational Reynolds numberrNdi

2/m. Despite differ-
ences in mechanical impeller designs and tank geometry, the val-
ues ofK typically fall within a relative narrow range from 0.33 to
0.74 for heat transfer to vessel walls, and from 0.02 to 0.08 for
transfer to helical coils.

The geometric correlations can depend on several factors in-
cluding the type of agitator~jet, propeller, and various turbines!,
heat transfer surfaces~vessel wall, helical coils and tube baffles!,
and geometric locations of agitator systems. As shown in Fig. 1
for a jet-agitated tank and a mechanically agitated tank, the geo-
metric factor could include the following dimensionless length
ratios,

f F S dj

D D S di

D D S H

D D S Z

D D S w

D D S Z

H D G (2)

The recirculation of fluid in a vessel to generate uniform mixing
can be performed using a pump, which draws fluid from the vessel
and returns the fluid to a nozzle. The fluid jet from the nozzle
induces mixing and produces a large-scale circulating motion,
which can reduce concentration, property, and temperature gradi-
ents. Some research, reported for the helical-coil heat transfer in a
jet-agitated vessel, found that the ratio of nozzle diameterdj to the
tank diameterD has a weak effect on average heat transfer, where
the geometric factor could be correlated with (dj /D)0.09. This
work further suggested that jet orientation into the vessel did not
play an important role. In present study for enclosures with a
heated or cooled bottom surface, however, jet orientation is found
to have a large effect on heat transfer.

Fossett and Prosser@4# studied the mixing of an aqueous
Na2CO3 solution in tanks mixed by a jet. They carried out tests in
a 1.50-m diameter, 0.92 m deep vessel in which a single jet was
introduced to create large-scale recirculation flow patterns. The
results of their jet mixing data suggested that the mixing time will
be the same for jets nozzles of different diameters, if the effluent
jet velocities are adjusted to provide the same momentum flux.
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Compared with limited information available for jet-agitated
vessels, substantial research has been devoted to study the me-
chanically aided~impeller!heat transfer in agitated vessels. Inves-
tigation includes the geometric effects of impeller diameter ratio
di /D, impeller height ratioZ/di and Z/H, thickness ratiow/D,
and number of impeller blades~see Uhl and Gray@2#, and Penney
@3#!. Others have studied the heat transfer phenomena in gas
sparged vessels, such as Hart@5#, and Nagata et al.@6#, and a heat
transfer correlation for gas-sparsed mixing of vessels was recom-
mended by Hart@5# in the form:

h

cpysr
50.125S ysr

mg D 20.25

Pr20.6 (3)

where the heat transfer coefficienth is calculated by using the
sparged-gas superficial velocityys .

For natural convection inside enclosures with a horizontal heat
transfer surface, some research work has been reported by Globe
and Dropkin@7#, and Catton and Edward@8#. Globe and Dropkin
studied natural convection heat transfer in liquids confined by two
horizontal plates and heated from below. Catton and Edward@8#
further investigated effects of side walls on natural convection
between horizontal plates, and found that, as the Rayleigh number
was increased to 106 and above, the Nusselt numbers for various
aspect ratios asymptotically reached the limit corresponding to the
smallest aspect ratio used (H/D51). That implies that for large
Rayleigh numbers extending into the turbulent regime, the size
and thermal conductivity of the horizontally confining surfaces
did not affect the mean heat transfer coefficient. The experiments
performed by Globe and Droplin@7# also demonstrated that there
has no significant effect of a lateral surface with low aspect ratio
at high Rayleigh numbers. Experimental data reported by Catton
and Edward@8# are limited to Ra,107. Ulucakli @9# investigated
the natural-convection heat transfer in a enclosure, heated par-
tially from below by a disk-shaped surface and cooled from the
top and the side, and the data were presented for 108,Ra
,1010. He found that, for large temperature differences between
the heating surface and bulk, the mean heat transfer rates can be
expressed in terms of conventional correlations, and the results
were well correlated by the equation

Nudc50.2Radc
0.35 (4)

where Nudc and Radc are evaluated using the heating-disk diam-
eter.

After reviewing of the previous work for mixing in agitated
vessels and for natural convection inside enclosures, an experi-
mental apparatus was constructed to measure the combined
natural-and forced-convection heat transfer in a cylindrical enclo-
sure mixed by an injected jet. The tests were designed to study the

key parameters governing the heat transfer augmentation by a
forced jet, and to investigate the effect of geometric factors, in-
cluding jet diameter, jet injection orientation, enclosure geometry
~aspect ratio!, and the presence of flow obstructions. Flow veloc-
ity measurements were also performed to provide a better under-
standing of the flow patterns generated inside the enclosure, which
have substantial effects on the effectiveness of enclosure mixing
and heat transfer augmentation. Finally, a correlation is proposed
using a weighted relation to balance the contributions of natural
convection and forced convection to heat transfer.

Experimental Apparatus
In this experiment, a cylindrical enclosure was constructed with

a diameter of 2.29 m and a maximum height of 0.8 m, with a
vertically adjustable ceiling. The enclosure was designed as a
1/10-scale model of a Savannah River Plant high-level liquid
waste tank. Figure 2 shows a picture of the experimental enclo-
sure. At the bottom of the enclosure, a 3.18 mm thick copper plate
~2.43 m long and 2.43 m wide!was installed. The copper plate
could be heated or cooled by hot or cold water running through a
total of 23 tubes soldered under the plate. This method provided a
nearly isothermal heating/cooling surface for the experiment.

Nine sheathed J-type thermocouples with 0.508 mm diameter
were embedded in the copper plate to measure the heating surface
temperature. Due to the high thermal conductivity of copper and
the arrangement of the heating tubes, the plate was shown to be
nearly isothermal. Four T-type thermocouples were mounted in
the inlet of heating water and another four in the outlet, creating a
thermopile to measure the temperature difference for the calcula-
tion of total heat loss from the heating plate. Cold or hot air was
injected into the enclosure with four different injection orienta-
tions using long tubes of 15 mm, 26 mm, and 53 mm I.D., and
was removed at the top of the enclosure through two 53 mm
diameter openings. The heat removal rate by the injected air was
calculated from the temperature difference between the air inlet
and outlet, and the air flow rate measured by a bank of parallel
rotameters of different capacities. Temperatures inside the enclo-
sure were measured with a vertical array of thermocouples de-
signed to be traversed horizontally, measuring the vertical tem-
perature distribution as well as the mean enclosure temperature.

A micromanometer device is applied to measure the flow ve-
locity, using two gage liquids of small density difference. The
gage liquids~water, and oil with a specific gravity of 0.9375! were
immiscible. The heavier gage liquid filled the lower portion of the
manometer U tube up to the 0-0 level~a half of the tube length!,
and lighter gage liquid was added to both sides, filling the upper U
tube and two reservoirs placed on top of the U-tube. A large gage
difference could be produced by a small pressure difference with
this micromanometer device. A pitot tube was inserted into the

Fig. 1 Mixing processes for „a… jet-agitated, and „b… impeller-
agitated vessels Fig. 2 Photo of the cylindrical enclosure experiment
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tank with the opening directed upstream to the flow path and the
other end connected to one of the micromanometer reservoir,
which then measured the total pressure~static and dynamic!. An-
other tube measuring static pressure is connected with the other
reservoir. The flow velocity was then be determined by the gage
difference in U tube, which represented the dynamic pressure
head at the pitot-tube opening. Streeter and Wylie@10# discuss the
use micromanometers.

Experimental Procedure
Experiments were first performed to investigate natural-

convective heat transfer from the heated bottom surface. These
results were used as the reference for subsequent evaluation of the
heat transfer augmentation from combined natural and forced con-
vection. The bottom surface was heated and maintained at con-
stant temperatures ranging from 30° to 70°C, and heat was trans-
ferred by natural convection and removed from the enclosure top
and sidewalls by conduction to the ambient. Tests were performed
with enclosure heights of 42, 61, and 80 cm, giving enclosure
aspect ratiosH/D of 0.18, 0.27, and 0.35, respectively. An em-
pirical heat transfer correlation for natural convection was ob-
tained by correlating these experimental data.

With this correlation for natural-convection heat transfer inside
the enclosure, combined natural- and forced-convection heat
transfer was then studied. For a forced jet injected into the enclo-
sure without internal obstructions, the geometric factors investi-
gated included the use of three different enclosure aspect ratios,
three different jet diameters and four different injection orienta-
tions. To study the effects of obstructions inside the enclosure, a
total of 31 3.35 cm diameter~O.D.! tubes were inserted extending
vertically from the ceiling to the bottom. Tests were performed to
evaluate the effect of the tube structures on the mixing process.
When the jet was directly obstructed by a tube located at various
distances from the nozzle, momentum in the original flow direc-
tion was reduced due to a form drag.

The experiments investigated the effects of destabilizing den-
sity gradients by injecting cold air into the enclosure the bottom
surface heated. The injected cold air temperature was approxi-
mately 21°C, and the mean temperature at the heating surface was
controlled at around 60°C to minimize the effects of fluid property
changes and to reduce the complexity for the comparison of geo-
metric factors. Experiments were performed to investigate the ef-
fects of stabilizing density gradients, by injecting hot air into the
enclosure with the bottom surface cooled. Under this condition,
the buoyancy force stabilizes the flow close to the bottom surface
and reduces heat transfer. The injected hot air temperature was
approximately 52°C, and the mean temperature at the cooling sur-
face was held around 12°C.

Temperature changes were carefully monitored inside the en-
closure as well as on the heating surface. Data were collected only
when the testing condition reached steady state. The reference
temperature used to calculate the thermodynamic and transport
properties of air was taken as the mean value measured by the
vertical thermocouple array. Air was injected into the enclosure
with Rej ~jet Reynolds numbers! from 33103 to 33106, and RaD
~Rayleigh number scaled with enclosure diameter! inside the en-
closure was in the order of 109;1010.

To investigate how different flow patterns can affect heat trans-
fer augmentation, air was injected into the enclosure with four
different injection orientations. Figure 3 illustrates the four orien-
tations, and the five basic large-scale flow patterns that result. The
orientations studied are:

A. Radial injection: injected horizontally across the enclosure
center:

B. Azimuthal injection: injected horizontally at a 60 deg angle
from radial injection.

C. Vertical/down injection near center: injected downward from
the top at 23 cm from the enclosure center.

D. Vertical/down injection near enclosure vertical wall: injected
downward from the top at 10 cm from the enclosure vertical wall.

Error Analysis
The uncertainty of the temperature measurement, including er-

rors from instrumentation and data acquisition system, was esti-
mated to be60.1 °C. The uncertainty of the flow rate measure-
ment for water was calibrated to be63 percent, and for air,
depending on the range of flow measurement, was estimated be-
tween 62 percent to65 percent. The corresponding maximum
error was 18 percent for the calculated Nusselt number NuD , and
8 percent for the calculated Archimedes number Ar.

Experimental Results and Analysis

Part I Heat Transfer Augmentation with Destabilizing
„Positive…Effect of Buoyancy Force.

Natural-Convection Heat Transfer in the Enclosure.Figure 4
shows the relationship between the Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers
from the present data and the data of Uluckli@9#. These data can
be well correlated by

Nunc50.15RaD
1/3 (5)

where the 1/3 power and a constant value of 0.15 agrees with the
natural-convection correlations for horizontal heating surface in
open space. The results demonstrate that the lateral boundary and
height-to-diameter ratio have a negligible effect on the turbulent
natural-convection heat transfer at high Rayleigh numbers. Equa-
tion ~5! is used as the reference to determine the heat transfer
augmentation from combined natural and forced convection.

Fig. 3 Injection orientations and resulting large-scale recircu-
lation patterns

Fig. 4 Natural-convection heat transfer data
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Combined Natural-and Forced-Convection Heat Transfer in the
Enclosure. A general correlation form is employed to combine
the natural- and forced-convection heat transfer in the enclosure,
given by

NuD
n 5Nuf c

n 6Nunc
n (6)

This combining rule was used by Churchill@11# to evaluate the
mixed-convection heat transfer in external boundary layer flows
as well as by Chen et al.@12# to evaluate transition heat transfer
from laminar to turbulent film flows. This formulation uses a
weighted relationship to balance the contributions from the sepa-
rate correlations representing their extreme conditions. In the
present study, a positive sign in Eq.~6! represents a destabilizing
density gradient, and a negative sign a stabilizing gradient~with
the minimum Nu value constrained to be zero!. Following the
common practice, an exponent ofn53 is adopted, and Eq.~5! is
employed as the natural-convection part Nunc , and the correlation
form of Eq. ~1! as the forced-convection part Nuf c .

It is found that the Nusselt numbers NuD , plotted against jet
Reynolds number Rej , are clustered into groups of trend lines in
accordance with their injection orientations. At high Reynolds
numbers the data are fitted best with Reynolds number to the 2/3
power (}Rej

2/3). The present data do not include a wide range of
Pr, but from research summarized by Penney@3# for agitated ves-
sels, a 1/3-power relation is used for the effect of Pr. Based on
these arguments, Eq.~6! can be recast in the form

NuD

Nunc
5H FC1

Rej
2/3Pr1/3

RaD
1/3 S mb

mw
D 0.14

f ~geometric!G3

61J 1/3

(7)

wheremb is the bulk air viscosity, and a 0.14 power for the vis-
cosity property ratio is adopted. Equation~7! can then be further
simplified using the Archimedes number Ar5Rej

2/GrD and RaD
5GrDPr, and by combining the constantC1 and the geometric
function,

NuD

Nunc
5H FC2Ar1/3S mb

mw
D 0.14G3

61J 1/3

(8)

As discussed previously, the constantk in Eq. ~1! usually falls
within the range of 0.35 to 0.74 for heat transfer to enclosure
walls ~not helical coil or tubes!in agitated tanks. Combining the
constant in Eq.~5! for natural convection,C2 is expected to fall in
the range from 2.3 to 4.93. Figure 5 presents the heat transfer
augmentation NuD /Nunc versus Archimedes number under a de-
stabilizing density gradient~with a heating surface at the bottom

of the enclosure!. The data, including four injection orientations
and three jet diameters, are well correlated using Eq.~8! with a
different constantC2 for each injection orientation. It can be seen
that changing the injection orientation changes the heat transfer
augmentation significantly, while the geometric factordj /D has a
very small effect. For the destabilizing density gradient the data
for all injection orientations asymptotically approach 1 at low
Archimedes number. This agrees with the prediction by Eq.~8!
when heat transfer is dominated by natural convection.

The magnitude of augmentation is largest for vertical/down in-
jection near the center~C!, and followed by vertical/down injec-
tion near the wall~D!, radial injection~A!, and azimuthal injection
~B!. The constantsC2 correlated for radial~A! and azimuthal~B!
injection, in general, fall within the expected range, while that for
vertical/down injection~C! augmentation is clearly higher than
expected.

To further understand the flow pattern, the air velocity was
measured by the micromanometer device. Figure 6 presents the
velocity in the horizontal direction measured near the bottom of
the heating surface. For comparison, air was injected at Rej'2.8
3105 through a tube of 15 mm I.D. Three sets of data are in-
cluded in this figure, including azimuthal injection withH/D
50.35, and 0.18, and vertical/down injection~C! with H/D
50.35. For azimuthal injection, the data is plotted at the positions
measured from the vertical geometric center of the enclosure, and
for vertical/down injection at the positions measured from the
vertical jet center.

As illustrated in Fig. 3~II!air injection in the azimuthal direc-
tion induces circumferentially circulating motion. The flow veloc-
ity distribution in Fig. 6 shows approximately equal velocities for
positions at the same radius from the enclosure center. It is also
reveals that while there is strong horizontally circulating motion
in the regions close to the wall, regions near the center experience
little influence from forced flow motion, reaching an almost stag-
nant condition at the center. The delineation, separating the
forced-convection dominated region near the wall and natural-
convection dominated region near the center, makes the whole-
volume mixing less effective, and thus reduces the average heat
transfer augmentation. ForH/D50.35, approximately 25 percent
of the bottom surface area was not subjected to the influence of
forced convection under azimuthal injection, which explains the
relatively low augmentation in this injection mode.

For radial injection, velocity measurement shows that after the
expanded jet reaches the enclosure vertical wall, the jet undergoes
a boundary layer transition and spreads as a wall jet both in hori-
zontally circulating flow pattern~Fig. 3~I!! and also vertically
downward pattern~Fig. 3~III!!. The downward flow then turns and

Fig. 5 Results for combined natural and forced-convection
heat transfer

Fig. 6 Horizontal velocities at positions near the heated bot-
tom surface
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spreads across the bottom floor with decreasing velocity. The flow
pattern generated by radial injection is found to be more produc-
tive in mixing the whole volume than is azimuthal injection, and
gives a higher magnitude of heat transfer augmentation.

For vertical/down injection near enclosure vertical wall, Figure
3~V! shows the primary flow pattern. After the jet impinges on the
floor, it transforms to a wall-jet flow spreading with decreasing
velocity across the heating floor. This flow pattern mixes the cold
injected air with hot air near bottom surface more effectively than
in the cases discussed earlier. This explains why this orientation
induces more effective augmentation than the radial and azimuthal
injections.

The most effective injection orientation~Fig. 3~IV!! is vertical/
down injection near the enclosure center. At high Re the augmen-
tation is more than twice of that for azimuthal injection. After
impinging on the floor surface, the vertical velocity component in
jet core is decelerated and transformed into an accelerated hori-
zontal flow. The horizontal wall jet spreads evenly outward with a
velocity decreasing uniformly radially from the stagnant point,
and then turns upward after reaching vertical walls. For this cy-
lindrical enclosure this flow pattern proves to be most effective for
uniform mixing. Figure 7 illustrates the vertical temperature dis-
tribution for three injection orientations, and shows that the enclo-
sure volume is well mixed under vertical/down injection~C!, and
strongly stratified under azimuthal injection.

The heat transfer augmentation in vertical/down injection~C!
occurs due both to the effective large-scale mixing flow pattern
and the substantially augmented local heat transfer coefficient
near jet impingement point. Jambunathan et al.@13# performed a
detailed review of heat transfer data for single circular jet im-
pingement. They concluded that the local heat transfer coefficient
can be predicated as a function of jet Reynolds number, height to
jet diameter ratio (L/dj ), and the ratio of radial distance from
stagnation point to jet diameter (r /dj ). Following the results of
Boguslawski and Popiel@14#, the potential core radius affected by
jet impingement is approximately four times the nozzle diameter.
Several correlations are available for the prediction of local and
average heat transfer coefficients in this region. The equation by
Lee @15# can be used to estimate the average Nusselt number in
this region,

Nur /dj 5450.083 Rej
0.708~L/dj !

0.144 (9)

Based on the present experimental data, it is estimated that the
average heat transfer coefficient inside the present enclosure will
be increased by less than 13 percent due to the localized enhance-
ment in the potential core region. Therefore, the majority of heat
transfer augmentation by vertical/down impingement~C! is con-
tributed by the effective large-scale mixing flow pattern.

The effect of jet orientation has not typically been included in
agitated vessel correlations~e.g., Eq. ~2!!. The discrepancy is

likely due to the different configurations of heat transfer surfaces
in previous investigations. For an agitated vessel with the entire
inner wall used as a heat transfer surface, the transport problem is
different from a partially heated wall. The flow patterns of the
wall jets generated by the injected fluid~or mechanical impeller!
in different orientations does not significantly change the mean
heat transfer rate if the entire inner tank wall is involved. How-
ever, if the wall is only partially heated or the heating source is
localized in the enclosure, the effectiveness of heat transfer will be
more strongly affected by the flow patterns, depending on which
can mix better the cold injected fluid with localized hot fluid near
the heat transfer surface. Therefore, injection orientation should
not be neglected with localized heat transfer surfaces in enclo-
sures.

Effect of Enclosure Aspect Ratio.Figure 8 shows high-Re re-
sults for three different aspect ratios. In general, the heat transfer
coefficient increases with decreasing aspect ratio for all three ori-
entations presented. While the increase is small with decreasing
aspect ratio for the radial~A! and vertical/down injections~C!, the
magnitude of the increase is relatively large for azimuthal injec-
tion ~B!. The solid trend lines in the upper part of the figure
represent the increment due to the aspect ratio effect for vertical/
down injection~C!, and the dashed lines represent the large incre-
ment for azimuthal injection~B!. From Figure 6 with enclosures
of aspect ratios of 0.35 and 0.18, the circulating velocity induced
by azimuthal injection increases with reducing aspect ratio, and
the area affected by forced flow also extends further into the cy-
lindrical center. This explains the larger increase of heat transfer
augmentation for azimuthal injection with decreasing aspect ratio.
Because the aspect ratio effect is not considered to be an impor-
tant geometric factor, as shown in Eq.~2! for correlations for most
of agitated vessels, here the same argument, as for jet orientation,
applies regarding the greater importance of geometry localized
heat transfer augmentation. Particularly for azimuthal injection a
large increase of heat transfer is observed when the aspect ratio is
reduced by half.

Table 1 summarizes the results for the correlated constantsC2
with positive buoyancy effect on the mixed convection inside the
enclosure.

Effect of Obstructions Inside the Enclosure.To investigate the
effect of flow obstructions, 31 tubes with 3.35 cm O.D. were
inserted vertically from the top to the bottom of the enclosure.
Experiments were performed to measure the variation of heat
transfer under the conditions where the forced jet impinged di-
rectly on a tube at 10, 20, 38, and 63.5 cm from the injection
nozzle. It is found that if the jet does not impinge on the tube

Fig. 7 Vertical temperature distributions in the enclosure

Fig. 8 Effect of aspect ratio on heat transfer augmentation
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before reaching the enclosure wall, the change of mean heat trans-
fer coefficient can be small as long as the total cross-section area
of tubes is much less than that of the flow area. If the jet hits a
tube before reaching the enclosure wall, the loss of jet momentum
in the flow direction can significantly affect the effectiveness of
mixing the whole volume, and thus reduce the mean heat transfer
coefficient. Figure 9 shows the results of jet impingement on tubes
at certain distances from the injection nozzle.

The jet velocity profile downstream of the injection nozzle has
been discussed by List@16#, and is used here to estimate the
momentum loss in the flow direction due to form drag with the
impinged tube. Assuming that the tube diameterdt is much
smaller than expanded jet radiusR, the fraction of momentum loss
can be evaluated by

M loss

M
5

E
2R

R

CD

ru~r !2

2
dtdr

E
0

R ru~r !2

2
2prdr

(9)

whereCD is the drag coefficient, andu the jet velocity. The dis-
tribution of velocity across a jet can be evaluated by~List @16#!

u~r !5Ume2~r /b!2
(10)

The evaluation of how the mean velocityUm and width parameter
b vary with the distance from the jet originx, depends upon the
evolution of the momentum flux, and can be determined from
experimental measurements. For a given self-similar distribution
of mean velocity and pressure, the width parameter is related to
the jet radius byb5R/&. Assumingr'rm , Eq. ~9! can be fur-
ther simplified as

M loss

M
5

CDrmUm
2 dt

2 E
2&b

&b

e2~r /b!4
dr

2prmUm
2 E

0

&b

e2~r /b!4
rdr

50.327CD

dt

b
(11)

The drag coefficientCD'1.1 and the experimental results from
Fisher et al.@17# give b/x50.107. Then the fraction of momen-
tum loss can be estimated in terms of the distance from the jet
origin and tube diameter by

M loss

M
53.36

dt

x
(12)

By Eq. ~12!, 29.6 percent of momentum is lost in the flow
direction after impingement on a 3.35 cm tube at 38 cm from the
jet nozzle, and 17.7 percent of momentum is lost after impinge-
ment on a tube at 63.5 cm from the jet origin. By accounting for
the momentum loss and the corresponding reduction of the jet
Reynolds number, the resulting data shifts much closer to the
correlations without tubes inside the enclosure. This information
implies that the reduction of heat transfer augmentation by struc-
tures can be predicted by the loss of momentum in the jet. The
large-scale motion induced by the jet dominates the large scale
enclosure flow, and the augmentation of the heat transfer inside
the enclosure.

Part II Heat Transfer Augmentation with Stabilizing „Nega-
tive… Effect of Buoyancy Force. For mixed convection with a
stabilizing buoyancy force from a cooled bottom surface, a nega-
tive sign is used in Eqs.~6! and ~8!. Figure 10 shows the com-
parison with the experimental data. The dashed line represents the
destabilizing~positive! effect of buoyancy force, and solid line
represents the stabilizing~negative!buoyancy effect. As shown by
the data, the augmentation ratio approaches close to 0 at low
Archimedes numbers, with the weakening of forced convection
and stabilizing effect of negative buoyancy force. Even though
this combining rule to address stabilizing density gradients is
rather crude, it generally fits the data well, and should be adequate
for most engineering purposes.

Conclusions
The present experimental study has investigated heat transfer

under combined natural convection and forced convection due to
jet injection. Under natural convection, the average Nusselt num-
ber inside the large enclosure with heating surface at the bottom
can be correlated by the Rayleigh number to the 1/3 power in the
high-Rayleigh-number flow regime (RaD.108). Under forced

Table 1 C2 values for injection orientation and aspect ratio

Fig. 9 Effect of tube obstructions inside the enclosure

Fig. 10 Effect of stabilizing density gradient on mixed convec-
tion
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convection with a strong jet, the data is well represented as a
function of jet Reynolds number to the 2/3 power. The combining
form of Eq.~6! is adequate to evaluate the mixed-convection heat
transfer regime inside the enclosure. As shown by Eq.~8!, the
correlation can be formulated as a function of Archimedes num-
ber, fluid property factor, and geometric correlation, and correlates
data well under both stabilizing and destabilizing buoyancy ef-
fects. The most important geometric factor is the jet injection
orientation.

Augmentation is affected strongly by the flow patterns gener-
ated by different injection orientations, which, in turn, govern the
effectiveness in large-scale mixing in the enclosure. As shown in
Fig. 5, the heat transfer augmentation for vertical/down injection
near the enclosure center can be two times the augmentation for
azimuthal injection. The improved mixing is reflected in the ver-
tical temperature distributions shown in Fig. 8. Depending on the
injection orientation, the aspect ratio can also play an important
role at low aspect ratios, particularly for azimuthal injection. In
addition, the change of heat transfer augmentation, caused by ob-
structions inside enclosure, can also be important, and the reduc-
tion can be by considering the momentum loss from form drag.

Nomenclature

Ar 5 Archimedes number~5Rej
2/GrD!

b 5 width parameter of velocity profile
b 5 coefficient of thermal expansion

cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
C1 5 constant
C2 5 constant
CD 5 drag coefficient
di 5 impeller diameter
dj 5 jet diameter
dt 5 tube outer diameter~O.D.!
D 5 diameter of cylindrical enclosure
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
f 5 geometric factor
g 5 standard gravitational acceleration

GrD 5 enclosure Grashof number (5gb(Tw2Tb)D3/v2)
H 5 height of enclosure

I.D. 5 inner diameter
K 5 constant
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 distance between jet exit and impingement plate
n 5 constant
N 5 impeller rotational speed

NuD 5 Nusselt number inside the enclosure (5hD/k)
O.D. 5 outer diameter

Pr 5 Prandtl number
r 5 radial distance from stagnation point
r 5 density
R 5 radius of jet

RaD 5 enclosure Rayleigh number (5GrDPr)
Rej 5 jet Reynolds number (5rudj /m)

T 5 temperature
m 5 dynamic viscosity
v 5 kinematic viscosity
u 5 velocity

Um 5 mean velocity
vs 5 superficial velocity
w 5 width of impeller
x 5 distance from jet origin

Subscripts

b 5 bulk value
D 5 diameter of cylindrical enclosure
dc 5 disk
fc 5 forced convection
j 5 jet

m 5 mean value
nc 5 natural convection
w 5 wall
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Enhanced Convection or
Quasi-Conduction States
Measured in a Super-Conducting
Magnet for Air in a Vertical
Cylindrical Enclosure Heated
From Below and Cooled From
Above in a Gravity Field
Magnetizing force was applied for natural convection of air in a shallow cylindrical
enclosure heated from below and cooled from above. The cylinder measured 45 mm in
diameter and 14.8 mm in height. The convection enclosure was located 66 mm above or
below the coil center in the bore of a super-conducting magnet. The average Nusselt
numbers were enhanced about twice at the location166 mm above the coil center under
3.40 Tesla and decreased to Nu51.12;1.28 at the location266 mm below the coil
center for the Rayleigh number from 3520 to 6980. These two locations were selected as
the most effective positions for application of the magnetizing force in this super-
conducting magnet. A model equation for magnetizing force was derived and numerically
computed for Pr50.7 and Ra52100 and 7000. One turn coil was presumed as a model
of thousand turns real superconductor. The magnetic strength is represented by a new
parameterg and varied from 2345 to 9124. By adjusting the location of the enclosure in
the bore of the super-conducting magnet, the average Nusselt number of 1.14 at Ra
52100 varied from 1.8 to 1.0001 depending on the magnetic strength, and that of 2.02 at
Ra57000 varied from 2.6 to 1.0003. These data are plotted versus magnetic Rayleigh
number Ram5Ra~g]Bz

2 /]Z11!R50,Z50.5 at the center of the enclosure and agreed well
with Silveston’s data for a classical nonmagnetic field.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1482082#

Keywords: Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Magnetic, Microgravity, Natural Convection

1 Introduction

Through recent developments in super-conducting magnets
strong magnetic-field gradients can be developed. These gradients
can be used to produce large magnetizing forces in paramagnetic
materials. The magnetizing force has been known for many years
@1,2#, but until recently it had been neglected almost completely.
Braithwaite et al.@3# again highlighted this force for Benard con-
vection of paramagnetic water solution to give larger or smaller
heat transfer rates than the average heat transfer rate of a non-
magnetic field, although they did not compare their findings with
the data of Silveston@4#. Magnetizing force produces various in-
teresting phenomena, and Wakayama and coworkers@5–9#, and
Kitazawa and coworkers@10–13# have reported many new find-
ings and applications.
Air contains 21 percent of oxygen gas, which has exceptionally
large positive value of magnetic susceptibility due to the parallel
spin of electrons, and air also receives attractive force from a
magnet. Depending on the location in the bore space of a super-
conducting magnet, the geometrical gradient of magnetic induc-
tion differs. By choosing a suitable location, magnetizing force
may be used to cancel or overcome gravitational force.

The present report examines experimentally and theoretically

the effects of magnetizing force on the convection of air heated
from below and cooled from above in a convection enclosure
located in the bore space of a super-conducting magnet.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental enclosure was a vertical cylinder of Plexiglas

measuring 45 mm in diameter and 14.8 mm in height. This shal-
low enclosure was expected to provide similar heat transfer rates
to those of Rayleigh-Benard convection in a very shallow layer.
Air was selected as the experimental fluid. Air will also be used in
the theoretical analysis to compare with experiments. The experi-
mental enclosure was heated from below by a Nichrom wire,
whose electric power was measured by both an ammeter~Digital
multimeter 2000, Keithley! and a DC regulated voltmeter~Digital
multimeter 7555, Yokogawa!. The enclosure was cooled through a
duct from a constant temperature bath~Lauda, RK20!regulated at
29.0°C The experimental fluid was heated and cooled through two
copper plates of 3 mm in thickness. Two thermocouples of T type
~accuracy 0.1 K!were inserted into two holes of 1 mm in diameter
within the lower plate drilled up to 3 or 12 mm from the center of
the enclosure. A hole of the same size was drilled in the upper
plate for a thermocouple to measure the cooling plate temperature.
An extra thermocouple was also placed outside the cylindrical
enclosure. Thermocouple outputs were recorded every two min-
utes in a PC card data sampling system~NR-1000, KEYENCE!.
Sampled data were averaged for more than 80 data points. The
experimental apparatus was placed in a Plexiglas cylinder of 72
mm in diameter which was surrounded by a bundle of tubes car-
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rying water from another constant temperature bath kept at
29.0°C. This bundle of water tubes is to keep the whole experi-
mental apparatus in a constant temperature environment. The
whole apparatus was finally inserted into the bore space of a
super-conducting magnet of 100 mm in diameter~5 T 100 f,
Helium-free super-conducting magnet, Sumitomo Heavy Industry,
LTD., Japan!. The setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Net Heat Flux. Natural convection in an enclosure oc-
curs even with a heat flux as low as several watts. The difficulty in
measuring natural convection experimentally lies in the evaluation
of net heat flux through the fluid, especially for a low thermal
conducting fluid like air. In the present experiment, a technique
invented by Ozoe and Churchill@14# was again employed. The
essence of this technique is that the experimental apparatus is
turned upside-down, with the experimental fluid heated from
above and cooled from below. Thermal conduction is induced by
the temperature difference between the hot and cold plates, and
the net conduction heat flux through the experimental fluid can be
estimated by using the known thermal conductivity of air with
Fourier’s law. The difference between the total heat input through
the electric heater and the theoretical conduction heat flux gives
the heat loss from the electric heater to the environment. With
several other heat inputs, we can obtain a linear relationship be-
tween the temperature differenceDu and the electric heat supply
Q. By subtracting conduction heat flux from each datum, we can
obtain a linear relation for heat loss after least-square data reduc-
tion, as follows:

Conduction Curve

Du513.12Q20.028 (1)

Heat Loss Curve

Du513.66Q20.029 (2)

Figure 2 shows these curves. The solid~conduction!curve is Eq.
~1! and the dashed~heat loss!curve is Eq.~2!. The net heat con-
duction is the difference between curves~1! and ~2!. Then, con-
vection experiments were carried out with the apparatus heated
from below. For each total heat supply, the temperature difference
between the hot and cold plates was measured. At each specific
temperature differenceDu, the total heat supply minus heat loss
calculated by Eq.~2! gives the net convection heat flux through
the experimental fluid. These are indicated in Fig. 2 for one data
point. The experimental average Nusselt number is given as fol-
lows.

Nu5Qnet conv/Qnet cond, (3)

The key idea of this technique is that the heat loss from the heater
depends on the temperature of the heater itself without depending
on the conduction or convection inside the enclosure. Error esti-
mation in the average Nusselt number is mentioned briefly in the
appendix.

3.2 Experimental Results With Magnetic Field. Mea-
sured data are plotted in Fig. 2 for various strengths of magnetic
induction and locations of enclosure. Table 1 lists the experimen-
tal data. Experiments were carried out at two different locations,
i.e., 166 mm above the coil center and266 mm below the coil
center. Magnetic induction has a geometrical distribution as
shown later in the theoretical approach, and these two locations
were selected to have the most axially aligned magnetizing force
in the present super-conducting magnet.

Next, three different total heat inputs were tested. At each heat
input, strengths of magnetic induction at the center of the enclo-
sure were varied from 0 to 3.40 Tesla. Table 1 shows temperature
difference Du5uh2uc and the Rayleigh number Ra
5gbDuh3/(an), and the average Nusselt number calculated by
Eq. ~3!. At the location of166 mm, the average Nu number is

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental apparatus located
in the bore of a super-conducting magnet. q1 Cylindrical enclo -
sure; q2 Cooled copper plate; q3 Heated copper plate; q4 Elec-
tric heater; q5 Magnetic coil; q6 Duct of running water;
q7 Bundle of tubes.

Fig. 2 Master plot for estimation of heat loss for the experi-
ments in an enclosure heated from below and cooled from
above. The solid line is obtained from conduction experiment
with the enclosure placed upside-down. The dashed line is heat
loss obtained from a conduction curve and will be employed
for net heat flux in convection experiments.

„1… „2… „3… „4… „5…
zb †mm‡ 66 66 66 66 À66

bz„bz Õz… †T2Õm‡ 138 49.7 5.52 0 À138
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enhanced with increasing strength of the magnetic field for all
heat inputs. At 3.40 Tesla, the average Nu number is almost twice
as large as that in the absence of a magnetic field. At the location
of 266 mm, on the other hand, the average Nusselt numbers are
1.28 to 1.12, almost a conduction state. These are plotted in Fig. 3.
The solid line is from Silveston’s experimental data@4#. The data
~4! represented by circles for absence of a magnetic field agree
closely with Silveston’s data. The data atbz(]bz /]z)55.52, 49.7,
and 138 T2/m at166 mm are larger than those at 0 T2/m, showing
enhancement by the magnetic fields, while the data for the enclo-
sure located at266 mm give Nusselt numbers as small as 1.12 to
1.28, i.e., almost a conduction state. These data suggest that mag-
netic field enhances or retards convection of air in an enclosure
heated from below and cooled from above in the terrestrial state.
This is because of the additional accelerating force produced by
magnetizing force, as described hereafter.

4 Mathematical System Considered
In the numerical analyses, enclosures with an aspect ratio

5diameter/height53 or 6 were considered.
Figure 4 shows the enclosure of aspect ratio56. A shallow

vertical cylinder filled with air is heated from below and cooled
from above. This system is expected to represent natural convec-
tion similar to Rayleigh-Benard convection in a regular gravity
field. The cylinder was then located at various levels in the bore of
a super-conducting magnet as shown in Fig. 5. The locations of
the cylindrical enclosure correspond to 95, 55, 25,225, 255,
295 mm in the bore of 100 mm in diameter. The magnetic coil
diameter was presumed to be 180 mm. Figure 5~a! shows a vec-
torial representation of magnetic inductionBW due to the passage of
electricity through the magnetic coil. Magnetic induction was
computed by Biot-Savart’s law below. A super-conducting magnet
consists of a coil of several thousand turns but in the present

Table 1 Experimental results for air in a vertical cylindrical
enclosure heated from below with an electric heater and cooled
from above with isothermal coolant

Fig. 3 Summary of experimental results. Solid line is from Sil-
veston’s experiment †4‡.
„1… zbÄ¿66 mm and bz„bz Õz…Ä138 T2Õm
„2… zbÄ¿66 mm and bz„bz Õz…Ä49.7 T2Õm
„3… zbÄ¿66 mm and bz„bz Õz…Ä5.52 T2Õm
„4… bz„bz Õz…Ä0 T2Õm
„5… zbÄÀ66 mm and bz„bz Õz…ÄÀ138 T2Õm

Fig. 4 Modeled vertical cylinder with computational grid lines
for an enclosure with aspect ratio Ä6: „a… top view, and „b… ver-
tical side view.

Fig. 5 Modeled location of enclosure at zbÄ95, 55, 25, À25,
À55, and À95 mm in the bore of 100 mm in diameter with a
modeled magnetic coil: „a… magnetic induction vectors B¢ ; and
„b… magnetizing force vectors ¹¢ B 2.
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computations a coil of one turn was presumed for simplicity. Fig-
ure 5~b! shows a vectorial representation of magnetizing force
¹W B2 corresponding to Fig. 5~a!, in a dimensionless scale of B.
The magnetizing force is symmetrical in terms of the coil.

5 Mathematical Model Equations for Convection Due
to Magnetizing and Gravitational Forces

Following our recent works@15,16#, dimensionless model equa-
tions for the gravitational and magnetizing force fields are given
as follows. They are an equation of continuity, an energy equation
and momentum equations that include a magnetizing force term.
Nondimensionalization followed Hellums and Churchill@17#.

¹W •UW 50 (4)

DT/Dt5¹2T (5)

DUW

Dt
52¹W P1Pr¹2UW 2Ra•Pr•TF g¹W B21S 0

0
1
D G (6)

BW 52
1

4p R RW 3dSW

R3 . (7)

Equation~7! is Biot-Savart’s law for the computation of magnetic
induction. These sets of equations were approximated with finite
difference equations and numerically solved with the initial and
boundary conditions as follows.

at t50 UW 5T50

at Z50 UW 50, T520.5

at Z51 UW 50, T510.5

at R51.5 or 3 UW 50, ]T/]R50

The above dimensionless equations were represented with fully
three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate equations and solved nu-
merically with the HSMAC~Highly Simplified Marker and Cell!
@18# scheme for a staggered mesh system which is a finite differ-
ence computational scheme and widely employed. Characteristic
dimensionless parameters are as follows:

Ra5
gb~uh2uc!h

3

an
, Pr5

n

a
, g5

xm0ba
2

r0mmgh

Variables are defined in the nomenclature. The parameterg rep-
resents the strength of the magnetizing force versus the gravita-
tional buoyant force. The reference magnetic inductionba is pro-
portional to the strength of electric current in a coil. Thisg was
derived by Tagawa et al.@15,16#in which its derivation is shown
in detail. Tagawa et al. derived this following Bai et al.@9# in
general.

6 Computed results

6.1 Effect of Computational Grid Size. Numerical compu-
tations were first carried out without applying a magnetic field, to
test the effect of grid size. Yamanaka et al.@19# and Hatanaka
et al. @20# suggested the effect of axial grid size in studying the
Rayleigh-Benard convection, and we compared axial grid num-
bers between 21321311 (radial3circumferential3axial) and
213. For an aspect ratio56, at Ra52100, Pr50.7 and 21321
311 grid numbers gave the average Nu51.198, and 213 gave
Nu51.142. In comparison, Silveston’s data give Nu51.2 at Ra
52100. We decided to employ 213 grid size in the following
analyses. The transient computation was carried out with dimen-
sionless time increments ofDt533102721025.

6.2 Computed Results. The accelerating force acting on air
in a cylinder consists of gravity force plus magnetizing force.

Depending on the location of the cylinder in the bore space, the
net acceleration force for convection of air in the cylinder differs
as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6~a! shows a detailed vectorial repre-
sentation of magnetizing forceg¹W B2 in a cylinder at three loca-
tions below the coil. Figure 6~b! shows net accelerating force in
addition to the gravity acceleration,g¹W B21(0,0,1)T, in dimen-
sionless representation.

Computed average Nusselt numbers for an enclosure with an
aspect ratio53 are listed in Table 2. This system corresponds to
an enclosure of heighth520 mm and 60 mm diameter in the bore
of 100 mm in diameter with an electric wire of 180 mm in diam-
eter. Three locations of the enclosure are225,255, and295 mm
from the coil center. Each value ofg was determined to cancel out
the gravity force by the magnetizing force at the center of the
enclosure. The average Nusselt number attains to 1.0002 at Ra
52100 and 1.001 at Ra57000.

Figure 7 shows the computed isotherms and velocity vectors for
the enclosure of aspect ratio53, Pr50.7, and Ra57000. The top
graph~1! shows the results without a magnetic field. Graphs~2! to
~4! show the results at locations of225,255, and295 mm in the
bore as shown in Fig. 6. The side views in vertical cross-section
are shown for~b! isotherms and~c! velocity vectors. When the
enclosure is located at255 mm as shown in~3!, the net acceler-
ating force disappears and a quasi-conduction state is attained. In
~2! the convection is upward from a center due to the residual
magnetizing force at the top corner, as shown forzb5225 mm in
Fig. 6~b!. On the other hand, the convection is downward from the
top center due to the residual magnetizing force along the top
plate, as shown in~iii! in Fig. 6~b!.

Figure 8 shows transient responses of the average Nusselt num-
ber at Pr50.7 and Ra52100 for convection of air in a cylinder of
aspect ratio56 located at six different places fromzb595 to295
mm in the bore of 100 mm in diameter as shown in Fig. 5. Mag-

Fig. 6 Sample of the magnetizing force vectors for an enclo-
sure 20 mm high and 60 mm in diameter in the bore of 100 mm
in diameter with a coil 180 mm in diameter. „i… zbÄÀ25 mm, g
Ä292 „ii… zbÄÀ55 mm, gÄ350 „iii… zbÄÀ95 mm, gÄ1169 „a…
g¹¢ B 2, „b… g¹¢ B 2¿„0,0,1…T

Table 2 Computed average Nusselt number of natural convec-
tion at PrÄ 0.7 „gÄ0…, and magnetizing force convection in the
shallow cylinder of the aspect ratio Ä3. The enclosure height is
20 mm in the bore of 100 mm in diameter, with a coil 180 mm in
diameter
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nitudes ofg were chosen to give zero net acceleration at the center
of the enclosure at locationszb5225, 255, and295 mm, re-
spectively. The same strengths were given for three upper sym-
metric locations. Curves~1! to ~3! for zb595, 55, and 25 mm are
oscillatory due to the enhanced acceleration, i.e., gravity force
plus magnetizing force. Curves~4! to ~6! show quick convergence
almost to conduction in a cylinder located at lower levels than the
magnetic coil, where net accelerating force is nearly zero. The
magnitude of average Nusselt number decreased almost to unity,
especially for curve~5! at zb5255 mm. The corresponding
curves~not shown!at Pr50.7 and Ra57000 showed similar, but
enhanced characteristics.

Computed average Nusselt numbers for an enclosure of aspect
ratio56 are listed in Table 3. The top listed average Nusselt num-
ber at g50 is for natural convection only. The third column
shows magnitude of dimensionless parameterg, which represents
the strength of magnetic reference valueba , being proportional to
the square ofba . For cases no.~1! to ~3!, the enclosure is located
in the upper part of the bore, and for~4! to ~6! in the lower part.
In ~1! to ~3!, the average Nusselt number is increased, but in~4! to
~6! it becomes almost unity, except in case~4! at Ra57000. The

combination of gravity force and magnetizing force can give vari-
ous strengths of the net accelerating force, and thus various
strengths of convection and heat transfer rate.

Figure 9 shows computed isotherms at Pr50.7 and ~a! Ra
52100, ~b! Ra57000 for the aspect ratio56. Top view of the
isotherms atZ50.5 in the absence of a magnetic field is shown at
the top. Convection is three-dimensional due to the shallow en-
closure. Numbers~1! to ~6! show side views of the isotherms
located at six different levels in the bore of the super-conducting
magnet as shown in Fig. 5. When the enclosure is located in the
upper part of the coil, magnetizing force is added to the gravita-
tional force to produce enhanced convection. Case no.~2! is most
enhanced and not axisymmetric, but cases no.~4! to ~6! are quite
suppressed. These characteristics are enhanced further for Ra
57000. The result shown for case~5! indicates that an almost
non-acceleration field will occur in the bore space of a supercon-
ducting magnet equivalent to non-gravity in a space.

7 Discussion
The experiments were carried out at666 mm from the coil

center, where most of the radial component of acceleration be-
comes negligible. This is also the case for the computational
model with a single coil, as shown in Fig. 6~ii! –~b! at 655 mm.

Fig. 7 Computed isotherms and velocity vectors for a cylinder
of aspect ratio Ä3, PrÄ0.7 and RaÄ 7000 with 21 3 grids. „1… g
Ä0, „2… zbÄÀ25 mm, gÄ292, „3… zbÄÀ55 mm, gÄ350, „4… zb
ÄÀ95 mm, gÄ1169. „a… Top view of isotherms at ZÄ0.5. „b…
Vertical side view of isotherm. „c… Vertical side view of velocity
vectors.

Fig. 8 Transient responses of the computed average Nusselt
number for an enclosure of aspect ratio Ä6, PrÄ0.7 and Ra
Ä2100. Numbers „1… to „6… correspond to those in Tables 3, 4,
and Fig. 9.

Table 3 Computed average Nusselt number in an enclosure of
aspect ratio Ä6 at PrÄ0.7 with 21 3 grids

Fig. 9 Computed isotherms and velocity vectors for a cylinder
of an aspect ratio Ä6, PrÄ0.7 and „a… RaÄ2100 and „b… Ra
Ä7000. „i… Top view of isotherms at gÄ0 and ZÄ0.5. „ii… Vertical
side view of isotherms for cases „1… to „6…. These cases corre-
spond to those listed in Tables 3 and 4.
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As shown in Eq.~6!, the acceleration force works by the last term
of the right hand side of the equation. Thus total acceleration
appears to be expressed by Ra (g]Bz

2/]ZuR50,Z50.511) in the
z-direction rather than Ra. We call this magnetic Rayleigh number,
Ram5Ra (g]Bz

2/]ZuR50,Z50.511) following Braithwaite et al.@3#.
In Table 3, atzb555 mm, Nu51.825 at Ram54190 and 2.56–
2.64 at Ram513965. These Nu values are plotted with symbol of
large cross-circles in Fig. 10 with the experimental data of Sil-
veston and others. The agreement is almost perfect, even with the
result for aspect ratio56. Ram appears to give effective Rayleigh
number almost exactly and should be suitable to represent the
present system. This is also due to that the almost vertical vectors
of magnetizing force cancel or overcome the gravity vectors as
shown in Fig. 6~ii!. Then, Ram was also computed for the experi-
mental data in Table 1 and is shown in the last column. These data
are also plotted in Fig. 10. Even with the difference in the mag-
netic strength, these data distribute along the data curve of Sil-
veston for a non-magnetic field. The data by Braithwaite et al.@3#
are also plotted. Their data for aqueous solution of gadolinium
nitrate gave much smaller values than Silveston’s. As seen in Fig.
10, both the theoretically computed Nusselt number and the ex-
perimental data for air show similar trends for the average Nusselt
number versus the magnetic Rayleigh number, and we can con-
clude magnetic Rayleigh number closely represents the effective
Rayleigh number with the magnetizing force in the present sys-
tem.

Table 4 shows computed maximum velocity components and
the dimensional equivalences for the enclosure of 10 mm in height
and 60 mm in diameter. The dimensional magnitudes of
bz(]bz /]z) T2/m are shown. The velocity of 1.29 cm/s without a
magnetic field changes between 4.1 and 0.02 cm/s at Ra52100,
and that of 5.53 cm/s changes between 10 and 0.06 cm/s at Ra

57000. In this way, we can control the convection rate at will by
changing the location and strength of magnetic induction, which is
otherwise impossible under the terrestrial constant gravity field.

8 Conclusion
Heat transfer rates were measured for convection of air in a

vertical cylinder heated from below and cooled from above with-
out and with an external magnetic field of a super-conducting
magnet up to 3.40 Tesla. Depending on the location in the bore of
a super-conducting magnet, the average Nusselt numbers were
increased two fold or decreased to almost conduction state. These
findings suggest that natural convection heat transfer rates can be
freely controlled in the bore of a super-conducting magnet, which
is otherwise difficult in a terrestrial laboratory.

Numerical computations were carried out for the natural con-
vection of air in a shallow vertical cylindrical enclosure heated
from below and cooled from above in a magnetic field. Depending
on the location of the enclosure in the bore of a super-conducting
magnet, the convection rate and the average heat transfer rate may
be varied.

The theoretically computed average Nusselt numbers were plot-
ted versus the magnetic Rayleigh number and found to agree with
the experimental data by Silveston and others. The experimental
data measured herein for air also distributed along the curve of
Silveston’s data versus the magnetic Rayleigh number, which ap-
pears to be an effective Rayleigh number for the magnetizing and
gravity force field.

Appendix

Error Estimation in the Average Nusselt Number. The er-
ror bar in Figs. 3 and 10 were estimated as follows.
From Eq.~1!,
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The uncertainty in each variable is as follows:

• The height of the enclosure,h1dh5(14.860.2)31023 m
• The diameter of the enclosure,d1dd5(45.060.5)

31023 m
• Temperature difference,dDu560.1 K
• Temperature,du560.5 K
• Thermal conductivity, k50.026143(3402u)/40.0

10.029003(u2300)/40.0 W/(m•K)
• The coefficient of theQloss line, a1da50.02960.001 K
• The coefficient of theQloss line, b1db513.6660.01 K/W

For the data point of data~4! at Ra53800 is given as follows:

I n50.840434 A, Vn51.50087 V, uave538.81°C, du515.90 K

Fig. 10 Average Nusselt number plotted versus magnetic Ray-
leigh number Ra m with the data by Silveston †4‡. „1… Exp.,
b z„b z Õz…Ä138 T2Õm. „2… Exp., b z„b z Õz…Ä49.7 T2Õm. „3…
Exp., b z„b z Õz…Ä5.5 T2Õm. „4… Exp., b z„b z Õz…Ä0 T2Õm. „5…
Cal., AspÄ 6, zbÄ55 mm, RaÄ 2100 and 7000, RamÄ4190 and
13970.

Table 4 Computed maximum velocity components and their
dimensional equivalences for a cylinder of 10 mm in height and
60 mm in diameter. Pr Ä0.7, and 213 grids
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Similar computations were carried out for other points and plotted
in Figs. 3 and 10.

Nomenclature

BW 5 bW /ba5(Br ,0,Bz), @2#
bW 5 magnetic induction vector5(br ,0,bz), @T5Tesla

5Wb/m25V•s/m2#
ba 5 mmi /h, @Tesla#
g 5 acceleration coefficient of gravity,@m/s2#

Gr 5 gb(uh2uc)h
3/n2, Grashof number

h 5 height of an enclosure,@m#
i 5 electric current in a coil,@A#

P 5 p8/pa
p 5 pressure,@N/m2#

p0 5 reference pressure without convection of gas,@N/m2#
p8 5 perturbed pressure due to convection,@N/m2#
pa 5 r0(a/h)2, @N/m2#
Pr 5 n/a, Prandtl number
Ra 5 Gr•Pr, Rayleigh number

Ram 5 Ra(g]Bz
2/]Z11)R50,Z50.5, magnetic Rayleigh num-

ber at the center of an enclosure
r 5 radius,@m#
R 5 r /h

dsW 5 coil element,@m#
dSW 5 dsW/h

T 5 (u2u0)/(uh2uc)
t 5 time, @s#

ta 5 h2/a, @s#
UW 5 uW /ua
uW 5 velocity vector5(u,v,w), @m/s#
u 5 radial velocity component of gas,@m/s#

ua 5 a/h, @m/s#
v 5 circumferential velocity component of gas,@m/s#
w 5 z-directional velocity component of gas,@m/s#
Z 5 z/h
z 5 axial coordinate in a gravitational direction for con-

vection in an enclosure~Fig. 4!, @m#
zb 5 location of an enclosure in the bore space~Fig. 5!,

@m#

Greek Letters

a 5 thermal diffusivity of gas,@m2/s#
b 5 volumetric coefficient of expansion of gas due to

temperature difference,@K21#
g 5 xm0ba

2/(gmmhr0)
uh 5 hot wall temperature,@°C#
uc 5 cold wall temperature,@°C#
u0 5 (uh1uc)/2, @°C#
m 5 viscosity of gas,@Pa•s#

mm 5 magnetic permeability,@H/m#
n 5 m/r0 , @m2/s#
r 5 density of gas,@kg/m3#

r0 5 density of gas atu0 , @kg/m3#
t 5 t/ta

xm0 5 dimensionless magnetic susceptibility of gas
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The SKN Approximation for
Solving Radiative Transfer
Problems in Absorbing,
Emitting, and Isotropically
Scattering Plane-Parallel
Medium: Part 1
A high order approximation, the SKN method—a mnemonic for synthetic kernel—is pro-
posed for solving radiative transfer problems in participating medium. The method relies
on approximating the integral transfer kernel by a sum of exponential kernels. The ra-
diative integral equation is then reducible to a set of coupled second-order differential
equations. The method is tested for one-dimensional plane-parallel participating medium.
Three quadrature sets are proposed for the method, and the convergence of the method
with the proposed sets is explored. The SKN solutions are compared with the exact, PN ,
and SN solutions. The SK1 and SK2 approximations using quadrature Set-2 possess the
capability of solving radiative transfer problems in optically thin systems.
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1 Introduction
Solving the radiative transfer problems in a participating me-

dium requires the solution of either the radiative transfer equation
~RTE! for intensity or the integral transfer equation for incident
radiation and the heat fluxes. A number of numerical methods
have been developed for solving either equation; however, each
method has its own advantages and disadvantages.

The spherical harmonics, orPN , approximation expands the
angular dependence of the radiation intensity in terms of the
spherical harmonics of the angular variables. A series of coupled
differential equations that represent the space expansion coeffi-
cients must be solved. The drawback of this method is that low-
order approximations are usually accurate in optically thick me-
dium, for higher order approximations while mathematical
complexity increase extremely rapidly, accuracy improves only
slightly @1#. As a result of these complexities, very few multi-
dimensional problems have been solved with theP3 approxima-
tion, none with higher orders.

Increasingly, the discrete ordinates method~DOM! has become
the dominant means for obtaining numerical solutions, especially
in neutron transport, and, in the last decade, in radiative transfer.
This method divides the global angular distribution of the radia-
tion intensity into a specific number,N, of discrete directions. The
transfer equation then becomes a system ofN coupled linear equa-
tions with the angular intensity in these directions as variables. In
the literature, high order DOM solutions in multi-dimensional ge-
ometries, are not encountered for thermal transfer analysis. Even
in multi-dimensional neutron transport problems where high order
discrete ordinates approaches are often used, the method exhibits
so called the ‘‘ray effect,’’ which is non-physical oscillations of
intensity around the correct value@2#. In recent years, consider-

able effort has been expanded in deriving methods that eliminate
or strongly mitigate the ray effect distortions that plague the dis-
crete or discrete ordinates-like methods@2#.

Radiative integral transfer equation~RITE! solutions com-
pletely eliminate the angular dependence of the incident radiation
by integrating the radiative transfer equation over all solid angles.
Because the angular variable is completely removed, the integral
method is dimensionally simpler than the previously mentioned
methods. On the other hand, the solution of this equation leads to
dense matrices in multi-dimensional geometries which result in
severe limitations on the number of grid points that can be treated
without incurring prohibitive requirements for the computational
memory and execution time.

The methods mentioned are being successfully used for solving
complex engineering problems, including those involving convec-
tive heat transfer. However, there is still a need to solve the radia-
tive transfer problems, especially in multi-dimensional geom-
etries, in a much simpler fashion with reasonable accuracy at low
cost. The Synthetic Kernel (SKN) method deals with the integral
equation and involves an exponential approximation to the trans-
fer kernel. Then, the integral equation is reducible to a set of
coupled second order differential equations for which proper
boundary conditions can be derived. The method was proposed
for solving integral neutron transport equation@3#, and it was later
successfully developed and applied to homogeneous, inhomoge-
neous, one- and multi-group constant source as well as eigenvalue
problems in one- and two-dimensional optically thin systems
@4–6#. The results agree well with the numerical solution of the
integral equation. The method was also applied to an absorbing,
emitting and isotropically scattering rectangular geometry, and the
generalSKN equations for multi-dimensional complex geometries
were given@7#. In the study, solutions with theSKN method using
Gauss quadrature set, along with, two types of boundary condi-
tions that could be applied in rectangular geometries were dis-
cussed. The results for the radiative intensity and incident radia-
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tion were obtained with greater accuracy than the net radiative
heat flux. In optically very thin systems, the reported relative er-
rors for the intensity and incident energy solutions were on the
order of 1–3 percent.

It should be noted that similar methods that rely on expanding
real kernels into sums of exponential kernels have often been
proposed and tried in the lowest orders. A method called exponen-
tial kernel approximation@1,8# was applied by Buckley@9# and
Perlmutter and Siegel@10# to problems of radiative heat exchange
inside cavity. Krook@11# describes a method which is the heart of
the SKN approximation. It was he who first proposed an approxi-
mation to exponential integral functions by finite sums of expo-
nentials in plane parallel geometry. However, he did not extend
his analysis to other geometries.

A method called theAN approximation was developed by
Coppa and Ravetto@12# and its theory was further investigated by
Coppa et al.@13#. For systems of constant mean-free-path~mfp!,
the SKN analysis is formally the same as theirs. They extended
their analysis to one-dimensional cylinder and sphere and also
investigated the Fourier transform of the Boltzmann equation for
homogeneous systems leading to integro-differential equation in
angle and transformed space. From this, they were able to show
that many approximations are equivalent to the approximations of
angular integrals by summation formulas, and that the choice of
Gaussian summation parameters over the whole range of angles
led to thePN equations.

In this paper, theSKN method has been not only applied to
radiative transfer in plane parallel participating medium but also
the additional two quadrature sets are developed and their conver-
gence are compared with exact, and high order DOM and spheri-
cal harmonics solutions.

2 Analysis
A plane-parallel, absorbing, emitting, inhomogeneous, isotropi-

cally scattering medium at dimensionless temperatureu~t! with
optical patht0 is considered. The walls are assumed to be opaque,
diffusive reflectors and diffuse emitters and to have emissivities
«1 , «2 and reflectivitiesr1 , r2 . The emission of radiation from
walls due to their temperatures are« iu i

4, ~i 51 or 2! whereu i is
the dimensionless temperature of walli. The inhomogeneous
property of the medium is due to assuming space dependent scat-
tering albedoV0(t).

The RTE for intensity is formally solved for outgoing and in-
coming intensities,I 1(t,m) and I 2(t,m), as described in Ref.
@8#. The solution is straightforward, and therefore, the details of
derivation of the integral equation are omitted. In the dimension-
less radiative transfer equation, the dimensionless isotropic source
term,S(t), takes the form@8#

S~t!5@12V0~t!#u4~t!1
1

4p
V0~t!G~t! (1)

whereG(t) is the dimensionless incident radiation obtained by
integrating the monochromatic radiation intensity over the solid
angle:

G~t!52pE
21

1

I ~t,m8!dm8, (2)

whereI (t,m) is the dimensionless radiation intensity, andm is the
angular cosine.

The dimensionless boundary conditions are written as

I 1~0!5«1u1
412r1H I 2~t0!E3~t0!1E

0

t0

S~t8!E2~t8!dt8J
(3)

and

I 2~t0!5«2u2
412r2H I 1~0!E3~t0!1E

0

t0

S~t8!E2~t02t8!dt8J
(4)

whereE2(x) andE3(x) are the second and third order exponential
integral functions@14#.

Equations~3! and~4! pose two simultaneous equations and two
unknowns to be solved for the wall intensities. Defining the fol-
lowing quantities

a15«1u1
412r1E

0

t0

S~t8!E2~t8!dt8 (5)

and

a25«2u2
412r2E

0

t0

S~t8!E2~t02t8!dt8 (6)

the dimensionless isotropic surface intensities are found to be

I 1~0!5
a112r1E3~t0!a2

124r1r2E3
2~t0!

(7)

and

I 2~t0!5
a212r2E3~t0!a1

124r1r2E3
2~t0!

(8)

Then, the integral equation for the incident radiation is simply

G~t!52pH I 1~0!E2~t!1I 2~t0!E2~t02t!

1E
0

t0

S~t8!E1~ ut2t8u!dt8J (9)

The net heat flux is defined as

q~t!52pE
m521

1

mI ~t,m!dm5q1~t!2q2~t! (10)

whereq1(t) andq2(t) are the incoming and outgoing radiative
heat fluxes which can be written as

q1~t!52pE
m50

1

mI ~t,m!dm

52pH I 1~0!E3~t!1E
0

t

S~t8!E2~t2t8!dt8J (11)

and

q2~t!52pE
m50

1

mI ~t,2m!dm

52pH I 2~t0!E3~t02t!1E
t

t0

S~t8!E2~t82t!dt8J
(12)

Equation~9! is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind.
Various techniques can be applied to solve Eq.~9! that gives the
exact solution for the present problem. The heat fluxes can be
calculated from Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and~12!.

3 The Derivation of the SKN Equations
The first order exponential integral functionE1(x) in Eq. ~9! is

replaced with the following approximation obtained by its Gauss
quadrature integration:

E1~x!5E
0

1 1

m
e2x/mdm8(

n51

N
wn

mn
e2x/mn (13)
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wherewn and mn’s are quadrature weights and abscissas. These
quadratures which are for variousN values tabulated in Ref.@14#
is referred to as Set-1 throughout this paper. The selection of the
quadrature sets is discussed in section 4. Equation~9!, then, takes
the form

G~t!5 f ~t!1E
0

t0

2pS~t8!(
n51

N
wn

mn
expS 2

ut2t8u
mn

Ddt8

(14)

where

f ~t!52p$I 1~0!E2~t!1I 2~t0!E2~t02t!% (15)

Upon defining

Gn~t!5
2p

mn
E

0

t0

S~t8!expS 2
ut2t8u

mn
Ddt8 (16)

Eq. ~14! can now be written as

G~t!5 f ~t!1(
n51

N

wnGn~t! (17)

If we differentiate Eq.~16! twice with respect tot, we get

2mn
2

d2Gn~t!

dt2 1Gn~t!54pS~t! (18)

By making use of Eqs.~1! and Eq.~17! in Eq. ~18!, the following
set of second order differential equations—theSKN equations—
are obtained

2mn
2

d2Gn~t!

dt2 1@12V0~t!wn#Gn~t!

54p@12V0~t!#u4~t!1V0~t!H f ~t!1 (
m51
mÞn

N

wmGm~t!J ,

(19)

for n51,2, . . . ,N.
The boundary conditions are given as

dGn~0!

dt
2

Gn~0!

mn
50 (20)

and

dGn~t0!

dt
1

Gn~t0!

mn
50 (21)

which are obtained by inspectingGn(t) anddGn(t)/dt at t50
and t5t0 . These boundary conditions are mathematical bound-
ary conditions in nature, and they are used regardless of the physi-
cal wall conditions. In the case of physical symmetry,
dGn(t)/dt50 condition can be imposed.

The net heat flux can also be formulated by substituting an
approximation forE2(x), which is obtained in a similar fashion as
in Eq. ~13!.

E2~x!8(
n51

N

wne2x/mn (22)

Substituting of Eqs.~11! and ~12! into Eq. ~10!, applying the
approximation from Eq.~22!, and usingdGn(t)/dt to simplify
the integrals under the summation, the net radiative heat flux can
be written as

q~t!52p$I 1~0!E3~t!2I 2~t0!E3~t02t!%2(
n51

N

wnmn
2

dGn~t!

dt
(23)

The outgoing and incoming radiation heat fluxes are computed
from Eqs.~11! and ~12! after the solution for the source term is
obtained.

4 The Choice of Quadrature Sets
The choice of quadrature sets is open to debate since there are

many ways to obtain such approximations. In this study, three
quadrature sets are proposed, and their accuracy with respect to
each other and the order ofSKN approximation is explored.

The first choice of the quadrature set, Set-1, is theN-point
Gauss-Legendre quadratures in half interval@14#. Gauss-Legendre
quadratures, which is applied for any arbitrary interval, yields the
exact integral of any function which can be described by a poly-
nomial of degree (2N21). Thus, using Set-1, as in Eq.~13!,
corresponds to the numerical integrationE1(x); and in this study,
it is used for any system regardless of its optical thickness.

To obtain Set-2, we start with the proposed exponential sum to
E1(x). The moments of this approximation,Mk(t0), are evalu-
ated for the real and the approximate exponential integral func-
tions, and the first 2N moments are matched. This procedure leads
to a nonlinear system of equations which is solved for the 2N
unknowns. The moments are written as

Mk~t0!5E
0

t0

xkE1~x!dx5(
n51

N
wn

mn
E

0

t0

xke2x/mndx, for k

50,1,2, . . . ,~2N21! (24)

wheret0 is the optical length in mfp. The solution of the nonlin-
ear system of equations given with Eq.~24!, in optically thick
limit case (t0→`) yields quadrature Set-1.

The sum of quadrature weights of Set-2 is less than unity for
decreasing optical path. Another quadrature set, Set-3, was gener-
ated by imposing a condition that preserved the sum of the
weights as unity. In the latter case, only the momentsk
50,1,2, . . . , (2N22) are considered, and the 2Nth condition is
forced to be(nwn51. The resulting set of nonlinear system of
equations for both cases was solved to generate Set-2 and Set-3. A
sample of quadrature sets for various optical thicknesses, used in
this study, are provided in Table 1.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Benchmark Problems. Three benchmark problems
have been set for testing of theSKN method.

Benchmark Problem 1.The problem of radiative transfer in a
plane-parallel slab with a constant scattering albedo and transpar-
ent boundaries, which has been solved by Çengel et al.@15#, is
considered. The only source in the medium is due to the externally
isotropic unit incidence of radiation at the boundaryt50. In the
present formulation, this boundary condition is achieved by set-
ting «15u151, and «25u25r15r250 in Eqs. ~3! and ~4!,
yielding I 1(0)51 andI 2(t0)50. The hemispherical reflectivity
and transmissivity for slabs of various optical thicknesses ranging
from t050.1 tot0510 are determined for scattering albedos from
V050.2 toV050.995.

The reflectivity and transmissivity are defined as

R5
q2~0!

q1~0!
(25)

and

G5
q1~t0!

q1~0!
(26)

This benchmark problem was also solved with thePN and theSN
approximations. The convergence of the results is compared with
respect to the exact solutions.
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Benchmark Problem 2.Four cases with various isotropically
scattering, homogeneous participating medium at constant tem-
perature and wall properties are considered:
Case 1, t051, V050.5, u50, u151, «150.5, r150.5, u2
50.5, «250.2, r250.8;
Case 2, t050.1, V050.9, u50, u151, «150.1, r150.9, u2
52, «250.9, r250.1;
Case 3,t050.5, V050.75, u51, u152, «151, r150, u251,
«250, r251;
Case 4,t055, V050.95,u50, u151, «150.4, r150.6, u251,
«250.6, r250.4.

Benchmark Problem 3.A plane-parallel slab geometry with
space-dependent scattering albedo which was solved by Clements
et al. @16#, for linear and quadratic variations, is considered. Two
additional albedo variations, exponential and cosine growing/
damped oscillations, are introduced mainly to severely test the
approximation and its effects with respect to spatially varying
source term not only in the medium but also near the walls. To
achieve this purpose, two alternatives for each albedo variations
of linear, quadratic, exponential and cosine oscillations are con-
sidered featuring~1! albedo increasing from wall 1 to wall 2 and
~2! albedo decreasing from wall 1 to wall 2. Boundary conditions
are the same as those of presented in benchmark problem 1. The
system has a constant optical patht051, and the average value
V0(t) over the medium is equal to 0.5 in all cases.

5.2 Calculation of the Numerical Errors. There are
mainly two reasons for selecting the computed the reflectivity and
transmissivity for comparisons:~1! since they involve the incom-
ing and outgoing heat fluxes of boundaries, they are a good indi-
cation of how well the boundary conditions are satisfied,~2! they
are presented in terms of ratios, and any error in these parameters
is strongly felt. To make the comparisons a severe one, relative
per cent of a parameterp, denotingR or G, is computed as
follows:

Relative Error5S pexact2papprox

pexact
D3100 (27)

This error representation results in a large value when the param-
eterp is very small, but accurate in 2–3 decimal places. The term
‘‘error’’ throughout this paper will be used to imply the relative
per cent error computed by Eq.~27!.

5.3 Numerical Solution Techniques. The optical distance
is equally divided into 200 grid elements for all the methods in
this study, allowing the same second order truncation errors in the
finite difference representation ofPN , SN , and SKN equations.
The integral equation, Eq.~9!, is solved using ‘‘subtraction of
singularity’’ technique@17#. In order to minimize the error in the
numerical integration, Simpson’s rule, which has a fourth order
truncation error, is used for approximating the integrals. The re-
sulting system of linear equations was solved using double preci-
sion LINPACK subroutines@18#. When the walls are black, the
wall intensities are independent of the source term, the solution of
Eq. ~9! is obtained in a single step. However, when the walls are
gray, the computation of the wall intensities requires the solution
of incident energy which necessitates an iterative algorithm. In the
algorithm used, first an initial estimate is made for the incident
energy to compute the source term and intensities at the bound-
aries from Eqs.~1!, ~7!, and~8!. Then, using these wall intensities,
Eq. ~9! is solved. The source term is updated before computing the
wall intensities to resolve Eq.~9!. This procedure is repeated until
the maximum relative error between two consecutive incident en-
ergy meets the convergence criterionj,1026. The procedure
converges usually with less than 10 iterations for absorbing me-
dium; however, in scattering medium convergence is rather
slow—15 to 20 iterations.

The PN equations were solved upon employing Marshak
boundary condition@8#. When solving thePN equations, the odd
moments were eliminated, resulting in (N11)/2 second order dif-
ferential equations for the even moments. Then the finite differ-
ence equations, using second order discretization, were cast in
block tridiagonal form, and direct solution of the difference equa-
tions using the Thomas algorithm@19# was applied.

In theSN approximation, the numerical solution is achieved by
using the standard diamond difference scheme withN-point Gauss
quadratures in the whole range@2#. The resulting difference equa-
tions are iterated until the convergence criterion ofj,1026 is
met.

The SKN equations were also solved using a second order
finite-difference scheme. The numerical solution procedure is
simple and straightforward, depending upon the nature of the
problem, the solution algorithm is an iterative or a direct one that
exploits block tridiagonal solution of the resulting system of linear
equations. When the walls are black, finite-difference form of the

Table 1 Quadrature Set-2 and 3 for various optical thicknesses
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SKN equations can be cast into block tridiagonal form just as in
PN method; otherwise, an iterative algorithm is applied. The al-
gorithm used is basically the same as described for the RITE, but
Eq. ~19! is solved to obtain incident energy instead of Eq.~9!.

5.4 Memory Requirement and Computational Time. If
we let NG be the number of grids used andN be the order of an
approximation, then the basic computational memory requirement
for storage of the resulting system of algebraic equations are
NG3(NG11) for the RITE and 23N3NG for SN . If PN equa-
tions are solved as a second order coupled differential equations,
the memory requirement is (N11)3(N11)3(23NG21)/2 for
block tridiagonal system of equations or (N11)3(23NG21)
for an iterative algorithm combined with the solution of tridiago-
nal system of equations for even moments. Basically the second
order PN equations for planar geometry and theSKN equations
have similar forms; thus the same memory requirements apply for
both methods.

This study was carried out on a Pentium III 667 MHz processor
with 128 Mb RAM. Several cases of grids ranging from 50 to 800
are considered to ensure grid independence of the presented solu-
tions. In Table 2, a comparison of the computed transmissivity and
computational times~cpu!obtained using the exact,P11, S128 and
SKN ~with Set-2!approximations up to the fifth order is given for
Case 1 of benchmark problem 2. A comparison for the indicated
grid configurations yields relative errors less than 0.002 percent
with 200 grids for all approximations. The exact solution even for
the smallest grid configuration, 50, is accurate at least in four
decimal places as a result of the use of Simpson’s integration rule.

For the number of grids of 100 to 800, cpu times of the exact
solution are 0.37, 1.89, 17.26, and 125.6 seconds, respectively.
Similarly, the cpu times forS128 are 0.93, 2.24, 6.59, and 13.98,
while for theP11 these values result in 0.03, 0.05, 0.11, and 0.18
seconds, for 100 to 800 grids, respectively. These comparatively
small cpu times ofP11 are as a result of the direct solution of 6
363NG block tridiagonal system of equations; however, this
simplicity of the PN equations and numerical treatment in planar
geometry is difficult to extend to multi-dimensional geometries.

The cpu times of theSKN approximation with other quadrature
sets is the same since only the quadrature coefficients are re-
placed. The cpu times for 200 grids are 0.07, 0.11, 0.17, 0.22, and
0.28 sec while these figures for 800 grids are 0.22, 0.45, 0.68,
0.91, and 1.15 sec, for increasing orders of theSKN approxima-
tion, respectively. A comparison of the cpu times with those of the
other methods for 800 grids, which may be considered as a more
realistic case in multi-dimensional problems, shows that theSK2
andSK3 approximations converge the exact solution in 0.22 and

0.45 sec. On the other hand, the cpu time withSK5 approximation
is 1.15 sec, making even higher orderSKN approximations cpu
time-wise superior toS128 with 13.98 seconds and the exact
method with 126.6 seconds.

5.5 The Spherical Harmonics and the Discrete Ordinates
Solutions in Homogeneous Medium. Benchmark problem 1
was solved using RITE, and compared with the solutions of Ref.
@15#, the integral equation solutions were 5–6 decimal places in
agreement with those reported. In addition to their solutions for
albedos of 0.2, 0.8, and 0.995, exact solutions ofV050.5 were
added to the comparison set.

Benchmark problem 1 was also solved using theP3 , P5 , P7 ,
P9 , andP11 spherical harmonics, and theS12, S24, S64, andS128
approximations. The results were truncated to five decimal places
based on the error calculations. The relative errors for the trans-
missivity and reflectivity are tabulated in Table 3. As expected,
both methods converge towards the exact solution as the order of
approximations are increased, the largest errors being in absorbing
medium (V0,0.5). As the medium becomes strongly scattering
(V0.0.5), both approximations yield smaller errors. However,
the convergence of optically very thin systems~0.1–0.5 mfp!is
slower than moderately thin systems~1–2 mfps! with both meth-
ods. For optically thick systems, such as 10 mfp, convergence to
the exact solutions in the order of 1 percent is reached at relatively
low orders—S24 and P9 . The S64 andS128 solutions converge to
the exact solutions for incident radiation and heat flux in 3–4
decimal places, and the errors are below 0.5 percent and 0.1 per-
cent, respectively, with highest errors att050.1. On the other
hand, convergence of thePN approximation to the exact solution
with increasing order is rather slow compared to that of the DOM.
With P3 approximation, errors of up to 60 percent fort050.1 and
absorbing medium are encountered; similarly fort0510 and ab-
sorbing medium, the errors of the reflectivities are in the range of
10–30 percent. These large errors are partly due to the exact val-
ues being very small combined with the definition of error by Eq.
~27! yielding very high values. In these cases, where the errors
were very large, the convergence was achieved in 2–3 decimal
places. ForP11 solutions, the errors are reduced to by at least
1/6th of those ofP3 for optically thin systems. When solutions for
t050.1 and absorbing medium are examined, the errors in the
reflectivity are higher than those of transmissivity. To reach the
accuracy levels ofS128 for optically very thin systems, thePN
approximations of orders above 20 are needed.

5.6 The SKN Approximation Solutions in Homogeneous
Medium. The errors using theSKN approximation of orders up

Table 2 Comparisons of grid sensitivity and computational time „CPU seconds… for Case 1
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to 3 with the three quadrature sets are tabulated in Table 4. The
errors fromSK1 approximation for Set-1 and Set-3 increase with
increasing scattering albedo. For Set-1, the errors are high for
optically thin systems; fort050.1 the errors change from 1.37
percent forV050.2 to 7.55 percent forV050.995. Similarly, for
t050.5 the errors range from 1.62 percent forV050.2 to 11.67
percent forV050.995 and fort051 the errors range from 1.16
percent forV050.2 to 9.94 percent forV050.995. The best con-
vergence for optically very thin systems is achieved with quadra-
ture Set-2 inSK1 approximation. However, errors still increase
with increasing optical path. For optically thin systems, the solu-
tions of 4–5 decimal places agreement was common. As the order
of approximation is increased, the errors for optically thick sys-
tems is also reduced. For Set-3, the errors for optically thin sys-

tems are lower than Set-1 but worse than Set-2. However, for
optically rather thick systems such ast055 andt0510, the errors
are as high as 30–40 percent. For example, theSK1 approxima-
tion for V050.5 yields 25 percent errors in the transmissivity
with all three sets. The exact value is 0.00004 while the computed
values are 0.00003 with Set-1 and 2, and 0.00005 with Set-3.
These values are in four decimal places in agreement with the
exact value. On the other hand, theSK1 approximation forV0
50.8 yields 46 percent error in the transmissivity with all sets.
Again while the exact value is 0.00065, the computed values are
0.00035. The magnitude of these errors, here, can be partly attrib-
uted to truncation error.

TheSK2 approximation with Set-2 yielded solutions better than
S128 andP11 approximations; in factSK1 approximation alone is

Table 3 Comparison of PN and SN with the exact solutions of the benchmark problem 1

§Relative percent errors computed with Eq.~27! are truncated two decimal places.
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better than converged solutions of theP11 approximation for op-
tically thin systems. TheSK2 and SK3 approximations with
quadrature sets 1 and 3 yielded errors of several percent fort0
50.1 andt050.5 while excellent agreement with exact solution
is observed with Set-2 for all the cases. The magnitude of the
errors in the computed transmissivity fort0510 are reduced.

In benchmark problem 2, four cases were considered. While
S128 approximation yielded the maximum error of 0.002 percent
~in Case 1!, theP11 approximation yielded generally higher errors
with the largest error being 0.47 percent in case 1. The results for
the transmissivity and reflectivity in six decimal places for orders
of SKN approximation up to 4 are given in Table 5. The cases
under consideration have been chosen from mostly scattering me-
dium since the largest errors in low orderSKN approximations
occurred in scattering medium. The results of theSK1 approxima-
tion with Set-2 are in good agreement with the exact solutions.
For optically thin systems 4–5 decimal places accuracy is normal,
yielding errors of less than 0.25 percent with quadrature Set-2
while encountering several percent errors with other sets. The
maximum errors, for sets 1 through 3, are 2.6 percent, 0.22 per-
cent, 3.35 percent in Case 1, 1.01 percent, 0.0 percent, 3.98 per-
cent in Case 2, 6.42 percent, 0.02 percent, 3.98 percent in Case 3,

and 2.31 percent, 2.2 percent, 4.93 percent in Case 4. Using Set-2
yields substantial improvement in the results except in Case 4
which is not only optically thick but also purely scattering me-
dium. It is noted that the order of the errors in this case are nearly
identical with those of Set-1—2.3 percent and 1.96 percent. This
is because, quadrature Set-2 is nearly identical to Gauss quadra-
ture values ofm150.5 andw151. Low order approximations for
optically thick systems are not adequate.

The SK2 approximation with Set-2 practically yields the exact
results, the solutions with the other sets trailing behind but with
substantial improvement. Using Set-1 resulted in the maximum
error of 0.48 percent while this value in Set-3 is 0.15 percent.
However, theSKN approximation, with the exception of optically
thick Case 4, yielded either the exact values or errors of less then
0.1 percent with sets 1 and 2 as the order was increased. TheSKN
solutions with Set-2, for optically thin systems, are converging the
exact solution much faster at low orders.

Changing the physical wall conditions has no adverse effect on
the solution and convergence to the exact solutions as the order of
theSKN approximation is increased since the boundary terms that
account for the emissions and reflections from the walls, Eqs.~17!
and ~23!, are exactly preserved in theSKN equations. However,

Table 4 Relative error for the solutions of the benchmark problem 1 with the SK N approximation

* In each box, the values from top to bottom are the percent relative errors for Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3, respectively.
†The truncated error value in two decimal places is zero.
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the scattering albedo does have an effect on the solution and the
convergence of theSKN approximation, especially at low orders.
This issue is discussed in detail in section 5.8.

5.7 The SKN Approximation Solutions in Inhomogeneous
Medium. The spatially varying scattering albedos cases de-
scribed as benchmark problem 3 are solved with exact,S128, and
SKN approximations. The reflectivity and transmissivity values
are used in comparisons. The solution of the RITE for linearly and
quadratically varying cases also reported in Ref.@16# were
generated.

In Table 6, the reflectivity and transmissivity values, for linearly
and quadratically varying albedo cases, are tabulated up to the
fourth orderSKN approximations, using the three quadrature sets.

In the V0(t)50.210.6t case, albedo increasing linearly from
minimum value of 0.2 at wall 1 to maximum value of 0.8 at wall
2, the errors withSK1 , for reflectivity and transmissivity, are 2.47
percent, 0.99 percent;20.07 percent, 0.04 percent and 3.27 per-
cent, 1.31 percent, for Sets 1 through 3, respectively. The errors
with SK2 are dramatically reduced in magnitude yielding the ex-
act solution with Set-2, while these errors are20.19 percent and
20.03 percent using Set-1, and20.02 percent and 0.01 percent
using Set-3, respectively. As with theSK3 approximation using
Set-2 and 3 yields the exact solutions, using Set-1 results in20.03
percent and 0.01 percent errors. InSK4 approximation using
Set-1, the errors are less than 0.01 percent, and withSK3 andSK4

using Set-2 and 3 are the converged exact solutions. In the

Table 5 Solutions of the benchmark problem 2

‡The values from top to the bottom are solutions obtained using Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3, respectively.

Table 6 Solutions for linearly and quadratically scattering albedo cases

§The values from top to the bottom are solutions obtained using Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3, respectively.
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V0(t)50.820.6t case, albedo decreases from maximum value of
0.8 at wall 1 to the minimum value of 0.2 at wall 2. The trans-
missivity values of five to six decimal places accuracy with the
V0(t)50.210.6t case are observed yielding the same errors in
transmissivity. TheSK1 errors for the reflectivities are 5.70 per-
cent, 1.19 percent, and 6.74 percent for Set-1 through 3, respec-
tively. The errors withSK2 approximation are reduced to 0.52
percent, 0.004 percent, and 0.06 percent, for sets 1 through 3,
respectively. InSK3 approximation, using Set-2 and 3, converges
to the exact solution on 5–6 decimal places while using Set-1
yields the error of 0.03 percent. On the other hand, the reflectivity
errorSK4 approximation is 0.002 percent while theSK3 andSK4
approximation that uses Set-2 and 3 converges five decimal places
of the exact solution. The errors in both reflectivity and transmis-
sivity with S128 approximation yield errors of 0.01 percent or less
for both cases.

In theV0(t)50.420.2t10.6t2 case, albedo takes 0.4 and 0.8
values at wall 1 and at wall 2, respectively. The reflectivity and
transmissivity errors withSK1 approximation are 2.53 percent,
0.76 percent; 0.26 percent, 0.08 percent; and 3.26 percent, 1.05
percent, for sets 1 through 3, respectively. However, inSK2 ap-
proximation, these errors are reduced below 0.05 percent for both
the transmissivity and reflectivity. InSK3 approximation using
Set-1 yields 0.04 percent and 0.03 percent errors in reflectivity
and transmissivity, respectively; these values inSK4 approxima-
tion are reduced below 0.01 percent. TheSK2 , SK3 , and SK4
approximations using Set-2 and 3 yield 4–5 decimal places accu-
rate solutions with increasing orders. In theV0(t)5121.4t
10.6t2 case, albedo has the largest value of 1 at wall 1 decreasing
towards to the value of 0.2 at wall 2. The reflectivity and trans-
missivity errors withSK1 approximation are 7.09 percent, 1.29
percent; 1.90 percent, 0.19 percent; and 8.21 percent, 1.63 per-
cent, for set 1 through 3, respectively. InSK2 approximation, the
maximum errors are observed in reflectivity with 0.94 percent,
0.01 percent, and 0.12 percent, for Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3 while
the maximum error in the transmissivity is 0.06 percent in Set-1.
The error in reflectivity usingSK3 approximation with Set-1 re-
sults in 0.1 percent while the errors with the other sets including
those of theSK4 is less than 0.01 percent yielding four decimal
places accurate solutions.

In Table 7, the computed transmissivity and reflectivity values

of benchmark problem 3 with the exact,S128 and theSKN ap-
proximations are given for the exponential and cosine oscillating
scattering albedos cases.

In the V0(t)50.790988 exp(2t) case, albedo decreasing from
its maximum value of about 0.79 at wall 1 to its minimum value
of about 0.29 at wall 2, the errors for the reflectivity and
transmissivity for SK1 are 5.32 percent, 0.85 percent; 1.16
percent, 0.05 percent; and 6.31 percent, 1.15 percent, for sets
through 3, respectively. WithSK2 approximation, the reflectivity
errors are reduced to 0.01 percent, 0.53 percent and 0.08
percent, in sets 1 through 3. Higher orderSKN approximations
yield errors less than 0.06 percent with the errors being larger with
Set-1 while Set-2 and Set-3 converge five decimal places accurate
solutions with the exact solution. On the other hand, in the
V0(t)50.790988 exp(2@12t#), albedo increases from about 0.29
value at wall 1 to about 0.79 value at wall 2. The errors for the
reflectivity and transmissivity forSK1 are 2.42 percent, 0.85 per-
cent; 0.05 percent, 0.05 percent; and 3.18 percent, 1.15 percent,
for Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3, respectively. The largest reflectivity
error with 20.09 percent is inSK2 approximation using Set-2
while the other sets produce errors less than 0.02 percent. While
the SK3 andSK4 approximations using Set-1 converge the exact
value in 5–6 decimal places, the maximum errors are 0.02 percent
with SK3 and 0.01 percent withSK4 approximations.

In the V0(t)50.510.5t cos 12pt case, scattering albedo os-
cillates around 0.5 while magnitude of the oscillations grow to-
wards wall 2 where it takes the maximum value of 1.0. The errors
for the reflectivity and transmissivity forSK1 approximation are
3.51 percent, 0.73 percent; 0.55 percent, 0.09 percent; and 4.35
percent, 1.01 percent, for sets 1 through 3, respectively while, in
SK2 approximation, the errors in both reflectivity and transmis-
sivity are reduced to 0.25 percent, 0.07 percent, 0.10 percent, 0.07
percent; and 0.16 percent, 0.11 percent. InSK3 approximation, the
errors using Set-1 yield 0.014 percent while the maximum errors
using Set-2 and Set-3 are in reflectivity with 0.02 percent and 0.04
percent. TheSK4 approximation with Set-1 yield 0.11 percent
error in reflectivity and 0.08 percent in transmissivity as the solu-
tions with Set-2 and 3 yield four decimal places accurate
solutions. On the other hand, in theV0(t)50.510.5(1
2t)cos 12p(12t) case, starting from the value of 1.0 at wall 1
scattering albedo oscillations around 0.5 are damped towards wall

Table 7 Solutions for exponential and cosine oscillating albedo cases

§The values from top to the bottom are solutions obtained using Set-1, Set-2, and Set-3, respectively.
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2. While the errors in transmissivity are about the same as in the
case ofV0(t)50.510.5t cos 12pt, the errors in reflectivities are
generally higher and persistent in low order approximations. With
SK1 approximation, the reflectivity errors are, forSK1 3.84 per-
cent, 0.97 percent and 4.66 percent; forSK2 0.67 percent, 0.38
percent and 0.53 percent; forSK3 0.52 percent, 0.03 percent and
0.14 percent; forSK4 0.39 percent, 0.01 percent, and20.003
percent, for sets 1 through 3, respectively.

5.8 Accuracy of the Synthetic Kernels. To illustrate the
behavior and the convergence of theSKN approximation with
increasing orders, we define the absolute error for the exact and
the approximate first order exponential function asE1(t)
2(nwn exp(2t/mn)/mn . The variation of absolute error, as a func-
tion of space, fort051 andN51 and 2 with three quadrature
sets, is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the absolute error for the range
0.1<t<1 is depicted to allow an enlarged picture of the fit in the
rest of the domain. In Fig. 1, the asymptotic behavior att50 is
clearly visible for all sets. However, elsewhere in the interval, the
absolute errors decrease in magnitude for increasingt. For N
52, the magnitude of the errors are further decreased. Noting that
the integrals of the exact and the approximateE1(t) over the
optical domain are the first~zeroth!moment—M0(1)—it is clear
that the difference between the exact and the approximate mo-
ments will be zero for Set-2 and 3, while for Set-1 this difference
yields 20.0132,20.0034 and 0.0017, forN51, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. This implies that the integral ofS(t)E1(t), in which the
source term can be described by a polynomial of degree (2N
21) or less in using Set-2 and a polynomial of degree (2N22)
or less in using Set-3, will yield the exact value. This feature of
Set-2 and 3 make them superior to Set-1 whereas Set-1 achieves
this only whenN→`. However, the integrals involved, in Eqs.
~9! and ~16!, do not exactly correspond the integrals over the
optical domain since, for example the integral term in Eq.~9! can
be, upon change of variables, written as

E
t850

t0

S~t8!E1~ ut2t8u!dt85E
x50

t

S~t2x!E1~x!dx

1E
x50

t02t

S~t1x!E1~x!dx

(28)

Thus, not only the zeroth but also the other spatial moments as
applied to the RITE do not yield the exact integrals even for Set-2
and Set-3, except att50, though the magnitude of the errors
made in Eq.~28! are much smaller with Set-2 and 3 than Set-1 in
optically thin systems. Thus, the magnitude of source term and its
profile near wall 1 where the errors of the approximateE1(t) are
relatively greater will have greater impact onto the overall inte-
gration errors, especiallySK1 andSK2 approximations.

In homogeneous absorbing medium (V0→0), the mentioned
errors in low order approximations are further reduced since the
magnitude of the source is reduced as well. On the other hand, for
strongly scattering medium (V0→1) the source term will be
greater than in the absorbing medium; thus both the synthetic
kernel approximation and the integration errors combined have
the full impact on the solution.

In inhomogeneous medium, the scattering albedo alternatives
of V0(t)50.820.6t, V0(t)5121.4t10.6t2, V0(t)
50.790988 exp(2t) and V0(t)50.510.5(12t)cos 12p(12t)
turn out to be very good examples of displaying the importance of
the source term behavior near wall 1. In comparison to the other
scattering albedo alternatives where the source term is relatively
small, the scattering albedos with larger values amplify the source
near wall 1. TheSKN approximation performs remarkably well
even under these circumstances, for example, inSK1 approxima-
tion the maximum errors using Set-2 are 1.19 percent for linear,
1.9 percent for quadratic, 1.16 percent for exponential and 0.97
percent for cosine scattering albedos. With theSK2 approximation
the maximum errors using Set-2 are 0.01 percent for linear and
quadratic, 0.53 percent for exponential and 0.38 percent for cosine
scattering albedo cases. All of these maximum values are obtained
in large albedo variations near wall 1. The accuracy is improved
significantly with theSK3 andSK4 approximations yielding solu-
tions, even in such worst cases, better than or equivalent to those
of S128.

Most of the errors encountered in theSKN approximation were
observed in the reflectivity rather than transmissivity. Foregoing
error assessment could be extended toE2(x) and its synthetic
approximation, Eq.~22!. Here, the spatial moments ofE2(x) also
are not exactly preserved. In calculating the incoming heat flux,
Eq. ~12!, att50, the integral ofS(x)E2(x) is required over the
optical domain which presents two kinds of error:~i! the source
term near wall land~ii! low order of the synthetic kernel approxi-
mation. On the other hand, in the outgoing heat flux att5t0 , Eq.
~11!, S(x)E2(t02x) term is integrated which reduces the source
term magnitude with a weight function—namely,E2(t02x)
which takes smaller values forx50.

6 Conclusion
The SKN approximation is applied to solve integral radiative

transfer equations in plane parallel participating homogeneous and
inhomogeneous medium. The solutions for the test cases are com-
pared with the exact,SN andPN methods. In theSKN approxima-
tion, one has to deal with a few second order coupled differential
equations, and the angular dependence is completely eliminated
from RTE. Based on the results presented, the following conclu-
sions have been drawn:

1 The method is computationally very cheap and memory ef-
ficient. The cpu time with 800 grids for the exact,S128, SK2 , and
SK5 are on the order of 100, 10, 0.4, and 1 seconds, respectively,
which makes even higher approximations, such asSK5 , very
attractive.

2 The significance of the accurate evaluation of spatial mo-
ments ofE1(x) inherent in Eq.~24! is that, when the RTE equa-
tion is cast in its integral form, the integral is expressed accurately
even though the approximation itself is grossly inaccurate nearx
50. Thus anNth order approximation yields the exact integral of
S(x)E1(x) over the optical domain whenS(x) is described by a
polynomial of degree (2N21) and (2N22) using Set-2 and 3,

Fig. 1 The absolute errors of the first order exponential inte-
gral function using one- and two-term synthetic kernels with
Set-1, 2, and 3
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respectively. This feature makes Set-2 inherently the best choice
in low order approximations while the second best choice with
exception ofN51 is Set-3.

3 The accuracy with the order of theSKN approximation, with
any quadrature set, also depends on the profile and the order of
magnitude of the source term which is also influenced by scatter-
ing albedo. If the magnitude of the source term near the singular
wall is small, the accuracy of the approximation forN51 or 2 is
improved drastically. The method performs remarkably well even
in cases where a large or strong source term variations are encoun-
tered, as in exponential and cosine scattering albedo cases, yield-
ing maximum errors up to 2 percent inSK1 and 0.5 percent in
SK2 .

4 It has been shown that theSK3 andSK4 approximations in
most cases can be used to yield solutions comparable withS128
andP11. Such high order approximations asSK3 andSK4 using
Set-2 can be used to solve problems of various optical thicknesses
and scattering albedo alternatives to yield errors of less than 0.1
percent if four or five decimal places accuracy in the solutions are
desired. It is been also demonstrated that, theSK1 approximation
using Set-2 yields the exact solutions for optically very thin (t0
,1) medium, while solutions with errors of 1–2 percent in mod-
erately thin~several mfps!, and up to 5 percent in optically thick
medium are observed. WithSK2 approximation the largest errors
in optically thick medium are on the order of 0.5 percent. As the
medium becomes absorbing (V0→0), in optically thin cases, the
exact solutions can be obtained with theSKN approximation
where low order DOM andPN approximations present largest
errors whereas in optically thick medium errors up to 1 percent
are observed. On the other hand, for scattering medium (V0
→1), in low order approximations regardless for the optical
thickness, the errors are higher than those of the absorbing me-
dium yielding up to 8 percent inSK1 and 0.15 percent inSK2
using Set-2. But the accuracy in scattering medium is also im-
proved with increasing order ofSKN approximation.
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Nomenclature

En(x) 5 nth order exponential integral function
G 5 dimensionless incident radiation (5g/(n2sTref

4 /p))
Gn(t) 5 functions defined by Eq.~16!

I 5 dimensionless radiative intensity (5 i /(n2sTref
4 /p))

Q 5 radiative heat flux
R 5 reflectivity
S 5 dimensionless isotropic source function

(5s/(n2sTref
4 /p))

T 5 temperature
f (t) 5 boundary term defined by Eq.~15!

g 5 incident radiation function
i 5 radiative intensity
n 5 refractive index of the medium
s 5 source function

sgn 5 the sign function
q 5 dimensionless radiative heat flux (5Q/(n2sTref

4 /p))
x 5 space variable

wn 5 quadrature weights

Greek Symbols

G 5 transmissivity
V0 5 scattering albedo~5k/b!

b 5 extinction coefficient
« 5 wall emissivity
k 5 absorption coefficient
m 5 angular cosine

mn 5 quadrature abscissas
u 5 dimensionless temperature (5T/Tref)
r 5 diffusive wall reflectivity
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient
t 5 dimensionless optical variable (5bx)

t0 5 optical path
j 5 convergence criterion

Subscripts

1 5 boundary wall 1
2 5 boundary wall 2
n 5 nth component of theSKN equation

2 5 outgoing heat flux or intensity
1 5 incoming heat flux or intensity

Superscript

‘ 5 dummy integration variable
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1 Introduction
Radiative integral transfer equation~RITE! is obtained by inte-

grating radiative transfer equation~RTE! over the solid angle. In
the RITE, physical wall boundary conditions appear as surface,
while source terms containing absorption, scattering, and medium
emission within the enclosure as volume integrals. Thus, the ra-
diative integral equations do not require boundary conditions to be
solved. TheSKN method, while preserving the surface integrals,
or the physical boundary conditions, in their exact forms, approxi-
mates the RITE through a sum of exponentials—synthetic
kernels—to its transfer kernels that are contained within the vol-
ume integrals. This feature ofSKN method allows a semi-analytic
treatment of RTE. The approximate volume integrals are then re-
duced into a set of coupled differential equations; thus the solution
of a system of linear equations of dense matrices is avoided. How-
ever, boundary conditions of mathematical in nature are needed to
solve theSKN equations for a given domain.

The SKN approximation was applied by Altaç@1#, and Altaç
and Spinrad@2,3# to homogeneous and inhomogeneous neutron
transport problems in one and two-dimensional geometries. One-
dimensional slab, cylindrical and spherical absorbing, isotropi-
cally scattering homogeneous and stepwise inhomogeneous—
typical of fuel cell neutronic calculations—problems were solved
and compared with the solution of integral equation and discrete
ordinates method~DOM! S32 @2,3#. The results of theSKN ap-
proximation in homogeneous one-dimensional problems were
three to four significant digit accurate withSK3 and SK4 solu-
tions. TheSKN solutions for two-dimensional absorbing and iso-
tropically scattering problems in rectangular medium, which were
also typical of neutron transport calculations, were compared with
those of integral transport equation, the nodal spherical harmonics

P5 andP7 , DOM D16 and Monte Carlo. The results were remark-
ably in good agreement with those of exact, DOM,P7 and Monte
Carlo in homogeneous and optically thin stepwise inhomogeneous
medium. Furthermore, the solutions with theSKN approximation
did not exhibit so-called the ‘‘ray effect’’@2,3#. TheSKN approxi-
mation was also applied to a radiative transfer problem of absorb-
ing, emitting and isotropically scattering rectangular medium by
Altaç and Tekkalmaz@4#. In the study, various optical configura-
tions and scattering albedos were considered and incident energy;
intensity and the net heat flux solutions were compared with those
obtained by RITE. Also two types of boundary conditions that
could be used in rectangular geometries were proposed. The re-
sults withSK2 approximation for optically thin absorbing medium
were in good agreement with the exact solutions yielding relative
errors of 1–3 percent for the incident energy and the intensities.
For optically thick and scattering medium, the relative errors of
10–20 percent in the net heat flux were encountered.

The foregoing studies used the Gauss quadratures in the half
range to approximate the transfer kernels. However, various inte-
gration quadratures can be developed and used with theSKN ap-
proximation that may potentially improve the accuracy of the ap-
proximation at low orders. A study that was carried out in plane-
parallel isotropic scattering medium by Altaç@5# explored two
additional quadrature sets: Set-2, Set-3, and Set-1 as being the
Gauss quadratures in half range. In developing Set-2 and Set-3,
respectively, 2N21 and 2N22 spatial moments of the first order
exponential integral function of the real and the synthetic expo-
nential integral functions were matched, and the resulting system
of non-linear equations were solved@5#. TheSK1 approximation
with Set-2 yields very accurate solutions for optically thin absorb-
ing medium while highest percent errors are observed in strongly
scattering or optically thick medium. The errors are dramatically
reduced even with theSK2 approximation using Set-2 and 3. The
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study also revealed that the magnitude the source term atx50
strongly influences the accuracy of the solutions especially in low
order approximations.

This study extends theSKN approximation to linearly aniso-
tropically scattering homogeneous and inhomogeneous medium,
and the quadrature sets that were proposed in Ref.@5# were used
to examine the convergence of the method to the exact solution
with respect to quadrature sets used. It is also the intent of this
study to analyze the sources of errors in the approximation that
seem to be persistent in multi-dimensional geometries as well. In
that respect, planar geometry is better suited to carry out and
demonstrate this analysis since exact and high order approxima-
tion, such asS128 andP11, solutions can be obtained rather easily,
and it does not exhibit problems such as the ‘‘ray-effect.’’

2 Analysis
A plane-parallel, absorbing, emitting, inhomogeneous, linearly

anisotropically scattering medium at dimensionless temperature
u(t) with optical patht0 is considered. The walls are assumed to
be opaque, diffusive reflectors and diffuse emitters and to have
emissivities«1 ,«2 and reflectivitiesr1 ,r2 . The emission of ra-
diation from walls due to their temperatures are« iu i

4 ~i 51 or 2!
whereu i is the dimensionless temperature of walli. The medium
is assumed to have a space-dependent scattering albedoV0(t).

The dimensionless RTE for outgoing and incoming intensities,
I 1(t,m) and I 2(t,m), in a plane-parallel geometry with linearly
anisotropically scattering inhomogeneous medium can be written
as @6#

m
]I 6

]t
1I 6~t,m!5S~t,m! (1)

wherem is the angular cosine andt the optical variable.
The dimensionless anisotropic source term takes the form@6#

S~t,m!5@12V0~t!#u4~t!1
V0~t!

4p
@G~t!1a1mq~t!# (2)

where G(t) is the incident radiation function,q(t) is the net
radiative heat flux, anda1 is the coefficient of anisotropy.

Solving Eq.~1! for outgoing intensities and integrating it from
~0,t! gives

I 1~t,m!5I 1~0!e2t/m1E
0

t 1

m
S~t8,m!e~t82t!/mdt8, m.0

(3)

Similarly, solving Eq.~1! for incoming intensities and integrating
from (t,t0) and rearranging for positivem gives

I 2~t,2m!5I 2~t0!e2~t02t!/m

1E
t

t0 1

m
S~t8,2m!e2~t82t!/mdt8, m.0 (4)

whereI 1(0) andI 2(t0) are the anisotropic wall intensities, and
pertinent details are given in Appendix.

By definition, the dimensionless incident energy is

G~t!52pE
21

1

I ~t,m!dm

52pE
0

1

I 1~t,m!dm12pE
0

1

I 2~t,2m!dm (5)

Substitution of Eqs.~3! and ~4! into Eq. ~5! yields

G~t!5 f 1~t!1E
0

t0

S0~t8!E1~ ut2t8u!dt8

1a1E
0

t0

S1~t8!sgn~t2t8!E2~ ut2t8u!dt8 (6)

where

f 1~t!52p@ I 1~0!E2~t!1I 2~t0!E2~t02t!# (7)

S0~t!52p@12V0~t!#u4~t!1
1

2
V0~t!G~t! (8)

S1~t!5
1

2
V0~t!q~t! (9)

‘‘sgn’’ is the sign function, andE1(x), E2(x), andE3(x) are the
exponential integral functions of first, second and third order@7#.

By definition of the net radiative heat flux, we write

q~t!52pE
21

1

I ~t,m!mdm5q1~t!2q2~t! (10)

For incoming and outgoing components, after multiplying Eqs.~3!
and ~4! by 2pm, we integrate overm in the range~0,1! to get

q1~t!52pI 1~0!E3~t!1E
0

t

S0~t8!E2~t2t8!dt8

1a1E
0

t

S1~t8!E3~t2t8!dt8 (11)

and

q2~t!52pI 2~t0!E3~t02t!1E
t

t0

S0~t8!E2~t82t!dt8

2a1E
t

t0

S1~t8!E3~t82t!dt8 (12)

Combining Eqs.~11! and ~12! in Eq. ~10! gives

q~t!5 f 2~t!1E
0

t0

S0~t8!sgn~t2t8!E2~ ut2t8u!dt8

1a1E
0

t0

S1~t8!E3~ ut2t8u!dt8 (13)

where

f 2~t!52p@ I 1~0!E3~t!2I 2~t0!E3~t02t!# (14)

Eqs.~6! and ~13! constitute two coupled Fredholm integral equa-
tions of the second kind which need to be solved to obtain the
exact solution. The anisotropic wall intensities are computed using
Eq. ~A4! and ~A6! as described in the Appendix.

3 Derivation of the SKN Approximation
We introduce theSKN approximation by substituting the fol-

lowing approximations for the exponential integral functions into
Eqs.~6! and ~13!

Em~x!5E
m50

1

mm22e2x/mdz8(
n51

N

wnmn
m22e2x/mn, m51,2,3

(15)

where wn and mn are the Gauss quadrature weights and
abscissas@7#.

Defining
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Gn~t!5
1

mn
E

0

t0

S0~t8!exp~2ut2t8u/mn!dt8

1a1E
0

t0

S1~t8!sgn~t2t8!exp~2ut2t8u/mn!dt8

(16)

and

qn~t!5E
0

t0

S0~t8!sgn~t2t8!exp~2ut2t8u/m!dt8

1a1mnE
0

t0

S1~t8!exp~2ut2t8u/mn!dt8 (17)

Eqs.~6! and ~13! can now be written as

G~t!5 f 1~t!1(
n51

N

wnGn~t! (18)

and

q~t!5 f 2~t!1(
n51

N

wnqn~t! (19)

Differentiating Eqs.~16! and ~17! with respect tot, we get

2mn
2

dGn~t!

dt
5qn~t!22a1mn

2S1~t! (20)

and

dqn~t!

dt
52Gn~t!12S0~t! (21)

If we differentiate Eq.~20! with respect tot to get,

2mn
2

d2Gn~t!

dt2 5
d

dt
qn~t!22a1mn

2
d

dt
S1~t! (22)

and use the following relation along with Eqs.~9! and ~21!,

dq~t!

dt
5@12V0~t!#@4pu4~t!2G~t!# (23)

we obtain theSKN equations for inhomogeneous linearly aniso-
tropically scattering plane-parallel medium as

2mn
2

d2Gn~t!

dt2 1Gn~t!54p@12a1mn
2V0~t!#@12V0~t!#u4~t!

1V0~t!@11a1mn
2@12V0~t!##G~t!

2a1mn
2q~t!

dV0~t!

dt
(24)

Boundary conditions for theSKN equations are derived by in-
spectingGn(t) anddGn(t)/dt at the walls, which turn out to be

FdGn~t!

dt
2

1

mn
Gn~t!G

t50

5a1V0~0!q~0! (25)

and

FdGn~t!

dt
1

1

mn
Gn~t!G

t5t0

5a1V0~t0!q~t0! (26)

Substitutingqn from Eq. ~20! into Eq. ~19! and using Eq.~9!, the
net heat flux is obtained.

q~t!5
1

12a1V0~t!(
n51

N

wnmn
2

H f 2~t!2(
n51

N

wnmn
2

dGn~t!

dt J
(27)

For a150, integral equations, Eqs.~6! and ~13!, and theSKN
equations, Eqs.~24! and ~27!, are reduced to those for isotropic
scattering@5#.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Benchmark Problems. Three benchmark problems, la-
beled as 1, 2, and 3, which have been set for the testing of the
SKN method in isotropically scattering medium@5# were also used
in this study for both forward (a151) and backward scattering
(a1521) cases with the exception of benchmark problem 1. In
benchmark problem 1, as the boundary conditions remain the
same, only constant albedo cases ofV050.5 andV050.995 for
medium with optical thickness oft051 are considered to test the
method in scattering medium. Thus, most of the benchmark de-
tails are omitted here. The hemispherical reflectivity~R! and trans-
missivity ~G! @5# are computed and compared with the results
those of the exact,S128 andP11 solutions. The term error through-
out this paper will be used to refer to the relative percent error of
reflectivity or transmissivity with respect to their exact solutions.

4.2 Numerical Solution Techniques. The coupled integral
equations, Eqs.~6! and ~13!, are solved using ‘‘subtraction of
singularity’’ technique@8# on the first integral of Eq.~6! which has
a singularity att5t8. The numerical integration and solution
scheme are basically the same as described in Ref.@5#. The system
of linear equations is constructed to contain both integral equa-
tions leading to 23NG unknowns and a (23NG)3(23NG)
square matrix, whereNG is the number of grids used. If the walls
are black, the integral equation solution is obtained with a single
step. However, in the case of gray walls, the following iterative
procedure is used:~i! an initial estimate is made for the incident
energy and the net heat flux,~ii! intensities at the boundaries are
computed from Eqs.~A4! and ~A6!, ~iii! Eqs. ~6! and ~13! are
solved for incident energy and net heat flux,~iv! the source terms,
Eqs. ~8! and ~9!, are updated before computing the wall intensi-
ties, and the procedure is repeated until the maximum relative
error in the computed quantities meets the criterionj,1026.

The numerical solution of theSKN equations, along withP11
and S128, is given in Ref.@5#. The only difference between the
linearly anisotropic and isotropicSKN equations is limited with
the right hand side of Eq.~24! and boundary conditions—Eqs.
~25! and~26!. Thus the same iterative algorithm also can be used.

4.3 Memory Requirements and Computation Time. The
basic memory requirement to store resulting system of coupled
integral equations becomes 43NG3(NG11); on the other
hand, the memory requirements for theSN , PN , andSKN equa-
tions remain the same as outlined for isotropic scattering
treatments@5#.

This study was carried out on a Pentium III 667 MHz processor
with 128Mb RAM. The number of grids ranging from 50 to 800
are considered to ensure grid independence of the presented solu-
tions. In Table 1, a comparison of the computed transmissivity and
computational times~cpu seconds!obtained using the exact,P11,
S128, andSKN ~with Set-1!approximations up to the fifth order
are given for Case 1 of benchmark problem 2 with forward scat-
tering. A comparison for the number of grids indicate that the
exact andS128 solutions with 200 grids are the same with 800
grids, while relative errors of less than 0.002 percent with 200
grids is observed for other approximations. Therefore, the grid
configuration of 200 was chosen to be the optimum for all the
methods used.

For the number of grids of 100 to 800, computational times of
the exact solution are 2.14, 19.72, 149.1, and 1129.3 sec, respec-
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tively. Similarly, the cpu times forS128 are 0.89, 2.34, 7.14, and
14.35, while for theP11 the values result in 0.03, 0.05, 0.11 and
0.18 seconds, for 100 to 800 grids respectively. In theSKN ap-
proximation, the cpu times for 200 grids are 0.07, 0.12, 0.18, 0.23,
and 0.29 seconds while these figures for 800 grids are 0.22, 0.50,
0.73, 0.97, and 1.21 seconds, forN51 through 5, respectively. A
comparison of the cpu times with those of the other methods for
800 grids clearly indicate that the cpu time withSK5 approxima-
tion yields 1.21 seconds, making even theSK5 approximation cpu
time-wise superior toS128 with 14.35 sec and the exact method
with 1129.3 sec.

4.4 The SKN Approximation in Homogeneous Medium.
In Table 2, the reflectivity and transmissivity solutions of bench-
mark problem 1 with the exact integral equation,S128, P11, and
the SKN method up to the fourth order forV050.5 and V0
50.995 for backward and forward scattering cases are given. The

errors with theS128 approximation is on the order of 0.02 percent
or below resulting in 3–4 decimal places accurate solutions in
both reflectivity and transmissivity. On the other hand, the maxi-
mum errors with theP11 solution, occurring in reflectivity, are on
the order of 1 percent and 0.1 percent forV050.5 and V0
50.995, respectively.

The maximum errors with theSK1 approximation turn out to be
in the reflectivity as well, while the errors in the transmissivities
are on the order of 1 percent. The maximum errors forV050.5
are 2.55 percent and 4.52 percent with Set-1, 0.44 percent and
1.04 percent with Set-2, and 3.28 percent and 5.92 percent with
Set-3, each figure given for backward and forward scattering
cases, respectively. The solutions with Set-2 are competing with
theP11 solutions. Similarly, the maximum errors in the reflectivity
for V050.995 are 8.53 percent and 11.94 percent, 1.85 percent
and 2.98 percent, and 10.82 percent and 15.57 percent, for sets 1

Table 1 Comparisons of grid sensitivity and computational time „CPU seconds… for Case 1

Table 2 Comparison of the reflectivity and transmissivity solutions of benchmark problem 1

*All the SKN solutions in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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through 3, respectively. The errors, including the transmissivity
data, always yield higher values in the forward scattering case in
comparison to backward scattering cases. InSK1 approximation,
the results using Set-2 are superior to Set-1 and Set-3.

The maximum errors with theSK2 approximation, forV0
50.5, using Set-1 and Set-3 are reduced drastically. The errors for
both the reflectivity and the transmissivity are below 0.09 percent
and 0.11 percent for Set-1 and Set-3, respectively. Similarly, the
errors forV050.995 are reduced significantly with Set-1, Set-2,
and Set-3 yielding the maximum errors 0.73 percent, 0.92 percent,
and 0.22 percent, respectively. The convergence of theSK2 ap-
proximation to the exact solutions with Set-1 and Set-3 are
sharper than those obtained with Set-2. While the magnitude of
the errors with Set-1 and Set-3 are almost identical forV050.5,
for V050.995, in mostly scattering medium, Set-3 exhibits better
performance.

The SK3 solutions with Set-1 and Set-3 converge the exact

solutions better than those with Set-2. The solutions with Set-1
and Set-3 are competing with each other yielding the maximum
errors, forV050.5, 0.02 percent and 0.06 percent, and forV0
50.995, 0.11 percent and 0.08 percent, respectively. The maxi-
mum errors, on the other hand, with Set-2 are 0.39 percent and
0.99 percent, forV050.5 andV050.995, respectively. The mag-
nitude of the errors with Set-1 and Set-3 are almost identical for
V050.995 while forV050.5 using Set-1 is slightly better than
using Set-3.

The maximum errors with theSK4 approximation using Set-1
and Set-3 for both albedo solutions are below 0.04 percent while
up to 0.58 percent errors are observed with Set-2. The magnitude
of the maximum errors with Set-1 and Set-3 are almost identical.

In Table 3, the computed reflectivity and transmissivity solu-
tions of benchmark problem 2 are tabulated. The reflectivity and
transmissivity solutions obtained with theSKN approximation are
compared with the exact,S128 and P11 solutions. The solutions

Table 3 Transmissivity and reflectivity results for benchmark problem 2

†
All the SKN solutions in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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with theS128 approximation yields in 3–4 decimal places accurate
solutions with the maximum error of 0.02 percent in all the cases.
On the other hand, inP11 approximation, the maximum errors are
for Case 1, 0.43 percent and 0.53 percent, for Case 2, 0.01 per-
cent, for Case 3, 0.14 percent, and for Case 4, 0.05 percent. This
outcome is expected since thePN approximations yielded good
results in mostly scattering medium and/or optically thick
systems.

In Case 1, the maximum errors, for Set-1 through 3, are 2.80
percent, 0.88 percent, 3.68 percent forSK1 , 0.08 percent, 0.39
percent, 0.05 percent forSK2 , 0.03 percent, 0.21 percent, 0.01
percent forSK3 and 0.02 percent, 0.12 percent, 0.01 percent for
SK4 . The results ofSK2 approximation using Set-1 and 3, are
better thanP11 and competing with those ofS128. The superiority
of using Set-2 is limited toSK1 approximation. On the other hand,
the errors with Set-1 and 3 forN>2 are equivalent to those ob-
tained withS128, and Set-3 solutions are slightly better than Set-1.
The maximum errors inSK1 andSK2 approximations are in the
reflectivity values of forward scattering case.

In Case 2, the maximum errors for Set-1 through 3 are 1.01
percent, 0.65 percent, 1.07 percent forSK1 , 0.46 percent, 0.05
percent, 0.17 percent forSK2 , 0.18 percent,20.03 percent, 0.02
percent forSK3 and 0.05 percent, 0.02 percent, 0.02 percent for
SK4 . In SK2 approximation using Set-2 yields solutions that com-
pete withS128 approximation, and as the order ofSKN approxi-
mation is increased, the magnitude of the errors become identical
to those ofP11 solutions. The superiority of using Set-2 inSK1
and SK2 approximations is clear. However, as the order of ap-
proximation is increased Set-2 and Set-3 become competitive with
Set-3 having a slight edge over the other sets. The maximum
errors inSK1 andSK2 approximations are observed to be in the
transmissivity values.

In Case 3, the maximum errors for Set-1 through 3 are 6.54
percent, 0.74 percent, 4.05 percent forSK1 , 0.50 percent, 0.58
percent, 0.02 percent forSK2 , 20.13 percent, 0.42 percent, 0.01
percent forSK3 and 0.03 percent, 0.11 percent, 0.02 percent for
SK4 . The SK2 approximation using Set-3 produces results that
are competing with those ofS128 and P11. Using Set-1 and 3 in
the SKN approximations of orders ofN>2 yields the exact solu-
tions faster than Set-2, Set-3 being the best. On the other hand,
Set-2 does well only in theSK1 approximation. The large errors

that are observed inSK1 and SK2 approximations are mostly in
the reflectivity values, but the magnitude of the transmissivity
errors are nearly those of reflectivities.

In Case 4, the maximum errors are observed in the reflectivity
values of forward scattering case, and these errors for Set-1
through 3 are 2.83 percent, 2.98 percent, 20.33 percent forSK1 ,
0.29 percent, 0.41 percent, 0.36 percent forSK2 , 0.25 percent,
0.30 percent, 0.25 percent forSK3 and 0.25 percent for all sets for
SK4 . The maximum errors withS128 andP11 approximations are
0.02 percent and 0.05 percent, respectively. Here, theSK1 ap-
proximation with Set-1 yields slightly better results than with
Set-2 and 3; however, as the order of the approximation is in-
creased, the magnitude of the errors with all sets become identical.
This is an expected trend since quadrature sets for optically thick
limit case yield Set-1. The maximum errors of transmissivity and
reflectivity are on the same order.

4.5 The SKN Approximation in Inhomogeneous Medium.
In Table 4, results for the reflectivity and transmissivity results
using theSKN approximation of up to the fourth order, along with
S128, for the cases of linearly varying scattering albedo are given.
The discrete ordinatesS128 solutions result in errors of less than
0.02 percent for all the cases considered. The maximum errors, in
the approximations used, are observed in the computation of the
reflectivity values, mostly in forward scattering cases. The maxi-
mum errors are registered in theV0(t)50.820.6t case which are
for the SK1 approximation are 7.49 percent, 1.66 percent, and
9.16 percent, using the Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively. The maxi-
mum errors are reduced to 0.57 percent, 0.71 percent, and 0.17
percent inSK2 ; 0.04 percent, 0.40 percent, and 0.07 percent in
SK3 ; 0.01 percent, 0.24 percent, and 0.03 percent inSK4 , for sets
1, 2, and 3, respectively. The maximum errors in theV0(t)
50.210.6t case are about half of those obtained fromV0(t)
50.820.6t case. The superiority of using Set-2 is again limited
with theSK1 approximation. As the order of theSKN approxima-
tion is increased, the results of both albedo alternatives with Set-1
and Set-3 converge the exact solution faster than those with Set-2;
and Set-1 and Set-3 yield identical error magnitudes with Set-1
being slightly better than Set-3.

In Table 5, a comparison of the results of the reflectivity and
transmissivity for quadratically varying albedo cases is given. In

Table 4 Transmissivity and reflectivity results for linearly varying albedo cases

‡All the SKN solution in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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this case, too, theS128 solutions result in maximum errors of less
than 0.02 percent. The maximum errors are recorded in reflectivity
values of theV0(t)5121.4t10.6t2 case which inSK1 approxi-
mation are 9.22 percent, 1.17 percent and 10.96 percent, for Set-1
through Set-3, respectively. The maximum errors are, respectively
for sets 1, 2, and 3, reduced to 1.10 percent, 0.68 percent, 0.12
percent inSK2 ; 0.10 percent, 0.28 percent, 0.06 percent inSK3
and 0.02 percent, 0.17 percent, 0.03 percent inSK4 approxima-
tions. TheSK1 andSK2 approximations with Set-2 is superior in
comparison to solutions with other sets. The maximum errors in
V0(t)50.420.2t10.6t2 case are about one-third or better of
those obtained fromV0(t)5121.4t10.6t2 case. TheSK4 solu-
tions using Set-3 results in the same order of magnitude errors

with those obtained withS128. In SK2 approximation while Set-1
yields slightly better results than Set-3, in theV0(t)50.420.2t
10.6t2 case, Set-3 shows better performance than Set-1 in the
V0(t)5121.4t10.6t2 case. However, as order of the approxi-
mation is increased, both sets yield identical order of magnitude
errors.

In Table 6, the reflectivity and transmissivity solutions for ex-
ponentially varying albedo cases are tabulated. Similarly, theS128
solutions yield the maximum errors of less than 0.02 percent. The
maximum errors are recorded in reflectivity values of theV0(t)
50.790988 exp(2t) case which inSK1 approximation are 7.0
percent, 1.48 percent, and 8.6 percent, for Set-1 through Set-3,
respectively. These errors are reduced to 0.71 percent, 0.59 per-

Table 5 Transmissivity and reflectivity results for quadratically varying albedo cases

§All the SKN solutions in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Table 6 Transmissivity and reflectivity results for exponentially varying albedo cases

** All the SKN solutions in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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cent, 0.13 percent inSK2 ; 0.06 percent, 0.39 percent, 0.07 percent
in SK3 and 0.02 percent, 0.24 percent, 0.03 percent inSK4 , for
sets 1 through 3, respectively. The maximum errors in the
V0(t)50.790988 exp@2(12t)# case are about half of those ob-
tained fromV0(t)50.790988 exp(2t) case. In both albedo cases,
the superiority of Set-2 inSK1 approximation remains unchal-
lenged. However, inSK2 approximation, Set-3 performs well in
both exponential albedo cases, while higher orderSKN approxi-
mations indicate that the magnitude of the errors with Set-1 and
Set-3 are identical.

In Table 7, the solutions and the errors for cosine oscillation
albedo cases are tabulated. TheS128 solutions yield the maximum
errors less than 0.02 percent. The maximum errors are observed
mostly in reflectivity values of the V0(t)50.510.5(1
2t)cos 12p(12t) case with forward scattering which inSK1
approximation yields errors of 5.17 percent, 1.12 percent, and
6.57 percent, for Set-1 through Set-3 respectively, making Set-2
superior to other sets. InSK2 approximation, the maximum errors
for Set-1, 2, and 3 are 0.86 percent, 0.61 percent, and 0.55 per-
cent. These errors are further reduced to 0.72 percent, 0.34 per-
cent, 0.14 percent inSK3 and 0.39 percent, 0.20 percent, 0.04
percent inSK4 approximations, for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
TheSK1 approximation for both albedo cases yield the same error
of magnitude. However, for higher order approximations the
maximum errors in theV0(t)50.510.5t cos 12pt case are
about one-third or better of those obtained fromV0(t)50.5
10.5(12t)cos 12p(12t) case. In the V0(t)50.5
10.5t cos 12pt case, higher orderSKN approximations using
Set-3 yields the exact solution faster; on the other hand, in the
V0(t)50.510.5(12t)cos 12p(12t) case Set-2 and Set-3 solu-
tions compete with each other.

4.6 Error Assessment of the Synthetic Kernels. It was
shown that the Synthetic Kernel forE1(x), though it fails at the
singular pointx50 for all quadrature sets, oscillates around the
correct value as it converges toE1(x) for increasingx. As the
order of the approximation is increased the magnitude of the os-
cillations are reduced. While the integral of the approximation
error for E1(x) over the optical domain is zero in Set-2 and 3,
using Set-1, it approaches to zero with increasingN @5#. Since the
derivation ofSKN equations for linearly anisotropically scattering

case requires the use of three synthetic kernels forE1(x), E2(x),
and E3(x), the error in theSKN approximation consists of the
errors made with all three synthetic kernels. Furthermore, as the
exact spatial moments ofE1(x) are preserved with Set-2 and 3,
the exact spatial moments ofE2(x) andE3(x) and their synthetic
approximations are not necessarily preserved with either set.

To better understand the error sources in theSKN approxima-
tion, it is appropriate and more meaningful to examine the first
~zeroth!moments of the exponential integral functions involved
over the optical domain. For that reason, we define the following
error term—which gives the integrated errors within the compu-
tational domain:

em~t0!5E
0

t0S Em~x!2(
n51

N

wnmn
m22e2x/mnD dx, for m51,2,3

(28)

or, Eq. ~28! after integration yields

em~t0!5
1

m
2Em11~t0!1(

n51

N

wnmn
m21~e2t0 /mn21! (29)

Figure 1 depicts, as a function of optical thickness, the variation
of em(t0), for m51, 2, and 3, by one-term Synthetic Kernel ap-
proximations using Set-1, 2, and 3. In deriving Set-2 and 3, the
first moment was,e1(t0), zero@5#; thus,e1(t0) for Set-2 and 3 is
not shown in Fig. 1. It is seen thate1(t0) for the approximation
with Set-1 is predictably not zero, and it has the largest peak value
of 0.1 at t050.15. As it crosses zero ordinate att050.82, it
reaches the minimum value of20.023 att051.5. It then asymp-
totically approaches to zero. On the other hand,e2(t0) decreases
to the minimum value of20.043 att050.8, then it converges to
zero for increasingt0 , while e3(t0) steadily increases up tot0
'3 where it converges to the value of 0.083. With Set-2 and
Set-3,e2(t0) reaches a maximum value of 0.11 at aboutt050.6
then steadily declines and converges to zero at aboutt0'6. While
e3(t0) goes through the maximum value of 1.5 aboutt051, and
steadily converges to 0.083. However,e2(t0) with Set-3, for in-
creasing optical path diverges from zero instead converges to the
value of20.28 att058, whilee3(t0) reaches its maximum value
of 0.034 att050.4 and then decreases steadily up tot058.

Table 7 Transmissivity and reflectivity results for cosine oscillation albedo cases

††All the SKN solutions in each box from top to bottom are given for Set-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Figure 2 depicts as a function of optical thickness the variation
of em(t0), for m51, 2 and 3, by two-term Synthetic Kernel ap-
proximations. In comparison to one-term approximations~Fig. 1!,
the magnitudes ofem(t0) are reduced dramatically. For the same
reason explained previously,e1(t0)50 for Set-2 and 3. However,
it turns out that for Set-3e2(t0) is also zero forN>2. This out-
come is not surprising; recalling(nwn51 condition that was ad-
ditionally imposed along with the (2N22) spatial moments, we
setm51 in Eq. ~29! to obtain

e1~t0!512E2~t0!1(
n51

N

wne2t0 /mn2(
n51

N

wn (30)

When Eq.~30! is set to zero, Eq.~15! for m52 is obtained. For
Set-1,e1(t0) declines sharply to a minimum value of20.014 at
t050.5 where it proceeds to increase to the maximum value of
0.0023 att051.75 as it intersects zero ordinate att051.23. On
the other hand, ase2(t0) goes to the minimum value of20.0051
at t050.25 then it increases to its maximum value 0.0025 att0
51.2 followed by steady decline tot053.15 where it is con-
verges to zero. Whilee3(t0) slightly increases to its maximum
value of 0.0025 att051.2, then it steadily converges to zero for
t0.3. For Set-2,e2(t0) has a large peak with the maximum value
of 0.06 att050.35, then it declines to zero att057.5. Ande3(t0)
exhibits similar shape as it reaches to its maximum value of 0.084
at t050.55 followed a steady decline. For Set-3,e1(t0)
5e2(t0)50 while e3(t0) has a maximum value of 0.02 att0
50.35 as it decreases steadily while converging to zero fort0
.4. Set-1 still has three major error components, ase1(t0) ex-
hibits sharp changes fort0,1.5, e2(t0) ande3(t0) remain rela-
tively stable in this interval, but fort0.4 for m51, 2 and 3,
em(t0)→0. Set-2, on the other hand, with two error components
yields small errors in magnitude only fort0,0.25 and in 0.25
,t0,4 interval both components exhibit largest errors among
the sets with two-point approximations as they approach zero for
larger t0 . Set-3, this time, has onlye3(t0) an error component
which is relatively large fort0,1.5; however, fort0.1.5 its
magnitude is reduced significantly.

As the order ofSKN approximation is increased, the order of
magnitude of not only the integrals defined by Eq.~28! but also
for the spatial moments of the exponential integral functions,
which exhibit similar features, are reduced. But theSKN approxi-
mation as it is applied to RITE does not ensure the exact integrals
of the transfer kernels over the given domain; it yields two inte-
grals over different intervals@5#. Since the radiative integral trans-
fer equations are coupled integral equations, the nature of the
error assessment also gets a bit complicated. Thus this part of the
discussion especially forSK1 approximation gives a relative idea
about the magnitude of the errors that arise. If the source terms are
nearly constant over the domain, we can relatively use Fig. 1 and
2 in determining the best quadrature set for a given optical thick-
ness. Otherwise, especially in optically thin medium, where the
errors are affected strongly by the magnitude and the behavior of
the source terms near the singularity which requires higher order
spatial moments to be satisfied, Fig. 1 and 2 should be accompa-
nied by similar figures and analysis for the higher order moments.
In view of the integrals and their magnitudes in Eqs.~6! and~13!,
we can state that three error components and those of the spatial
moments have the following order of importance:ue1(t0)u
.ue2(t0)u.ue3(t0)u in the overall error assessment.

In Fig. 1, sincee1(t0) and e2(t0) go to zero fort0.3 and
e3(t0) converging the same value, Set-1 and Set-2 can be ex-
pected to give better solutions with one-term approximations.
When we inspect the errors of benchmark problem 2, Case 4, we
find that indeed Set-1 results are slightly better Set-2. For opti-
cally very thin medium, Case 2, the error components of Set-2 and
3 are very small, but the performance of Set-2 is better. Set-3, for
various optical thicknesses, with large deviatinge2(t0) and
e3(t0) components does not seem to be appropriate in comparison
to the other sets. Similarly, in Case 3, on the magnitude scale
Set-2 and 3 seem to be equivalent, but the performance of Set-2 is
better. Fort051, using one-term synthetic kernels, the integrated
errors aree1(1)520.013,e2(1)520.042, ande3(1)50.031 for
Set-1,e1(1)50, e2(1)50.1012, ande3(1)50.15 for Set-2 and
e1(1)50, e2(1)520.056, ande3(1)50.013 for Set-2 which
these alone are not very conclusive. However, the inspection of
the second spatial moments reveal that Set-2 should do better than
the others since it satisfies two of the spatial moments. For that
reason, it is believed that in almost all the cases,SK1 approxima-
tion using Set-2 showed better performance.

As shown in Fig. 2, two-term synthetic kernels, for Set-1,
though the magnitudes ofe1(t0) ande2(t0) are fairly large com-

Fig. 1 Variation of em as a function optical thickness using
one-term synthetic kernels with Set-1, 2, and 3 quadratures

Fig. 2 Variation of em as a function optical thickness using
two-term synthetic kernel with Set-1, 2, and 3 quadratures
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pared toe3(t0), all three of them converge zero fort0.4 where
it is expected to perform better. Whilee1(t0)50 in Set-2,e2(t0),
ande3(t0) are very large in the interval 0.2,t0,6, which indi-
cate that only outside the interval reasonable solutions can be
expected. Set-3, sincee1(t0)5e2(t0)50 is more likely to give
the best performance inSK2 approximation. The integrated errors
for t051 with two-term synthetic kernels, we havee1(1)5
20.0034, e2(1)50.0022 ande3(1)50.0016 for Set-1,e1(1)
50, e2(1)50.04 ande3(1)50.074 for Set-2 ande1(1)5e2(1)
50 ande3(1)50.014. These values indicate that the performance
of Set-3 should be better than those of Set-1 and 2 with Set-1
being as the second best alternative. Furthermore, the same trend
in the second moments are also observed, thus Set-3 inSK2 ap-
proximation emerges as the best choice. In fact in most of the
inhomogeneous scattering albedo cases Set-3 was the set that gave
the best results in comparison to the others.

5 Conclusion
The SKN equations for linearly anisotropically scattering inho-

mogeneous medium are derived and solved. TheSKN solutions
are compared with those of exact,S128 andP11 approximations for
homogeneous and inhomogeneous benchmark problems. Also an
error assessment strategy is outlined for low orderSKN approxi-
mations. The study concludes the following:

1 The SKN method is memory efficient and computationally
very cheap. For the presented benchmark problem, while the cpu
time for high order approximation such asSK5 is 1.21 sec, it is
14.35 seconds forS128 and 1129.3 sec for the exact solutions.
Additionally, this advantage of theSKN approximation is main-
tained for various problems, yielding solutions in 1–2 sec with
SK5 approximation.

2 The accuracy of theSKN method with any order of approxi-
mation basically depends on the requirement that the spatial mo-
ments of not onlyE1(x) but alsoE2(x) andE3(x) for the real and
approximate kernels are satisfied. With strong scattering albedo or
source term—S0(t) and S1(t)—variations in the medium, low
order approximations because of their inability to accurately rep-
resent the high order spatial moments will not yield as accurate
solutions as higher order approximations. In the benchmark prob-
lems considered, theSK1 approximation using Set-2 produces su-
perior results in comparison to using Set-1 and 3; with errors 1
percent or less for optically thin systems and errors up to 3 percent
for optically thick systems. In theSK2 approximation while Set-1
and 3 yield better results in optically thin medium, Set-1 is
slightly better in optically thick medium yielding errors less than 1
percent. ForSK3 approximations, in comparison to the exact so-
lutions using Set-3 yields errors less than 0.6 percent, Set-1 on the
order of 1 percent errors following it as the second best choice.
With high orderSKN approximations—such asSK4 , solutions
better than or comparable toS128 and P11 approximations are
obtained.

3 Scattering albedo affects the accuracy of the approximation
since it can amplify the magnitude of the source terms thereby
amplifying the magnitude of the errors encountered in low order
theSKN approximations. Thus, the method yields higher errors in
mostly scattering media. One way to overcome this problem is to
increase the order of the approximation. In the pure absorber limit
case,V0→0 andN→`, the Synthetic Kernel formulations given
with Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, for any quadrature set, yield the exact
integral equations; thus theSKN approximation solutions become
exact solutions.

4 Since three kernels are approximated, the choice of optimum
quadrature set becomes an important factor in low order approxi-
mations. In this study, an optimum quadrature set selection strat-
egy depending on the integrated errors of the exponential integral
functions is outlined. This strategy, though it gives a relative idea,
coupled with similar analysis for the spatial moments can be used
as an aid in determining the optimum quadrature set for a given
optical thickness.

5 The maximum errors in inhomogeneous problems are in the
cases where scattering albedo is large near wall 1 where the ap-
proximate kernels are grossly inaccurate. These errors, generally
showing up in the reflectivity values, are reduced with increasing
order of the approximation.
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Nomenclature

En(x) 5 nth order exponential integral function
G 5 dimensionless incident radiation (5g/(n2sTref

4 /p))
Gn(t) 5 functions defined by Eq.~16!

I 5 dimensionless radiative intensity (5 i /(n2sTref
4 /p))

Q 5 radiative heat flux
R 5 the reflectivity defined by Eq.~23!
S 5 dimensionless anisotropic source function

(5s/(n2sTref
4 /p))

S0(t) 5 source term defined by Eq.~8!
S1(t) 5 source term defined by Eq.~9!

T 5 temperature
a1 5 the coefficient of anisotropy

em(x) 5 integrated error formth order exponential integral
functions defined by Eq.~31!

f 1(t) 5 boundary term defined by Eq.~7!
f 2(t) 5 boundary term defined by Eq.~14!

g 5 incident radiation function
i 5 radiative intensity
n 5 refractive index of the medium
s 5 source function

sgn 5 the sign function
q 5 dimensionless radiative heat flux (5Q/(n2sTref

4 /p))
qn(t) 5 functions defined by Eq.~17!

x 5 space variable
wn 5 quadrature weights

Greek Symbols

G 5 transmissivity
V0 5 scattering albedo~5k/b!

b 5 extinction coefficient
« 5 wall emissivity
k 5 absorption coefficient
m 5 angular cosine

mn 5 quadrature abscissas
u 5 dimensionless temperature (5T/Tref)
r 5 diffusive wall reflectivity
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient
t 5 dimensionless optical variable (5bx)

t0 5 optical path
j 5 convergence criterion

Subscripts

1 5 boundary wall 1
2 5 boundary wall 2
n 5 nth component of theSKN equation

2 5 outgoing heat flux or intensity
1 5 incoming heat flux or intensity

Superscript

8 5 dummy integration variable

Appendix
The wall intensities can be determined from the formal solu-

tions given by Eqs.~3! and~4! in the following manner. By setting
t50 in Eq. ~4!, we obtain
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I 2~0,2m!5I 2~t0!e2t0 /m1E
0

t0 1

m
S~t8,2m!e2t8/mdt8 m.0

(A1)

by settingt5t0 in Eq. ~3!, we obtain

I 1~t0 ,m!5I 1~0!e2t0 /m1E
0

t0 1

m
S~t8,m!e~t82t0!/mdt8 m.0

(A2)

The intensity of radiation,I 1(0) for 0,m<1, leaving the wall at
t50 in the positivem direction is

I 1~0!5«1u1
412r1E

0

1

I 2~0,2m8!m8dm8 (A3)

substitution of Eq.~A1! into Eq. ~A3! and integration yields

I 1~0!5«1u1
412r1E3~t0!I 2~t0!12r1E

0

t0

@S0~t8!E2~t8!

2a1S1~t8!E3~t8!#dt8 (A4)

Similarly, the intensity of radiation,I 2(t0) for 21<m,0, leav-
ing the wall att5t0 in the negativem direction is

I 2~t0!5«2u2
412r2E

0

1

I 1~t0 ,m8!m8dm8 (A5)

Eq. ~A2! is substituted in Eq.~A5! to give

I 2~t0!5«2u2
412r2E3~t0!I 1~0!12r2E

0

t0

@S0~t8!E2~t02t8!

1a1S1~t8!E3~t02t8!#dt8 (A6)

Eqs.~A4! and~A6! constitute two simultaneous equations and two
unknowns—namely,I 1(0) andI 2(t0) wall intensities. The solu-
tion of these equations are used.
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The Zone Method: A New Explicit
Matrix Relation to Calculate the
Total Exchange Areas in
Anisotropically Scattering
Medium Bounded by
Anisotropically Reflecting Walls
A new explicit matrix relation for the calculation of the total exchange areas (TEA) in
emitting, absorbing and anisotropically scattering semi-transparent medium bounded by
emitting, absorbing and anisotropically reflecting walls has been established. It has been
used to directly determine the TEA as a function of radiative properties and geometry of
the medium and its boundaries. Computation calls for direct exchange areas (DEA) and
indirect exchange areas (IEA). A new definition of these exchange areas reduces their
integration order and provides practical energy balance relations for their computation in
the case of complex geometry elements. The new formulation is applied in the case of an
emitting, absorbing and linearly anisotropic scattering semi-transparent slab bounded by
black surfaces. This method is also applicable to nongray medium using the weighted sum
of gray gases model.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1481359#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Participating Media, Radiation, Scattering, View Factors

1 Introduction
The Zone Method, after Hottel and Sarofim@1#, consists of

decomposing a medium and its boundaries intoN isothermal sur-
face elements andM isothermal volume elements in order to com-
pute the net radiative flux exchanged between all of these ele-
ments by

Qzizj
5~ZiZj !n

2s~Ti
42Tj

4! (1)

where (ZiZj ) ~m2! is called theTotal Exchange Area~TEA! be-
tween thezi andzj elements. TEA represents the radiative power
exchanged between thezi andzj elements after:~i! direct transfer,
~ii! reflection onto surface elements, and~iii! scattering by volume
elements. In case of a gray medium, the TEA does not depend on
temperature. This particular case is the general field of application
of the zone method. This method is however also applicable to a
nongray medium using the weighted sum of gray gases model@2#,
but it is no more valid for semi-transparent media with tempera-
ture dependent radiative properties.

The aim of the zone method is to determine TEA as a function
of the radiative properties and the geometry of the medium and its
boundaries. J. J. Noble@3# proposed an explicit matrix relation for
calculating TEA in an isotropic scattering medium bounded by
opaque diffuse walls. In 1988, Tan and Lallemand@4# dealt with a
non-scattering plane layer bounded by opaque or semi-transparent
specular reflecting walls. Recently, Tan et al.@5# have extended
the latter study to radiative transfer in a two-layer isotropic scat-
tering semi-transparent composite bounded by specular reflecting
walls, with spectrally dependent radiative properties. In 1988,

Byun and Smith@6# developed the zone method for linearly an-
isotropic scattering medium. Their specific approach, however,
cannot be extended to other anisotropic phase functions. In 1994,
Yuen and Takara@7# formulated energy balances between surface
and volume elements in anisotropically scattering semi-
transparent medium bounded by opaque non-diffuse walls. In this
very general study, new characteristic exchange areas for calcu-
lating exchanged radiative fluxes were proposed. Finally, Ma@8#
validated the Yuen and Takara formulations to calculate the radia-
tive transfer in a linear anisotropically scattering wall bounded by
other black walls.

In studies dealing with anisotropically scattering media, TEA
has never been expressed as an explicit function of radiative prop-
erties and geometry of the medium and its boundaries. Moreover,
definition of characteristic exchange areas needs the numerical
evaluation of high order integrals. In this work, a general matrix
formulation of TEA is established from the global energy balance
relations formulated by Yuen and Takara@7# and according to a
similar approach to the one involved in the Noble analysis@3#.
Besides, new definitions of characteristics exchange areas are pro-
posed ~detailed presentation in@9#!. Finaly, interest of zone
method is discussed.

In what follows, an absorbing, emitting and scattering gray me-
dium bounded by absorbing, emitting and reflecting walls is con-
sidered. The medium is decomposed into M volume elements~of
volume Vi! called gi and its boundaries are discretized intoN
surface elements~of areaAi! calledsi .

2 The Zone Method in Emitting, Absorbing, and Iso-
tropically Scattering Medium Bounded by Emitting,
Absorbing, and Diffusely Reflecting Opaque Walls

2.1 Direct Exchange Areas. In isotropically scattering me-
dium, the TEA will be expressed in terms ofDirect Exchange
Area ~DEA!. Hottel and Sarofim@1# defined DEA between two
surface and/or volume elements

1Current address of the corresponding author: Laboratoire des Composites Ther-
mostructuraux, UMR 5801, Domaine Universitaire, 3 alle´e de la Boe´tie,
F 33600 Pessac, France.
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2001; revision received February 28, 2002. Associated Editor: J. P. Gore.
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~sisj !5E
Ai

E
Aj

e2br i j
cosf i cosf j

pr i j
2 dAidAj

~sigj !5E
Ai

E
Vj

be2br i j
cosf i cosf j

pr i j
2 dAidVj (2)

~gigj !5E
Vi

E
Vj

b2e2br i j
cosf i cosf j

pr i j
2 dVidVj

The DEA represents the part of energy emitted by azi ~si or gi!
element and absorbed by azj element, after direct transmission
between both elements. Many authors have used this formulation
to compute DEA for various geometries using different methods.
For example, Becker@10# gave analytic expressions in a parallel-
epipedic enclosure; Vercamen and Froment@11# proposed a nu-
merical evaluation by a Monte-Carlo method for different geom-
etries; Kim and Smith@12# dealt with cylindrical enclosure; and
Tucker @13# established abacus to estimate DEA in a rectangular
furnace.

Equations~2! call for 4th, 5th, and 6th order integrations~2nd
order for surface integration and 3rd order for volume integration!
to compute the surface-volume and volume-volume DEA. In
1990, Kheiri et al.@14# proposed a computation approach for
surface-volume and volume-volume DEA with a reduced integra-
tion order, using an exponential formulation of the absorption and
emission of radiative flux by volume elements~Fig. 1!

~sigj !5E
Ai

E
g j

e2br i j ~12e2bpj !
cosf i cosf j

pr i j
2 dAidg j

(3)

~gigj !5E
g i

E
g j

~12e2bpi !e2br i j ~1

2e2bpj !
cosf i cosf j

pr i j
2 dg idg j .

In these relations,g j represents the part of thegj boundary di-
rectly seen fromsi . Finally, Yuen and Takara@7# proposed prac-
tical formulations of surface integration using scalar vector
products

~sisj !5E
Ai

E
Aj

e2br i j
~nI i•rI i j !~rI i j •nI j !

pr i j
4 dAidAj

(4)

~sigj !5E
Ai

E
Vj

be2br i j
~nI i•rI i j !

pr i j
3 dAidVj

From these two improvements, a new expression of DEA can be
proposed using scalar vector products and the integration of radia-
tive flux over the boundariesG i andG j surrounding volume ele-
mentsgi andgj ~Fig. 2!

~sisj !5E
Ai

E
Aj

e2br i j
~nI i•rI i j !~rI i j •nI j !

pr i j
4 dAidAj

~sigj !5E
Ai

E
G j

e2br i j
~nI i•rI i j !~rI i j •nI j !

pr i j
4 dAidG j (5)

~gigj !5E
G i

E
G j

e2br i j
~nI i•rI i j !~rI i j •nI j !

pr i j
4 dG idG j

This definition of exchange areas reduces the order of integration
to four and, as it will be seen latter, provides energy balance
relations available in the case of complex geometry elements. A
similar approach will be used to define other characteristic areas.
In order to develop matrix formulations, all DEA are arranged in
a unique ((N1M )3(N1M )) matrix zz

Fig. 1 Difference in surface-volume direct exchange area
„DEA… definitions: „a… as defined by Hottel and Sarofin †1‡ Eq.
„2… or by Yuen and Takara †7‡ Eq. „4…; „b… as defined by Kheiri
et al. †14‡ Eq. „3…

Fig. 2 Direct exchange area „DEA… as defined in this work Eq.
„5…: „a… surface-surface DEA; „b… surface-volume DEA; and „c…
volume-volume DEA
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zz53
~s1s1! ... ~s1sN! ~s1g1! ... ~s1gM !

... ... ... ... ... ...

~sNs1! ... ~sNsN! ~sNg1! ... ~sNgM !

~g1s1! ... ~g1sN! ~g1g1! ... ~g1gM !

... ... ... ... ... ...

~gMs1! ... ~gMsN! ~gMg1! ... ~gMgM !

4 (6)

2.2 Total Exchange Areas. The radiative flux arriving onto
an elementzi ~si or gi! comes from all of surface and volume
elements

AiHsi
5(

p51

N

~spsi !Wsp
1(

q51

M

~gqsi !Wgq

(7a)

4bViHgi
5(

p51

N

~spgi !Wsp
1(

l 51

M

~gqgi !Wgq

In these relationsHzi
represents the radiative flux arriving onto the

zi element, andWzi
the radiative flux leaving thezi element. The

latter is composed of emission and reflection for thesi surface
element, or of emission and scattering for thegi volume element

Wsi
5« iEsi

1~12« i !Hsi (7b)
Wgi

5~12v!Egi
1vHgi

whereEzi
is the blackbody emissive power of thezi element and

v is the scattering albedo. The net radiative fluxQzi
lost by thezi

element is equal to the difference between the radiated flux leav-
ing from zi and arriving onto it

Qsi
5Ai~Wsi

2Hsi
!

(7c)
Qgi

54bVi~Wgi
2Hgi

!

Moreover, the TEAs~ZZ! are defined by writing the net radiating
flux Qzi

lost by thezi element in terms of blackbody emissive
power

Qsi
5« iAiEsi

2(
p51

N

~SpSi !Esp
2(

q51

M

~GqSi !Egq

(7d)

Qgi
54~12v!bViEgi

2(
p51

N

~SpGi !Esp
2(

q51

M

~GqGi !Egq

In Eq. ~7!, the reflection and scattering phenomena are formulated
by similar expressions@15#. Therefore, usingzi as a surface or a
volume element, Eqs.~7~a!–7~d!! simply lead to

ÂiHzi
5 (

k51

N1M

~zkzi !Wzk
(8a)

Wzi
5 «̂ iEzi

1~12 «̂ i !Hzi
(8b)

Qzi
5Âi~Wzi

2Hzi
! (8c)

Qzi
5 «̂ i ÂiEzi

2 (
k51

N1M

~ZkZi !Ezk
(8d)

In these relations,Âi and «̂ i are theRadiative Exchange Area
~REA! and theEmissive Total Rate~ETR! of the zi element re-
spectively. For thesi surface elements:Âi5Ai , «̂ i5« i ; and for
the gi volume elements:Âi54bVi , «̂ i512v. Then, it becomes
easy to formulate Eq.~8! using the matrix expressions

AÎ •HI 5zz•WI z (9a)

WI z5«Î •EI 1~ II2«Î !•HI (9b)

QI 5AÎ •~WI z2HI ! (9c)

QI 5~«Î •AÎ 2ZZ!•EI (9d)

whereAÎ represents the ((N1M )3(N1M )) diagonal matrix of
REA, «Î the ((N1M )3(N1M )) diagonal matrix of ETR andZZ
the ((N1M )3(N1M )) matrix of TEA

ZZ53
~S1S1! ¯ ~S1SN! ~S1G1! ¯ ~S1GM !

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~SNS1! ¯ ~SNSN! ~SNG1! ¯ ~SNGM !

~G1S1! ¯ ~G1SN! ~G1G1! ¯ ~G1GM !

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~GMS1! ¯ ~GMSN! ~GMG1! ¯ ~GMGM !

4
(10)

Finally, Eqs.~9~a!–9~d!! are combined to obtain the explicit ma-
trix relation for the calculation of TEA

ZZ5«Î •AÎ •@AÎ 2zz•~ II2«Î !#21
•zz•«̂ (11)

This relation is simpler than the Noble matrix expression@3#, and
is equivalent to the one proposed by Naraghi and Chung@15#,
obtained from a stochastic approach~multiple Markov chain
theory!. This result validates our approach in the particular case of
an isotropically scattering medium.

2.3 Reciprocity and Energy Balance Relations. The defi-
nition of DEA and TEA allows the reciprocity relations

~zizj !5~zjzi ! ~ZiZj !5~ZjZi ! (12)

These relations imply symmetry for the DEA and TEA matrices.
Otherwise, elementary energy balance relations are used to com-
pute surface-volume and volume-volume DEA from surface-
surface DEA calculated on a volume element boundary.

~sigj !5(
q51

Nj

~siG jq! (13a)

~gigj !5(
p51

Ni

(
q51

Nj

~G ipG jq! (13b)

In these relations,G i j represents thej th surface element of thei th
volume element boundary. This kind of relation is very practical
to compute DEA between complex geometry elements such as, for
instance, those resulting from an unstructured mesh. Finally, the
global energy balance relations are written in terms of DEA and
TEA

Âi5 (
k51

N1M

~zizk! (14a)

«̂ i Âi5 (
k51

N1M

~ZiZk! (14b)

3 The Zone Method in Emitting, Absorbing, and An-
isotropically Scattering Medium Bounded by Emitting,
Absorbing, and Anisotropically Reflecting Opaque
Walls

3.1 Indirect Exchange Areas. In an anisotropically scatter-
ing medium, the TEA will be expressed in terms of aDirect Ex-
change Area~DEA! and anIndirect Exchange Area~IEA!. The
IEA represents the part of power emitted by thezi element and
absorbed by thezj element, after:~i! direct transfer betweenzi and
zk , ~ii! reflection by thesk surface elementor scattered by thegk
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volume element, and~iii! direct transfer betweenzk andzj ~Fig. 3
and Fig. 4!. For the reflection by thesk surface element, IEAs are
defined by

~sisksj !5E
Ai

E
Ak

E
Aj

e2br ikrk9~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI ik•nI k!~nI k•rI k j!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
4 r k j

4 dAidAkdAj

~siskgj !5E
Ai

E
Ak

E
G j

e2br ikrk9~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI ik•nI k!~nI k•rI k j!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
4 r k j

4 dAidAkdG j

(15)

~giskgj !5E
G i

E
Ak

E
G j

e2br ikrk9~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI ik•nI k!~nI k•rI k j!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
4 r k j

4 dG idAkdG j

In these relations,rk9(u ik j ) denotes the bidirectional reflection co-
efficient of thesk surface element. Equations~15! are equivalent
to the expressions of Yuen and Takara@17# written in terms of
volume integration for (siskgj ) and (giskgj ). In the case of iso-
tropic reflecting boundaries,rk9(u ik j )5rk /p, whererk represents
the bihemispherical reflection coefficient ofsk surface element
and Eq.~15! leads to

~ziskzj !5
~zisk!rk~skzj !

Ak
(16)

For the scattering by agk volume element, IEA are defined by

~sigksj !5E
Ai

E
Vk

E
Aj

e2br ikvbF~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
3 r k j

3 dAidVkdAj

~sigkgj !5E
Ai

E
Vk

E
G j

e2br ikvbF~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
3 r k j

3 dAidVkdG j (17)

~gigkgj !5E
G i

E
Vk

E
G j

e2br ikvbF~u ik j !

3e2br k j
~nI i•rI ik!~rI k j•nI j !

pr ik
3 r k j

3 dG idVkdG j

In these relations,F(u ik j ) denotes the phase function of the me-
dium. Equations~17! are equivalent to expressions from Yuen and
Takara@7# written in terms of volume integration for (sigkgj ) and
(gigkgj ). In the case of an isotropically scattering medium,
F(u ik j )51 and the Eq.~17! leads to

~zigkzj !5
~zigk!~12v!~gkzj !

4bVk
(18)

3.3 Total Exchange Areas. For convenience, theIndirect
Exchange Rates~IER! must be defined

~ziskzj
0!5

~ziskzj !

~skzj !
~zigkzj

0!5
~zigkzj !

~gkzj !
(19)

The radiative flux leaving thezi element in the direction of thezj
element is denoted byWzizj

. This flux is composed of emission
and reflection for thesi surface element, or by emission and scat-
tering for thegi volume element

Wsisj
5« iEsi

1(
p51

N

~spsisj
0!Wspsi

1(
q51

M

~gqsisj
0!Wgqsi

Wsigj
5« iEsi

1(
p51

N

~spsigj
0!Wspsi

1(
q51

M

~gqsigj
0!Wgqsi

(20a)

Wgisj
5~12v!Egi

1(
p51

N

~spgisj
0!Wspgi

1(
q51

M

~gqgisj
0!Wgqgi

Fig. 3 „s is kg j… reflective indirect exchange area „IEA…

Fig. 4 „s ig kg j… scattering indirect exchange area „IEA…
Fig. 5 Application: purely anisotropic scattering layer
bounded by black walls
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Wgigj
5~12v!Egi

1(
p51

N

~spgigj
0!Wspgi

1(
q51

M

~gqgigj
0!Wgqgi

The net radiative flux lost by thezi element is equal to the differ-
ence between the radiative flux leavingzi and arriving onto it

Qsi
5(

p51

N

~sisp!@Wsisp
2Wspsi

#1(
q51

M

~sigq!@Wsigq
2Wgqsi

#

(20b)

Qgi
5(

p51

N

~gisp!@Wgsisp
2Wspgi

#1(
q51

M

~gigq!@Wgigq
2Wgqgi

#

Moreover, TEAs are always defined by writing the net radiated
flux lost by thezi element in terms of blackbody emissive power

Qsi
5« iAiEsi

2(
p51

N

~SpSi !Esp
2(

q51

M

~GqSi !Egq

(20c)

Qgi
54~12v!bViEgi

2(
p51

N

~SpGi !Esp
2(

q51

M

~GqGi !Egq

In Eq. ~20!, the reflection and scattering phenomena are formu-
lated by similar expressions. Consequently, usingzi as a surface
or volume element, Eqs.~20! simply lead to

Wzizj
5 «̂ iEzi

1 (
k51

N1M

~zkzizj
0!Wzkzi

(21a)

Qzi
5 (

k51

N1M

~zizk!@Wzizk
2Wzkzi

# (21b)

Qzi
5 «̂ i ÂiEzi

2 (
k51

N1M

~ZkZi !Ezk
(21c)

Then, it becomes easy to formulate Eq.~21! under the matrix
expressions

WI zz5P•«Î •E1zzz0•LI •WI zz (22a)

QI 5zz0
•~ II2LI !•WI zz (22b)

QI 5~«Î •Â2ZZ!•E (22c)

wherezzz0 represents ((N1M )23(N1M )2) matrix of IER:

zzz053
. . . . . .

. . . . . .

~z1zkz1
0! . . . ~z1zkzN1M

0 !

. . . . . . . . .

~z1zkzN1M
0 ! . . . ~zN1MzkzN1M

0 !

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

4 (23)

In these relations,zz0 denotes a new matrix arrangement of DEA,
I represents the identity matrix, andL and P the transformation
matrices~Appendix 1!. Finally Eqs.~22~a!–22~c!! are combined
to obtain an explicit matrix relation to calculate TEA

ZZ5«Î •Â2zz0
•~ II2L !•~ II2zzz0•L !21

•P•«Î (24)

In the case of an isotropic scattering medium bounded by isotropic
reflecting walls, IER are computed by Eqs.~16,18,19!

~zizkzj
0!5

~zizk!~12 «̂k!

Âk

(25)

and Eq.~24! leads to Eq.~11!.

3.4 Reciprocity and Energy Balance Relations. The reci-
procity relations of TEA and DEA~Eq. ~12!! are obviously still
valid. Besides, ifr9(u ik j )5r9(u jki) andF(u ik j )5F(u jki), then
the IEA satisfy reciprocity relations

~sizksj !5~sjzksi ! (26)

These relations imply symmetry for the IEA matrix but not for the
IER matrix. Elementary energy balance relations are used to com-
pute surface-volume and volume-volume IEA from surface-
surface IEA calculated on a volume element boundary

~sizkgj !5(
q51

Nj

~sizkG jq! ~gizkgj !5(
p51

Ni

(
q51

Nj

~G ipzkG jq!

(27)

Finally, global energy balances are written in terms of IEA

~zizk!~12 «̂k!5 (
j 51

N1M

~zizkzj ! (28)

4 Application
A purely anisotropic scattering layer (v51) bounded by black

walls is considered~Fig. 5!. The medium is decomposed intoM
volume elements numbered from 1 toM and its boundaries are
decomposed intoN52 surface elementss1 ands2 . Layer thick-
ness is denoted bye and the volume element thickness byDz
5e/M . Each volume elementgi is confined byNi52 virtual
surface elementsG i andG i 11 located at coordinateszi andzi 11 .
Consequently:s15G1 ands25GM11 . An anisotropic linear phase
function is set to the medium:F511x cosuikj . The aim of this
application is to compute the total exchange areaS1S1 in order to
compare results to reference ones.

The DEA between anyG i and G j surface elements~nI i and nI j
in opposite directions! of the wall is calculated by the classical
relation @1#

~G iG j !52E3~bDzi j ! (29)

where E3(t)5*0
1me2t/mdm is the 3rd order integro-exponential

function, andDzi j 5uzj2zi u the distance between both surface
elements. Direct application of this relation betweens1 and s2
yields

~s1s2!5~G1GM11! (30)

The elementary energy balance relations~Eq. ~13!! are then used
to compute surface-volume and volume-surface DEA
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~s1gj !5~G1G j !2~G1G j 11!

~s2gj !5~GM11G j !2~GM11G j 11! (31)

~gigj !5~G i 11G j !2~G i 11G j 11!2~G iG j !1~G iG j 11!

Reciprocity relations~Eq. ~12!! allow to complete extra-diagonal
terms of DEA matrix. Finally, the DEA global energy balance
relations~Eq. ~14!! are used to compute (sisi) and (gigi)

~sisi !512 (
k51
kÞ i

N1M

~sizk! ~gigi !54bDz2 (
k51
kÞ i

N1M

~gizk! (32)

In the case of black boundaries, reflective IEA are equal to zero:
(ziskzj )50. Moreover, scattering IEA between any surface ele-
mentsG i , andG j of the wall is calculated by the relation

~G igkG j !5
v

4bDz
4I G i•gk•G j

(33)

where geometric integralI G i ,gk ,G j
is given by

I G i ,gk ,G i
5E

0

1E
0

1

e2b@Dzki /m i1Dzk j /m j #@12e2bDz/m i#w~m i ,m j !

3@12e2bDz/m j#m im jdm idm j (34)

and linear anisotropic phase function integrated over azimuth vari-
able yields

w~m i ,m j !5H zi,zk,zj : 11xm im j

zi ,zj,zk or zk,zi ,zj : 12xm im j
(35)

Direct application of Eq.~33! betweens1 ands2 yields

~s1gks2!5~G1gkGM11! (36)

Then, elementary energy balance relations~Eq. ~27!! are used to
compute surface-volume and volume-surface IEA

Table 1 Total exchange area S1S1 in purely anisotropic scattering slab, computed with: i M
Ä20,ii : MÄ30,iii : MÄ100 volume elements. Three significant digits for the results of †16‡, †17‡,
and †8‡; four significant digits for the others.
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~s1gkgj !5~G1G j !2~G1G j 11!

~s2gkgj !5~GM11G j !2~GM11G j 11! (37)

~gigkgj !5~G i 11G j !2~G i 11G j 11!2~G iG j !2~G iG j 11!

Reciprocity relations~Eq. ~26!! allow to complete extra-diagonal
terms of IEA matrix. Finally, global energy balance relations~Eq.
~28!! are used to compute (zigjgj ) and (gigigi) DEA

~zigjgj !5~zigj !v2 (
k51
kÞ j

N1M

~zigjzk! ~ iÞ j !

(38)

~gigigi !5~gigi !v2 (
k51
kÞ i

N1M

~gjgizk!

The symmetry of the wall provides relations between exchange
areas. Using this relations reduces the number of DEA and IEA
calculations. TEA are computed using the explicit matrix relation
~Eq. ~24!!. The global energy balance~Eq. ~14!! provides a vali-
dation of the results. Numerical values are compared to reference
data in Table I, for different wall optical thicknesst5be and
different anisotropic factorx values.

The calculated value ofS1S1 compares very well with those
obtained by various methods such as: previous versions of zone
method@6,8#, analytical solution@16,19#, successive approxima-
tions @17#, the normal mode expansion technique@18# and an it-
erative approach with spherical harmonics method used for the
initial guess@20#. A large number of elements is chosen to provide
a reference solution with Eq.~11! in the case of an isotropic
scattering wall. Forx50, S1S1 calculated with the isotropic sim-
plification ~Eq. ~25!! is close toS1S1 calculated with the complete
formulation of scattering IEA~Eq. ~17!!, both being in good
agreement with results obtained by Eq.~11!. In the other cases,
Eq. ~24! provides good results with a moderate number of ele-
ments, which has to be increased, of course, when the optical
thickness increases.

5 Advantages of the Zone Method
The advantage of the zone method appears clearly when solv-

ing a nonstationary~either coupled or not!heat transfer problem.
In this case, the temperature field is the solution of both coupled
partial derivative equations, energy equation and radiative transfer
equation:

¹qR5rC
]T

]t
(39)

¹ i ~M ,DW !5~12v!b i b~M ,DW !1
vb

4p E
4p

F~DW ,DW 8!i ~M ,DW 8!dV8

(40)

whereqR represents the radiative flux

qR5E
4p

i ~M ,DW !DW dV (41)

The numerical solution of this problem is generally obtained using
a spatial mesh of the domain and a directional discretisation of the
radiant intensity. Both partial derivative equations are formulated
in terms of discrete algebrical equations for each element and each
direction. Then, a numerical procedure leads to the radiant inten-
sity i i j 5 i (Mi ,DW j ) and the temperatureTi5T(Mi), for each node
Mi and each directionDW j . This computation has to be done for
each time step.

Using the zone method, the radiative source on each isothermal
element at the temperatureTi is directly expressed in terms of
TEAs

¹qR5
1

Vi
(
k51

N1M

~ZkZi !n
2s~Tk

42Ti
4! (42)

The numerical solution is then obtain by:~i! computing the com-
plete total exchange area matrix; and~ii! solving the energy equa-
tion for each time step.

The zone method only requires the spatial decomposition of the
domain ~the directional behavior of the radiant intensity is inte-
grated in the TEAs computation!, whereas others methods addi-
tionally require the directional discretisation of the radiant inten-
sity. It is the reason why the zone method leads to accurate results.
Moreover, the relations developped in this work allow an explicit
determination of the TEAs as a function of the radiative properties
and the geometry of the medium and its boundaries. These TEAs
can be directly used to compute the radiative source. It is the
advantage of these explicit relations. Finally, to solve the non-
stationary problem, TEAs are computed before the time iterations,
as an initialising procedure, and then used at each time step. It is
the reason why the zone method allows a quick numerical deter-
mination of the temperature in the case of nonstationary heat
transfer. This advantage is much more important for solving
coupled heat transfer problems@2,4,5,9#.

6 Conclusion
A new explicit matrix relation for the calculation of TEA in

emitting, absorbing and anisotropic scattering semi-transparent
medium bounded by emitting, absorbing and anisotropically re-
flecting walls has been established. It allows the computation of
TEA as a function of the radiative properties and the geometry of
the medium and its boundaries. This method is applicable to non-
gray medium, using the weighted sum of gray gases model. More-
over, new formulations of DEA and IEA have been proposed.
They enable the computation of the characteristic exchange areas
in the case of complex elements like unstructured meshes. At our
knowledge, such an application of the zone method has never
been dealt with so far. It provides a large range of investigation for
a method which has always been considered as a reference one in
terms of accuracy.

Appendix 1

Definition of Matrixes zz0, L , and P. Transformed DEA
matrix zzo((N1M )3(N1M )2) is defined by

zz053
s1zj 0

¯ 0

0 sNzj

g1zj 0

0 ¯

0 gMzj

4
with

sizj5@~sis1! ¯ ~sisN!u~sig1! ¯ ~sigM !#

gizj5@~gis1! ¯ ~gisN!u~gig1! ¯ ~gigM !#

The vector of radiative outgoing fluxWI zz((N1M )231) and the
transformed vector of radiative outgoing fluxWI zz

f ((N1M )231)
are defined by

WI zz5F WI s1zj

¯

WI sNzj

WI g1zj

¯

WI gMzj

G WI zz
f 53

WI zis1

f

¯

WI zisN

f

WI zig1

f

¯

WI zigM

f
4
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with WI zizj
5F Wziz1

¯

WzizN1M

G and WI zizj

f 5F Wz1zj

¯

WzN1Mzj

G
Then matrixL((N1M )23(N1M )2) transformsWI zz to WI zz

f by

WI zz
f 5L•WI zz

Moreover, the vector of blackbody emissive powerE((N1M )
31) and the transformed vector of blackbody emissive power
Ef((N1M )231) are defined by

E5F Es1

¯

EsN

Eg1

¯

EgM

G Ef5F Es1
IIN1M

¯

EsN
IIN1M

Eg1
IIN1M

¯

EgM
IIN1M

G
where IIN1M represents the ((N1M )31) identity vector. Then,
matrix P((N1M )23(N1M )) transformsE into Ef by

Ef5P•E

In practice, it is not necessary to storeL and P matrixes but
simply to program the transformations they do.

Nomenclature2

Quantities

Â 5 Radiative Exchange Area~REA!, m2

«̂ 5 Emissive Total Rate~ETR!
C 5 specific heat, J/kg K

Dz 5 volume elements thickness, m
c 5 wall thickness, m

Ezi 5 blackbody emissive power ofzi ele-
ment, W/m2

Hzi 5 radiative flux arriving ontozi ele-
ment, W/m2

i 5 radiant intensity, W/m2 sr
i b 5 blackbody radiant intensity, W/m2 sr
II 5 identity matrix
n 5 refractive index

ni 5 normal vector ofi th differential sur-
face element,

N, M 5 number of surface and volume ele-
ments respectively

Ni 5 surface elements number ofG i
V 5 solid angle, sr
pj 5 distance acrossgj volume element in

the direction defined byr i j , m
qR 5 radiative flux, W/m2

Qzi 5 net radiative flux lost byzi element,
W

Qzizj 5 net radiative flux exchanged between
zi andzj elements, W

r 5 density, kg/m3

r9 5 bidirectional reflection coefficient
r i j 5 distance between two differential

elements, m
u ik j 5 angle between incident and reflected

~or scattered!ray, rad
Wzi 5 radiative flux leavingzi element,

W/m2

Wzizj 5 radiative flux leavingzi element in
direction ofzj element, W/m2

zz 5 Direct Exchange Area~DEA!, m2

zz0 5 DEA matrix with peculiar arrange-
ment, m2

ZZ 5 Total Exchange Area~TEA!, m2

zzz 5 Indirect Exchange Area~IEA!, m2

zzz0 5 Indirect Exchange Rate~IER!

Elements

g j 5 part of G j boundary surface element
directly seen fromzi element

G i 5 boundary surface ofgi volume ele-
ment

G i j 5 j th part ofG i boundary surface ele-
ment

s, S 5 surface element
g, G 5 volume element
z, Z 5 generalized notation for elements

General features

~quantity into brackets! 5 scalar value of exchange area
underline type quantity5 vector or matrix
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Bubble Dynamic Parameters and
Pool Boiling Heat Transfer on
Plasma Coated Tubes in
Saturated R-134a and R-600a
An optical method for measuring the bubble dynamic data subject to an isolated bubble
model is presented at low heat flux~q<1 kW/m2!; while the operating heat fluxes are up
to 30 kW/m2. By simultaneous measurements of departure diameters, velocities, frequen-
cies and nucleation site densities, the heat transfer contribution of an individual active
site is evaluated. A single phase heat transfer correlation was used to model the present
heat transfer data. The test specimens consisted of tubes with porous copper (Cu) and
molybdenum (Mo) plasma coated surfaces. The porosity («), the thickness of the porous
layer (d), and the mean pore diameter (h) of the tested tubes are the following: 0.055
<«<0.057, 100<d<300mm, and 3<h<4 mm. The tests were carried out using
R-134a and R-600a as working fluid at a saturation temperature of 18°C and with low
and moderate heat fluxes (<1 kW/m2) for boiling visualization and related measurements
(<30 kW/m2). @DOI: 10.1115/1.1481360#
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1 Introduction
It is known that nucleate boiling is characterized by the forma-

tion of vapor bubbles from fixed sites randomly distributed on a
heating surface. Moreover, enhanced boiling surfaces would gen-
erally create more bubbles and, consequently, result in a higher
heat transfer performance. Although plenty of studies of boiling
heat transfer have been devoted to enhanced surfaces@1–6#, due
to the highly complex nature of boiling and difficulty in measure-
ments such as the determination of key boiling parameters such as
bubble departure diameter, velocity, frequency, and active nucle-
ation site density, aspects of the boiling heat transfer mechanisms
on enhanced surfaces remain unclear.

Previous studies have employed several photographic tech-
niques to determine the above-stated bubble dynamic data. Few of
them have applied the data to predict each component of the total
heat flux ~latent heat, natural convection, and micro convection!
as well as to validate their boiling models.

Barthau@7# proposed an optical method for measuring the ac-
tive nucleation size density on a tube immersed in R-114 at vari-
ous pressures. The heat transfer contribution of an individual ac-
tive site is found to decrease with increasing pressure and to
decrease strongly with increasing heat flux. Small increases of the
bubble departure diameter and of the bubble frequency have been
observed with increasing heat flux.

Ammerman et al.@8# developed a unique method to determine
the vapor volumetric flow rate as well as boiling dynamic data
above a heated wire within a saturated liquid FC-72 utilizing a
single photograph and Laser-Doppler anemometry. Overall contri-
butions to the total heat flux from four nucleate boiling heat trans-
fer mechanisms were determined.

In recent years, environmental concerns over the use of CFCs
as working fluids in refrigeration and air-conditioning plants have
led to the development of alternative fluids. Among these alterna-
tives, R-134a and R-600a are used as substitutes for the com-
monly used CFC-12. Moreover, considerable effort has recently

been made to find ways to design more compact and efficient
evaporators for the process and refrigeration industries based on
CFCs/non-CFCs. Industries are currently undergoing a massive
conversion process from CFC to HFC~like R-134a!or HC ~like
R-600a!. The conversion establishes a need for refrigerant data on
the substitute refrigerants such as R-134a and R-600a used in this
study.

In spite of foregoing merits, these methods~e.g., Barthau@7#
and Ammerman et al.@8#! have the disadvantage of being limited
to either special types of fluids or to special types of heating
surfaces. Therefore, more accurate and detailed study of the
bubble dynamic data especially for bubble departure velocity from
coated enhanced surfaces in R-134a and R-600a are needed.
Mertz et al. @9# reported an experimental study for tubes with
wires in compact two phase heat exchangers. Very recently, Hsieh
and Yang@10# performed a series of pool nucleate boiling heat
transfer experiments from coated surfaces with porous copper
~Cu! and molybdenum~Mo! and helically wrapped with wire on
copper surfaces immersed in saturated R-134a and R-600a.

This paper is a continuation of the work of Hsieh and Yang@10#
to broaden our fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of
pool boiling heat transfer on plasma coated tubes in saturated
R-134a and R-600a.

2 LDV Measurements and Videography

2.1 LDV Measurements for Bubble Velocity and Bubble
Departure Frequency. The present system is a commercial two
color, four beam DANTEC fringe-type LDV system, operated in
the backward scatter mode, with the general layout shown in Fig.
1 which is similar to that of Hsieh et al.@11#. Standard DANTEC
553 modular optics and a model Stabilite 2016 4W Special Phys-
ics Ar1 laser are mounted on a two-dimensional, traversing sys-
tem. Two separate LDV channels are formed by use of color sepa-
ration of beams with wavelengths 514.5 nm~green light! and
488.0 nm~blue light!. These two beams form orthogonal fringes
by means of a standard DANTEC two channel optical train. These
two sets of fringes allow the simultaneous measurement of two
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orthogonal velocity components. The transverse velocity compo-
nent is measured using the 488.0 nm beam, while the 514.5 nm
beam measures a streamwise velocity component. A combined
counter-type signal processor~Dantec model 57H00! with func-
tions of counter, buffer interface and coincidence filter, which is
interfaced with a LEO~Intel-486!PC in the direct access mode,
was employed for data processing. Statistical data were based on
a sample size of 320,000 measurements with a sampling fre-
quency of approximately 400 samples/s, from which the time-
averaged values were determined.

The laser-Doppler signal from the photomultiplier was fed to a
signal processor and then measured with a frequency counter. The
digital value of the Doppler frequency shiftf D , the characteristic
wavelength of the laserl, and the half-angle between the beams
u/2 are translated to streamwiseu and transversev velocity com-
ponents, respectively, by the equation:

u/or v5
lu/or v f D

2 sin~u/2!
(1)

Data were taken whenever a signal was validated. Moreover,
the departure frequency of the bubble can be simultaneously
measured.

In addition, various sources of uncertainty contribute to the
random and system errors in the mean velocity measurements.
These include index of refraction effects that alter the half-angle
between the beams and the optical probe volume location; veloc-
ity bias, filter bias, and velocity gradient broadening; and finite
size of the data samples. The visual optical probe volume posi-
tioning uncertainty was kept less than60.01 mm by the careful
determination of an initial reference location and using stepping
motors with incremental steps equal to 50mm.

2.2 Videography for Bubble Dynamic Parameters„db and
n…. A JVC Model Gr-DVM 70 gated, intensified, high resolution
CCD video camera with a motion analyzing system was used to
visualize the boiling phenomena in the test sections as also shown
in Fig. 1. This system was used to capture single-frame images of
vapor bubbles above the heated surface, and it can provide images
at a speed of 30 frames per second. Such a technique is the same
as the work reported by Ammerman et al.@8#. The illumination
provided by one LPL-BROM CINE 500 W floodlight was filtered
through a diffuser for the videography. The field of view is 18
35.5 mm in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Video images were synchronized and transferred to an IBM 586
PC, where they were digitized by a 6403480 frame grabber board
and analyzed by image processing software. There are eleven po-
sitions ~points! to be measured~one value/measured point! as in-
dicated in Fig. 1. Unlike Hsieh and Yang@10#, a single photo
method following Ammerman et al.@8# was applied to analyze the
present measuring data to obtain the bubble departure diameter.
The nucleation site density was measured for different heat fluxes
by photographing the test tubes with a high speed camera at 30
frames/s. The flash duration used was less than 50 nanoseconds
and the camera is capable of shutter speeds up to 1/500th of a
second. The photograph was projected on a screen to obtain suf-
ficient magnification, and the bubbles corresponding to nucleation
sites on the surface were thus counted.

3. Experimental Setup and Procedure

3.1 Test Facility and Test Section. The experimental appa-
ratus, including the measurement positions, is similar to that of
Hsieh and Yang@10#. It consists of a rectangular container with
the dimensions of 30033703300 mm made of stainless steel~see

Fig. 1 Photography technique and LDV facility schematic for recording bubble dynamic data
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Fig. 2 for details!. Saturated nucleate pool boiling data were taken
on a smooth tube and two plasma coated tubes with R-134a and
R-600a as working fluids. More than six runs for each tube were
conducted. Some of these tests were repeated after several months
to verify the reproducibility. The tested tube was designed to

simulate a portion of a typical rod in a refrigerant-flooded evapo-
rator. It was fabricated from a copper tube. The test specimen is
soldered to a flange at one end of the tank. The copper tubes were
20 mm in outer diameter, with an inner diameter of 12 mm. Each
cartridge heater was 220 mm long with an actual heated length of

Fig. 2 „a… Test section; „b… Thermocouple positions and test specimen

Table 1 The specification and dimensions of the present coated tubes studied
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210 mm and 11.95 mm in diameter with a maximum power output
378 W and was inserted into the copper tube. The test section
included both smooth and treated surfaces.

Both increasing and decreasing heat flux of boiling data were
obtained but only the data for decreasing heat flux are shown.
Table 1 depicts the dimensions of the test tubes. The tubes with
coated surfaces were provided by Metal Industrial Research and
Development Center~MIRDC! of Taiwan. Because one of the
objectives is to investigate the surface roughness effect on boiling
behavior, the tested surfaces including smooth surfaces were ex-
amined by an SEM. Figure 3 shows these results. The character-
istics of the coated surfaces~e.g., the porosity~«!, thickness of

layer ~d!, and the surface roughness~Ra!!were calculated follow-
ing the same procedure as indicated by Hsieh and Yang@10#. The
r.m.s. roughness values~Ra! in the circumferential direction
ranged from 0.07mm for the smooth tubes~S! to 7.84mm for the
tubes coated with copper~Cu!, the corresponding porosity~«!
from 0 to 0.057 and mean pore diameter~d! 0 to 4 mm, Table 1.
Boiling on the heated surfaces was illuminated, photographed and
measured through windows at the sides of the apparatus. Tube
wall and pool bulk temperatures were also measured.

3.2 Experimental Procedure. The primary measurements
consist of tube wall and pool bulk temperatures, and the power to

Fig. 3 SEM observations for test tubes
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the heater. FourT type sheath thermocouples with diameters of
1.1 mm as shown by Hsieh and Yang@10# located at the middle of
the tube are used to measure the tube wall temperature. FourT
type thermocouples, two just right above the tube surface, one
positioned at the center and one at the end of the tube length,
respectively, are used to measure the pool temperature, and the
liquid was maintained at its saturation temperature at the corre-
sponding operating pressures. The temperature difference between
these two points was within60.1°C at the maximum power input.
A variac-controlled AC power supply, a current shunt~15 V with
1 percent accuracy!, and two precision multimeters, one for cur-
rent and one for voltage measurement, provided the measurement
and control of the input of electric power with an accuracy of61
percent. The other two thermocouples were used to measure the
vapor temperature and were positioned along the tube about 10
and 105 mm respectively above the liquid free surface~see Hsieh
and Yang@10# for details!.

Prepared test sections were cleaned with chlorinol and water
and finally with acetone. The tank was cleaned with acetone be-
fore each run. Once the evaporator tube was installed, the system
was evacuated to a pressure of about 30 Pa. If no leaks were
detected over a 24 h interval, the evaporator was charged with the
working fluid from a reservoir to a level of 60 mm above the top
of the tube. This resulted in a vapor pressure of about 537 kPa
~R-134a!and 284 kPa~R-600a!, respectively.

The power was applied to the pool to degas the test fluids at a
heat flux of 30 kW/m2 for 1.5 h and 1 h, respectively. The satu-
ration temperature at the measured pressure was compared to the

pool temperature measured by the thermocouples~within
60.1°C!. The power supplied to the test section was gradually,
and slowly, reduced to zero. The test pool was maintained close to
the saturation temperature with an auxiliary heater for about 40
min; then the heater was switched off to minimize convective
effects. The heating power supplied to the test section was slowly
and gradually increased to almost 30 kW/m2 for heat transfer
measurements. Due to the bubble coalescence at high heat fluxes,
boiling visualization tests were employed for only heat fluxes up
to 1 kW/m2. Both increasing and decreasing heat flux data were
taken in order to obtain more accurate data and to observe boiling
hysteresis~not shown!. For the decreasing data, the heat flux was
reduced from 30 kW/m2 in pre-determined steps by means of a
variac. It generally took about 30 min to achieve steady-state con-
ditions after the power level was changed. A steady-state condi-
tion was assumed when the temperatures in the center of the test
tube did not vary by more than 0.1°C over 2 min.

During all the tests, the saturation temperature was kept near
18°C for both R-134a and R-600a, respectively. Test liquids were
carefully prepared and kept clean to avoid the contamination;
however, uncontrolled contamination may still occur. More de-
tailed relevant properties of the refrigerants in this study can be
found in Hsieh and Yang@10#. All the data were obtained and
reduced with a computer-controlled data acquisition system.
Room temperature was maintained at 25°C, so that heat losses
from the test section were almost constant during all experiments.

Fig. 3 „continued …
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4 Data Reduction and Uncertainty Analysis
For each power input, the heat transfer coefficient was calcu-

lated on the basis of bulk fluid saturation temperature (Tsat), tube
heat flux (q), and the average value (Tavg) of the four tube wall
temperatures. The heat transfer coefficient at each power input
was then calculated, followingh5Q/ bA(Tavg2Tsat) c.

Using the method of Kline and McClintock@12#, uncertainty
estimates were made considering the errors of the instruments, the
measurement variance, geometry uncertainty and calibration er-
rors for the heat flux, temperature, and bubble dynamic parameter
measurements. The uncertainty in the wall superheat was domi-
nated by the uncertainty in the wall temperature measurements.
The values of the four wall temperatures were recorded and com-
pared to examine variation caused either by nonuniformities in the
cartridge heater or by the test tube soldering and assembly proce-
dure. Wall superheat uncertainty can be attributed primarily to
thermocouple calibration~60.1°C! and temperature correction
from the thermocouple reading to the reference surface. The maxi-
mum variation of the four measured wall temperatures was
60.3°C at the maximum heat flux~>30 kW/m2!. The uncertainty
in the saturation temperature was estimated to be less than
60.1°C.

Substrate conduction heat losses were quantified at different
heat flux conditions by solving three-dimensional conduction
problems with a finite-difference solver. This loss varied between
10.2 % and 0.2 % for heat flux conditions between 0.8 kW/m2 to
30 kW/m2, respectively. The other primary contributor to heat flux
uncertainty was heated surface area. For instance, it is about64
% for Tube 3~Cu! coated surface atq50.8 kW/m2. Combining
these effects lead to overall uncertainty estimates in heat flux of
11.2 % at the lowest heat input. Based on these uncertainties, it
indicates the uncertainty of the wall heat transfer coefficient to be
about615 % atq50.8 kW/m2.

Accuracy of the bubble diameter measurements is estimated to
be within 61.9 %/ or60.6 % at the minimum/or maximum heat
flux with an extreme high space resolution~;9.5 nm! of CCD
camera. The uncertainty in the number of bubbles was found
within 67.1 % for the minimum and64.9 % for the maximum
heat flux. Uncertainty estimates for time is61.7 %. The frequen-
cies reported are average values and the observed fluctuations in
frequency are less than68 %. The data presented refer to indi-
vidual and isolated bubbles. Of the uncertainties specifically at-
tributable to the LDA technique, filter bias, velocity bias, and
gradient broadening were carefully examined. Filter bias was
avoided. The maximum velocity bias was estimated to be less than
10 % but typically, it was about 10 %. The effect of gradient
broadening seems negligible. Calculation of the mean results in
statistical uncertainties of612 % for mean velocity at the largest
heat flux level. Table 2 summarizes the estimates of maximum
inaccuracy~systematic error!and imprecision~random error!as-
sociated with each measurements.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 General Observations. Due to the random microstruc-
ture of the present enhanced tubes, bubble departure diameters are
generally very random, which fitted over the range of 50–500mm
at the same heat flux. Smaller bubble diameters were found for
enhanced surfaces than for the smooth tube. However, bigger
bubbles were found for R-600a test refrigerant. Bubble agglom-
eration was found atq.1 kW/m2. These features could be seen
from a set of typical photographs shown in Fig. 4. In fact, as heat
flux increases, bubble coalescence takes place especially for
plasma coated surfaces~Figs. 4~c!and 4~e!!.

Like Hsieh and Yang@10#, the mechanism which described the
boiling process from porous structures of the present plasma coat-
ing surfaces can be explained as follows; it appears that the heat is
conducted to a liquid layer at the upper surface of the porous
structure. This conduction supposedly occurs through the matrix
formed by the solid portion of these wick and liquid in the porous
spaces. It is recognized that the vapor bubbles exist within the
pores formed by the void space between two solid portions. Heat
is transferred by conduction through the solid matrix and then by
conduction across the liquid portion. The pores within the matrix
are interconnected so that liquid can be supplied to the pores and
vapor can pass through the matrix to the tube surface. As vapor is
generated within a pore, the pressure in the vapor increases@1#.
When the pressure is sufficiently high, it overcomes the surface
tension retention force and the vapor is forced through the inter-
connected channels~pores!to the liquid.

5.2 Local Bubble Velocity and Final Velocity. The LDV
system was used to determine an average of measured instanta-
neous bubble velocities at each height following Ammerman et al.
~1996!. Figure 5 indicates that the local bubble departure velocity
along the bubble rising path above the smooth test tube for
R-134a at different heat flux levels. Also included in Fig. 5 are the
results from Ammerman et al.@8# for comparison. Local averaged
bubble velocity increases along the rising path until a critical ve-
locity ~final velocity! is approached at a height of 8 mm above the
tube for all studied cases. This behavior is in excellent agreement
with the results of Ammerman et al.@8#.

However, the magnitude of the present study is consistently
lower ~25;30 percent!than that of Ammerman et al. at the cor-
responding height due to different working medium used. The
reason for this behavior is that, initially, the buoyancy force
caused the bubble to accelerate when departing from the tube.
Eventually, however, the drag force on the bubble balances the
buoyancy force which results in a constant velocity thereafter.
Since the present bubbles generated from the surfaces are very
small ~;0.1 mm!, surface tension forces are often strong enough

Table 2 Maximum possible measurement errors
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to maintain the spherical shape. The traditional Stokes’ law may
not apply due to the failure of the no-slip condition to hold at a
mobile interface.

Further observations of the local average bubble velocity for
different test tubes are presented in Fig. 6, and it indicates that
with a higher heat flux, a higher local velocity was reached due to
a higher driving force applied. The velocity in Fig. 6 also strongly
suggests that such a value seems independent of the surface con-
dition of test tubes.

Local bubble velocity distribution versus bubble diameter can
be found in Figs. 7~a!–~c! for smooth and plasma coated surfaces
for different heat fluxes. Figure 7~a! indicates a nearly linear ve-
locity increases with bubble diameter for R-600a with about610
percent scatter in the range of 0.47,d,0.55 mm. As heat flux
increases, bubble departure velocity increases. For instance, atq
51 kW/m2 final velocity can be reached to 0.19 m/s with a cor-
responding bubble diameter of 0.57 mm for R-600a. The same
finding can be seen in Fig. 7~b!for R-134a with smaller values of

both velocity and diameter. With plasma coated surfaces, the
bubble diameter becomes even smaller~about 1/3!and, in turn,
this also results in a smaller final velocity~1/2! due to a resultant
smaller buoyancy. Table 3 lists results from Fig. 7 with compari-
sons from the calculated values based on Stokes’ Theorem@14#
and previous investigation, Rohsenow@15#. Naturally, the differ-
ences can be seen due to a quite simple model for each.

In summary, experimental final velocities for vapor bubbles ris-
ing in R-134a and R-600a are presented in Fig. 8~a!. As one may
note, due to the present very small bubbles (d<0.35 mm), sur-
face tension forces are often strong enough to maintain the spheri-
cal shape. As a result, most of the present bubbles are within the
spherical bubble regime especially for R-134a test fluid. However,
for R-600a, the bubble size seems bigger (d.0.35 mm), they
belong to the ellipsoidal regime. Some of the spread in the data
may be partly due to the experimental scatter and partly due to the
surface contamination. The wide variance in the data perhaps re-
flects uncontrolled contamination of the R-600a. It is recognized

Fig. 4 Illustration of boiling visualizations: „a… smooth tube 1 kWÕm 2, R-134a; „b… smooth tube 0.6 kWÕm 2, R-134a; „c… coated tube
„Mo… 1 kWÕm2, R-134a; „d… coated tube „Mo… 0.6 kWÕm2, R-134a; „e… coated tube „Cu… 1 kWÕm2, R-134a; „f … coated tube „Cu… 0.6
kWÕm2, R-134a; „g… smooth tube 1 kWÕm 2, R-600a; „h… smooth tube 0.6 kW Õm2, R-600a; „i… coated tube „Mo… 1 kWÕm2, R-600a; „j…
coated tube „Mo… 0.6 kWÕm2, R-600a; „k… coated tube „Cu… 1 kWÕm2, R-600a; and „l… coated tube „Cu… 0.6 kWÕm2, R-600a.
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that the final velocity is a complex function of the bubble diam-
eter, also evidenced by Figs. 7~a!–~c!, because of the distortion of
the bubble shape, and ultimately because of the oscillation of large
bubbles as they rise through the test refrigerants. The present data
for spherical regime were also correlated followed the correlation
described by Clift et al.@13# and results were also shown in Fig.
8~a! and it is found that all the experimental data fall within620
percent band as shown in Fig. 8~b!. The curves converge for small
spherical bubbles and for large bubbles where surface tension
forces is not important any more.

5.3 Bubble Departure Frequency. The bubble dynamics for
R-134a and R-600a are seen to depend on heat flux. After the
onset of nucleate boiling, single bubbles occur close to the heated
wall. As the heat flux increases, bubble coalescence takes place as
stated before. Then, bubble growth after departure, and bubble
agglomeration may occur (q.1 kW/m2). This behavior is more
pronounced as the heat flux increases. For visualization tests (q
<1 kW/m2), the bubble diameter increase after departure is
mainly due to the liquid~outside the bubble! pressure becoming
smaller as the bubble rises along its path. For both R-134a and

Fig. 5 Local averaged bubble velocity distribution versus ver-
tical position

Fig. 4 „continued …
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R-600a, the departure diameter was observed to slightly decrease
with increasing heat flux~not shown!which is in agreement with
Hsieh and Yang@10#. The bubbles tend to have a spherical shape
small diameters~< 0.35 mm!to an elliptic shape for large diam-
eters~. 0.35 mm!.

With bubble velocities known, individual bubble frequencies
can be directly counted from LDV signal process. Frequency is
shown versus heat flux in Figs. 9~a! and ~b!, respectively, for
R-134a and R-600a. Again, the frequency increases rapidly versus
heat flux in the partially developed boiling regime. A correspond-
ing increase in active nucleation sites was also found, which is
similar to the results reported by Ammerman et al.@8# and Hsieh
and Yang@10#. However, the present results seem consistently
lower for both R-134a and R-600a than those of Hsieh and Yang
@10#, also shown in Fig. 9 for comparison, due to different mea-
suring technique used.

5.4 Nucleation Site Density„n…. The nucleation site densi-
ties ~n! were estimated~counted! from the photographs. The
nucleation size densities as a linear function of the heat flux for
smooth and plasma coated tubes for both test refrigerants are
shown in Fig. 10. The nearly linear increase ofn with q of the
present data is different from the data obtained in Barthau’s work
@5# where a nearly quadratic increase was found for a horizontal
tube in R-114. It can also be seen from Fig. 10 that, for coated
tubes, the nucleation site density obviously increases for a given
heat flux for each test fluid. This kind of increasing behavior of
the nucleation site density has also been found previously@16#.
Also, the heat flux is known as a function of the degree of wall
superheatDT, namelyq;(DT)m, wherem is about 3. In addi-
tion, the present nucleation site density has also something to do

with the geometry as well as nucleate boiling bubble dynamic
results. In order to correlate the increasing nucleation site density,
the parameters of the plasma coated surfacesNc f and l were
developed.Nc f represents the competing forces of viscosity of
liquid phase and capillarity@17#, Nc f5m l

2/hr ls, h is the average
pore diameter andl5h/d is the geometric scale factor. The cor-
relation has the following form~Fig. 11!:

n5c Pr1.63l20.12Nc f
0.051~DT!3.12, (2)

wherec5150/m2 K3.12

3.793<Pr<3.982

131022<l<431022

1.08931023<Ncf<1.57431023

The present exponent of (DT) was found to be 3.12 and the effect
due to surface condition is significant in spite of two coated sur-
faces considered herein.

5.5 Heat Transfer and Correlations for Nucleate Boiling.
Heat transfer results can be found from the boiling curves for
smooth and two coated surfaces in both R-134a and R-600a. Heat
transfer coefficienth versus heat fluxq was plotted in Fig. 12~a!.
Generally speaking, the best heat transfer performance was found
for Tube 3~Cu! followed by Tube 2~CM! and Tube 1~S! and is
found to be insensitive to bubble local velocity. However, it is
directly proportional to departure frequency and active nucleation
site density.

Following Nakayama and co-workers, the latent heat flux from
the present surfaces can be found by using

Fig. 6 Local averaged bubble velocity versus vertical position Fig. 7 Bubble diameter versus bubble velocity
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qf5~n!~pd̄b
3/6! f̄ hf grv (3)

where d̄b is the average bubble departure diameter andf is the
average departure frequency. The upper part of Fig. 12~b! illus-
trates the ratios of the latent heat flux to the total heat flux for the

present coated surfaces, while the lower part of this figure indi-
cates the sensible heat flux ratio which was obtained by subtract-
ing the latent flux ratio from 1.0. Like previous studies@7,18#, as
the total heat flux increases, the value of the latent heat flux ratio
decreases for coated surfaces~e.g., from 0.85 at 0.6 kW/m2 down
to 0.45 at 1 kW/m2 for Tube 3~Cu! in R-600a!as compared to
that of smooth tube for coated surfaces, the latent heat takes most
part of heat transfer contribution at low heat flux~e.g., up to 0.8 at
0.6 kW/m2 for Tube 2~CM! in R-600a!. On the other hand, for
smooth surfaces, the sensible heat accounts for most of the heat
transfer contribution.

Table 3 Final velocity for the smooth tube and comparison with theoretical results

Fig. 8 UT versus d and the deviation of UT correlation with
experimental results

Fig. 9 Bubble departure frequency as function of heat flux
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The present results can provide some details to model nucleate
boiling heat transfer and fluid motion. The following modeling
effort was made based on Rohsenow’s model described in@15#
with Reb redefined using the measured bubble departure diameter
as a characteristic length. Figure 13~a! depicts such a correlation.
This again proves that it is possible to adapt a single-phase forced-
convection heat transfer correlation to nucleate pool boiling for

phasma coated surfaces at very low heat fluxes. The enhancement
effect can be clearly noted when comparing the coefficient
~50.29! of the present correlation to that of the Dittus-Boelter
correlation~50.023!. Figure 13~b!shows the plot of the correla-
tion. The correlation predicts 99 percent of the data within620
percent.

Conclusions
Bubble dynamic parameters and pool boiling heat transfer on

two plasma coated tubes in saturated R-134a and R-600a at low
and moderate heat flux were studied. Since the present visualiza-
tion is subject to an isolated bubble model, the observations are
therefore irrelevant to practical conditions. Nevertheless, the
present results may still provide some information at low heat
fluxes for bubble dynamics study. The results lead to the following
conclusions:

1 Local bubble velocity distribution along its rising path as
well as a final velocity was found. A linear increase in local
bubble velocity was also noted for both R-134a and R-600a. How-
ever, the local velocity and bubble diameters for R-600a are con-
sistently higher than those of R-134a. As a result, the final veloc-
ity in R-134a is almost half the value in R-600a. A final velocity
correlation was obtained, based on Clift et al.@13#.

Fig. 10 Nucleation site density with heat flux

Fig. 11 n as a function of the relevant parameters

Fig. 12 „a… Heat transfer coefficient versus heat flux and „b…
latentÕsensible heat flux ratios for enhanced surfaces
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2 Bubble dynamics were found to be dependent on the heat
flux for both R-134a and R-600a. The departure diameter was also
observed to decrease slightly with increasing heat flux, while the
bubble frequency increases.

3 Nucleation site density is markedly increased for the present
coated surfaces as compared to that of the smooth surface and it is
a linear function of the heat flux. A relevant functional relation-
ship with the geometric factors and some related parameters~e.g.,
l, Nc f . . . etc.! for present coated surfaces and the heat flux~in
terms of the degree of wall superheatDT! was found.

4 Again, in agreement with previous studies@5,18#, the latent
heat transfer is found to be significant atq<0.8 kW/m2 for
plasma coated surfaces. Following Rohsenow’s model@15#, a
modified Nu correlation with a new defined Reb in terms of the
present measured bubble departure diameter was developed.
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Nomenclature

A 5 heated tube area,pdoL
Cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure, kJ/kgK

d 5 local bubble diameter, mm

db 5 bubble departure diameter measured at an elevation
of 1.5 mm from the heating surface, mm

do 5 outside diameter of test tube, mm
f 5 bubble departure frequency, s21

f D 5 Doppler frequency used in Eq.~1!
h 5 boiling heat transfer coefficient, W/mK

hf g 5 latent heat, kJ/kg
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/mK
L 5 length of test tube, mm
N 5 number of bubble generated

Nc f 5 a dimensionless group,m l
2/hr1s

n 5 active nucleation site density, sites/m2

Nu 5 Nusselt number,hdb /k
P 5 pressure, kPa
Q 5 heat transfer rate, W
q 5 heat flux (Q/A), W/m2

Ra 5 roughness,mm
Reb 5 Reynolds number based on bubble departure diam-

eter,qdb /m1hf g
DT 5 temperature difference, K

DTsat 5 degree of wall superheat, K
U 5 local bubble velocity, m/s

Uavg 5 average vapor velocity, m/s
UT 5 bubble final velocity, m/s

u, v 5 velocity component used in Eq.~1!, m/s

Greek Symbols

d 5 porous layer thickness,mm
e 5 porosity,~%!
h 5 average pore diameter,mm
u 5 helical angle, degree or radian
l 5 geometric scale factor,h/d
m 5 dynamic viscosity, Ns/m
r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m

subscripts

avg 5 average
b 5 bubble
l 5 liquid
s 5 smooth tube

sat 5 saturation
v 5 vapor
- 5 average
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Onset of Nucleate Boiling and
Active Nucleation Site Density
During Subcooled Flow Boiling
The partitioning of the heat flux supplied at the wall is one of the key issues that needs to
be resolved if one is to model subcooled flow boiling accurately. The first step in studying
wall heat flux partitioning is to account for the various heat transfer mechanisms involved
and to know the location at which the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) occurs. Active
nucleation site density data is required to account for the energy carried away by the
bubbles departing from the wall. Subcooled flow boiling experiments were conducted
using a flat plate copper surface and a nine-rod (zircalloy-4) bundle. The location of ONB
during the experiments was determined from visual observations as well as from the
thermocouple output. From the data obtained it is found that the heat flux and wall
superheat required for inception are dependent on flow rate, liquid subcooling, and con-
tact angle. The existing correlations for ONB underpredict the wall superheat at ONB in
most cases. A correlation for predicting the wall superheat and wall heat flux at ONB has
been developed from the data obtained in this study and that reported in the literature.
Experimental data are within630 percent of that predicted from the correlation. Active
nucleation site density was determined by manually counting the individual sites in pic-
tures obtained using a CCD camera. Correlations for nucleation site density, which are
independent of flow rate and liquid subcooling, but dependent on contact angle have been
developed for two ranges of wall superheat—one below 15°C and another above 15°C.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471522#

Keywords: Boiling, Heat Transfer, Nucleonics, Phase Change, Two-Phase

Introduction
To develop a mechanistic model for subcooled flow boiling one

needs to understand the partitioning of the wall heat flux. The first
step in partitioning of wall heat flux is to identify the different
heat transfer mechanisms involved. Upstream of the location of
Onset of Nucleate Boiling~ONB!, single phase heat transfer pre-
vails. With the presence of bubbles different heat transfer mecha-
nisms come into play. As such, location of ONB marks the bound-
ary between single and two phase heat transfer. Nucleation site
density (Na) information is necessary to determine the amount of
evaporative energy carried away by bubbles lifting off from the
wall.

A detailed literature review of parameters involved in sub-
cooled flow boiling has been performed by Warrier and Dhir@1#.
Several studies have been performed in the past for ONB of which
the notable ones are discussed here. Hsu@2# was the first to pos-
tulate the criteria for the boiling inception. According to his crite-
ria, for an embryo to evolve into a bubble, the minimum tempera-
ture surrounding the bubble~the temperature at the tip of the
bubble!should be at least equal to the saturation temperature cor-
responding to the pressure inside the bubble. The pressure inside
the bubble is higher than the surrounding liquid, and the pressure
difference can be expressed in terms of the Young-Laplace equa-
tion (DP52s/r b) for a spherical bubble. The corresponding satu-
ration temperature inside the bubble can be approximately found
from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation as,

T2Tsat5
2sTsat

r brnhf g
. (1)

Assuming a linear temperature drop in the thermal boundary layer,
one can express the temperature profile in the boundary layer as,

T2Tl5~Tw2Tl !S 12
y

d t
D . (2)

For a particular wall superheat, applying Hsu’s criteria while geo-
metrically relating bubble radius,r b , and cavity radius,r c , to the
distance of the bubble tip from the wall, a quadratic equation is
obtained which gives the range of nucleating cavities for a given
wall superheat as,

$r c,min ,r c,max%5
d tC2

2C1

DTw

DTw1DTsub

3F17A12
8C1sTsat~pl !~DTw1DTsub!

rnhf gd t~DTw!2 G ,
(3)

where C1511cosf and C25sinf. Equation ~3! is shown
graphically in Fig. 1. Hsu considered a truncated bubble sitting on
a cavity mouth and assumed the bubble to be part of a sphere.
Bergles and Rohsenow@3# stated that on commercial surfaces
there will be a wide range of cavity sizes present and as such
incipience will be independent of surface conditions. While ac-
counting for variation of physical properties with pressure,
Bergles and Rohsenow obtained an empirical expression for the
heat flux at ONB in terms of system pressure as,

qw,ONB515.6P1.156~DTw!P2.3/0.0234
, (4)

where P is in psia,qw,ONB is in BTU/ft2hr, andT in °F. Their
experiments were conducted with water on stainless steel~SS!and
nickel surfaces and covered a range of pressures from 15 to 2000
psia. Sato and Matsumara@4# analytically developed an equation
for expressing the wall heat flux at ONB condition in terms of the
wall superheat. Their analysis was based on application of Hsu’s
criteria and tangency condition of Eq.~1! and Eq.~2!. The super-
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heat corresponds to the minimum superheat required for inception
and the wall heat flux can be related to the wall superheat as,

qw,ONB5
klhf grn~DTw!2

8sTsat
. (5)

Davis and Anderson@5# extended this analysis and introduced the
contact angle as a variable for the ONB condition. Their analysis
gave the heat flux condition at ONB as,

qw,ONB5
klhf grn~DTw!2

8C1sTsat
, (6)

whereC1 is same as in Eq.~3!. They also showed that Bergles and
Rohsenow’s graphical solution closely represents the analytical
expressions for hemispherical bubbles~Eq. ~5!! and takes care of
the property variation in terms of the pressure term. All of these
expressions mostly tend to underpredict the incipience wall
superheat.

Kandlikar et al.@6# numerically solved the flow field to obtain
the stagnation point on the bubble. Their numerical results show
that the stagnation distance from the wall is at 1.1r b . Using the
liquid temperature in the boundary layer at this distance as the
temperature for the tip of the bubble, they derived from the incep-
tion criteria the range of nucleating cavities as,

$r c,minr c,max%5
d t sinf

2.2

DTw

DTw1DTsub

3S 17A12
9.2sTsat~DTw1DTsub!

rnhf gd t~DTw!2 D . (7)

They also noted from flow boiling experiments of subcooled wa-
ter on a polished aluminum surface that keeping the flow rate and
wall temperature constant, as the subcooling is reduced, the mini-
mum cavity radius decreases slightly but the maximum cavity
radius and range of nucleating cavity sizes increases considerably.
Increasing the flow rate reduced the thermal boundary layer thick-
ness and in turn reduced the range of nucleating cavity sizes.

Several studies have been conducted on boiling inception using
refrigerants. Yin and Abdelmessiah@7# studied incipience of R11
on a vertical SS tube of 11.81 mm ID. Hino and Ueda@8# studied
boiling incipience using R113 on SS surfaces and postulated that
the incipience occurs when the liquid temperature equals the su-
perheat corresponding to the maximum cavity radius available on
the surface. From their R113 data they concluded that the cavity
size ranged from 0.22 to 0.34mm. Bar-Cohen and Simon@9# gave
a summary of superheat excursions at inception for various refrig-
erants available in the literature and a brief review of the mecha-
nisms that may be responsible for the delayed nucleation for re-
frigerants. You et al.@10# studied saturated pool boiling of R113
on chromel and platinum surfaces at atmospheric pressure. Chin
@11# studied flow boiling of R11 in a vertical channel at a pressure
of 1.4 bar. The heater material was Haynes 230. Incipience data
was correlated using the minimum wall superheat given by the
tangency condition and then multiplying that value by introducing
an empirically found correction factor for wall superheat. How-
ever, this factor, as mentioned in the work is only applicable to
those set of data only.

Hahne et al.@12# studied incipience in subcooled flow boiling
for a well wetting liquid~R12! and came up with a model appli-
cable for other refrigerants also. For well wetting liquids, they
stated that vapor nuclei in cavities even in the size corresponding
to minimum wall superheat for inception~tangency condition!
may be displaced or diminished. As such, Eq.~5! may not be
applicable to well wetting liquids. They assumed that for such
liquids, a nucleus is necessary for incipience and that is given by
the largest of the remaining nuclei on the surface. They developed
a correlation for the prediction of the heat flux and wall superheat
required for incipience based on this radiusr * , which is the larg-
est of all the nuclei present on the surface, and calculatedr * from
their data for R12 as,

2s

r *
51.54 bar. (8)

Assuming negligible temperature drop in the thin liquid layer of
thicknessr * adjacent to the wall, they predicted the wall super-
heat and wall heat flux at incipience as,

DTw,ONB5
2sTsat

r * rnhf g
, (9)

and

qw,ONB5hspF 2sTsat

r * rnhf g
1~Tsat2Tl !G . (10)

Hahne et al. applied their correlation successfully to data avail-
able in the literature for different refrigerants like R113, R11, and
R12, covering a wide range of velocities, subcooling, and pres-
sures. However, for each refrigerant they utilized a different con-
stant for 2s/r * .

Tong et al. @13# studied boiling incipience of highly wetting
liquids. For highly wetting liquids which have very small static
contact angles,fs , the advancing dynamic contact angles,fd ,
~which may vary with velocity of the interface! can be large
enough to trap gas and vapor in the cavities and initiate nucle-
ation. Consequently the incipience superheat may lie below the
value required for quiescent pool boiling. Based on their analysis
and application of the model to existing data, they found that the
embryo radius has to be corrected by a factorf (5r /r c) from that
of the cavity size available on the surface. The factor was found to
be a function offd , fs , andb. The factor, for smallfd andfs
is expressed as,

Fig. 1 Inception criteria
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f 55
sin~fd22b!

sin~fd2b!sinb

cos~fs2b!

tanb
1@223 sin~fs2b!1sin~fs2b!#

F tanb

tan~fd2b!
21G2

F12
tanb

tan~fd2b!G
3/26

1/3

. (11)

However, in developing the functionf, no experimental corrobo-
ration of the fact that indeed conical cavities do exist on a surface
was provided. Wang and Dhir@14# found that at least on Copper
surfaces most of the nucleating cavities were of reservoir type.
The inception wall superheat was expressed as,

DTw,ONB5
2sTsat

f r crnhf g
. (12)

Celata et al.@15# studied ONB in a horizontal uniformly heated
steel channel of diameter 8 mm and length 100 mm. Water was
the test fluid. They used pressure drop measurements to determine
the location of ONB. Their definition of the ONB location is the
point where the pressure drop from experimental data deviates
from the single phase values. Based on their results, they con-
cluded that ONB location is dependent on velocity and liquid
subcooling while system pressure has negligible effect.

Literature review on ONB shows that most of the correlations
are based on minimum superheat criteria~tangency condition as
shown in Fig. 1!from Hsu’s postulation. These correlations gen-
erally underpredict the actual superheat required for inception.
Inception will occur at this superheat only when the correspond-
ing cavity size is available on the surface. For well wetting liq-
uids, the available cavity size is reduced as shown by Hahne et al.
None of the past studies have experimentally investigated the ex-
plicit influence of contact angle on inception.

Several studies have been performed onNa which give the
functional dependence ofNa on qw , DTw , or availabler c . Some
notable studies in this field are discussed here. Jakob@16# first
reported the relationship betweenNa and qw . His observations
were, however, limited to low heat flux cases, as at higher heat
fluxes, bubbles at neighboring sites begin to merge. Gaertner and
Westwater@17# found the functional dependency of active nucle-
ation site density with wall heat flux to be,

Na;qw
2.1. (13)

They used a technique in which nickel salts dissolved in water
were deposited on the copper-heater surface when boiling oc-
curred. By counting the number of holes in the deposited nickel
layer an estimate of the active nucleation site density was ob-
tained. Hsu and Graham@18# summarized earlier works of several
investigators regarding the relationship between active nucleation
site density and heat flux. Their work showed that in general the
exponent of the heat flux varies between 1 and 2.1.

Sultan and Judd@19# reported nucleation site density data for
water boiling at 1.013 bar on a copper surface. Their observed
number densities were several times higher than those reported by
Gaertner and Westwater. This difference could be attributed to the
increased surface wettability due to nickel deposit in Gaertner and
Westwater’s experiment.

Mikic and Rohsenow@20# were the first to relate active site
density to the sizes of the cavities present on the surface and
expressed the functional dependence of active nucleation site den-
sity on cavity size for commercial surfaces as,

Na;FDs

Dc
Gm

, (14)

wherem is an empirical constant~5 6.5! andDc is given by,

Dc5
4sTsat

rnhf gDTw
. (15)

Bier et al. @21# expressedNa as a function of cavity size. Their
expression is given as,

ln Na5 ln~Nmax!F12FDc

Ds
GmG , (16)

whereNmax is the value corresponding toDc50. The value of the
exponentm was found to depend on the surface preparation pro-
cedure. For Freon-115 and Freon-11, boiling on copper surfaces
the values of exponentm is 0.42 and 0.26. Cornwell and Brown
@22# studied active nucleation site density of water boiling at
1.013 bar on a copper surface, with surface condition varying
from smooth to rough, and related the dependence of active site
density on wall superheat from their study as,

Na;DTw
4.5. (17)

From the cavity size data obtained using an electron microscope,
they also related cavity size to total number of cavities present on
the surface,Ns , as,

Ns;
1

Dc
2 . (18)

They justified their observed functional dependence on wall su-
perheat by assuming only conical cavities existed on the surface
and that gas/vapor needed to be trapped in the cavities before any
nucleation could occur.

Yang and Kim@23# first attempted to predict quantitatively the
active nucleation sites from knowing the size and cone angle of
the cavities actually present on the surface. Using an electron
microscope and a differential interference contrast microscope,
they obtained the cavity probability density function involving
cavity size~ranging from 0.65 to 6.2mm! andb. The size distri-
bution was found to fit a Poisson distribution while a normal
distribution was used forb. They used Bankoff’s@24# criteria to
determine which cavities will trap gas. This condition is given as
f.2b. By combining the probability distribution functions and
this criteria, they relatedNa to the average ofN̄s on the surface as,

Na5N̄sE
0

fs/2

@~2p!1/2#21 exp@2~b2b̄ !2/~2s2!#db

3S E
Dc

Ds

le2~lDc!/2dDcD , (19)

where b̄ is the mean value of cone half angle, andl and s are
statistical parameters. These parameters are dependent on surface
preparation procedure and the material of the surface. Gaertner
@25# first observed that active nucleation sites were randomly lo-
cated and could be expressed in terms of Poisson’s distribution
function. Sultan and Judd@19# concluded the same from their
observations.

Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii@26# developed a relation for ac-
tive nucleation site density in pool boiling from the data available
in the literature. They also applied the correlation to the few
forced convection nucleate boiling data available. Their correla-
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tion expressed active nucleation site density in dimensionless
form as a function of dimensionless minimum cavity size and
density ratio. The correlation was valid for system pressures rang-
ing from 1.0 to 198.0 bar. Their correlation is given as,

Na* 5 f ~r* !r c*
24.4, (20)

where Na* 5NaDd
2, r c* 5r c /(Dd/2), r c52sTsat/rnhf gDTw , Dd

50.0012(Dr/rg)0.9DdF , r* 5(rn2rg)/rg , the density function
f (r)52.15731027r* 23.2(110.0049r* )4.13, andDdF is the Fritz
diameter given by,

DdF50.0208fsA s

g~r l2rn!
. (21)

Wang and Dhir@14# were the first to perform a systematic study
of the effect of contact angle on the density of active nucleation
sites. In the experiments, pool boiling of water at 1.013 bar was
studied on vertical copper surfaces for contact angles ranging
from 18 deg to 90 deg. Copper surfaces were prepared by a well
defined procedure and the contact angle was varied by controlling
the degree of oxidation of the surface. The cumulative number
density of cavities and their shapes were obtained with an electron
microscope, while the number of active sites were counted from
the still pictures. It was found that the cavities that nucleate are
mostly the reservoir type rather than the conical type~were shal-
low cavities!, which was the usual assumption in most studies that
has been done in the past. The actual cavity size was corrected by
multiplying it with a shape factorf d(50.89) to account for the
irregular shape of the cavities. The corrected size was related to
the wall superheat for nucleation as given in Eq.~15!. It was
found that the there was a strong influence of wettability on active
nucleation site density. For surfaces with 18 deg<fs<90 deg,
they correlatedNa with correctedDc as,

Na55.03105~12cosfs!Dc
26.0. (22)

In Eq. ~22!, Na is in sites/cm2 andDc is in mm. Equation~22! is
valid for values ofDc smaller than 5.8mm.

Zeng and Klausner@27# obtained experimental data forNa dur-
ing flow boiling of R113 on a horizontal 25 mm325 mm test
section with a nichrome heating strip. Their experiments were
performed for varying vapor quality at inlet, system pressure and
wall heat flux. They studied the effect of vapor velocity, liquid
velocity, liquid film thickness, system pressure, and wall heat flux
on Na . Although no correlation was developed, they concluded
that even ifNa is dependent onr c , it is not sufficient for corre-
lating Na . From their data, they concluded that velocity, heat flux,
and system pressure have a strong effect onNa .

Literature review onNa shows very limited experimental stud-
ies have been conducted in subcooled flow boiling. The effect of
subcooling and velocity have not been quantified and as such no
correlation is available forNa in subcooled flow boiling.

The objective of the present study is to identify the parameters
affecting ONB andNa in subcooled flow boiling, compare the
experimental data with existing correlations, and develop new cor-
relations as necessary. Several experiments were conducted cov-
ering a wide range of flow rates, liquid subcooling, and heat fluxes
on a copper flat plate test surface and a nine-rod bundle with
zircalloy-4 cladding.

Experimental Apparatus
The schematic of the flow loop is shown in Fig. 2. The flow

loop consists of two tanks, each with a volume of 1.25 m3, a
centrifugal pump, turbine flow meter, bypass line, preheater and
test section. Tank #1, which was used as the supply tank, is also
fitted with immersion heaters~13.5 kW total power! to degas and
preheat the distilled water used in the experiments. The preheater
consisted of a 210 kW~480 V, 3 phase!flanged immersion heater
fitted vertically onto a stainless steel container. The power to the
immersion heater is controlled using a 480 V, 350 A silicon con-

trolled rectifier~SCR!power controller~Phasetronics!. Using the
power controller and thermocouple outputs, it is possible to con-
trol the liquid subcooling accurately. Thermocouples and pressure
transducers are installed at the inlet and exit of the heating section.
Two types of test surfaces were used in this study:~1! flat plate
and ~2! nine-rod bundle.

Test Surface 1—Flat Plate. For this test surface, the flow
channel is 1.83 m long, of which the heated section is 0.30 m. A
0.61 m long flow development section is provided upstream of the
heated section, while a 0.30 m long section is provided down-
stream of the heated section. In addition, transition sections, each
0.30 m long, are provided upstream and downstream of the test
section. A flow straightener is also placed at the inlet of the flow
developing section. The cross section of the flow channel is shown
in Fig. 3. The flow channel is almost square in cross section with
a flow area of 16.33 cm2. The copper block, which is heated, is
mounted flush with one of the inside walls of the flow channel,
while pyrex glass windows are provided on the other three sides
of the channel. The glass windows help in visual observation of
the flow. Figure 4 shows the dimensions of the copper block and
the placement of the thermocouples at each axial location. The
temperatures measured by these embedded thermocouples are

Fig. 2 Schematic of test loop

Fig. 3 Cross section of the test chamber for flat plate
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used to determine the temperature and heat flux at the surface
~boiling surface!. The thermocouples~K-type, 0.81 mm diameter!
are located at seven different axial locations along the length of
the copper block. At each axial location, there are nine thermo-
couples~labeled 1 through 9!embedded in the block at discrete
locations normal to the heating surface, as can be seen from the
cross section of the copper block shown in Fig. 4. Thus, a total of
63 thermocouples are placed in the copper block. The heating of
the copper block is achieved using 36 cartridge heaters embedded
in the back of the copper block. These cartridge heaters were
arranged such that the heat flux at the boiling surface is uniform.
Since each cartridge heater has a maximum power rating of 750
W, the total installed power in the test section is 27 kW. The
power supplied to the cartridge heaters, and hence to the copper
block, is controlled with a 240 V, 50 A, SCR power controller
~Phasetronics!.

Figure 5 shows a photograph of the assembled test section with
the various pressure and temperature sensors mounted on it. Five
microthermocouples~K-type, 0.25 mm diameter! are mounted in
the test chamber to measure the liquid temperature profile adja-
cent to the test surface. These microthermocouples are connected
to micrometers making it possible to traverse the width of the
channel. They are used to measure liquid temperatures at axial
distances of 0.64 cm, 6.48 cm, 15.25 cm, 24.00 cm and 29.86 cm,
respectively from the leading edge of the copper block.

Test Surface 2—Nine-Rod Bundle. In this case we have a
heated length of 0.91 m with a 0.36 m long flow development
section in the upstream side and 0.15 m section in the downstream
side. Transition sections of length 0.20 m are provided at both the
upstream and the downstream side. Figure 6 shows the cross-
section of the nine-rod bundle heating section. Glass windows are
provided on all sides so as to aid visual observations. The diam-
eter of the rods~1.11 cm OD!and the pitch~1.429 cm!of the 3
33 square arrangement are typical of those found in a pressurized
water reactor. Zircalloy-4 has been chosen as the cladding mate-
rial and the cladding is Joule heated using a 100 kW DC power

supply. The wall thickness of the cladding is 0.015 cm. This value
was chosen so that the maximum power could be generated for
the current rating of the power supply. Power to the cladding is
provided using copper bus bars mounted at the ends of the test
section~at the inlet and exit of the heated section!. Though this
configuration disturbs the flow it was found to provide a better
alternative for supplying power to the cladding. The wall tempera-
tures of the rods are measured at various axial and radial locations
using miniature thermocouples mounted inside the thin-walled
tubes as shown in Fig. 7. These thermocouples are mounted in
slots machined in solid lava rods which are placed inside the
zircalloy-4 tubes.

The thermocouples are attached and covered with a noncon-
ducting cement all throughout except at the tips where they are
covered with electrically insulated but thermally conducting ce-
ment. Moveable microthermocouples are mounted at various axial
location along the flow channel to measure the liquid temperature
profile. The arrangement of the microthermocouples and the ther-

Fig. 4 Copper heating block and thermocouple placement

Fig. 5 Photograph of the test chamber for flat plate test
surface

Fig. 6 Cross section of the test surface for nine-rod bundle
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mocouples within the rod at a given axial plane are shown in Fig.
7. Thermocouples are placed at six axial locations starting at 1.27
cm from the leading edge of the rod-bundle and thereafter at regu-
lar intervals of 17.78 cm. The average heat generation rate~and
hence the heat flux! was calculated using the voltage and current
supplied~power5IV, I 5current,V5voltage!.

Experimental Procedure. Several subcooled flow boiling
experiments were performed while varying the flow rate and inlet
subcooling with water at one atmosphere pressure. Prior to each
experiment, tank #1 was filled with distilled water and was heated.
The water was degassed by boiling it for approximately three
hours and thereafter it was cooled to the required temperature.
During an experiment, water was pumped from tank #1 through
the flowmeter, inline preheater, and the test section before being
discharged into tank #2. The liquid flow rate was controlled using
the valves placed at the preheater inlet and the bypass line. The
power to the boiling surface was turned on once the required flow
rate and liquid subcooling levels at inlet were achieved. After the
test heater reached steady state, all the required temperature mea-
surements were taken. A 16-bit data acquisition system~Straw-
berry Tree, Model DS-16-8-TC! was used to record the tempera-
tures. The boiling phenomena occurring at the heater surface was
recorded using a high-speed CCD camera~HSIS 2000 from KSV
Instruments Ltd.!. The wall heat flux was computed from the tem-
perature gradients measured in the copper heating block. The un-
certainty inqw is due to the uncertainty in temperature difference,
thermocouple placement and thermal conductivity. The percentage
uncertainty decreased with increase in heat flux. The computed
uncertainty for 20 W/cm2 is 69.4 percent, while that for 96
W/cm2 is 68.5 percent. The heater surface temperature was ob-
tained by extrapolating the measured interior temperatures to the
surface and its uncertainty is in the range of60.4°C to60.8°C.

For the rod bundle, the heat flux was obtained from the mea-
sured input power and rod surface area. The uncertainty mainly
arises due to the difference in cladding thickness which gives rise
to variation in resistance of the rods. The uncertainty is estimated
to be about 8 percent. The surface temperature for the rod bundles
was obtained from the readings of the miniature thermocouples
placed inside the thin walled tubes. The uncertainty, after correc-
tion for temperature drop across the tube wall was made, is about
60.2°C to60.4°C. The uncertainty in the measured liquid tem-
perature is60.2°C.

Before each test case, the surface was prepared andfs was
measured. The following procedure was adopted while oxidizing

the copper boiling surface. The surface was first polished using
600 grit sand paper for about one minute~approximately 200
strokes!. This was then followed by polishing using 1200 grit
crocus cloth for about five minutes~approximately 1000 strokes!.
The final polishing of the surface was done using a hand held
buffing machine~for about five minutes!. The surface was then
cleaned using isopropyl alcohol and acetone. The oxidation of the
surface was achieved by heating the copper surface in air~copper
block was horizontal with boiling surface facing upwards!. While
heating the block, the power supplied to the copper block was
fixed at 325 W~current54 A, voltage527V!. With this power, it
took approximately four hours for the block to reach steady state
~the steady state temperature was about 217°C!. After steady state
was reached, the heating was continued for another 45 minutes.
The power was then turned off and the block was allowed to cool.
Once the block had cooled to room temperature~in about five
hours!, the contact angle was measured. The static contact angle
was measured by placing small droplets of water at various loca-
tions ~about 10 to 15!on the copper surface and taking photo-
graphs of these droplets. The photographs were taken using a
CCD camera. From these photographs the contact angles were
measured. Thereafter the copper block was installed in the test
section. The unoxidized surface was prepared in a very similar
manner, except that the surface was not heated. The measuredfs
for the oxidized surface was 30 deg63 deg, whereas that for the
unoxidized surface was about 90 deg.

Most of the 30 deg and some of the 90 deg test cases for which
Na was obtained, were single heat flux experiments for whichfs
after the experiment did not change much~only about 2 deg!from
that prior to the experiment. Some of the experiments with an
initially unoxidized surface (fs590 deg) were performed for
multiple heat fluxes keeping the flow rate and liquid subcooling
constant. For these test cases,fs decreased by about 10 deg to 15
deg by the end of the experiment~duration of the experiment was
about two hours!. This change infs was due to the oxidation of
the copper test surface during the experiments at higher heat
fluxes. In order to quantifyfs during these experiments, the du-
ration of the experiments and the change in color of the test sur-
face were recorded, from whichfs were approximately identified.
For the rod bundle case, thefs was found to be 57 deg before the
rod bundle was assembled into the test section. The uncertainty in
the measuredfs is about63 deg.

Results and Discussion
The experiments covered a range of mass fluxes,G, varying

from 124 to 886 kg/m2 s, DTsub,in varying from 6.6 to 52.5°C,qw
from 2.5 to 96.3 W/cm2 andfs varying from 30 deg to 90 deg for
the flat plate test surface. For the rod bundle (fs557 deg), ex-
periments for ONB were performed forG varying from 186 to
631 kg/m2 s, DTsub,in varying from 1.7 to 46.0°C andqw varying
from 1.6 to 14.3 W/cm2.

Onset of Nucleate Boiling. The onset of nucleate boiling is
the location where the first vapor bubbles appear on the heater
surface. In the experiments, the ONB location was identified by
visual observations as well as temperature and heat flux data.
Though in all test cases, a few bubbles were observed at the edges
of the heater surface, the ONB location was identified as the point
where bubbles were first observed in the middle~away from the
edges!of the heater surface in the transverse direction. Visual
observation of ONB location was validated with that determined
from heat transfer coefficients versus axial location (h-z) plots.
With inception of boiling, for the same flow rate and liquid sub-
cooling, the heat transfer coefficient will deviate from the corre-
sponding single phase value. Figure 8 shows theh-z plots for G
5346 kg/m2 s andDTsub,in526.5°C for differentqw on the flat
plate test surface. The lowest heat flux case of 6 W/cm2 is a
single-phase case whereas those for higher heat fluxes are two-
phase cases. Comparing theh-z plot for the single-phase case of

Fig. 7 Arrangement of thermocouples at a given axial plane
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qw56 W/cm2 and that of the two-phase case (qw

514.7 W/cm2), we can identify the location of ONB as the point
where the heat transfer coefficient deviates from the correspond-
ing single phase value at a particular location. The location of
ONB from heat transfer data is found to be 16.5 cm from the
leading edge, whereas from visual observation the ONB is found
to occur at 18.0 cm from the leading edge. The ONB location
obtained from visual observation as well as that fromh-z plot for
different heat fluxes are marked in the plot as vertical bars. The
ONB location obtained from visual observations appear to agree
with that discerned from the heat flux data~on an average within
68 percent for all cases!. Also, from these plots it is evident that
the ONB location moves down towards the inlet as theqw in-
creases. Keeping all other parameters constant, theh-z plots up-
stream of ONB for allqw values match well with the single-phase
case. The small variations as seen in the plot are within the un-
certainty of the evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient~for this
case about615 percent!. The variation in the axial location at
which ONB occurs is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function ofDTw,ONB.
From Fig. 9, it can be seen that keeping all the parameters the

same, asG increases from 346 kg/m2s to 886 kg/m2s, the ONB at
the samez location occurs at higherDTw . A similar effect is seen
whenDTsub increases. Also, inception occurs at a lowerDTw for
larger values offs .

A comparison ofDTw,ONB data obtained in this study with the
predictions from past studies is shown in Table 1. It is found that
for flat plate (fs530 deg), theDTw,ONB correlations of Bergles
and Rohsenow~Eq. ~4!!, Sato and Matsumara~Eq. ~5!!, and Davis
and Anderson~Eq. ~6!!, underpredictDTw,ONB in most cases. For
the rod bundle, (fs557 deg) all the predictions match quite well
with the experimental data. In general, the previous correlations
tend to underpredictDTw,ONB as wettability of the surface in-
creases.

New Proposal. The tangency condition in the implementation
of Hsu’s criterion yields the minimum wall superheat at nucle-
ation. However, the onset of nucleate boiling at the predicted
minimum wall superheat is contingent upon the following two
conditions:

1. the corresponding cavity is available on the surface
2. the cavity is not flooded~i.e., it contains gas or vapor!

The distribution of cavities of different sizes and shapes
strongly depends on the manufacturing conditions and the proce-
dure that is used to polish the surface. How many of these cavities
are flooded depends on the shape of the cavities and the wettabil-
ity of the surface. According to Wang and Dhir@14#, for a cavity
to trap gas or vapor the contact angle should be greater than the
cavity mouth angle. It can be an arduous task to determine the size
and shape of cavities that are present on a commercial surface. It
should be further noted that even with this information it would be
very difficult to identify specific cavities that nucleate at a given
wall superheat. In this study cavity size distribution and shapes of
cavities present on the heater surfaces were not determined. A
detailed study of cavity size distribution and active sites identifi-
cation has been previously performed by Wang and Dhir@14#. In
the absence of such knowledge, in this work it is proposed that the
probability of finding an unflooded cavity of the size correspond-
ing to the minimum wall superheat calculated from Hsu’s criterion
diminishes as the wettability of the surface increases. However,
the size of the available cavity is proportional to that obtained
from the minimum superheat criterion. As such, the available cav-
ity size can be expressed as,

Dc5Dc
0F, (23)

where the correction factorF ~which depends onfs! is obtained
empirically andDc

0 is obtained by invoking the minimum super-
heat criterion as,

Dc
05F8sTsatkl

rnhf gqw
G1/2

. (24)

Under the assumption that the nucleating cavity is much smaller
thand t , the wall temperature for inception corresponding toDc is
obtained from the following equations:

Pn2Pl5
4s

Dc
, (25)

DTw,ONB5Tsat~Pn!2Tsat~Pl !. (26)

When the calculated wall superheat is not too high,DTw,ONB in
terms ofDc can be approximated as,

DTw,ONB[Tw,ONB2Tsat5
4sTsat

Dcrnhf g
. (27)

Prior to ONB, single-phase flow prevails on the heater surface,
an expression for wall heat flux in terms of the single-phase heat
transfer coefficient~which may or may not depend on the axial
location!can be written as,

Fig. 8 Heat transfer coefficient as a function of axial distance
for different heat fluxes for mass flux Ä346 kgÕm 2 s and inlet
liquid subcooling Ä26.5°C

Fig. 9 Variation of ONB location with DTw,ONB for various flow
rates and contact angles
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qw,ONB5hsp~z!DTw,ONB1hsp~z!~Tsat2Tl~z!!. (28)

From the available data, it is found that the functionF can be
expressed as

F512expF2S pfs

180D 3

20.5S pfs

180D G , (29)

wherefs is expressed in degrees. For determining the form of Eq.
~29!, it must be kept in mind that asfs→0, all the cavities will be
flooded and henceF→0. Also asfs→90 deg,F→1. The final
form of the equation was chosen based on the experimental data
~from present and past studies! with fs ranging from 1 deg to 85
deg, and taking into considerations the above mentioned extreme
limits. Most of the predicted wall superheats and wall heat fluxes
match the experimental data to within630 percent as shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. In calculating the predicted values, thehsp values
used were the experimental values obtained at lower heat fluxes
for the same flow rate.

Included in Figs. 10 and 11 are also the other experimental data
available in the literature. The static contact angle for the data of

Bergles and Rohsenow@3# is taken to be 38 deg~water on stain-
less steel, water on nickel!. For Hahne et al.’s@12# data for R-12
and copper surface,fs is assumed to be 6 deg. Contact angles
information available in the literature for different refrigerant and
surfaces are listed in Tong et al.’s@13# paper. Their work reports
fs values ranging from 2 deg to 5 deg for R113 on stainless steel,
less than 5 deg for R11 on copper, and between 0 deg to 1 deg for
FC-72 on stainless steel. For the predicted values plotted in Fig.
10, for R113, R11, and FC-72, thefs values are chosen appropri-
ately. For example,fs55 deg for R113 on stainless steel,
chromel, and platinum,fs54 deg for R11 on stainless steel and
Haynes metal, andfs51 deg for FC-72 on nichrome. It should be
noted that pool boiling data for R113@10# are also included in Fig.
10. Most of the plotted data were obtained at atmospheric pressure
or close to it, except for Bergles and Rohsenow’s data for water in
nickel tube for which the pressure was 137 bar and Hahne et al.’s
data for which the pressure was 7.5 bar. Figures 10 and 11 show
that the present model predictsDTw,ONB andqw,ONB within 630
percent for a wide range of system pressures, static contact angles,
flow rates, and liquid subcoolings. All of the data plotted in Fig.

Fig. 10 Comparison of predicted and experimental Tw,ONB
values

Fig. 11 Comparison of predicted and experimental q w,ONB
values

Table 1 Comparison of experimental DTw,ONB with predictions from past studies
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10 and obtained from literature could not be shown in Fig. 11
because of lack of information regarding the exact local subcool-
ing and/or the heat transfer coefficient. From the above model, for
given values ofG, DTsub, and fs , it is possible to predict the
axial location at which inception would occur, when a givenqw is
imposed on the surface. Equation~28! is valid for all liquids and
for both laminar and turbulent flow regimes as long as position
dependent value ofhsp is used.

It should be noted that asfs decreases,DTw,ONB approaches
the superheat required for homogeneous nucleation. This is shown
in Fig. 12, which is a plot of the normalized heterogeneous incep-
tion temperature as a function offs , for Dc

o55 mm. The incep-

tion superheat is normalized with the homogeneous nucleation
superheat~213 °C for water!. The plot shows that the inception
temperature increases with decreasing contact angle, and ap-
proaches the homogeneous nucleation temperature for very low
contact angles.

For highly wetting liquids, Tong et al.@13# found a correction
factor for the size of nucleating cavities, given by Eq.~11!. A
quantitative comparison of theDTw,ONB values predicted using
the present correlation with that predicted from Eqs.~11!and~12!,
could not be made because evaluation of superheat from Eq.~12!
requires an a priori knowledge ofb andfd . As stated earlier, in
the absence of detailed information regarding the size and shape
distribution of cavities present on the heater surface, any model
relying on such information cannot be used to predictDTw,ONB.
In the present work an approach is taken where the available data
are used to empirically correlate the functionF. The deviation in
the predictedDTw,ONB values using functionF can occur if the
experimental conditions~such as dissolved gas content of the liq-
uid! are substantially altered from those that existed in the experi-
ments representing the database. Ranges of all the data shown in
Figs. 10 and 11 are listed in Table 2. Complete details of all the
experimental data obtained in present work can be found in the
report by Warrier et al.@28#.

Active Nucleation Site Density. The active nucleation site
density was measured from the high-speed motion pictures taken
of the heater surface during boiling. These pictures were taken
from the front of the heater surface using a CCD camera. The
CCD camera~HSIS 2002!has a resolution of 2563256 pixels
over viewing area and a maximum frame rate of 1220 frames/
second. Pictures were taken at various axial locations along the
heater surface. The recorded movies were then played back and
the number of active nucleation sites counted manually. The ac-

Fig. 12 Inception superheat variation with contact angle for
water

Table 2 Experimental conditions for ONB data
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tive nucleation site density was calculated by dividing the total
number of active nucleation sites by the area over which the cam-
era was focused. In partial nucleate boiling, where discrete
bubbles are present on the surface, the active sites could be easily
discerned from the pictures. However, at higher wall superheats,
adjacent bubbles begin to merge making it difficult to accurately
count the number of individual active sites.

To overcome this problem, a technique similar to the that used
by Wang and Dhir@9# was employed. In this technique, once the
required wall superheat was reached, colder water~at about
60 °C!stored in tank #2 was pumped through the test chamber for
about two or three minutes. The increased subcooling caused the
bubbles to decrease in size and eliminate merger, thereby facili-
tating the observation of individual sites. As pointed out by Wang
and Dhir, this raises the possibility that if the subcooling is high,
the liquid-vapor interface may be pushed back into the cavity,
thereby giving the appearance that the site has been deactivated.
Pictures taken before and after the cold water was introduced,
showed that though the bubbles decreased in size, they did not
completely disappear. The error due to deactivation is expected to
be small, since the wall superheat and heat flux changed insignifi-
cantly after the cold water was introduced.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of theNa values measured for
two different values ofG. Figure 14 shows theNa values mea-
sured for different values ofDTsub. The data shown in Figs. 13
and 14 were obtained using the flat plate surface forfs
530 deg. No systematic effect ofG and DTsub on Na are ob-
served in Figs. 13 and 14. From these figures it appears that for a
givenfs , the dependence ofNa on DTw is independent of bothG
and DTsub. The active nucleation site density as a function of
DTw for different contact angles, for both the flat plate and rod
bundle, is shown in Fig. 15. An increase in eitherDTw or fs ~i.e.,
decrease in surface wettability! results in an increase inNa . The
increase inNa with increase infs can also be clearly seen in the
photographs shown in Fig. 16 for the same wall superheat of
12 °C Correlations of Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii@26# and
Wang and Dhir@14# are also plotted in Fig. 15. Also included are
the experimental data of Zeng and Klausner@27#. The data plotted
in Fig. 15 shows significant scatter. However, this is not unex-
pected, since at very low number densities, (Na;1 site/cm2), and
with the focussing area being in the range of 1.4 cm2 to 1.6 cm2

for flat plate test surface, missing just one nucleation site can
cause a large error. At higher wall superheats, with increase in
Na , it becomes difficult to measure the exact number of nucle-
ation sites due to merger of bubbles from neighboring sites. Only
one experiment forfs530 deg,G5346 kg/m2s, andDTw greater
than 20 °C was performed with the cold water technique men-
tioned earlier. Figure 15 shows that at higherDTw values~i.e.,

lower Dc values!,Na increases more rapidly withDTw . From the
data it appears that this transitional dependency ofNa on DTw
occurs at about 15 °C wall superheat.

Wang and Dhir@14# also observed this transition, but at a wall
superheat of 12°C. Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii’s@26# correla-
tion underpredicts the nucleation site density obtained in the cur-
rent experiment as shown in Fig. 15. Wang and Dhir’s correlation
matches well with the experimental data for wall superheats
higher than 15°C. As mentioned earlier, it should be noted that
this correlation was developed forDc,5.8mm which corre-
sponds to aDTw.12°C for water. For lower wall superheats,
Wang and Dhir did not propose any correlation forNa . However,
in their work they empirically found,Ns ~in sites/cm2!, the num-
ber density of all cavities present on the surface, as a function of
Dc ,

Ns593103Dc
22.0 ~Dc* >5.8mm!. (30)

In Eq. ~30!, Dc is in mm andDc5 f dDc* , where the shape factor
f d is 0.89 andDc* is the measured cavity size. The number of
nucleating cavities is less than the total number of available cavi-
ties as only a fraction of these cavities trap gas or vapor. The
dependence ofNs on Dc ~and henceDTw! given by Eq.~30! is the
same as what has been measured in the present work, forDTw
,15°C.

Based on the present data, two correlations have been devel-
oped for Na as a function of both wall superheat (DTw) and
contact angle (fs). These correlations are given as:

Fig. 13 Comparison of Na for two different mass fluxes Fig. 14 Comparison of Na for different liquid subcooling

Fig. 15 Active nucleation site density data
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Na50.34@12cos~fs!#DTw
2.0 DTw,ONB,DTw,15°, (31)

Na53.431025@12cos~fs!#DTw
5.3 DTw>15°. (32)

These correlations should be valid for other liquids and pressures
and are applicable forDTw.DTw,ONB. The power ofDTw in Eq.
~32! is 5.3 whereas Wang and Dhir’s correlation hadDTw

6.0. The
contact angle dependency is the same as that proposed by Wang
and Dhir. Also, for lower superheats,Na;DTw

2.0 which is the same
dependence given by Eq.~30! ~i.e.,Ns;Dc

22.0 which is equivalent

to Ns;DTw
2.0!. Figure 17 shows a comparison of theNa values

obtained experimentally with those predicted from Eqs.~31! and
~32!. It is seen that most of the data are correlated within640
percent.

Zeng and Klausner@27# obtainedNa data during flow boiling in
a horizontal channel. In their experiments the heat flux was kept
constant while the liquid velocity, liquid layer thickness, and the
vapor quality at inlet were varied. Their results showed that for a
constant heat flux, changing the liquid or vapor velocity had a
significant effect onNa . Another way of interpreting these results
is as follows: since the heat flux was always kept constant, chang-
ing the liquid or vapor velocity will result in changing the heat
transfer coefficient and in turn the wall superheat. This change in
the wall superheat will in turn change the measuredNa values.
The plot of theirNa data withDTw for various mass fluxes, liquid
film thickness, vapor and liquid velocities, shows thatNa

;DTw
5.6 ~as shown in Fig. 15! which is close to the dependence

obtained in the present work, for higher range of wall superheats.
However, converting theNa dependence on velocity~from the
data reported in the paper!to that on wall superheat givesNa

;DTw
3.75. This was obtained by assuming that for turbulent flows,

Nu;u0.8 and given thatNa;u23.0 ~as reported in their paper!.
However, their data show considerable scatter. The scatter in the
data at low wall superheats can be due to the uncertainty that is
inherent in determiningNa when only a few sites are present in
the area of interest. Table 3 lists the ranges ofNa data shown in
the plots. Details of all theNa data obtained in the present study
can be found in Warrier et al.@28#.

Summary
The dependence of the onset of nucleate boiling and active

nucleation site density on different subcooled flow boiling param-
eters have been quantified. Unlike most of the previous studies the
functional dependence of inception superheat or heat flux on flow
rate, local liquid subcooling, static contact angle, and axial loca-
tion has been accounted for. The present model explicitly takes
into account the influence of static contact angle as it has been
successfully applied to various liquids-surface pairs, including re-
frigerants. The correlation can be used to determine the location of
ONB given the various system and flow parameters. The validity
of the ONB correlation has been shown for the following range of
parameters:~i! fs : 1 deg to 85 deg,~ii! system pressure: 1.0 bar
to 137.5 bar,~iii! local liquid subcooling: 1.7°C to 80.0°C, and
~iv! velocity: pool to 17 m/s.

It is found that the nucleation site density depends only on
static contact angle and wall superheat. The effect of velocity and
local liquid subcooling is implicit in the relation between local
heat flux and wall superheat and they do not affect the nucleation
site density independently. Nucleation site density data for water

Fig. 16 Comparison of heater surface during nucleate boiling,
„a… fsÄ30 deg and „b… fsÄ90 deg

Fig. 17 Comparison of predicted and experimental Na values

Table 3 Test conditions for Na data
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is correlated as a function of static contact angle and wall super-
heat. The correlations developed forNa covered a range of static
contact angles varying from 30 deg to 90 deg and superheats
ranging from 3°C to 26.5°C.
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Nomenclature

D 5 diameter
Dc

o 5 cavity diameter corresponding to the tangency condi-
tion

Ds 5 maximum cavity diameter present on the surface
G 5 mass flux
h 5 heat transfer coefficient

hf g 5 latent heat
k 5 thermal conductivity

Na 5 active nucleation site density
Ns 5 cumulative site density
P 5 pressure
q 5 wall heat flux
r 5 radius
T 5 temperature

DTw 5 wall superheat (Tw2Tsat)
DTsub 5 liquid subcooling (Tsat2Tl)

u 5 velocity
y 5 normal distance from the wall
z 5 axial direction~along flow!

Greek

b 5 cone half angle
d 5 boundary layer thickness
f 5 contact angle
r 5 density
s 5 surface tension

Subscripts

b 5 bubble
c 5 cavity
d 5 dynamic
g 5 gas

in 5 inlet
l 5 liquid

ONB 5 onset of nucleate boiling
s 5 static

sat 5 saturation
sp 5 single-phase

sub 5 subcooling
t 5 thermal

v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
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Optical Evaluation of the Effect of
Curvature and Apparent Contact
Angle in Droplet Condensate
Removal
The microscale transport processes in droplet condensation and removal due to interfa-
cial phenomena were studied. In particular, this paper concerns the movement of a con-
densed ethanol sessile drop into a concave liquid film in the corner. An improved image
analyzing procedure was used to evaluate the curvatures and contact angles for both the
drop and the concave corner meniscus at different condensation rates. The experimental
results demonstrated that the condensate removal rate was a function of the curvature and
contact angle, which self-adjust to give the necessary force field. The use of a dimension-
less, shape dependent, force balance was demonstrated. For small drops, the intermolecu-
lar force was found to be much larger than the gravitational force and dominated droplet
removal. Microscale pressure fields can be experimentally measured whereas interfacial
temperature differences cannot.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1466460#

Keywords: Condensation, Image Processing, Interferometry, Microscale, Visualization

Introduction
The pressure gradient due to changes in the intermolecular

force field, which is a function of the shape, temperature, and
composition, controls the fluid flow and heat transfer processes in
thin microscale liquid-vapor systems@e.g., @1–8##. For example,
thin film evaporation in the grooves of heat transfer devices has
been extensively studied@e.g.,@9–20##. Herein, the use of a Con-
strained Vapor Bubble~CVB! heat exchanger to study the micros-
cale transport processes due to interfacial phenomena in dropwise
condensation is described. A schematic of the CVB is presented in
Fig. 1. It consists mainly of a quartz cell~square cross section;
inside dimensions, 3 mm33 mm; outside dimensions, 5.5 mm
35.5 mm; length, 40 mm!, a heater on the top, and coolers on
each side of the cell located at 20mm from the top. The axial
temperature profile on the flat surface was measured using ther-
mocouples~which are not shown!placed at 2 mm intervals. Since
temperatureT1.T2 , energy flows from End~1! to End ~2! by
conduction in the walls and by an evaporation, vapor flow and
condensation mechanism. Some heat is lost to the surroundings
from the entire length. Details regarding the experimental setup
can be found in Wang et al.@21#. As shown in Fig. 1, the vertical
CVB in the earth’s gravitational field is divided into three differ-
ent regions, which includes Region I~the dry region!, Region II
~the evaporator region!, and Region III~the condenser region!.
There is a ‘‘pressure jump’’ at the liquid-vapor interface,Pl
2Pv , due to the anisotropic stress tensor near interfaces. The
condensate flows from End~2! to End ~1! against gravity and
frictional force because of the intermolecular force field which is
a function of the film profile. The details of the film profile and
therefore, the pressure field, are measured optically. Below, the
description and use of an improved image analyzing procedure to
determine the characteristics of the droplet removal portion of this
process is emphasized.

To obtain a partially wetting ethanol/quartz system, the quartz
cell is heated to a high temperature during fabrication. Figures 2
and 3 show a comparison of the isothermal ethanol film at 24°C in

the initial cell and a cell ‘‘modified’’ by heating above 1000°C
during fabrication. The ethanol film in Fig. 3 becomes partially
wetting on the surface of the modified quartz cell because heating
to a high temperature makes the surface more hydrophobic by
removing surface hydroxyl groups@22#. In the initial cell, there is
a relatively thick film of adsorbed ethanol~d'50 nm based on
relative reflectivity! above the contact angle ofu50. The apparent
contact angle in the modified cell isu54.9 deg. The procedure to
obtain these angles is discussed below. Herein, we discuss the
optically observed details of the droplet condensation process oc-
curring in Region III with partially wetting ethanol on the modi-
fied surface. A schematic of a cross-section of the cell in Region
III is given in Fig. 4 where ethanol forms both a drop on the
quartz surface and a concave film in the corner. Before pure eth-
anol was introduced into the evacuated CVB heat exchanger, it
was distilled to remove the non-condensable gases.

The interfacial characteristics of both equilibrium and dynamic
sessile drops have been extensively studied. For example, the de-
tails of the equilibrium shape of the fluid interface in the micro-
scopic contact line region have been described using the aug-
mented Young-Laplace equation@23–34#. Although all these
details are important for the complete understanding of the pro-
cesses addressed, a macroscopic force balance based on only the
curvature and apparent contact angle is used herein to obtain sig-
nificant new insights concerning droplet removal. Although the
use of a macroscopic force balance obviates the current need to
address more of the microscopic details below a film thickness of
d50.1 mm, it is anticipated that this work will be subsequently
extended to study these details.

The effect of changes in the apparent contact angle on contact
line motion has also been extensively studied. Essentially, using
the assumption of a low vapor pressure liquid without phase
change, hydrodynamic and surface diffusion models were devel-
oped for forced spreading@35–43#. An example of its importance
to stability was given by Sharma and Jameel@44#. To reconcile
these models, accurate measurement of the contact angle is
needed@35#. Herein, using a unique experimental design, the mea-
sured shape change due to condensation gives the driving force
for flow.

As shown in Fig. 2, the region of dropwise condensation was
viewed through an ordinary light microscope with illumination
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through a 503objective and captured using a video camera. Near
the corner, where the convex condensed drop coexists with the
concave thin liquid film, the liquid flow occurs from the drop to
the concave liquid film because of the differences in the curva-
tures and the apparent contact angles. The main purpose of this
paper is to propose an improved image analyzing procedure to
measure the curvatures and contact angles for both the drop and
the meniscus in the corner. A force balance is then used to evalu-
ate the movement of the drop to the meniscus due to intermolecu-
lar forces.

Since Schmidt et al.@45# reported that the heat transfer coeffi-
cient of dropwise condensation is much higher than that of film
condensation, dropwise condensation has been extensively studied
@e.g., @46–50##. The dropwise condensation process includes ini-
tial droplet formation, growth, removal, and re-nucleation on re-
exposed sites. When a droplet grows to a size that can not be
sustained by surface tension forces, it is removed from the surface
by gravity, external forces or drag forces resulting from the sur-
rounding surface conditions@51#. Tanasawa et al.@52# measured
the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the departing
drop diameter, using the gravitational, centrifugal, and steam
shear forces to change the departing drop diameter. Yamali and
Merte@53# designed a centrifuge to study the effect of body forces
on dropwise condensation heat flux under controlled subcooling.
Wang et al.@54# gave an initial report on the departure of a single
condensed drop into a concave liquid film due to the intermolecu-
lar force gradient. This paper extends the description of these
studies by first detailing the image analyzing technique developed
and then using it to compare the removal of drops at different
condensation rates. An enhanced understanding of the effect of
interfacial phenomena is thereby obtained.

Force Balance
A brief description of the force balance used in Ref.@54# is

given next. Consider a drop close to the liquid meniscus in the
corner shown in Fig. 5: the condensed drop is assumed to be a
spherical cap, whereas the meniscus in the corner is a portion of a
cylindrical surface. Changes in the intermolecular force field
cause the pressure difference between liquid drop and liquid in the
corner. Using the following augmented Young-Laplace equation,
the shape of the interface gives the pressure field for microscale
liquid flow in the liquid:

Pv2Pl5s lK1P (1)

where K is the curvature~K,0 for convex andK.0 for con-
cave!. A force balance that relates viscous losses to interfacial
forces due to curvatures and apparent contact angles gives-

Fig. 1 A schematic drawing of three different regions of the
vertical CVB

Fig. 2 The completely wetting ethanol film in the initial cell
with a contact angle uÄ0

Fig. 3 The partially wetting ethanol film in the modified cell
with a contact angle uÄ4.9 deg „xÄ3 mm …

Fig. 4 Dropwise condensation in Region III
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tL5s l~2cosud1cosuc!1d~2s lKd1s lKc! (2)

where t is the average shear stress over the lengthL, L is the
distance between the thicknessd in the drop and the corner me-
niscus, andu,90 deg is the apparent contact angle. The subscripts
d andc denote the drop and corner meniscus. The right hand side
of Eq. ~2! is the driving force for liquid flow per unit width (F/ds)
between the drop and the meniscus. It is the decrease in chemical
potential that causes the spontaneous flow. For the purpose of
discussion, we assume thatds is the width of the liquid drop. The
selection of this characteristic width does not affect the value of
the dimensionless experimental data given on the rhs of Eq.~3!. In
both the liquid drop and corner meniscus,d is taken to be the film
thickness of the 0th order of destructive fringes, 0.1mm, where
the apparent contact angles were measured. Using a large value of
the film thickness at the ends of the control volume obviates the
need to discuss the disjoining pressure, which is important at
thicknessd,0.1 mm.

Equation~2! can be rewritten in dimensionless form by divid-
ing by s l to give the dimensionless difference in free energy for
spontaneous condensate removal,

F

dss l
5

tL

s l
5~2cosud1cosuc!1d~2Kd1Kc! (3)

The left hand side of Eq.~3! represents the ratio of the resistance
force due to shear to the surface free energy of a flat bulk liquid.
It is equal to the sum of two terms due to the contact angle dif-
ference and the capillary pressure difference. Using the improved
image analyzing technique proposed next, the apparent contact
angles and curvatures can be obtained accurately from the film
thickness profiles of the drop and the meniscus.

Image Analyzing Technique
A high power microscope was rotated and situated on an ad-

justable stage, so that the naturally occurring interference fringes
of the drop and liquid film in the corner of the vertical CVB could
be viewed and evaluated using image analyzing interferometry. Of
particular relevance to our experimental technique is the pioneer-
ing work by Sharp@55#, who used the interference of monochro-
matic light reflected at the liquid-vapor and liquid-solid interfaces
in a thin liquid film to visualize an evaporation liquid film at the
base of bubbles on glass during nucleate boiling. Jawurek@56#
employed high-speed interference photography to simultaneously
determine the detailed shape and thickness of the microlayer.
Voutsinos and Judd@57# investigated the growth and evaporation
of the microlayer underlying a bubble forming on a glass heater
surface using laser interferometry and high speed photography.
Using Interferometry, Renk and Wayner@58,59# measured the
shape of a stationary ethanol meniscus formed on a horizontal
glass substrate as a function of the evaporative heat flux. To evalu-
ate the effect of concentration gradients, Wayner et al.@8# studied

evaporation in the contact line region of a mixture on a silicon
wafer using Interferometry and Huang et al.@60# used the CVB.
Chen and Wada@61# studied the isothermal spreading dynamics of
a drop edge using a laser light interference microscopy method.
Kihm and Pratt@62# presented a Fizeau interferometry technique
to determine the complete contours of thin film thickness varia-
tions of evaporating pentane menisci. Microscale patterning of
contact line instabilities have also been studied using Interferom-
etry @63–67#.

Film Profile. The interference fringes resulting from the re-
flection of monochromatic light at both the liquid-vapor and
liquid-solid interfaces in the CVB were used to determine the
thickness profile of the meniscus. Destructive interference occurs
when the optical paths of the two reflected beams is such that they
are out of phase byp. In our case,nv,nl,ns . Therefore, there is
a phase shift equal top at each interface. The constructive inter-
ference occurs when the two reflected beams are in phase. Herein,
monochromatic light~l5543.5 nm!from a Hg-arc with a narrow
band filter is used to illuminate the cell. Ethanol~nl51.359,s l
50.0225 Nm! is used as working fluid. With a 503 objective,
each of the 6403480 pixels measures the average reflectivity
~thickness!of a region with a diameter of 0.1777mm. The re-
corded images were analyzed using image processing. Using the
proposed new analytical technique, the measured liquid thickness
profile gives both the curvature and apparent contact angle.

Curvature. For example, DasGupta et al.@68# and
Karthikeyan et al.@69# used image analyzing interferometry to
measure curvatures for a completely wetting fluid. The curvature
~K! is defined as

K5

d2d

dy2

F11S dd

dyD
2G3/2 (4)

A simplified expression was obtained by assuming that the square
of the slope, (dd/dy)2, was very small compared to one. The film
profile was assumed to be a parabola whose curvature was a con-
stant in this approximation. The square root of film thickness,d1/2,
was then plotted against the distance,y, and the profile appeared
to be a straight line in the thicker portion of the meniscus. The
curvature was then obtained from the slope of the profile, which is
a constant,

K5
1

r
52S dd1/2

dy D 2

(5)

This treatment is applicable only in the completely wetting system
for the isothermal case@52# and the adiabatic region of the non-
isothermal case@53#. In the cases of high rates of phase change
and/or partially wetting systems, a steep film profile is obtained.
The plot, d1/2 versusy, bends instead of being a straight line.
Thus, the slope,dd1/2/dy, is not a constant. The second derivative
of the parabola can no longer account for these variations. In
addition, we found that this technique could not be used to obtain
the apparent contact angle. Herein, an improved analytical tech-
nique is proposed to overcome these difficulties and evaluate both
the curvature and the apparent contact angle for both the partially
wetting fluid and the completely wetting fluid. Instead of using the
definition of the curvature, we considered the film profile in the
corner to be a part of a circle, the curvature can then be obtained
from the radius of the circle. In addition, an extension of this
method discussed later gives the correct spherical shape of the
drop in the equilibrium limit.

Theoretical Formulation for the Concave Liquid Film in the
Corner. Figure 6 represents one of the corners of a container
with a general vertex angle ofa. The corner is partially filled with
the liquid, and the liquid forms an apparent finite contact angle of

Fig. 5 Macroscopic force balance
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uc on the interior wall of the container. The coordinate axes are
labeled on the figure. TheZ-axis represents the thickness of the
liquid film ~d!. The Y-axis, which corresponds to one side of the
container wall, represents the location of the film thickness pro-
file. The vapor-liquid interface is assumed to be a part of a circle,
the center of the circle is located at pointO. The local validity of
this assumption is demonstrated by the final fit of the model to the
experimental data. The coordinate of pointO (r cosuc ,c
1r sinuc) is easily derived from geometric relations, wherec
5r sinf/2/sina/2, f5p2(2uc1a). The shape of the vapor-
liquid interface at the corner of a container can thus be expressed
as,

~d2r cosuc!
21~y2c2r sinuc!

25r 2 (6)

Rearranging Eq.~6! while using the negative square root,

y5c1r sinuc2Ar 22~d2r cosuc!
2 (7)

The two unknowns,r anduc , can be obtained simultaneously
by best fitting the experimental film thickness profile,
min((i51

N (yexp,i2ytheo,i)
2), whereN is the total number of dark and

bright fringes. The subscripts exp and theo denote the experimen-
tal data and theoretical values using Eq.~7!, respectively. The
curvature ~K! is obtained from the reciprocal of the radius of
curvature. In our particular case of square cross section,a5p/2.

Verification of the Technique. To verify this technique, iso-
thermal experimental data obtained with apolar pentane was used
to evaluate a theoretical model. Use of the completely wetting
apolar pentane/quartz system to evaluate the measurement error
minimizes the influence of uncertain factors such as local varia-
tions in the contact angles.

For an isothermal vertical CVB illustrated in Figure 1 (Qin
5Qout50), the sum of the disjoining and the capillary pressures
equals the hydrostatic pressure,

D~P1s lK !5~r l2rv!gDx (8)

wherer l and rv represent the densities of the liquid and vapor,
respectively.x is the axial distance in the vertical cell. As marked
in Fig. 1, zero represents the top of the vapor bubble in the cell.
Figure 7 gives an example of typical interference fringes which
represent the film thickness profile of pentane in the corner of the
cell. The uniformly bright part represents the thin film on the flat
surface of the cell. Using Eq.~7! to best fit the experimental film
thickness profile presented in Fig. 8, an apparent contact angle of
0 deg and a curvature of the meniscus in the corner of the cell of
5190 m21 were obtained. Neglecting the disjoining pressureP in
the thicker portion of the film,d.0.1 mm, gives,

DK5
~r l2rv!gDx

s l
(9)

The curvatures obtained experimentally along the axial direction
were compared with the theoretical results from Eq.~9!. Figure 9
shows the comparison of the experimental and theoretical pentane

Fig. 6 One of the corners of a container with a vertex angle, a

Fig. 7 Typical interference fringes for a curved thin film of
pentane in the corner of the cell

Fig. 8 Film thickness profiles of pentane in the corner of the
cell

Fig. 9 Comparison of analyzed experimental curvature pro-
files with modeling results based on Eq. „9…
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curvatures along the axial distance in the vertical isothermal CVB
with a bubble length of 22 mm. The experimental curvatures were
in good agreement with the theoretical results. The average devia-
tion of experimental results from the modeling results is 1.8 per-
cent.

Effect of Curvature on Film Thickness Profile. The follow-
ing theoretical results are presented to enhance the understanding
of the pictures. Using Eq.~7!, a series of theoretical film thickness
profiles with different curvatures with the contact angle of zero for
the pentane/quartz system is presented in Fig. 10. The circles in
the plot represent the destructive fringes obtained from Eq.~7!.
For example, the circle sign at 0.101mm denotes the 0th order
destructive fringe, at 0.302mm it denotes the 1st order destructive
fringe. As can be seen, the spacing between two consecutive de-
structive fringes becomes smaller as the film thickness increases,
which can be observed in Fig. 7. The spacing between the two
consecutive destructive fringes also decreases as the curvature in-
creases. For the film thickness profile withK55000 m21, the
spacing between the 0th and 1st orders of destructive fringes is
4.63 mm; For K510000 m21 and K520000 m21, the spacings
are 3.27mm and 2.31mm, respectively. Each pixel in our experi-
mental system measured the reflectivity of an area with a diameter
of 0.1777mm.

Effect of Apparent Contact Angle on Film Thickness Profile.
For a partially wetting system, liquid forms a finite contact angle
on the wall of the container. Taking the ethanol/quartz system with
a curvature of 3000 m21 as an example, the film thickness profiles
with assumed different contact angles obtained using Eq.~7!, are
shown in Fig. 11. As the contact angle increases, the spacing
between two consecutive dark fringes decreases. Atuc50 deg,
the spacing between the 0th and 1st orders of the dark fringes is
5.97 mm; At uc55 deg and 10 deg, the spacings reduce to 2.12
mm and 1.11mm, respectively. It is interesting to note that the film
thickness profile atuc510 deg is very steep and appears to be a
straight line without curvature, however, it is actually a part of a
circle with the curvature of 3000 m21.

Theoretical Formulation for the Convex Liquid Drop on the
Surface. Equation~6! describes the shape of a concave liquid
film in the corner of a container using aYZ-coordinate system.
Since a liquid drop forms a convex vapor-liquid interface on the
flat surface, the curvature of the liquid drop on the flat surface can
not be obtained by directly applying the above equations. Experi-
mentally, we can obtain the film thickness profile (dexp8 ) of the
mid-plane of the drop. Therefore, for a mid-plane through the

drop, we introduce aY8Z8-coordinate system for a single radius
of curvature shown in Fig. 12 with the origin at pointO9 and with
the Y8-axis directed along the flat surface lineO9B. The
Y8Z8-system is devised so that theoretical film thickness profiles
can be compared with experimental data. TheZ8-axis represents
the film thickness~d8! of the drop, andY8-axis represents the
location (y8) of the film thickness. In order to obtain the curvature
of the drop by applying Eq.~6!, we need to determine the trans-
formation between theYZ-system andY8Z8-system. In our case,
a5p/2. By geometrical derivations, the points in theYZ-system
can be expressed in theY8Z8-system by the following coordinate
transformation

y5c2
y81d8

A2
(10a)

d5
y82d8

A2
(10b)

whered and y denote the film thickness and the location of the
film thickness in theYZ-system, respectively.d8 and y8 denote
the film thickness and the location in theY8Z8-system. Substitut-
ing Eqs.~10a! and ~10b! into Eq. ~6! and rearranging gives

Fig. 10 Theoretical film thickness profiles showing theoretical
locations of dark fringes for different curvatures with uc
Ä0 deg obtained using Eq. „7…

Fig. 11 Theoretical film thickness profiles showing theoretical
locations of dark fringes for different apparent contact angles
for KÄ3000 mÀ1 obtained using Eq. „7…

Fig. 12 Coordinate transformation for the drop on the flat sur-
face
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y852
1

2
$A2r ~2cosuc1sinuc!1A2r 2~2cosuc1sinuc!

224@~d8!21A2rd8~cosuc1sinuc!#% (11)

The two unknowns,r anduc , can be obtained simultaneously by
best fitting the experimental film thickness profile of the drop. The
contact angle of the drop is then given byud5p/42uc , and the
curvature isKd52/r since the drop is assumed to be a spherical
cap.

Experimental Results and Discussions
The thickness profiles of ethanol in Figs. 2 and 3 are given in

Fig. 13. As can be seen, the thickness profile of ethanol on the
modified surface cell is much steeper than that on the initial sur-
face cell. The ethanol/quartz system changes from completely
wetting in the initial cell to partially wetting in the modified cell.
The equilibrium apparent contact angle of the ethanol-modified
quartz system is 4.9 deg.

In the region of dropwise condensation, the vapor first con-
densed into small discrete liquid drops on the flat surface of the
vertical quartz cell. These small drops then grew and coalesced
into larger drops, which were then absorbed into the meniscus in
the corner. This sequence then repeated. For example, three pic-
tures of the same location recorded over a period of 0.33 seconds
are presented in Fig. 14. Timet50 is a relative time as close to
the start of a cycle as we can measure with a standard video
camera. Near the corner of the quartz cell, instead of falling under
the gravitational force, the condensed drops are driven into the
concave liquid film by the natural pressure gradient due to inter-
facial phenomena, which can be accurately analyzed using the
image analyzing technique described above. Two local cases with
different condensation rates shown in Figs. 15 and 16~a! are now
discussed using the sessile drops indicated by the arrows. Figures
15 and 16 were recorded at different locations and absolute times.

Since the coolers are located 20 mm from the top, the base of
the longer vapor bubble~Case II!is closer to the cooler, therefore,
the condensation rate in the longer bubble is larger. For Case I in
Fig. 15, the length of the vapor bubble is 7 mm. For Case II in
Figure 16~a!, the length of the vapor bubble is 10 mm. It is clearly
seen that the liquid film in the corner in Fig. 16~a! is more spread
out due to the larger condensation rate. Figure 16~b! gives a
clearer view of the spreading liquid film portion in the corner
adjacent to that in Fig. 16~a!. For each bubble length, the conden-
sation rate is also a function of axial position.

Fig. 13 Comparison of thickness profiles of ethanol film on
the initial and modified surfaces „xÄ3 mm …

Fig. 14 „a… Dropwise condensation of ethanol at xÄ3 mm „t
Ä0 sec…; „b… Dropwise condensation of ethanol at xÄ3 mm „t
Ä0.27 sec…; and „c… Dropwise condensation of ethanol at x
Ä3 mm „tÄ0.33 sec….
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A comparison of the film thickness profiles in the corner is
given in Fig. 17. The film thickness profile in the corner in Case I,
which has an apparent contact angle of 9.6 deg~at 0.1mm! and a
curvature of 2.383103 m21, is much steeper than the profile in
Case II. For Case II, the meniscus bulges at the beginning, then

flattens out, and then the film thickness increases gradually. We
find that this change in sign in the curvature at the contact line is
important to obtain the necessary additional driving force for the
increased flow in Case II. At the convex front marked as Region
IIa in Fig. 17, the curvature is23.683103 m21. In Region IIb,
the curvature is near zero. In Region IIc, the curvature of the thick
film in the corner is 2.223103 m21. As demonstrated by Zheng
et al. @70#, the evaluation of the uncertainties associated with the
presented image processing procedure is a complex function of
the pixel resolution of the optical system, the number of dark
fringes which can be recorded to obtain the curvature~which is a
function of the value of the curvature and optical magnification!,
the apparent contact angle, the wavelength of the light, and the
refractive index of the liquid. In our optical system, the resolution
was 0.1777 um/pixel. We calculated the uncertainties presented in
Table 1 using the procedures presented in@70#. Note that the sign
convention for the curvature is negative for the convex meniscus,
positive for the concave meniscus. According to the simplified
Young-Laplace equation for the thick film where the disjoining
pressure can be neglected, the horizontal pressure difference in the
meniscus can be obtained from the sum of the absolute values of
curvatures of the convex front~Region IIa! and the thick film
~Region IIc!. Hence, the value of the horizontal pressure differ-
ence between the bulging film~Region IIa!and the meniscus~Re-
gion IIc! is 133 N/m2, which is 2.7 times larger than that~50
N/m2! between the spreading flat film~Region IIb! and the me-
niscus~Region IIc!. The shape of the meniscus in Case II provides
much more driving force for condensate removal than that in Case
I. The meniscus absorbs the drop into the corner by this intermo

Fig. 15 Case I: Dropwise condensation at lower condensation
rate „xÄ3 mm …

Fig. 16 „a… Case II: Dropwise condensation at higher conden-
sation rate: an extension of the picture is given in Fig. 16 „b…
„xÄ6 mm …; „b… Case II: Spreading liquid film in the corner
which shows the extension of Fig. 16 „a… „xÄ6 mm ….

Fig. 17 Film thickness profiles in the corner

Table 1 Values of the different terms in the force balance „Eq.
3… evaluated at dÄ0.1 mm
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lecular force gradient, then the condensate flows up to the region
of evaporation by the vertical axial curvature gradient. The film
profile is self-adjusting to obtain the necessary force. These initial
discussions demonstrate that the details of the two-dimension
pressure field can be obtained for future analyses.

For now, Eq.~3! is used to analyze the macroscopic removal
force between the drop and the meniscus. Table 1 summarizes the
values of the terms atd50.1 mm and the driving force for these
two cases. Although the curvature difference term between the
drop and liquid meniscus in Case II becomes a little smaller com-
pared to that in Case I due to the convex front of the meniscus in
Region IIa, the contact angle difference term plays a dominant
role in the change in the driving force. The dimensionless differ-
ence in free energy for the drop removal in Case II,F/dss l , is
1.5931022, which is 5 times larger than that for Case I. A com-
parison of drop profiles is presented in Fig. 18, where we find that
the contact angles and curvatures of the drops are slightly differ-
ent. However, as discussed above, the contact angles of the me-
niscus in the corner are quite different. Consequently, the drop
removal force in Case II is much larger than that in Case I because
of the change in the corner profile.

For the drop close to the corner, we find that the effect of
gravity on droplet movement towards the corner becomes insig-
nificant. The ratio of the horizontal driving force between the drop
and the meniscus to the vertical gravitational force on the drop
(F/r lgVd) is 8.883102 for Case I, and 3.093103 for Case II.
However, gravity does have a large effect on axial flow in the
corner of the vertical system. The removal rate is obtained by
dividing the mass of the drop by the time period for removal. The
removal rate for Case II is 5.26310212 kg/s, which is 2.3 times
larger than that (2.34310212 kg/s) for Case I. These results dem-
onstrate that the evaluation of both the body and the interfacial
pressure forces enhance the understanding of the mechanism for
efficient removal of drops from a condenser surface. When the
system is used in microgravity, the gravitational force becomes
insignificant for all orientations. A physical understanding of the
effects of the liquid-vapor interfacial pressure and temperature
jumps on the local evaporation/condensation heat flux,qlv9 , can be
obtained using the following equation which includes both the
Kelvin and Clapeyron effects on the vapor pressure@3#:

qlv9 5m9hf g5hlv
id~Tlv2Tv!1hlv

kl~Pl2Pv! (12)

where

hlv
id5S C2M

2pRTlv
D 0.5M Pvhf g

2

RTvTlv
, hlv

kl5S C2M

2pRTlv
D 0.5VlM Pvhf g

RTlv

According to Eq.~12! condensation is promoted by subcooling
and hindered by high liquid film pressure.

The interfacial pressure difference is obtained using Eq.~1!
with the thickness profile. The pressure level in the vapor, which
is uniform because of minimum resistance to vapor flow, is mea-
sured using a pressure transducer. For our isothermal system at
24°C, the vapor pressure measurement was 60 mmHg which is the
thermodynamic value of 56 mmHg plus an apparent error of 4
mmHg. The difference is believed due to non-condensibles which
did not change. During heat transfer studies, the vapor pressure
correlated with the temperature in the region of condensation.
However, the interfacial temperature difference is too small to
measure and must be obtained from modeling thermal conduction.
This can be evaluated using two overall heat balances:~1! a mass
balance based on the measured volume of the drops which gives
the average heat flux~qlv9 521.863103 W/m2 for Case I, qlv9
523.283103 W/m2 for Case II!; and~2! a numerical calculation
of conduction in the glass which is to be done. Finally, a numeri-
cal example of the sensitivity of the magnitude of the interfacial
temperature difference can be obtained using Eq.~12! with the
measured pressure jump and heat flux: (Tlv2Tv)521.09
31024 K for the drop in Figure 15, and21.5131024 K for the
drop in Fig. 16~a!. Obviously, these temperature differences are
too small to measure. However, they indicate that Marangoni
flows were probably insignificant in the region analyzed. This
conclusion was supported by the interference profiles in the region
analyzed. We note that future studies under different conditions
may alter this conclusion. Although they are both important, we
find that the pressure field is much easier to measure than the
temperature field in these heat transfer studies.

Conclusions

1 An improved image analyzing procedure, which can be used
to obtain simultaneously the curvature and apparent contact angle
of the meniscus in the corner of the cell, was proposed and veri-
fied. Using a coordinate transformation, it can also be applied to
the convex liquid drop.

2 The apparent contact angles and curvatures of the meniscus
in the corner and the sessile drop were a function of the heat flux.

3 The condensate removal rate was a function of changes in the
contact angle and curvature which self-adjust to give the neces-
sary force field.

4 The use of a dimensionless, shape dependent, macroscopic
force balance to analyze condensate removal was demonstrated.

5 Near the corner, the intermolecular force was up to 3000
times larger than the gravitational force and dominated droplet
removal.

6 Microscale pressure fields can be experimentally measured,
whereas interfacial temperature differences cannot.
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Nomenclature

C 5 accommodation constant
Cl 5 geometric coefficient
c 5 liquid-wall contact line length

ds 5 width of the liquid drop
hf g 5 latent heat of vaporization

K 5 curvature
L 5 length in Figure 5
M 5 molecular weight

m9 5 interfacial mass flux

Fig. 18 Film thickness profiles at the mid-plane of the drops
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n 5 refractive index
P 5 pressure
R 5 gas constant
r 5 interfacial radius of curvature

VlM 5 molar volume of the liquid
x 5 axial distance along the CVB axis
y 5 distance in the direction normal to CVB axis

Greek Characters

a 5 vertex angle of the quartz cell
d 5 film thickness
u 5 apparent contact angle
P 5 disjoining pressure
s 5 surface tension
t 5 shear stress
f 5 defined in Fig. 6

Subscripts

1,2 5 arbitrary number of location index
c 5 liquid film in the corner
d 5 liquid drop on the flat surface

exp 5 experimental data
l 5 liquid

lv 5 liquid-vapor interface
s 5 solid

theo 5 theoretical results
v 5 vapor

Superscripts

8 5 coordinate system for the liquid drop on the flat sur-
face
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Forced Convective Heat Transfer
in Metallic Fibrous Materials
A numerical study is reported for high Reynolds number forced convection in a channel
filled with rigid metallic fibrous materials of high porosity. The effects of convective and
form inertia, viscous shear, and thermal dispersion are all considered together. Inertia
and thermal dispersion are modeled. The numerical results suggest that heat transfer rate
increases with increasing Reynolds number within a range, but not significantly beyond
that range. The heat transfer rate also increases with stagnant thermal conductivity, and
decreases with Darcy number. The fiber thickness was found to have significant influence
on thermal dispersion. The range of applicability of the local volume averaging in terms
of the significant parameters is discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1470491#
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Introduction
Forced convection through rigid metallic fibrous materials can

be used for substantial enhancement of heat transfer rates while
still maintaining surface temperatures at a reasonably low value.
Given these characteristics, fibrous metallic blocks are well suited
for use as high-performance heat spreaders or dissipaters in indus-
trial applications. Various metallic fibrous blocks are commer-
cially available, which are inexpensive and can be manufactured
to the desired porosity and permeability. In the current investiga-
tion, a numerical model is developed to predict the forced convec-
tion heat transfer rates using such a porous medium. The resulting
model can be used to aid in the design and optimization of the
metallic fibrous heat dissipaters.

Convective heat transfer in a fibrous medium involves the for-
mation of complex flow and temperature fields around individual
fibers. As pointed out by Beavers and Sparrow@1#, flow separation
may occur around the fibers at higher velocities. While this leads
to a larger pressure-drop, the associated mixing substantially en-
hances the heat transfer rate. In addition, when the fluid-saturated
fibrous material has a larger effective thermal conductivity than
the fluid alone, the heat dissipation from the bounding surface is
enhanced, helping to keep the surface temperature within accept-
able limits.

Nield and Bejan@2# and Kaviany@3# presented a modern ac-
count of convective heat transfer in porous media. A majority of
the previous investigations of convection in porous media have
been based on the Darcy flow model, which does not consider
convective inertia, form drag and viscous shearing effects. These
factors are important, particularly in high Reynolds number flows.
Since the fluid flows through a complex tortuous path through the
fibrous medium, it is not possible to model the flow in full detail.
However, the effects of the fibrous matrix, the local recirculation
around the individual fibers, and the thermal dispersion can be
incorporated into the conservation equations through a volume-
averaging process. While this averaging procedure provides a
mechanism by which the desired conservation equations can be
made applicable to the bulk flow and heat transfer in fibrous me-
dia, it clouds the local effects of recirculation and dispersion, leav-
ing two quantities to be determined empirically: the form coeffi-
cient,CF , and the dispersion conductivity,kd . As a result, these
two parameters must be obtained either through experimentation
or additional modeling. For a history of the theoretical develop-
ments of flow through porous media, see Lage@4#.

Following the earlier work of Whitaker@5# and Slattery@6#,

Vafai and Tien@7,8# investigated the effects of the quadratic form
drag term and the solid boundary on flow, heat and mass transfer
in a porous medium. They utilized the local volume averaging
technique to develop the conservation equations. Vafai@9# and
Vafai et al. @10# theoretically and experimentally studied the in-
fluence of variable porosity on the transport phenomena. Kaviany
@11# studied heat transfer in a channel for fully-developed flow
situation by neglecting the quadratic drag term and axial conduc-
tion. A boundary layer type of flow and heat transfer along a flat
plate embedded in a porous medium was studied by Beckermann
and Viskanta@12#by neglecting the form drag. Vafai and Kim@13#
obtained an exact solution for forced convection in a channel by
considering fully-developed flow. Nield et al.@14# studied forced
convection in a fluid-saturated porous medium channel with iso-
thermal and isoflux boundaries, while Nield et al.@15# considered
the effect of the temperature-dependent viscosity.

Beavers and Sparrow@1# conducted a series of experiments to
determine the friction coefficients for a family of metallic fibrous
materials saturated with water. The form coefficient,CF , and the
permeability,K, were obtained in terms of the flow rates and the
pressure-drop. Koch and Brady@16# obtained expressions for the
effective diffusivity of fibrous media in terms of the permeability
and velocity, using an ensemble averaging technique.

In the current investigation, two-dimensional forced flow
through a channel filled with metallic fibrous media, as shown in
Fig. 1, is considered. The rigid fibrous medium has high uniform
porosity and isotropic properties. One of the channel walls is
heated, while the other is assumed to be adiabatic. Detailed flow
and thermal fields are numerically modeled with the consideration
of convective and form drag, viscous shearing effects, and thermal
dispersion. The form drag and dispersion effects are modeled from
the experimental data of Beavers and Sparrow@1# and the theory
of Koch and Brady@16#, respectively. Heat transfer coefficients
are presented in terms of Reynolds number, Re, and Darcy num-
ber, Da.

Analysis
For low porosity and steady flow rates of incompressible fluids,

the empirical Darcy formula is expressed as@17#

Dp

Dx
5

m

K
u (1)

where u is the average velocity in the flow direction,x. This
equation is valid strictly for very low velocity flows. Reynolds
@18# first suggested the quadratic drag form
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Dp

Dx
5Au1Bu2 (2)

whereA andB are dimensional constants. This came to be known
as the Forchheimer law@17#.

Equation~2! was used by Green and Duwez@19# to correlate
experimental data for friction factor in terms of Reynolds number.
Ward @20# obtained the following expression

dp

dx
5

mu

K
1

cru2

AK
(3)

in which c is a dimensionless constant. Ward@20# mistakenly
thought that the value ofc was a universal constant. However, the
experimental data of Brownell et al.@21#, Green and Duwez@19#,
and Beavers and Sparrow@1# do not support this.

To account for the viscous shearing effect, Brinkman@22# pro-
posed a modified Darcy law of the form

¹p52
m

K
v1m8¹2v (4)

wherem8 is the effective viscosity of the medium. It is common
practice to assume it to be the fluid viscosity,m. This model is
expected to be valid at very high values of porosity.

The volume averaged conservation equations which resemble
the Navier-Stokes and energy equations have been derived by
Slattery@23# and Vafai and Tien@7#. This formulation is employed
in the present analysis. Consider a two-dimensional channel of
lengthL and heightH, filled with fibrous material and fully satu-
rated with a fluid~Fig. 1!. The temperature of one of the walls is
assumed to betw and the other wall is adiabatic. The fluid flows
through the inlet of the channel with a constant and uniform ve-
locity, V0 and temperature,t0 . The flow in the channel can be
described using the following volume-averaged conservation
equations of mass and momentum

¹•^v&50 (5)

r f

w2 S w
]^v&
]t

1~^v&•¹!^v& D52¹^p&2
m f

K
^v&2r f

CF

AK
u^v&u^v&

1m f¹
2^v& (6)

respectively. In the above formulation,^ & represents the afore-
mentioned volume-averaged quantities. The momentum equation,
Eq. 6, can be split into the three component equations for the
coordinate system of choice. For the current investigation, a Car-
tesian coordinate system will be utilized.

The convective inertia term on the left-hand side of Eq. 6 is
important when the flow is developing, i.e., at the entrance of the
channel and for flow through a high porosity medium such as the
one considered here. The first two terms on the right-hand side,
when isolated, form the well-known Darcy formula for fluid flow
in porous media. The third term accounts for the local acceleration
and separation around individual fibers, which occurs in high Rey-
nold number flows@1#. The quantityu^v&u, for a two-dimensional
flow, is given by

u^v&u5A^u&21^v&2 (7)

The last term in Eq. 6 accounts for the viscous shear, and it pro-
vides means to improve the no-slip wall condition.

For an isotropic fibrous medium,w, CF , andK are indepen-
dent of direction and are constants for a given medium and fluid.
For this case, assuming thermal equilibrium between the two
phases, the volume-averaged homogeneous energy equation can
be expressed as

~rCP! f S s
]^t&
]t

1^v&•¹^t& D5¹•~ko¹^t&1kd¹^t&! (8)

where,s is the ratio of heat capacities of the stagnant medium and
the fluid andko is the stagnant thermal conductivity of the satu-
rated fibrous medium. The stagnant conductivity can be either
measured experimentally or estimated from the porosity and the
thermal conductivities of the solid and the fluid.

Nondimensional Parameters and Equations. The nondi-
mensional variables are defined in nomenclature. The space coor-
dinates are scaled with the length of the channel,L, and the ve-
locities with the uniform inlet velocity,V0 . For convenience, the
brackets,̂ & are dropped in the subsequent formulation as it is
understood here that these are volume-averaged quantities.

The length of the channel,L, rather than its height,H, is cho-
sen as the length scale, since the height of the heat dissipater may
be determined. Hence, the nondimensional channel height,H/L,
is left as a parameter in the analysis. This aspect ratio determines
the height of the domain of computation in theY-direction, and
can be independently prescribed in the calculations. With the use
of these nondimensional variables, the continuity and momentum
equations for a two-dimensional flow can be transformed to

]U

]X
1

]V

]Y
50 (9)

w
]U

]t*
1U

]U

]X
1V

]U

]Y
52w

]P

]X
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UMU

1
w

ReS ]2U
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]2U
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w
]V
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1U
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]X
1V

]V
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]P
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2
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Re Da
V2

CFw2

ADa
UMV

1
w

ReS ]2V

]X2 1
]2V

]Y2D (11)

The nondimensional parameters appearing in the momentum
equations are the Reynolds number, Re, and the Darcy number,
Da, which are defined in the nomenclature.

The magnitude of the volume-averaged dimensionless velocity,
UM , is given by

UM5Au21v2

V0
2 (12)

The two momentum equations, Eqs.~10! and ~11! may be com-
bined into one vorticity-transport equation as@24#

w
]v

]t*
1U

]v

]X
1V

]v

]Y
52

w2

Re Da
v2

CFw2UM

ADa
v

2
CFw2

ADa
S U

]UM

]Y
2V

]UM

]X D
1

w

ReS ]2v

]X2 1
]2v

]Y2D (13)

where the vorticity,v, is given by

Fig. 1 Physical configuration
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v5
]U

]Y
2

]V

]X
(14)

Here, a nondimensional stream function,c, can be defined, such
that

U5
]c

]Y
and V52

]c

]X
(15)

From Eqs.~14! and ~15!, it follows that

v5
]2c

]X2 1
]2c

]Y2 (16)

The vorticity-transport equation, Eq.~13!, implicitly satisfies the
mass conservation equation, Eq.~9!. Equations~13! and ~16! can
be solved for the two variables,v and c, with w, Re and Da as
parameters, providedCF is known.

The energy equation, Eq.~8!, is converted to nondimensional
form with a dimensionless temperature as defined in nomencla-
ture. The dispersion conductivity,kd , requires empirical determi-
nation. Using the ensemble averaging analysis of Koch and Brady
@16#, kd may be expressed as

~kd!x5
rCplxAKuvu

lnS 1

12w D and ~kd!y5
rCplyAKuvu

lnS 1

12w D (17)

where lx and ly are constants. With these transformations the
nondimensional energy equation in two-dimensional form can be
written as

s
]T

]t*
1U

]T

]X
1V

]T

]Y
5S ko
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]

]X S UM
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1
lyADa

lnS 1

12w D
]

]Y S UM

]T

]YD (18)

wheres is the ratio of heat capacities of the stagnant medium and
the fluid, ko /kf is the ratio of thermal conductivities of the stag-
nant medium and the fluid, and Pr is the Prandtl number of the
fluid. For the main flow aligned with thex-direction, the values of
l have been obtained by Koch and Brady@16# as

lx5
57p3

160
, and ly5

3p3

320
(19)

The implication of Eqs.~17–19! is that even when the tempera-
ture gradients in the flow direction are small, the diffusion terms
in the streamwise direction still must be retained in the energy
equation to account for dispersion, sincelx has a value substan-
tially larger thanly .

The dispersion conductivity given by Eq.~17! was derived for
bulk flow in thex-direction with an average velocity ofuvu. In the
near wall region, dispersion is expected to be insignificant and the
molecular diffusion comparatively larger. Since the dispersion
conductivity directly depends on the magnitude of the local veloc-
ity, and is brought to zero adjacent to the wall, when the Laplacian
term in the momentum equation is retained, with the no-slip
boundary condition, Eq.~17! is then physically meaningful.

Two additional constraints for the validity of Eq.~17! for dis-
persion conductivity are given as follows

1!uPel u and Aln~«21!

«
!uPeau (20)

where

Pel5Re PrADa and Pea5Re PrADaS a

AK
D (21)

The fiber radius,a, may be estimated from the following expres-
sion @16,25#

K21'
20

3a2

«

ln «21 (22)

The average Nusselt number is defined as

Nu5
h̄L

ko
5E ~2]T/]Y!uY50dX (23)

Since the nondimensional parameters, Re, Da, and Nu, are depen-
dent on channel length by definition, they can easily be converted
to other definitions. For instance, a Nusselt number based on
channel height,H, may be obtained by multiplying Nu in Eq.~23!
with H/L.

The stagnant thermal conductivity of the saturated fibrous me-
dium, k0 , is higher than the thermal conductivity of the fluid.
Hence, care must be exercised in the interpretation of the Nusselt
number defined by Eq.~23! when compared to the Nusselt num-
ber with the viscous flow of the fluid alone~i.e., without the
fibrous medium in place!. For such a comparison, the Nusselt
number in Eq. 23 may be multiplied by the conductivity ratio,
k0 /kf .

Numerical Procedure
The convective terms in Eqs.~13! and ~18! were discretized

with upwind differencing due to stability considerations@24#. The
diffusion terms were discretized with a central difference formu-
lation. The vorticity transport equation, Eq.~13!, was solved by
the alternating direction implicit~ADI! scheme as described by
Roache@24#. Solution for the stream function equation, Eq.~16!,
was obtained by the successive over relaxation~SOR! method.
The stream function equation was iterated at each time-step of the
solution of the vorticity transport equation. Both absolute and
relative error criteria were used to check for the steady-state so-
lution. The same type of criteria were used for the convergence
test of the stream function equation. Uniform grid spacings were
employed. The energy equation utilized the flow field solution.
The ADI method mentioned above was used again for the numeri-
cal solution of the energy equation, Eq.~18!.

The numerical boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2. At the
inlet of the channel, a constant velocity was prescribed. At the
outlet of the channel the flow was assumed to be fully developed,
and the convective heat transfer term was dominant. Wall vortici-
ties were evaluated using a first order formula@26#. The initial
conditions were

t* 50, v50, T50, U50, and

V50 for all X and Y (24)

The numerical solutions were tested for grid-dependence. In the
results to follow 613151 grid points were utilized for the numeri-
cal computations. This gave an error estimate of less than one
percent for the field variables when compared to those obtained on

Fig. 2 Numerical boundary conditions
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413121 grid points. The average Nusselt number was obtained by
numerically integrating Eq.~23! with Simpson’s open ended for-
mula@27#. The numerical code was validated for the classical case
of viscous fluid flow in a channel, and the numerical results com-
pared very well with the analytical solution@28# as shown in Fig.
3. This was achieved by settingw51, Da51, andCF50 in Eq.
~13!. A moderate value of 300 was chosen for Reynolds number
so for the outflow boundary conditions in Fig. 2 to be valid. Then
Eqs.~13! and~16! were solved by setting zero the first term on the
right hand side of Eq.~13!.

Results and Discussion
A series of numerical calculations was performed for different

parametric values. The effect of the Reynolds number on flow
field and heat transfer will be discussed first. This is followed by
the variation of the Darcy number, and the thermal conductivity
ratio. The Prandtl number was assumed to be 7.0 for all calcula-
tions. Thermal dispersion depends on fluid velocities and the mix-
ing of the fluid as it flows through the complex tortuous paths
around the fibers. For dispersion to be an effective transport
mechanism, the permeability and the porosity need to be large to
felicitate this mechanism. A high value forw of 0.95 was assumed.
The value of the form coefficient,CF , was taken to be 0.075 as
recommended by the experimental work of Beavers and Sparrow
@1#. The nondimensional height of the channel was held at 0.1.

The stagnant conductivity of the fibrous medium,k0 , depends
on the thermal conductivities of the solid and the fluid, the poros-
ity of the medium, and the relative orientation of the fibers, which,
while important, is difficult to quantify. The stagnant conductivity
can be bounded using the arithmetic average of the two conduc-
tivities, which yields too high a value ofko , and the harmonic
mean, which is too low. It is, therefore, desirable to measure the
stagnant conductivity experimentally. For the numerical calcula-
tions presented here the ratio of thermal conductivities,ko /kf ,
was assumed to be 2.0, except for the last set where the effects of
variation in this term will be considered.

The ratio of heat capacities,s, is significant when transient
solutions for the energy equation, Eq.~18! are desired. In the
present work, the focus is on steady-state solutions, hence, the
unsteady term is utilized merely to march the equation in time to
its steady-state solution. Three different values ofs, 0.8, 1.0, and
1.1 resulted in identical steady-state solutions. For the results that
follow, the value ofs was prescribed to be 1.0.

Figure 4 illustrates the velocity profiles for two values of Rey-
nolds number. For both cases, the velocity varies linearly near the
wall and there is a large core of constant velocity. A smooth tran-
sition exists between these two different regimes and it is clear
from the velocity profiles that the numerical solutions satisfy mass
conservation with the core accelerating to compensate for the de-

celeration near the solid boundary. At the higher Reynolds num-
ber, the velocity gradient near the wall is expectedly steeper. Fully
developed flow conditions prevailed at a short distance (,0.2)
from the entrance of the channel for the entire range of Re con-
sidered here. The ‘‘boundary layer’’ thickness remained constant
thereafter.

The corresponding temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 5. For
higher Reynolds number, the temperature profile is steeper result-
ing in a larger temperature gradient at the wall~Fig. 7!. Figure 6
presents a plot of isotherms. From Figs. 5 and 6, it is apparent that
the unheated adiabatic bounding surface of the channel is at the
inlet temperature. This suggests that the thermal layer remained
close to the heated wall and did not penetrate very far towards the
other wall. The fundamental assumption of the volume average
analysis is that there are significant number of pores and fibers
present in a representative volume of the medium over which the
averaging is performed. However, very small channel heights may
impose restrictions on the validity of the volume averaging pro-
cess as discussed. The isotherms expectedly are closely packed
near the entrance of the channel yielding larger local Nusselt num-
ber ~Fig. 7!.

The local wall temperature gradients are presented in Fig. 7. As
shown, the local heat transfer rate decreases with increasing dis-
tance from the channel inlet as the transfer medium absorbs more
energy along the direction of flow. The average Nusselt number
data appear in Fig. 8 for Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to
25,000. Although the heat transfer rate is substantially higher in
this Reynolds number range when compared to that of viscous
flow through a channel, it is interesting to note that there is only a
marginal increase in Nu with a much larger increase in Re. This

Fig. 3 Velocity profile for fully-developed viscous flow in a
channel: XÄ1, H*Ä0.1, wÄ1, and CFÄ0

Fig. 4 Velocity profiles in the fully-developed flow region: Da
Ä5Ã10À6, wÄ0.95

Fig. 5 Temperature profiles at XÄ1: DaÄ5Ã10À6, k 0 Õk fÄ2,
wÄ0.95, and PrÄ 7
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suggests that while the use of the fibrous medium enhances heat
transfer, fluid inlet velocity beyond some relatively high value will
not further enhance the heat transfer. It appears that the limit of
thermal dispersion is reached here. The experimental work of
Beavers and Sparrow@1# clearly demonstrated that the quadratic
inertial term containingCF is important even for moderate veloci-
ties. The current numerical study appears to suggest that the ef-
fective use of fluid flow around thin fibers for better mixing is a
preferable method of enhancing the heat transfer, rather than just
continuing to increase the flow velocity.

To understand the most significant mechanisms that contribute
to enhanced heat transfer in fibrous media, the Darcy number was
varied while holding all other parameters constant. The average
Nusselt number is illustrated in Fig. 9 as a function of the Darcy
number. Comparing Figs. 8 and 9, it is clear that a lower Darcy
number rather than a higher Reynolds number produces signifi-
cant increases in heat transfer. When porosity does not change, a
lower Darcy number can be achieved through thinner fibers. This
can be explained with the relation for permeability in terms of
porosity and fiber thickness, Eq.~22!. For constant porosity, thin
fibers lead to lower permeability and hence, smaller Darcy num-
bers. Thinner fibers spread the flow more evenly and promote
better mixing of the fluid, which results in larger heat transfer
rates. It should be noted, however, that there may be manufactur-
ing limitations for thinner fibers.

Although the thermal conductivity ratio,ko /kf , may depend on
either the porosity or permeability or both, the variation of the
ratio helps understand the effect of the type of solid material uti-
lized for the fibrous medium. Table 1 lists the values of the aver-
age Nusselt number obtained for differentko /kf . While the
change in the Nusselt number appears to be insignificant, the heat
transfer coefficient increases substantially with an increase in
ko /kf . A better way to characterize this effect is to examine the
product (ko /kf) Nu, which accounts for the combined effect.

Conclusions
A comprehensive numerical model was developed to study the

forced convection heat transfer in rigid metallic fibrous materials.
Numerical results were presented for liquid cooling using water
and metallic fibrous heat dissipaters. Empirical models were used
to include the effects of inertia and thermal dispersion associated
with high Reynolds number flows.

The current numerical model allows the variation of one sig-
nificant parameter while keeping all the others constant, which
typically is not possible in experiments. Hence the numerical
model can assist in the design and choice of fibrous heat sinks.
While high Reynolds number flow is desirable for effective heat
dissipation, distinction here is made between the two different
flow velocity regimes. At very low velocities, the Darcy model is
valid, and the thermal dispersion is insignificant. Hence, it is not
the preferred range of Reynolds number. In the higher range of
Re, i.e.,.5000, further increases in Re do not bring about sub-
stantial enhancement in heat transfer. This can be accomplished
by thinner fibers reducing the Darcy number.

Here again, two ranges of Darcy number need to be demar-
cated. At the lower end,K,1026, the porosity and the flow rates

Fig. 6 Isotherms for Re Ä5000, DaÄ5Ã10À6, wÄ0.95, and
k 0 Õk fÄ2

Fig. 7 Local wall-temperature gradients: Da Ä5Ã10À6, w
Ä0.95

Fig. 8 Average Nusselt number: Da Ä5Ã10À6, k 0 Õk fÄ2, w
Ä0.95, and PrÄ 7

Fig. 9 Average Nusselt number: Re Ä104, k 0 Õk fÄ2.0, and w
Ä0.95

Table 1 CFÄ0.075, wÄ0.95, ReÄ104, and DaÄ 10À6
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will be rather low for thermal dispersion to be present. For the
higher range of Darcy number comprised of higher porosities and
permeability, dispersion increases with decreasing permeability.
For the randomly oriented fibrous media, lowering the permeabil-
ity in the high porosity range corresponds to thinner fibers. As a
result, in the manufacturing of the fibrous material, the best heat
transfer performance can be obtained by maximizing the porosity
and making the fibers as thin as possible. By so doing, the fluid
velocities will be lower, with the corresponding savings of pres-
sure drop and the associated pumping capacity.

For Re&53103, and Da&1026, the numerical calculations
were unstable and no meaningful solutions could be obtained. In
these lower ranges of Re and Da, the simple Darcy law is perhaps
more appropriate. Numerical solutions were not possible for Re
51000 even with Da51022. From the experience gained through
the numerical calculations, the realistic values of Reynolds num-
ber and Darcy number for dispersion to be significant are 5000
&Re&25000 and 1026&Da&1025. Outside these ranges, the
physical assumptions made in arriving at the volume-averaged
conservation equations, Eqs.~6! and ~8!, break down. The main
assumption is that in a representative volume of the medium over
which the averaging process is performed, there are large number
of pores and fibers. A very large Darcy number indicates a large
value of fiber thickness~fiber thickness is proportional to the
square root of permeability! relative to the channel length which is
invalid for the volume average analysis. A very low value of
Darcy number indicates low permeability and hence much smaller
void relative to solid phase. As the Darcy number increases the
limit of viscous fluid flow is approached. Much lower values of
Darcy number lead to low velocity and low porosity Darcy flow
where dispersion is absent.

Materials of large thermal conductivity are desirable for the
fibrous heat dissipaters because they produce higher stagnant con-
ductivities. The numerical results suggest that even a marginal
increase in the stagnant conductivity can significantly enhance
heat transfer coefficients. The thermal performance of the fibrous
heat dissipaters thus depends on the choice of the material, and the
manufacturing of the fibrous materials with high porosity and thin
fibers.

Nomenclature

a 5 fiber radius
A,B 5 dimensional constants

c 5 dimensionless constant
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
Da 5 Darcy number5K/L2

CF 5 form coefficient
h 5 average convective heat transfer coefficient
H 5 channel height

H* 5 nondimensional channel height5H/L
k 5 thermal conductivity
K 5 permeability of the fibrous medium
l 5 Brinkman’s screening length5AK

L 5 channel length
Nu 5 average Nusselt number5hL/k0
pf 5 volume averaged pressure of the fluid
P 5 nondimensional pressure5fpf /rV0

2

Pea 5 Péclet number based on fiber
radius5RePrADa(a/AK)

Pel 5 Péclet number based on Brinkman’s screening length
5RePrADa

Pr 5 fluid Prandtl number5v/a
Re 5 Reynolds number5V0L/v

t 5 temperature
T 5 nondimensional temperature5t2t0 /tw2t0

u,v 5 volume averaged velocity components inx, andy
directions, respectively

U,V 5 volume averaged nondimensional velocity compo-
nents~u/V0 , v/V0!

v 5 volume averaged velocity vector
V0 5 inlet velocity

x,y 5 Cartesian coordinates
X,Y 5 nondimensional cartesian coordinates~x/L, y/L!

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity of the fluid5(k/rcp) f
« 5 volume fraction of the fibers5(12w)
w 5 porosity
l 5 constant parameter
c 5 stream function
m 5 dynamic viscosity of the fluid

m8 5 effective dynamic viscosity of the medium
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
s 5 ratio of heat capacities of the stagnant medium, and

the fluid5(rcp)0 /(rcp) f
t 5 time

t* 5 nondimensional time5tV0 /L
v 5 vorticity

Subscripts

f 5 fluid
0 5 stagnant medium
d 5 thermal dispersion
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A numerical experiment at a pore scale using a full set of Navier-Stokes and energy
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heat transfer coefficient. It has been found that the principal axes of the permeability
tensor (which controls the viscous drag in the low Reynolds number range) differ signifi-
cantly from those of the Forchheimer tensor (which controls the form drag in the high
Reynolds number range), The study also reveals that the variation of the directional
interfacial heat transfer coefficient with respect to the macroscopic flow angle is analo-
gous to that of the directional permeability. Simple subscale model equations for the
permeability tensor, Forchheimer tensor and directional Nusselt number have been pro-
posed for possible applications of VAT to investigate flow and heat transfer within com-
plex heat and fluid flow equipment consisting of small scale elements.
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Introduction
The concept of local volume-averaging theory, namely, VAT

~Cheng@1#, Quintard and Whitaker@2#!, widely used in the study
of porous media~Kaviany @3#, Nield and Bejan@4#, Vafai @5#!,
may be exploited to investigate the flow and heat transfer within
complex heat and fluid flow equipment consisting of small scale
elements which one does not want to grid~Nakayama et al.@6#!.
For example, the hot and cold fluid passages in a compact heat
exchanger can be treated as two distinct porous media with highly
anisotropic permeabilities. It is quite likely that one has to appeal
to the volume-averaged set of equations with some subscale
model, when he performs CFD calculations of engine nacelles to
account for bundles of hydraulic tubes, ribs and some other ob-
structions~DesJardin@7#!. There are a number of other situations
in which one needs to introduce macroscopic and subscale models
to describe complex equipment. However, in order to apply these
macroscopic governing equations based on VAT such as intro-
duced by Nakayama et al.@6# for analyzing the complex heat and
fluid flow equipment, one must model the flow resistance associ-
ated with subscale solid elements~modeled as an anisotropic po-
rous medium!and also the heat transfer between the flowing fluid
and the subscale elements, beforehand.

The microscopic numerical results obtained at a pore scale can
be processed to extract the macroscopic hydrodynamic and ther-
mal characteristics in terms of the volume-averaged quantities. A
great deal of effort has been directed towards this endeavor~Ku-
wahara et al.@8#, Nakayama and Kuwahara@9#!. In the fundamen-
tal study of turbulent flow through an isotropic porous medium,
Nakayama and Kuwahara@10# pointed out that the smaller eddies
~i.e., turbulent mixing rather than mechanical dispersion! must be
modeled first, as in the case of LES, and started with the Reynolds
averaged set of the governing equations and integrated them over
a representative control volume to obtain the set of macroscopic
equations, namely, the equations of continuity, momentum, en-

ergy, turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation. The
unknown model parameters including the interfacial heat transfer
coefficient, permeability and Forchheimer constants were deter-
mined by carrying out exhaustive numerical experiments using a
periodic array of square rods and then integrating these micro-
scopic results over a unit porous structure~Nakayama and Kuwa-
hara@10# and Kuwahara et al.@11#!, Their study can be general-
ized to treat anisotropic porous media, which may represent
complex heat and fluid flow equipment consisting of synthetic
structural elements.

In this study, we shall essentially follow their procedure to in-
vestigate laminar flow and thermal non-equilibrium heat transfer
through a collection of square rods placed anisotropically, so as to
make a first step towards establishing a general numerical proce-
dure based on VAT for analyzing complex heat and fluid flow
equipment in reality. A series of direct numerical experiments us-
ing a structural model are conducted for various sets of the mac-
roscopic flow angle, Reynolds number and degree of anisotropy,
to determine the permeability tensor, Forchheimer tensor and di-
rectional interfacial heat transfer coefficient, purely from the first
principles without any empricizm.

Numerical Model and Periodic Boundary Conditions
Let us consider a macroscopically uniform flow with an anglea

through an infinite number of square rods placed in an anisotropic
fashion, as shown in Fig. 1. All square rods, which may be re-
garded as heat sinks~or sources!, are maintained at a constant
temperatureTw , which is lower~or higher!than the temperature
of the flowing fluid. The macroscopic velocity field follows

^uW &5u^uW &u~cosa lW1sinamW ! (1)

where^a& denotes the volume average, namely,

^a&5
1

V E
V
adV (2)
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The representative elementary volumeV, which should be smaller
than a macroscopic characteristic length, can be taken asL3H for
this periodic structure. Due to the periodicity of the model, only
one structural unit as indicated by dashed lines in the figure may
be taken as a calculation domain. The governing equations for the
fluid phase are given as follows

¹•uW 50 (3)

r f~¹•uW !uW 52¹p1m f¹
2uW (4)

r fcpf
¹•~uW T!5kf¹

2T (5)

where the subscriptsf stand for the fluid phase. At the periodically
fully developed stage, the velocity distribution at the exit of the
structural unit must beidentical to that at the inlet, whereas the
temperature profile at the exit must besimilar to that at the inlet.
~Note that the situation is analogous to the case of forced convec-
tion in a channel with isothermal walls.! Thus, the boundary, com-
patibility and periodic constraints are given according to Na-
kayama et al.@12# and Kuwahara et al.@11# as follows
On the solid walls:

uW 50W (6)

and

T5Tw (7)

On the periodic boundaries:

uW ux52L/25uW ux5L/2 (8a)

uW uy52H/25uW uy5H/2 (8b)

E
2H/2

H/2

udyU
x52L/2

5E
2H/2

H/2

udyU
x5L/2

5H cosa^uuW u& (9a)

E
2L/2

L/2

vdxU
y52H/2

5E
2L/2

L/2

vdxU
y5H/2

5L sina^uuW u& (9b)

~T2Tw!ux5L/25tL cosa/~L cosa1H sin a!~T2Tw!ux52L/2
(10a)

~T2Tw!uy5H/25tH sin a/~L cosa1H sin a!~T2Tw!uy52H/2
(10b)

where

t5
~T2Tw!ux5L/2, y5H/2

~T2Tw!ux52L/2, y52H/2
(10c)

Note that the thermal periodicity as given by Eqs.~10a!and~10b!
must be satisfied, since the microscopic temperature field, when
averaged spatially within a local control volume, should lead to
the macroscopic temperature field whose gradient aligns with the
macroscopic velocity vector ins direction, such that the macro-
scopic energy equation reduces to

r fcp fu^uW &u
d^T& f

ds
52hfa f~^T& f2^T&s! (11a)

where the net heat transfer from the fluid phase to the solid phase
through a specific interfacial areaaf ~i.e., interfacial area per unit
volume! is given byhfaf(^T& f2^T&s) where ^T& f and ^T&s de-
note the intrinsically averaged temperature of fluid phase and that
of solid phase, respectively. This equation naturally yields

^T& f2~T!s5~^T& f2~T!s!ref expS 2
afhf

r fcpf
u^uW &u

~s2sref! D
(11b)

since the interfacial heat transfer coefficienthf is expected to be
constant for the periodically fully developed heat and fluid flow
~Kuwahara et al.@11#!. It can easily be confirmed that the forego-
ing macroscopic equation is possible only when the microscopic
temperature field satisfies Eqs.~10a! and ~10b!.

Computations may be made using the dimensionless equations
based on the absolute value of the Darcian~apparent!velocity
vector u^uW &u, and the longitudinal center-to-center distanceL as
reference scales. For carrying out a series of numerical calcula-
tions, it may be convenient to use the Reynolds number based on
L as ReL5u^uW&uL/nf , which can readily be translated into the Rey-
nolds number based on the size of square rodD as follows

ReD5u^uW &uD/n f5S ~12f!
H

L D 1/2

ReL (12)

where the porosity is given byf512(D2/HL). In this study, the
ratio H/L is set to 1, 3/2, and 2 to investigate the effects of the
degree of the anisotropy, whereas the ratioD/L is fixed to 1/2 for
all calculations.

The governing equations~3! to ~5! subject to the foregoing
boundary and compatibility conditions were numerically solved
using SIMPLE algorithm proposed by Patankar and Spalding
@13#. Convergence was measured in terms of the maximum
change in each variable during an iteration. The maximum change
allowed for the convergence check was set to 1025, as the vari-
ables are normalized by appropriate references. The hybrid
scheme is adopted for the advection terms. Further details on this
numerical procedure can be found in Patankar@14# and Nakayama
@15#. All computations have been carried out for a one structural
unit L3H using non-uniform grid arrangements with 91391, to
ensure that the results are independent of the grid system. In Table
1, the results of the macroscopic pressure gradient obtained using
the 91391 grid system and 1813181 grid system are compared
to confirm mesh invariance. All computations were performed us-
ing the computer system at Shizuoka University Computer Center.

Microscopic Velocity Field and Macroscopic Pressure
Gradient

Two distinct sets of velocity vector plots obtained for two dif-
ferent arraysH/L51 and 3/2, witha50 deg and 45 deg are

Fig. 1 Physical model and its coordinate system

Table 1 Effect of grid number on À„Šp ‹ f Õs …Õ„rzŠū ‹z2ÕL … at
aÄ0 deg
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presented in Figs. 2 and 3 for two different Reynolds numbers,
namely, ReL51 and 600. When the Reynolds number is compara-
tively small, the viscous force contribution to the pressure drop
predominates over the inertial contribution. As the Reynolds num-
ber increases, flow separation takes place fora545 deg, such that

the inertial contribution to the pressure drop becomes significant,
whereas the flow field fora50 deg remains to be of the channel
flow type such that the inertial contribution is negligibly small.
From these velocity vector plots, we may expect that the resulting
macroscopic pressure drop for a fixed mass flow rate is rather
insensitive to the macroscopic flow direction for low Reynolds
number flows~especially forH/L51!, while it becomes sensitive
to the flow direction as either the Reynolds number or the degree
of anisotropy (H/L) increases.

The macroscopic pressure gradient~i.e., the gradient of the in-
trinsic average pressurêp& f measured along the macroscopic
flow directions! may readily be evaluated using the microscopic
numerical results as

2
]^p& f

]s
5

cosu

L~H2D ! E2~H2D !/2

~H2D !/2

~pux52L/22pux5L/2!dy

1
sinu

H~L2D ! E2~L2D !/2

~L2D !/2

~puy52H/22puy5H/2!dx

(13)

The pressure gradient results are assembled in Figs. 4, in terms
of the dimensionless pressure gradient against the Reynolds num-
ber. All data show that the dimensionless pressure gradient stays
constant for ReL<10, as we expected from the velocity vector
plots in Figs. 2 and 3. For the case of nonzero macroscopic flow
angle, the pressure gradient increases drastically as ReL goes be-
yond 10 in which the porous inertial contribution becomes appre-
ciable as compared with the viscous~Darcian!contribution.

Fig. 2 Velocity vector plots „HÕLÄ1… „a… aÄ0 deg „b… a
Ä45 deg

Fig. 3 Velocity vector plots „HÕLÄ3Õ2… „a… aÄ0 deg „b… a
Ä45 deg

Fig. 4 Dimensionless plot of pressure gradient for a low Rey-
nolds number range: „a… HÕLÄ1 and „b… HÕLÄ3Õ2
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Determination of Permeability Tensor
As in the study of Nakayama et al.@6#, Forchheimer extended

Darcy’s law ~Forchheimer@16#! may be extended for the case of
anisotropic porous medium as follows:

2
]^p& f

]xi
5~m fK f i j

211r fbf i j
u^uW &u!^uj& (14)

where^uk&^uk&5u^uW &u2. When the velocity~Reynolds number! is
low, the equation reduces to Darcy’s law as

2
]^p& f

]xi
5~m fK f i j

211r fbf i j
u^uW &u!^uj&>m fK f i j

21^uj& (15)

For the orthotropic media~having three mutually orthogonal prin-
cipal axes!such as shown in Fig. 1, the permeability tensor may
be modeled following Dullien@17# as

K f i j

215~ l i l j !/K f 1
1~mimj !/K f 2

1~ninj !/K f 3
(16)

such that

2
]^p& f

]xi
>m fK f i j

21^uj&5S cosa

K f 1

l i1
cosb

K f 2

mi1
cosg

K f 3

ni D u^uW &u

(17)

where

cosa5
l j^uj&
u^uW &u

, cosb5
mj^uj&
u^uW &u

, cosg5
nj^uj&
u^uW &u

(18)

are the directional cosines of the macroscopic velocity vector,
such that

cos2 a1cos2 b1cos2 g51

Thus, the directional permeability measured along the macro-
scopic flow directions is given by

1

K f n

5
cos2 a

K f 1

1
cos2 b

K f 2

1
cos2 g

K f 3

(19)

such that

2
]^p& f

]s
5

m f

K f n

u^uW &u (20)

or, in dimensionless form, as

2
]^p& f

]s

L2

m f u^uW &u
5

L2

K f n

(21)

Thus, the directional permeabilityK f n
may readily be determined

by reading the intercept of the ordinate variable in Fig. 4, where
2(]^p& f /]s)(L2/m f u^uW &u) is plotted against ReL .

The numerical results of the directional permeability, thus ob-
tained for two sets of rod arrangements, are presented in Fig. 5 as
a function of the macroscopic flow anglea. These numerical data
follow closely along the solid curves based on the model Eq.~19!,
which, for the two-dimensional case, reduces to

1

K f n

5
cos2 a

K f 1

1
sin2 a

K f 2

(22)

since cosb5sina. It is interesting to note that the effect of the
macroscopic flow anglea on the permeability is totally absent for
the case of the arrangementH/L51. This is due to the fact that
the flow field at low Reynolds number is very much like that of
fully-developed channel flow. Naturally, for the case ofH/L51,
the flow resistances for bothx andy directions stay the same so
that the permeability loses its directional variation. The coeffi-
cients determined by fitting the numerical data against Eq.~22!
are listed in Table 2. The resultL2/K f n

576 ~or D2/K f n
576/4

519 irrespective ofa! obtained forH/L51 (f50.750) agrees

well with the correlation for isotropic media, proposed by Kuwa-
hara et al.@8# on the basis of numerical experiments, namely,

D2/K f5120~12f!2/f3 (23)

On the other hand, the comparison between the values based on
the foregoing correlation and those obtained by averaging the di-
rectional permeability over the macroscopic flow angle as

1

K f
[

2

p E
0

p/2 1

K f n

da>
1

2 S 1

K f 1

1
1

K f 2
D (24)

reveals that the presence of the anisotropy in the structure nearly
doubles Darcian flow resistance~i.e., halves the permeability! for
the fixed porosity and rod size.

Determination of Forchheimer Tensor
When the velocity~Reynolds number! is sufficiently high, the

Forchheimer term describing the form drag predominates over the
Darcy term such that

2
]^p& f

]xi
5~m fK f i j

211r fbf i j
u^uW &u!^uj&>r fbf i j

u^uW &u^uj& (25)

Usually, the principal axes of the permeability tensorK f i j

21 do not
coincide with those of the Forchheimer tensorbf i j

. For the ortho-
tropic media in consideration, however, the tensorsbf i j

should be
symmetric and they must also satisfy the following symmetric
conditions:

]bf n

]a
U

a50,p/2

5
]bf n

]b
U

b50,p/2

5
]bf n

]g
U

g50,p/2

50 (26)

where

bf n
[bf i j

^ui&^uf&
u^uW &u2 (27)

is the directional Forchheimer coefficient measured along the
macroscopic flow directions. One of the simplest functions that
satisfy these conditions may be:

Table 2 Coefficients for macroscopic pressure gradient

Fig. 5 Directional permeability
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bf i j
5bf 1

~ l i l j !1bf 2
~mimj !1bf 3

~ninj !1bbf 1
cosa cosb~~ l imj !

1~ l jmi !!1bbf 2
cosb cosg~~minj !1~mjni !!

1bbf 3
cosg cosa~~ni l j !1~nj l i !! (28)

which results in

bf n
5bf 1

cos2 a1bf 2
cos2 b1bf 3

cos2 g12bbf 1
cos2 a cos2 b

12bbf 2
cos2 b cos2 g12bbf 3

cos2 g cos2 a (29)

such that

2
]^p& f

]s
5

m f

K f n

u^uW &u1r fbf n
u^uW &u2 (30)

or, in dimensionless form, as

2
]^p& f

]s

L

r f u^uW &u2 5
L2

K f n
ReL

1bf n
L (31)

Re-plotting the results of macroscopic pressure gradient in terms
of 2(]^p& f /]s)(L/r f u^uW &u2) as shown in Fig. 6 and reading the
horizontal asymptotes, we can readily determine the directional
Forchheimer constantbf n

. Figure 7 shows the numerical results of
the directional Forchheimer coefficient obtained for three sets of
rod arrangement as a function of the macroscopic flow anglea. In

the same figure, the solid curves generated from the model Eq.
~29! are also presented. For this two-dimensional case, the model
equation reduces to

bf n
5bf 1

cos2 a1bf 2
sin2 a12bbf 1

cos2 a sin2 a (32)

where the constants in the model equation must be determined
according to the particular subscale array in consideration. It is
interesting to note that the numerical results for the casesH/L
53/2 and 2 show two consecutive peaks, while the model Eq.
~32! yields only one peak~the first peak!. The second peak ap-
pears when the macroscopic flow angle reaches roughly
tan21(H/L). Note that, for the case ofH/L51, this second peak
coincides with the first one. Unfortunately, the model equation is
incapable of describing the second peak. Thus, we determine the
coefficientsbf 1

, bf 2
, and bbf 1

by fitting the numerical results
against the curves based on the model Eq.~32!, such that the total
error diminishes over the entire range 0<a<p/2. The resulting
values for the coefficients are listed in Table 2.

The mean value of Forchheimer coefficient may be obtained by
averaging the directional Forchheimer coefficient over the macro-
scopic flow angle as

bf[
2

p E
0

p/2

bf n
da>

1

2
~bf 1

1bf 2
!1

1

4
bbf 1

(33)

which yieldsbfL52.33, 1.23, and 0.83 forf50.750, 0.833, and
0.875 ~i.e., H/L51, 3/2, and 2!, respectively. These values are
quite close to those~bfL52.51, 1.29, and 0.89! obtained numeri-
cally by Nakayama and Kuwahara@9# for isotropic media~See
Fig. 7 in Nakayama and Kuwahara@9#!. Thus, unlike the perme-
ability, the mean Forchheimer coefficient for the fixed porosity
and rod size is fairly insensitive to the degree of the anisotropy in
the structure.

Microscopic Temperature Field and Determination of
Interfacial Heat Transfer Coefficient

Typical temperature fields obtained for the fluid with Prf51
passing through different arraysH/L51 and 3/2, witha50 deg
and 45 deg are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for two different Rey-
nolds numbers, namely, ReL51 and 600.~Note that the corre-
sponding velocity fields are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.! The iso-
therms obtained at low Reynolds numbers exhibit similar patterns,
which are typical for the case of pure thermal conduction. For the
case of high Reynolds number flow ata545 deg, the temperature

Fig. 6 Dimensionless plot of pressure gradient for a high Rey-
nolds number range: „a… HÕLÄ1 and „b… HÕLÄ3Õ2

Fig. 7 Directional Forchheimer coefficient
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pattern becomes very much complex. A thin thermal boundary
layer covers over the windward surface of the rod, and it gets
thicker over the leeward surface, as can be seen from Figs. 8 and
9, where comparatively uniform temperature fields prevail within
recirculation regions.

As demonstrated by Kuwahara et al.@11#, the interfacial heat
transfer coefficient may be obtained by substituting the micro-
scopic temperature results into the following equation:

hf[

1

V E
Aint

kf¹T•dAW

~^T&s2^T& f !
(34)

Aint is the total interface between the fluid and solid, whiledAW is
its vector element pointing outward from the fluid side to solid
side.

The resulting values of the interfacial convective heat transfer
coefficienthf are presented in terms of the Nusselt number NuL
5hfL/kf against ReL in Fig. 10. The figure suggests that the lower
and higher Reynolds number data follow two distinct limiting
lines for the case of non-zeroa. The lower Reynolds number data
stay constant for the given array and flow angle, whereas the high
Reynolds number data vary in proportion to ReL

0.6.
Another series of computations changing the Prandtl number,

conducted following Kuwahara et al.@11#, revealed that the expo-
nents associated with the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are the
same as those Wakao and Kaguei@18# observed as collecting and

Fig. 8 Isotherms „HÕLÄ1,PrfÄ1…: „a… aÄ0 deg and „b… a
Ä45 deg

Fig. 9 Isotherms „HÕLÄ3Õ2,PrfÄ1…: „a… aÄ0 deg and „b… a
Ä45 deg

Fig. 10 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number: „a…
HÕLÄ1 and „b… HÕLÄ3Õ2
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scrutinizing reliable experimental data on interfacial convective
heat transfer coefficients in packed beds. The similarity, albeit the
difference in the Reynolds number dependence, between the Nus-
selt number NuL ~in Fig. 10!and the macroscopic pressure gradi-
ent ~in Fig. 4! is noteworthy, which prompts us to model the
directional Nusselt number as follows

NuL[
hfL

k
5cf1df ReL

0.6Prf
1/3 (35)

As shown in Fig. 10~a!, the results obtained fora545 deg and
H/L51 closely follow the experimental correlation obtained by
Zukauskas@19# for the heat transfer from the circular tubes in
staggered banks~i.e., Eq. ~39! in Zukauskas@19# where Nuf
>NuL/2 and Ref>ReL sinceD/L51/2!.

Following the procedure similar to the one adopted for deter-
mining the directional permeability, the coefficientcf
[NuLuReL→0 for each macroscopic flow angle is evaluated and
plotted in Fig. 11, using the low Reynolds number data. The simi-
larity betweencf ~Fig. 11!andL2/K f n

~Fig. 5! is obvious, which
leads us to introduce a functional form as follow:

cf5cf 1
cos2 a1cf 2

cos2 b1cf 3
cos2 g (36)

Thus, for the two-dimensional case in consideration, it reduces to

cf5cf 1
cos2 a1cf 2

sin2 a (37)

The coefficientdf , on the other hand, may be modeled as

df5~df 1
cos2 a1df 2

cos2 b1df 3
cos2 g!0.3 (38)

such that the effective velocity which takes account of the three-
dimensional yaw effect conforms with the empirical expression
used in the hot-wire anemometry

ueff}u^uW &u~df 1
cos2 a1df 2

cos2 b1df 3
cos2 g!1/2

The coefficient df may be determined using the data
NuL /ReL

0.6Prf
1/3 in the high Reynolds number range. The resulting

values ofdf are presented in Fig. 12. Unlike the Forchheimer
coefficient bf n

, the coefficientdf stays roughly constant for al-
most all the macroscopic flow angles, indicatingdf 1

>df 2
for this

collection of square rods. However, for the cases ofa50 andp/2
~in which the fluid flows along the principal axis of the structure!,
the coefficientdf drops abruptly to zero. It can be confirmed from
Fig. 10 that the Nusselt number for the case ofa50 remains at
the same level ascf even for the high Reynolds number range
such thatdf>0. ~Note that this is analogous to the case of fully-
developed channel flow. However, in reality, the macroscopic flow
direction rarely coincides with the principal axes, since even small
disturbances at a sufficiently high Reynolds number make the
flow deviate from the axis.! This insensitivity of NuL to a in the
high Reynolds number range may be attributed to the thermal
dispersion, namely, the enhanced mechanical dispersion due to the
presence of obstacles, which makes the temperature field fairly
insensitive to the macroscopic flow anglea. Thus, for the two-
dimensional case in consideration, the directional Nusselt number
may be given by

NuL5cf 1
cos2 a1cf 2

sin2 a1df 1

0.3ReL
0.6Prf

1/3 (39a)

or

NuD5
1

2
~cf 1

cos2 a1cf 2
sin2 a!1

df 1

0.3

20.4ReD
0.6Prf

1/3 (39b)

Naturally, the coefficients in the foregoing model equation depend
on that particular geometrical configuration of the subscale struc-
ture. The values obtained using the present model forH/L51,
3/2, and 2 are listed in Table 3.

Concluding Remarks
In this study, we have established a systematic modeling pro-

cedure to describe the macroscopic pressure gradient and interfa-
cial heat transfer coefficient needed in the macroscopic transport
equations for analyzing fluid flow and local thermal non-
equilibrium heat transfer within an anisotropic porous medium.
We may utilize the resulting expressions for the macroscopic hy-
drodynamic and thermal tensors to conduct macroscopic calcula-
tions for fluid flow and non-local thermal equilibrium heat transfer
through complex manmade structures, using the macroscopic
equations based on VAT. Nakayama et al.@20# have recently pro-
posed such macroscopic energy equations based on Hsu’s closure
model@21#. In order to apply these macroscopic equations to prac-
tical problems, both mechanical dispersion tensor and tortuosity
tensor must be modeled accordingly. Such investigations for an-
isotropic porous media are underway.Fig. 12 Effect of a on the coefficient d f

Fig. 11 Effect of a on the coefficient c f

Table 3 Coefficients for directional Nusselt number
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Nomenclature

AW 5 surface area vector
Aint 5 total interface between the fluid and solid

bf i j
,bf n 5 Forchheimer tensor, directional Forchheimer coeffi-

cient
cpf 5 specific heat at constant pressure

cf ,df 5 coefficients associated with Nusselt number
D 5 size of square rod

H, L 5 size of structural unit
hf 5 interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient

K f i j
,K f n 5 permeability tensor, directional permeability
u,v 5 microscopic velocity components in thex andy

directions
T 5 microscopic temperature
p 5 microscopic pressure
k 5 thermal conductivity

ReL 5 Reynolds number based onL and the macroscopi-
cally uniform velocity

ReD 5 Reynolds number based onD and the macroscopi-
cally uniform velocity

V 5 elementary representative volume
x,y 5 Cartesian coordinates

a, b, g 5 angles between the macroscopic velocity vector and
principal axes

n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
m 5 viscosity
f 5 porosity

Subscripts and superscripts

f 5 fluid
s 5 solid

Special symbols

^ & 5 volume-average
^ & f ,s 5 intrinsic average
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Condensation Heat Transfer on
Enhanced Surface Tubes:
Experimental Results and
Predictive Theory
Condensation heat transfer in a bundle of horizontal enhanced surface copper tubes
(Gewa C1 tubes) has been experimentally investigated, and a comparison with trapezoi-
dal shaped fin tubes with several fin spacing has been made. These tubes have a specific
surface three-dimensional geometry (notched fins) and the fluids used are either pure
refrigerant (HFC134a) or binary mixtures of refrigerants (HFC23/HFC134a). For the
pure fluid and a Gewa C1 single tube, the results were analyzed with a specifically
developed model, taking into account both gravity and surface tension effects. For the
bundle and for a pure fluid, the inundation of the lowest tubes has a strong effect on the
Gewa C1 tube performances contrary to the finned tubes. For the mixture, the heat
transfer coefficient decreases dramatically for the Gewa C1 tube.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1459728#

Keywords: Bundles, Condensation, Finned Surfaces, Zeotropic Mixture, Horizontal
Tubes

Introduction
A large number of specifically designed enhanced surface tubes

have been tested to find the best surface geometry for condensing
either pure fluids or vapor mixtures. These surfaces can be classi-
fied according to three types: one-dimensional surfaces~smooth
tubes!, two-dimensional surfaces~with transverse plain fins!and
three-dimensional surfaces~with interrupted fins, spines, etc . . . !.
Theoretical models to predict the heat transfer coefficient for
single low-finned tubes with trapezoidal~or rectangular!fins have
been well developed since the 1940s, in particular by the pioneer-
ing work of Beatty and Katz@1#. Their model assumed that con-
densate is drained via gravity only. They neglected surface tension
forces, which generally have an important role at the fin tip, since
they are responsible for the draining of condensate from the tip to
the fin flanks, and because the major part of heat transfer occurs at
the fin tip. The surface tension forces also have a non-beneficial
effect due to condensate retention along the underside of the tube.
Theoretical models combining both gravity and surface tension
forces, are used to predict the Heat Transfer Coefficient~HTC! of
a single horizontal tube with sufficient accuracy~Karkhu and
Borovkov @2#, Webb et al.@3#, Honda and Nozu@4#, Adamek and
Webb @5#, Rose@6#, Sreepathi et al.@7#!. The most simple pro-
posed by Rose@6#, is a semi-empirical model for a horizontal tube
having trapezoidal fins. An enhancement ratio«DT is defined as
the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient for a finned tube to that for
a plain tube, based on plain tube area at the fin root diameter for
the sameDT (DT5Tsat2Tw). To compare his model to experi-
mental results, Rose used various finned tubes with different
pitches, heights and diameters as well as various fluids~water,
ethylene glycol, methanol, R113, R11, R12 . . . !.

Since the work of Gregorig,@8#, many theoretical studies to
optimize the fin profiles of two-dimensional circumferential fins
have been carried out. Adamek@9# in his theoretical approach
assumed the condensate to be drained by surface tension forces
only and showed that around the fin crest the best heat transfer is

given by a profile curvature depending on the path length at a
power of 20.5 instead of 2.0 as proposed by Gregorig. More
recently, Zhu and Honda@10# and Honda and Kim@11# have per-
formed numerical calculations to optimize the fin profiles of two-
dimensional circumferential fins.

There are other numerical approaches to optimize enhanced
surfaces. Honda and Makishi@12# in a two dimensional adaptation
showed that by creating a circumferential rib on a fin, the values
of the HTC can be 27 to 58 percent higher than the best perform-
ing fin profile proposed in the previous studies. Further three-
dimensional adaptations to extended surfaces have been carried
out. The first systematic investigation was by Webb et al.@13# but
does not allow a conclusive opinion to be drawn. Honda et al.
@14,15# compared the heat transfer performance of several two-
dimensional and three-dimensional fin geometries. Their results
showed that the heat transfer performance of the best two-
dimensional and those of the tested three-dimensional tubes are
comparable. A specific type of three-dimensional fin was realized
by Wang et al.@16# by creating radial ridges on the fin flanks.
They found that the heat transfer performance was 30 to 40 per-
cent higher than commercially available three-dimensional fin
tubes.

The results obtained for a single tube cannot be extended to a
tube bundle and a fin profile optimized for a single tube can be
non-optimized for a tube bundle making, these models for a single
tube inapplicable to tube banks, since the heat transfer in the
lower rows is affected by condensate inundation and the HTC is
lower for these tubes. It has been shown that, in this case, three-
dimensional geometries are not favorable~Webb and Murawski
@17#, Honda et al.@14,15#!. In the literature there are several ap-
proaches to this problem. The simplest consists of multiplication
of the heat transfer for a single tube by a factor less than unity,
taking into account the row position in the bundle.

In this paper, experiments were carried out to determine the
HTC during condensation of R134a and a zeotropic mixture of
R23 and R134a, on horizontal tubes with three-dimensional en-
hanced surfaces. A new type of notched fin tube~called Gewa C1
tube! has been studied and the results have been compared to
those obtained for smooth tubes or integral-fin tubes with trap-
ezoidal fins. This notched tube can be considered as a combination
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of the enhanced tube with a circumferential rib~Honda and Kim
@11#! with the tube having radial ridges on the fin flank~Wang
et al.@16#!. The notches seen in Fig. 1 can be considered as part of
a rib and the space between notches as radial ridges. One can
expect that such a fin geometry will be efficient in condensation
heat transfer.

There are few experiments on condensation of HFC134a on
low finned tubes. In the work of Blanc et al.@18# the HTC on
trapezoidal fin tubes~K26! is compared with another type of
finned tube as well as with current theories. Honda et al.@19#
measured the row-by-row heat transfer coefficients of HFC134a
condensing on a bundle of tubes having 26 fins/inch and a diam-
eter at the fin root of 15.8 mm. Their results are slightly lower
than those of Blanc et al., Cheng and Wang@20#, and Agrawal
et al. @21# conducted experiments on condensation of HFC134a
using several types of low finned tubes. For a vertical column of
three tubes with trapezoidal fins no significant inundation effect is
observed@20#. The variation of the HTC in function ofDT for a
single tube was carried out by Agrawal et al.@21#.

Studies covering the condensation of zeotropic mixtures are
essentially confined to flat plates and smooth tubes. Hijikata and
Himeno@22# conducted experiments using horizontal finned tubes
during condensation of the binary mixture~90 percent R113110
percent R114!, and they found that the tube with high fins~3 mm!
is better than the one with small fins~0.8 mm!. Honda et al.@23#
conducted experiments during condensation of a downward-
flowing zeotropic mixture HFC123/HFC134a~about 9 percent
HFC134a at the test section inlet!, on a 13315 (columns
3rows) staggered bundle of horizontal low finned tubes. Their
experimental data show that both the heat and the mass transfer

coefficients increased with the row number up to the third~or the
second!row, then decreased monotonically with increasing row
number, finally to increase at the last row.

Experimental Apparatus and Reduction of Data
The experimental apparatus consists of a thermosyphon refrig-

erant loop and a forced circulation coolant~water! loop ~Fig. 2!.
The test rig used in this investigation is basically the same as that
used in the previous study by Belghazi et al.@24#.

In the refrigerant loop the vapor is generated in a boiler heated
with hot water which is itself heated electrically. The vapor flows
towards the test section, passes vertically downwards and con-
denses outside the water cooled tubes. The test section~Fig. 3! is
a stainless steel duct and contains a staggered copper tube bank
consisting of 13 rows, each of 2~even rows!or 3 tubes~odd
rows!. The cross-hatched tubes are dummies~no heat exchange!,
while the others are active. Half tubes are attached to the vertical
walls of the test section in order to eliminate vapor by-pass. A
metallic rod with a diameter of 11 mm was inserted in each active
tube in order to increase the water velocity. In this way the heat
transfer is enhanced on the coolant side. The horizontal tube pitch
is 24 mm, whereas the vertical pitch is 20 mm. The length of the
tubes is 300 mm. The characteristics of the tested tubes are given
in Table 1. Since the water flow rate is equally distributed in all
active tubes~it is controlled by means of 13 rotameters, one on
each row!, it is deduced from the water flow rate in the coolant
loop, measured by an electromagnetic flow meter, with an accu-
racy of60.5 percent. The vapor velocity is less than 2 m/s and the
vapor temperature inlet was maintained at 40°C. Temperatures
were measured by type E thermocouples~Chromel-Constantan!
with a precision of6 0.05°C. The vapor temperature is measured
by five thermocouples~T06, T07, T08, T09, and T10! in the test
section. These thermocouples indicate the same temperatures
(Tsat) during the condensation of HFC134a, in contrast to the
condensation of HFC23/HFC134a, where the vapor temperature
decreases from the inlet to the outlet of the test section. The tem-
peratures indicated by the five thermocouples are interpolated in
order to obtain the vapor temperature in the neighborhood of each
row.

In this study, commercial tubes~Wieland-Werke AG! are used,
having a wall thickness of about 1 mm. An indirect Wilson plot
method which measures the vapor-side heat transfer coefficient
without measuring the wall temperature is employed.

From the measured water temperatures in the mixing chambers
at the inlet and the outlet of each tube and from the measured
vapor temperature in the neighborhood of each row, the overall
HTC is calculated as follows:

Fig. 1 Optical microscope view of a notched fin tube „Gewa
C¿…

Fig. 2 Test rig
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U5
ṁcCp,c

pDrL tube
LnS Tv, j2Tc, j , in

Tv, j2Tc, j ,out
D (1)

wherej refers to the row number,c to the cooling water,v to the
vapor, in and out to the cooling water input and output respec-
tively. The reference area is that outside a bare tube,Dr being
either the external diameter of a smooth tube or the diameter at the
fin root for enhanced tubes.

The vapor-side HTC,ae , is calculated via the following rela-
tion:

1

ae
5

1
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2

1

a i

Dr

Di
2

Dr

2lw
lnS Dr

Di
D (2)

a i is the inner heat transfer coefficient determined with the Gnie-
linski correlation~Gnielinski @25#!:

NuG5
~ f /2!~Rec21000!Prc

1112.7~ f /2!1/2~Prc
2/321!

(3)

where f is the friction factor determined from the following ex-
pression:

f 5~1.58 Ln~Rec!23.28!22 (4)

Rec is the hydraulic Reynolds given by:

Rec5
rcV̇cDh

mc
(4-bis)

The Gnielinski correlation has been chosen because it has a wide
range of applicability, 2300,Rec,5 106 and 0.5,Prc,2000.
Thus, it covers both the transition and the turbulent flow regimes.
In our case, the Reynolds number was varied between 2,400 and
12,000.

The inner HTCa i is expressed as:

a i5B•NuG•
lC

Dh
(5)

where the coefficientB is determined by the Wilson plot proce-
dure~Wilson @26#!. To determine theB coefficient a specific loop
was built with a water/water countercurrent double pipe heat ex-
changer. The inner tube is the same as used in the condensation
experiments. To enhance the accuracy on thea i value, the outer
HTC in this specific loop was maintained to a high value. The
uncertaintydB was determined using Moffat’s method@27#. Table
2 gives theB values for all tubes tested.

The relative uncertainty of the vapor-side HTC is strongly de-
pending on the experimental conditions. For example, for conden-
sation on the first row the uncertainties are less than 20 percent,
17 percent, 21 percent, 17 percent, 14 percent, and 15 percent for
the K11, K19, K26, K32, K40, and Gewa C1, respectively. For
the whole bundle, the uncertainties are reported on the figures.
Details of the uncertainty calculations are given in the appendix.

Experimental Results

Pure Fluid „HFC 134a…

Single Tube. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the HTC of the
first row with temperature differenceDT, during condensation of
pure HFC134a on all tubes tested and on a smooth tube~Belghazi
et al. @24#!. It can be seen that K32 has the best performance
compared to the other trapezoidal fin tubes. A fin spacing of about
0.6 mm is then an optimum in order to have the best heat transfer
coefficient during condensation of HFC134a. The notched fin tube
presents a better HTC than the K32 tube, because notches located
at the middle of the fin height enhance surface tension effects at
the fin tip. The film condensate is thinner and heat transfer per-
formances are better.

To predict the Gewa C1HTC a theoretical model based on the
Nusselt approach but taking the surface tension into account, has
been developed.

Tube Bundle. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the heat transfer
coefficient along the bundle. It can be seen that the inundation
effect ~impinging of deep rows by condensate flowing from upper
rows! is important for Gewa C1 tubes in contrast to trapezoidal
fin tubes~Signe,@28#! where the deterioration of the HTC is not
important. It is also noticed that the higher the vapor mass veloc-
ity G, the greater the Gewa C1HTC deterioration in the tube

Fig. 3 Test section

Table 1 Tube dimensions „mm…. See nomenclature for defini-
tions. „The uncited dimensions are proprietary. …

Table 2 B values

Fig. 4 Heat transfer coefficient of the first row during conden-
sation of HFC134a
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bundle, in contrast to the integral fin tubes where the deterioration
of the HTC is more important whenG decreases~Belghazi,@29#!.
Indeed, the Gewa C1has low notched fins and retains condensate
formed on the upper rows. Then, even if the vapor mass velocity
increases, the inundation effect controls the heat transfer because
the condensate flow increases also.

Mixtures

Single Tube. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the HTC during
condensation of two mixtures~3 percent and 6 percent HFC23! of
HFC23/HFC134a on K19 and Gewa C1 tubes. A deterioration of
the mixture HTC is noted due to the mass transfer induced by the
more volatile component~HFC23! which accumulates in the
liquid-vapor interface and constitutes a diffusion layer which acts
as a thermal resistance. Such deterioration has been also observed
by Hijikata and Hemino@22#, who measured the vapor-side HTC
during condensation of R113 and several compositions of the mix-
ture R113/R114.

Contrary to the case of the pure fluid it can be seen from Fig. 6
that the Gewa C1has a HTC comparable to that of the K19 tube.
Indeed, as the Gewa C1tube has low fins compared to the other
fin tubes, its fins are flooded by the diffusion layer~Fig. 7!, and
performance is poorer. For 6 percent HFC 23 and for lowDT’s,
where the diffusion layer controls the heat transfer, the K19 and
Gewa C1HTC values tend to the smooth tube HTC values, since
the diffusion layer is very thick and screens the fins. The finned
tube is seen as a smooth tube.

Tube Bundle. During condensation of mixture outside the
Gewa C1bundle the HTC may increase or decrease from the top
to the bottom of the tube bank, depending on the heat flux~Fig. 8!.

Such effects have already been observed by Signe@28# who noted
that the HTC on a bundle of smooth tubes increases throughout
the bundle. This effect was explained by the fact that the conden-
sate formed on upper rows disturbs the diffusion layer, which
gives an amelioration of the heat transfer.

Theoretical Model
As shown in Fig. 9, the Beatty and Katz model@1# underesti-

mates the HTC of the Gewa C1 tube, because it neglects the
surface tension effects which are enhanced by notches located at
the fin flanks~Fig. 11!. To develop a model predicting the HTC on
the Gewa C1tube, the tube circumference is divided into a
flooded and an unflooded part.

The flooded part located at the bottom of the tube is referred to
as an area submerged completely by the condensate because of
capillary retention. It is assumed that there is no heat transfer in
this part of the tube. The retention angleF ~Fig. 10! is calculated
by the Rudy and Webb equation@30#:

Fig. 6 Evolution of mixture HTC on Gewa C ¿ and K19 tubes

Fig. 7 Flooding of fins by the gaseous diffusion layer

Fig. 8 Evolution of the ratio a j Õa l as a function of the row
number

Fig. 5 Evolution of the Gewa C ¿ HTC along the bundle during
condensation of HFC 134a

Fig. 9 Experimental and predicted HTC during condensation
of HFC 134a on Gewa C¿ and K32 tubes
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F5cos21S 4s

r lgbDe
21D (6)

The unflooded region is divided into four regions:

• region I: referred as the upper part of the fin, located above
the notches

• region II: fin area beneath notches
• region III: fin area located between notches
• region IV: the interfin channel

It is assumed that the condensate is drained by surface tension in
regions I and III, and by gravity in regions II and IV.

The model is based on the Nusselt expressions for condensation
on a vertical plate~Eq. ~7!!, and on horizontal smooth tubes~Eq.
~8!!

aplate50.943S l l
3r l~r l2rn!gDhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!L D 1/4

(7)

a tube50.728S l l
3r l~r l2rn!gDhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!D D 1/4

. (8)

whereL andD are plate length and tube diameter, respectively.
For regions I and III where only surface tension forces drain

condensate, Nusselt’s expression~Eq. ~7!! is modified by replac-
ing r lg, which is a gravity volume force, by an equivalent in
terms of surface tension.

Generally the condensation of a fluid having a liquid-vapor in-
terface radius~see Fig. 12!which varies along the wall, induces a
pressure variation along that interface. An expression for this was
given by ~Gregorig,@7#!:

dPl

ds
5

d~s/r !

ds
(9)

In term of a volume force Eq.~9! can be written:

dFs5s
d~1/r !

ds
dV (10)

wheredV is a condensate volume control.
For a condensate film surface having two different radiir t and

r b as shown in Fig. 12, the curvature derivative can be written as:

d~1/r !

ds
'

1

h S 1

r b
2

1

r t
D (11)

whereh is the fin height.
This nevertheless represents a strong assumption, which will be

justified a posteriori.
Combining Eq.~10! and ~11! gives:

dFs

dV
'

s

h S 1

r b
2

1

r t
D (12)

The Gewa C1HTC, calculated with reference to the surface of
tube havingDr as a diameter, is a function of the HTCs of regions
I, II, III, and IV and is given by:

apAr5h~a IAI1a IIAII1a IIIAIII !1a IVAIV (13)

whereh is the fin efficiency, given by:

h5
tanh~mh!

mh
(14)

with

m5S 2ap

lwt D
1/2

(15)

ap being determined by an iterative procedure.
Parameters given in Eq.~13! are defined as follows:

AI52
F

p
Kwe1 /p (16)

AII52
F

p
Kwe2 /p (17)

AIII 52
F

p
Kzh/p52

F

p
Kz~e11e21e3!/p (18)

AIV52
F

p
KpDrb/p (19)

Fig. 10 Retention angle

Fig. 11 The shape of the Gewa C ¿ tube. Definitions of param-
eters used

Fig. 12 Variation of the vapor interface radius
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Ar5pDr ,

whereK is the number of elemental parts of the fin~region I, II,
III plus notches. Fig. 11! on one side of a fin flank andp is the fin
pitch.

Assuming that~Fig. 11!:

r t5t/2; r b152b/4; r b252b/2

the acting force in the region I is given by:

dFs

dV U
Region I

5
s

e1
S 1

r t
1

1

r b1
D5

s

e1
S 2

t
1

4

bD (20)

Substitutingr lg in Eq. ~7! by Eq. ~20! leads to:

a I50.943S l l
3~r l2rn!Dhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!e1
D 1/4S s

e1
S 2

t
1

4

bD D 1/4

(21)

In the same manner in region III:

dFs

dV U
Region III

5
s

h S 1

r t
1

1

r b2
D5

2s

h S 1

t
1

1

bD (22)

a III 50.943S l l
3~r l2rn!Dhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!h D 1/4S 2s

h S 1

t
1

1

bD D 1/4

. (23)

In region II, the condensate is drained by gravity and the HTC is
given by:

a II50.943S l l
3r l~r l2rn!gDhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!e2
D 1/4

(24)

The HTC in the interfin channel is given using Eq.~8! by:

achannel50.728S l l
3r l~r l2rn!gDhn

m l~Tsat2Tw!Dr
D 1/4

(25)

The condensate formed on fins is collected within the interfin
channel, so that the actual HTC corresponding to the region IV is
smaller than the one calculated by Eq.~25! since film condensate
is thicker. To take this phenomenon into account another version
of the Nusselt formula is used~Eq. ~26!!:

a IV51.51 Ref
21/3S n l

2

l l
3gD 21/3

(26)

where

Ref54
G

m l
and G5Gchannel1Gfin

Gchannel5
achannel~Tsat2Tw!AIV

Dhn
(27)

Gfin5h
~a IAI1a IIAII1a IIIAIII !~Tsat2Tw!

Dhn
(28)

Figure 9 shows that the present model predicts very accurately the
Gewa C1HTC, without adjusting any parameter. The deviation
from experimental results is less than 10 percent.

Conclusion
The present investigation allows the following concluding re-

marks to be drawn:

• Experimental data for condensation of HFC134a on five com-
mercially available copper integral fin tubes show an optimum fin
spacing of about 0.6 mm.

• The Gewa C1tube~notched tube!has been tested and gives
an enhancement of about 30 percent compared to the best integral
fin tubes~K32!. Notches drawn on fin flanks enhance the surface
tension effect. During condensation of HFC134a, the higher the
vapor mass velocity, the greater the Gewa C1 HTC deterioration

in the tube bundle. However, from an industrial point of view, the
usualDT is about 3K, and in this case the inundation effect is not
significant.

• For the mixtures, experimental results show that, due to the
zeotropic character of the mixture tested~HFC23/HFC134a!, the
HTC deteriorates dramatically. Contrary to the pure fluid case, the
Gewa C1tube gives no enhancement compared to the K19 tube.

• The model developed for a single Gewa C1 tube, takes into
account surface tension effects, and predicts accurately the present
experimental data.

• Work is currently in progress to develop a model, based on
the condensation curve method, predicting heat transfer during
condensation of binary mixtures outside a bundle of Gewa C1.
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Nomenclature

A 5 heat exchange surface area, m2

Ar 5 surface of a plain tube, m2

b 5 fin spacing, m
Cp 5 heat capacity, J kg21 K21

D0 5 diameter of the metallic rod, m
De 5 diameter at the fin tip, m
Dh 5 hydraulic diameter, m
Di 5 inner diameter, m
Dr 5 tube diameter at the fin root, m
e1 5 distance from fin tip to notch, m
e2 5 distance from notch to fin root, m
e3 5 thickness of a notch, m

f 5 friction factor
F 5 force, N
g 5 gravity, m s22

G 5 vapor mass velocity, kg m22 s21

h 5 fin height, m
K 5 number of elemental parts on fin’s flank
L 5 plate length, m

L tube 5 tube length, m
ṁ 5 mass flow rate, kg s21

p 5 fin pitch, m
P 5 pressure, Pa
Q̇ 5 heat flow rate, W
r 5 curvature radius, m

r b1 , r b2 , r t 5 curvature radii, m
s 5 curvilinear coordinate, m
t 5 fin thickness, m

T 5 temperature, K
U 5 overall heat transfer coefficient, W m22 K21

V̇ 5 volumetric flow rate, m3 s21

w 5 notch width, m
z 5 space between notches, m

Greek

ae 5 vapor side HTC, W m22 K21

a i 5 inner HTC, W m22 K21

ap 5 predicted HTC, W m22 K21

DT 5 (Tsat2Tw) or (Tv,j2Tw), K
Dhn 5 latent heat, J kg21

G 5 condensate lineic mass flow rate, kg s21 m21

F 5 flooding angle, rad
l 5 thermal conductivity, W m21 K21

m 5 dynamic viscosity, Pa s
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2 s21

r 5 density, kg m23

s 5 surface tension, N m21

h 5 fin efficiency
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Indices

I, II, III, IV 5 region’s index
c 5 coolant
e 5 external
f 5 film condensate

G 5 refers to Gnielinski
i 5 internal

in 5 water inlet
j 5 row index
l 5 liquid

out 5 water outlet
r 5 at fin root
t 5 fin tip

v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
s 5 refers to surface tension

Dimensionless Numbers

Nu 5 Nusselt number
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Re 5 Reynolds number

Appendix
The single sample uncertainty of external heat transfer coeffi-

cient,dae , is written as:

• dae5AS ]ae

]U
dU D 2

1S ]ae

]a i
da i D 2

(A-1)

where

]ae

]U
5

1

U2H 1

U
2

1

a i

Dr

Di
2

Dr

2lw
LnS Dr

Di
D J 2 (A-2)

and

]ae

]a i
52

1

a i
2H 1

U
2

1

a i

Dr

Di
2

Dr

2lw
LnS Dr

Di
D J 2 (A-3)

In the same way:

• U5
ṁcCp

pDr
LnS Tn2Tc, in

Tn2Tc,out
D (A-4)

dU5AS ]U

]ṁc
dṁcD 2

1S ]U

]Tn
dTnD 2

1S ]U

]Tc,out
dTc,outD 2

1S ]U

]Tc, in
dTc, inD 2

(A-5)

The flowmeter used has a precision of 0.5 percent, and the ther-
mocouples have an uncertainty of 0.05 K.

• a i5B•NuG

lc

Dh
(A-6)

da i5AS ]a i

]B
dBD 2

1S ]a i

]NuG
dNuGD 2

(A-7)

Using Moffat’s method@27# it was found thatdB is equal to 0.1,
0.09, 0.04, 0.12, 0.03 and 0.05 for K11, K19, K26, K32, K40 and
Gewa C1respectively.

For each pointdNuG is calculated as follows:

dNuG5
]NuG

] Re
d Re (A-8)

where NuG is given by equations~3! and ~4!.

d Re5
4rc

pmc~Di1D0!
dV̇c (A-9)

Finally the maximum relative uncertainty of the external HTC
dae /ae for the first row of the bundle is equal to 20 percent, 17
percent, 21 percent, 17 percent, 14 percent and 15 percent for the
K11, K19, K26, K32, K40 and Gewa C1 respectively. For the
bundle the uncertainties are reported on the figures 5 and 8.
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Experimental Study of
Surface-Mounted Obstacle Effects
on Heat Transfer Enhancement by
Using Transient Liquid Crystal
Thermograph
Effects of surface-mounted obstacles on the local heat transfer enhancement of a base
plate are investigated by using transient liquid crystal thermograph technique. To explore
the geometry effects of short obstacles, the height less than one hydraulic diameter (d),
three cross-sectional shapes of obstacles, i.e., circular, square and diamond, with varia-
tions in number of obstacles, obstacle spacing, and free-stream Reynolds number are
considered. The maximum number of the obstacles in tandem array is 3 and the spacing
between obstacles is 1d, 2d, or 4d. The free-stream Reynolds number ranges from 2100 to
4200. The experimental results reveal that the local heat transfer enhancement in front of
leading circular and square obstacles are better than the diamond one, while the influ-
enced area by the obstacle of the diamond shape is most remarkable. The present results
disclose that an intermediate height (0.5d) of the protruding elements is more beneficial to
the heat transfer enhancement in wake of the obstacle. With the sweepback leading edge
of the top surface, the diamond and circular obstacles produce vortical flow across the
obstacles and thus enhance heat transfer downstream in wake. Increasing Reynolds num-
ber leads to an enhancement in heat transfer performance. The number of and the spacing
between the obstacles in tandem array are also influential factors to the flow structure and
heat transfer enhancement on the basic plate.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1459729#

Keywords: Heat Transfer Enhancement, Transient Liquid Crystal Technique, Surface-
Mounted Obstacles, Horse-Shoe Vortex, Vortex Wake

1 Introduction
Enhancement of heat transfer performance can be achieved by

mounting turbulence promoters or roughness elements on the
walls of flow passages. Various obstacles are employed to alter the
flow patterns, enhance mixing, and/or strengthen the vortical flow
and, in turn, increase heat exchange between the wall and the
fluids. For example, turbulence promoter of pin-fin type is a typi-
cal application of mounting protrusion elements on a surface or in
a flow passage to improve heat transfer performance. This class of
heat transfer enhancement techniques has been employed in a va-
riety of practical applications, e.g., compact heat exchangers and
internal cooling of gas turbine blades, just to name only a few. On
the other hand, in electronic equipment cooling applications, cir-
cuit board with a number of chips mounted on is a most common
configuration. It is therefore important to understand the mecha-
nism of the surface-mounted obstacles influencing the flow struc-
ture and its effects on heat transfer performance. Tremendous
amount of the related investigations has appeared in literature.
There is no attempt to make an exhaustive review, but only some
typical ones will be mentioned.

As to the flow over a surface with obstacles mounted, a number
of experimental studies have dealt with the associated flow struc-
ture, e.g., Sparrow et al.@1#, Goldstein et al.@2#, Chyu and Nat-
arajan @3,4#, Yoo et al.@5#, Natarajan and Chyu@6#, Meinders
et al. @7,8#, etc. The previous results indicated the complex struc-
ture of the three-dimensional flow field around a cubic obstacle, in
which the horse-shoe vortex, corner vortex and the wake of

counter-rotating vortices appear. The fluid over the top of the ob-
stacle may generate separation bubble and migrates downstream
over the re-circulation zone behind the obstacle. Finally, the flow
reattaches the base plate in the wake region. As to the case of two
cubic obstacles in tandem, the flow structure becomes more com-
plicated and the geometric arrangement must be one of the sig-
nificantly influential factors. Ishii and Honami@9#, Pierce and Tree
@10#, Eckerle and Awad@11#, and Baker@12# studied the formation
of horse-shoe vortex and its oscillatory nature. Schofield and Lo-
gan@13# explored the effects of obstacle geometry and shear flow
on the perturbation and recovery regions behind the obstacle.
Martinuzzi and Tropea@14# investigated the effect of the cross-
stream width-to-height aspect ratio on the flow structure around
the junction of the base plate and the obstacle. For the case of
multi-obstacle, Igarashi and Takasaki@15# studied three obstacles
in tandem. It was disclosed that the incident boundary layer thick-
ness is closely related to the laminar-to-turbulent transition. Re-
cently, Morris and Garimella@16# measured the temperature dis-
tributions downstream the obstacle, they found the differences in
thermal characteristics of the laminar and turbulent wake flows.

As to the transport characteristics on the surfaces with obstacles
mounted on, Sparrow et al.@1#, Goldstein and Karni@17#, and
Goldstein et al.@18# disclosed that main stream boundary layer
characteristics influences the vortex formation and the local mass/
heat transfer rates around the obstacle. Igarashi@19–21# studied
local and average heat transfer rates over the rectangular cylinder
of various aspect ratios at angles of attack, and he also proposed
Nusselt number correlations. Later on, Yoo et al.@5# and Natara-
jan and Chyu@6# studied the effects of angle of attack on the mass
transfer performance of cubic obstacle. The influences of horse-
shoe and corner vortices on the local surface mass transport rates
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around the cubic obstacle was investigated by Chyu and Natarajan
@3#. They disclosed that the maximum average transport rate on
the two sidewalls of the cube is attributed to the contribution of
the horse-shoe vortex.

Geometric configuration is another one of the influential factors
to the development of the flow pattern and the heat/mass transfer
rates. Fisher and Eibeck@22# compared the influences of a circular
and tapered circular~teardrop-shaped! cylinders on the heat trans-
fer rate of the base plate. They found the tapered one provides a
higher local heat transfer enhancement along the centerline down-
stream of the obstacle; while the circular cylinder enhances heat
transfer over a larger region than a streamlined obstacle. Based on
their experimental results, Chyu and Natarajan@4# claimed that
the horse-shoe vortex formed upstream and the arch-shaped vor-
tex behind the obstacle are generated due to the configuration of
the base plate and the obstacle. They also compared the reattach-
ment lengths downstream the obstacles and listed them in an order
of long to short as: diamond~square prism with 45 deg rotation
around its own axis!, cube, circular cylinder, triangular cone, and
semi-sphere. Recently, by using infrared thermograph, liquid crys-
tal, and the surface oil flow visualization techniques, Meinders
et al. @7,8# investigated the vortical flow structure and the local
heat transfer from an array of wall-mounted cubes.

Since the flow around surface-mounted obstacles is a pure
three-dimensional one involving complicated flow physics in the
presence of vortex-wall and vortex-vortex interactions. For this
class of heat transfer experiments, whole field measurement is
more appropriate than the conventional thermocouple measure-
ments of local heat transfer rates. The whole field techniques in-
clude Naphthalene sublimation, infrared thermograph, liquid crys-
tal thermograph, etc. Among these, due to its merits in measuring
local thermal characteristics, the transient liquid crystal thermo-
graph becomes increasingly important in a variety of heat transfer
experiments, e.g., Martinez-Botas et al.@23#, Ekkad and Han@24#,
Han and Ekkad@25#, Chyu et al.@26#, Critoph et al.@27#, Hwang
and Cheng@28#, etc. The present work employs this relatively new

technique of surface temperature measurement to investigate the
effects of protruding obstacles on heat transfer enhancement over
the base plate. In reviewing the previous literature, it is found that
the most of the previous studies either focus on the obstacle sur-
faces or on the base plate heat and mass transfer with effects of
the long protrusions, e.g.,H/d51 to 12 in the work of Goldstein
et al. @18#. The present study emphasizes effects of the short ob-
stacles of the height less than one hydraulic diameter~d!. Three
cross-sectional shapes of obstacles, i.e., circular, square and dia-
mond, with variations in number of obstacles, obstacle spacing,
and free-stream Reynolds number are considered.

2 Experimental Facility and Model
The present test facility consists of~1! small wind tunnel,~2!

hot stream generator,~3! data acquisition system,~4! image acqui-
sition and processing system,~5! liquid crystal, and~6! test mod-
els. The schematic diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.
The wind tunnel is of 100 mm3100 mm test section. The hot
stream coming from a generator with an outlet of 65 mm diameter
flows through a 200 mm long expansion section, 150 mm long
settling chamber, honeycomb, 50 mm long buffer zone, five layers
of screens and, finally, enters the test section. The hot stream
generator has both flowrate and temperature modulations. In the
present work, the exit fluid temperature of the generator was set to
be 70°C, while the fluid temperature at the inlet of the test section
is about 63°C.

The test model assembly as shown in Fig. 2 consists of a base
plate and obstacles all made of acrylic material. The base plate is
of 250 mm3100 mm38 mm (length3width3thickness) with
leading edge sharpened. The obstacles are of circular, square, and
diamond cross-sections and all have hydraulic diameterd
520 mm. Three heights of the obstacles,H/d51, 0.5, and 0.25,
are adopted. The origin of the Cartesian coordinates (x
5streamwise,y5transverse,z5normal) is located on the base
plate and under the center of the bottom surface of the leading

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus
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obstacle. Three conditions of free stream velocity,u`54.0, 3.3,
and 2.0 m/s corresponding to the Reynolds numbers Re54200,
3500, and 2100, respectively, are considered. To examine the ef-
fects of the obstacle spacing, cases of two and three obstacles
placed in tandem are studied. The liquid crystal~Type BM/
R38C5W/C17-10, Hallcrest Co.! was sprayed over the heat trans-
fer surface to form a thin-film of thickness of the order 1023 cm.
For this thin layer of liquid crystal, Ireland and Jones@29# has
demonstrated that the time scale for color change is of the order
1023 s, which is far shorter than the time scale of the measuring
process. This liquid crystal has a color-changing range of 5°C in
which its color changes in the order of clear, red, green, blue, and
then back to clear. To provide a better contrast for color intensity,
a layer of black paint is used as background on backside of the
acrylic plate.

The theoretical background of the data reduction and the ex-
perimental procedure of the transient liquid crystal technique are
omitted here for saving the space. The interested readers may find
the related information elsewhere, e.g., Ekkad and Han@24#.

3 Calibration and Verification
The light condition of the environment is very influential to

recording and identification of the liquid crystal color information.
In the present work, the whole test section is covered in a dark
room with the specified light source at the specified location. Be-
fore the experiment, an initial calibration with a test plate made of
copper, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, was performed. The upper surface
is coated by the thermochromic liquid crystal; while on the lower
surface a film heater, Fig. 3~b!, and two thermocouples for moni-
toring the temperature variation were installed. Under the well-
controlled illumination condition, the color intensity correspond-
ing to various temperatures were recorded and used as the
reference for the data analysis in the subsequent experiments.

In an unsteady experiment like the present one, the thermal
boundary condition of the plate is neither uniform wall tempera-
ture nor uniform heat flux. Butler and Baughn@30# investigated
the problem theoretically and, for a flat plate, they proposed an
appropriate local Nusselt number correlation based on the uniform
wall temperature results and a transient modification of the wall
temperature. By using their result, therefore, the local heat transfer
coefficient on base plate in the present transient liquid crystal
measurement,hxc , is evaluated by the correction formula,

hxc5hx /~T* !4.9/Re0.2
(1)

wherehx andT* , respectively, denote the local heat transfer co-
efficient over a flat plate of uniform wall temperature and modi-
fied wall temperature function, viz.

hx50.332kPr1/3~u` /nx!1/2 (2)

and

T* 5~T`2TLC!/~T`2To! (3)

where To , T` , and TLC denote initial, free-stream, and liquid
crystal sensed temperatures, respectively. Figure 4 shows a com-
parison of the present measurements and the laminar flow theory
by Butler and Baughn@30#. It is observed that the noticeable
deviation appears in the leading edge region. Flow turbulence in
experiment and the approximations invoked in the pure laminar
flow theory are the possible reasons for the discrepancy. However,

Fig. 2 Obstacle-plate model assembly

Fig. 3 Calibration test model: „a… calibration test model plate;
and „b… heating element.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the present measurements on a flat
plate with the previous theory
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the theoretical predictions and measurements become very close
in the region sufficiently downstream, sayx.0.06 m from the
leading edge. This verifies the appropriateness of the present mea-
surements and provides a guideline in installation of the obstacles.

4 Results and Discussion
In the following, the heat transfer enhancement results are dis-

played in the form of ratio ofh/ho , whereho denotes heat trans-
fer coefficient of flat plate without obstacle effects. In all of the
contours, the heat transfer remarkably enhanced regions with
h/ho.1.3 are denoted by various colors as indicated in the fig-
ures. The data reduction for the region near the root of the pro-
truding elements is rather troublesome, noise to optical signal may
emerge especially for low values ofh/ho . To retain the quality of
the data presentation, the regions of relatively weaker heat transfer
enhancement withh/ho,1.3 are displayed in white.

4.1 Single Obstacle. In Fig. 5, ~a! circular, ~b! square, and
~c! diamond obstacles of heightH/d51, 0.5 and 0.25 in a flow at
Re53500 are employed to examine the influences of obstacle
height on the heat transfer enhancement over the base plate. In
Fig. 5~a-a! ~Here first letter ‘‘a’’ denotes circular shape, and the
second letter ‘‘a’’ stands for heightH/d51!, with an obstacle of
H/d51 protruding the main stream, the horse-shoe~HS! vortex
formed in front of the obstacle-plate junction strongly enhances
the local heat transfer. The HS vortex sweeps downstream along
the two sides of the obstacle. In these regions, vortical flow mo-
tion enhances the heat exchange between the fluids and the base
plate. Therefore, the HS vortex strength can be characterized by
the local heat transfer enhancement. Besides the base region of
low heat transfer rate immediately behind the obstacle, consider-
able heat transfer enhancement appears downstream due to the
action of the HS vortex. The shear flow roll up over the circular

edge of the obstacle top surface, similar to that from leading edge
of the swept wings, may generate a pair of vortices, which is
relatively weaker and is pushed toward centerline by the HS vor-
tex downstream in the near wake region. Along the centerline of
the wake, there is a region of relatively high transport rate, which
is a consequence under the effects of combined HS vortex and the
above-mentioned vortical flow from the top of the obstacle. The
maximum enhancement (h/ho'3) falls into the region around the
reattachment point. It is also observed that, due to low pressure of
the near wake, a neck of the HS vortex trail appears a little up-
stream the attachment point. As the obstacle height reduced to
0.5d, the h/ho contours in Fig. 5~a-b!show a reduction in the
enhancement ratio and also a shrink in the influenced area. With
this shorter obstacle, higher reattachment heat transfer rate due to
a stronger impact appears in the wake region. While a too short
obstacle,H/d50.25 in Fig. 5~a-c!, only very slightly distorts the
main flow. It results in a weaker vortex system and smaller reat-
tachment impact and, in turn, lower heat transfer enhancement.
The two spots of slightly enhanced heat transfer are due to reat-
tachment of flow with the pair of swept vortices coming from the
top surface. For higher obstacles, sayH/d50.5 and 1, the two
counter-rotating vortices approach towards each other before reat-
tachment and the two spots merge into one.

Figure 5~b!shows the results of flow over a base plate with the
presence of a cubic~square!obstacle. The situation ofH/d51 is
somewhat similar to that in Fig. 5~a!. The differences from the
circular obstacle are the relatively strong HS vortex effect and the
small enhancement effects in the wake region. As the obstacle
height reduces, it is observed that the horse shoe vortex effect
becomes weak in the head-on stagnation region but concentrates
at the corners. Since there is no swept leading edge of the top
surface, therefore, no clue of swept vortices and vortical flow

Fig. 5 Effects of obstacle height and cross-section geometry on base plate heat transfer enhancement at Re Ä3500: „a…
circular; „b… square; and „c… diamond obstacles.
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attachment displayed. For the case of diamond obstacle in Fig.
5~c!, without presence of a stagnation region of head-on impinge-
ment, the HS vortex and its enhancement effect are weak. How-
ever, the influenced area is relatively larger due to larger blockage
or frontal area. The higher the obstacle is, the larger the wake
region of low heat transfer is. Also due to the sweep of the wind-
ward edge of the top surface, the pair of wing-tip-like vortices
from the top surface accompanies the reattachment process down-
stream the obstacle. In a previous paper, Natarajan and Chyu@6#
mentioned the wing-tip-like vortices over a diamond obstacle, but
they only concentrated their attentions on the effects of the heat
transfer on the obstacle surfaces not that on the base plate. For the
case of higher obstacle,H/d51, the vortices from the top surface
are relatively weaker and are squeezed into one by the HS vortex,
see Fig. 5~c-a!. As the height is reduced as that in Figs. 5~c-b! and
5~c-c!, the HS vortex becomes weaker. However, due to small size
in obstacle height, the pair of wing-tip-like vortices~i.e., vortices
like that originated from the leading edge of a sweepback/delta
wing! from the two swept leading edges of top surface have no
chance to merge into one before they reattach the base plate.
Therefore, two noticeably enhanced regions appear in the reat-
tachment region. This sweptback vortex effect can be also ob-
served in Fig. 5~a-c!of short circular obstacles, but it is not the

case for a square obstacle in which the leading-edge of the upper
surface is flat and normal to the on-coming flow.

The Reynolds number effects are shown in Fig. 6, in which it is
observed that more pronounced heat transfer enhancement can be
obtained at a higher Reynolds number. Since in flows at higher
Re, larger velocity gradient in boundary layer and streamwise
pressure gradient of on-coming flow result in a stronger HS vortex
in front of the obstacle. The high Reynolds number also leads to a
strong forced convection effect on reattachment process. There-
fore, heat transfer enhancement increases with the increasing Rey-
nolds number.

4.2 Obstacles in Tandem. As the obstacles are arranged in
tandem, the spacing becomes one of the very important param-
eters in dealing with flow structure and the associated heat transfer
performance. Figure 7 displays the heat transfer enhancement
contours for two circular obstacle of heightd with spacingS/d
51, 2, and 4. The two close obstacles in Fig. 7~a! perform as an
equivalent streamlined body and elongate the axial flow path over
the top surface. Comparing with the case of single obstacle, the
reattachment process and the heat transfer enhancement become
moderate. Increasing the spacing to 2d, see Fig. 7~b!, the flow
over the leading obstacle impinges on the root region of the sec-
ond one and enhances heat transfer there. Further increase in spac-
ing, i.e.,S/d54 in Fig. 7~c!, the flow between the obstacles has
the chance to redevelop after attachment and forms a new HS
vortex around the second obstacle. Due to the superimposed ef-
fects from the trail of the first HS vortex, it is noted that the
enhancement in the region of the second HS vortex is larger than
that of the first one. Although there is no significant effect on the
upstream HS by the changes in spacing, the heat transfer enhance-
ment region in Fig. 7~c!is obviously the largest one in the three
arrangements of different spacing. Effects of the obstacle height

Fig. 6 Reynolds number effects on heat transfer enhancement
of base plate with a circular obstacle of HÄd : „a… ReÄ4200; „b…
ReÄ3500; and „c… ReÄ2100.

Fig. 7 Effects of obstacle spacing on the heat transfer
enhancement of base plane with circular obstacles
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are shown in Fig. 8. Comparing 8~a! and 8~b!, it can be inferred
that the reattachment point behind the leading obstacle moves
forward as the obstacle is shortened. The vortex trails in 8~b!
show that the attached flow redevelops in front of the second
obstacle and forms a new HS vortex. The combining effects of the
reattachment and the HS vortex between the two obstacles gener-
ate a relatively better heat transfer enhancement in the root region
of the second obstacle. While, as mentioned in the discussion of
single obstacle, the effects reduce dramatically as the obstacles
shortened toH/d50.25, see Fig. 8~c!. In the sense of overall
performance, the case ofH/d51 in Fig. 8~a! shows the largest
area of heat transfer enhancement.

Heat transfer characteristics associated with tandem array of
three obstacles are shown in Fig. 9. By using the circular obstacles
as a typical example, it is revealed that the heat transfer in front of
the second obstacle in Fig. 9~a! is lower than that of the corre-
sponding case of two-obstacle array shown in Fig. 7~b!. The pres-
ence of the third obstacle has a blockage effect on the flow com-
ing from the upstream region between the leading and the second
obstacles and thus reduces the heat convection in the region. As to
the flow around the third obstacle, the relatively high heat transfer
rate is a consequence of the newly developed HS vortex and the
complex interaction of the on-coming vortices upstream. For the
corresponding cases of square and diamond obstacles in Figs. 9~b!
and 9~c!, both have some similar qualitative nature in these as-
pects. In Fig. 9~b!, however, the heat transfer enhancement in the
downstream part of the leading obstacle is different from the other
two cases and it is the lowest one among the three obstacle
shapes. The circular and diamond shapes both have a sweepback
windward surface, which is different from the flat one of the
square obstacle. As to the influenced region of diamond-shaped
obstacles is the largest one.

5 Concluding Remarks
By employing the transient liquid crystal thermography tech-

nique, enhancement of surface heat transfer by short obstacles
(H/d<1) has been studied. Besides the measurements of the heat
transfer over the base plate surface, it is demonstrated that the
near-surface flow structure can be reasonably inferred from the
contours of the local heat transfer coefficients. More physical in-
sights into the mechanisms of heat transfer enhancement can be
provided by the present investigation. Based on the present mea-
surements and the analysis for the range of parameters: 2100
<Re<4200, 0.25<H/d<1, and 1<S/d<4, the following con-
clusions can be drawn.

1 In general, an obstacle protruding flow over a surface may
generate a horse-shoe vortex structure in front of the windward
side of the obstacle. For a single obstacle of a fixed height, the
strength of the horse-shoe vortex in order is square.circular
.diamond. As to the reattachment region behind the obstacles,
however, the heat transfer enhancement ratios have the order of
diamond.circular.square. By inspecting the surface heat trans-
fer contours, it is inferred that the wing-tip-like vortices generated
by the flow over top surface of the diamond obstacle have major
contribution on the heat transfer enhancement in reattachment re-
gion. The circular obstacles also have this kind of sweepback
vortex effect due to its circular~windward! edge of the top sur-
face.

2 The obstacle height is a very influential factor to the horse-
shoe vortex as well as to the vortical wake behind the obstacle.
The strength of the horse-shoe vortex and the area of the heat
transfer enhancement both increase with obstacle height. While
for the heat transfer performance in the wake region of the single
obstacle, the heightH/d50.5 is the most efficient among the

Fig. 8 Effects of Obstacle height on the heat transfer enhance-
ment of base plate with circular obstacles Fig. 9 Base plate heat transfer enhancement with tandem

array of three obstacles of HÕdÄ1 and SÕdÄ2 at ReÄ3500
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present three heights considered. Both too high and too short ob-
stacles weaken the impact of reattachment and the local heat
transfer enhancement in the wake region behind the obstacle.

3 For tandem arrays of the two-obstacle and three-obstacle, the
horse-shoe vortex around the leading obstacle is not altered no-
ticeably. The heat transfer in the region between two obstacles is
noticeably changed with the shape of the obstacles. The better
heat transfer performance can be obtained by appropriate combi-
nation of height of and spacing between the obstacles. The former
controls the vortex flow strength and the latter influences the re-
attachment process and the redevelopment of the downstream
wake flow. As an example in the present work, the tandem array
of two circular obstacles at a fixed Reynolds number Re53500,
favorable heat transfer performance can be obtained with
(H/d,S/d)5(1,4), ~1, 2!, and~0.5, 2!.

4 Comparing with a two-obstacle tandem array at correspond-
ing conditions, the heat transfer in the region between the leading
and the second obstacles in a three-obstacle array is relatively
lower. However, the presence of the third protrusion element may
further enhance the local heat transfer. As to the effect of obstacle
geometry on the heat transfer performance associated to the three-
obstacle array, circular and diamond shapes both are better than
the square one. Although the array of the diamond obstacles in-
fluences larger area of the base plate, its near wake immediately
behind the obstacles shows relatively worse heat transfer perfor-
mance, which also implies a larger wake and larger pressure loss.
Considering all the information provided by the present measure-
ments, it is reasonable to infer that the tandem array of the circular
obstacles with proper height and spacing of obstacles might be
more attractive in a design of surface heat transfer enhancement.

5 The vortex motion in this flow configuration dominates the
heat transfer enhancement on the base plate. Therefore, to under-
stand the vortical flow structure and vortex interactions under the
conditions of various obstacle heights, a well-designed flow visu-
alization experiment is most worthwhile. The present liquid crys-
tal thermograph results are very useful to the interpretation of flow
structure especially the surface flow pattern.
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Nomenclature

d 5 hydraulic diameter of obstacle~0.02 m!
H 5 height of the obstacles~m!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient of base plate with obstacles

~W/m2K!
ho 5 heat transfer coefficient of base plate without

obstacles~W/m2K!
hx 5 heat transfer coefficient of base plate at uniform wall

temperature~W/m2K!
hxc 5 modified heat transfer coefficient of base plate

~W/m2K!
N 5 number of obstacles

Re 5 Reynolds number,u`d/v
S 5 spacing between obstacles~m!
T 5 temperature~°C or K!

To 5 initial temperature~°C or K!
T` 5 free-stream temperature~°C or K!
T* 5 dimensionless temperature of liquid crystal, (T`

2TLC)/(T`2To)
TLC 5 liquid crystal temperature for green~°C or K!
u` 5 free-stream velocity~m/s!

x, y, z 5 Cartesian coordinates~m!

Greek symbols

n 5 kinematic viscosity~m2/s!
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Forced Convection Heat Transfer
Enhancement Using a
Self-Oscillating Impinging Planar
Jet
Impinging jets are widely used in the local enhancement of heat removed from internal
passages of gas turbine blades. Arrays of stationary jets are usually impinged on surfaces
of internal cooling passages. The current practice is to benefit from the high heat transfer
coefficients existing in the vicinity of the jet impingement region on a target wall. The
present study shows that a self-oscillating impinging-jet configuration is extremely ben-
eficial in enhancing the heat removal performance of a conventional (stationary) imping-
ing jet. In addition to a highly elevated stagnation line Nusselt number, the area coverage
of the impingement zone is significantly enhanced because of the inherent sweeping mo-
tion of the oscillating coolant jet. When an oscillating jet (Re514,000) is impinged on a
plate normal to the jet axis~x/d524 hole to plate distance), a typical enhancement of Nu
number on the stagnation line is about 70 percent. The present paper explains detailed
fluid dynamics structure of the self-oscillating jet by using a triple decomposition tech-
nique on a crossed hot wire signal. The current heat transfer enhancement levels achieved
suggest that it may be possible to implement the present self-oscillating-impinging-jet
concept in future gas turbine cooling systems, on rotating disks, glass tempering/
quenching, electronic equipment cooling, aircraft de-icing, combustors and heat exchang-
ers. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1471521#
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Introduction
The advancement of high performance thermal systems has

stimulated interest in methods to improve heat transfer rates, es-
pecially on the coolant side of hot surfaces. Considerable efforts
have been made to increase heat transfer rates by implementing
passive enhancement methods that require no direct consumption
of external power. The present study deals with a heat transfer
enhancement method using planar cooling jets in a self-sustained
oscillatory flow mode. Utilizing an impinging jet in oscillatory
mode has great cooling potential for hot section components. This
method is based on the enhancement of turbulent mixing pro-
cesses on the coolant side of hot surfaces by generating additional
turbulent mixing via periodic oscillations in the impingement re-
gion. The term ‘‘oscillation’’ is used for the periodic flapping mo-
tion of the jet in a direction normal to orifice/nozzle axis. An
obvious advantage of using self-sustained oscillations is that the
power for oscillation is drawn from the existing flow field. The
oscillations can easily be generated by a simple orifice/nozzle
configuration that has no moving components even in relatively
small coolant passages. The flapping motion of the turbulent pla-
nar jet spreads the effective thermal transport features over a rela-
tively large impingement area on the target plate. A typical en-
hancement of Nu number near the stagnation line can be as high
as 70 percent over stationary jet values.

Stationary impinging jets are widely used to provide high local
mass/momentum/heat transfer in a variety of applications includ-
ing gas turbine cooling, paper drying, helicopter rotor blade de-
icing system, glass manufacturing, food processing etc. Impinge-
ment jet systems are popular because of the relative ease of con-

trolling the specific area needed to be cooled/heated/dried and
high local heat transfer rates on the target surface. Reviews of
earlier heat transfer studies on stationary impinging jets are given
in Martin @1# and Goldstein et al.@2#. Gardon and Cobonpue@3#
described the rate of heat transfer to an impinging jet as propor-
tional to the difference between the target plate temperature and
the adiabatic wall temperature, which varied from point to point
on the impingement surface. Gardon and Akfirat@4# noted that the
level of turbulence in the jet had a significant effect on the rate of
heat transfer between the target plate and the stationary jet. Heat
transfer from a flat surface to an oblique impinging jet was studied
by Goldstein and Franchett@5# and Foss@6#. Most studies have
involved jets of the same temperature as the ambient fluid. How-
ever, when the temperature of the jet is different from that of the
ambient air, entrainment of ambient air into the jet complicates the
heat transfer problem, Goldstein et al.@7# and Goldstein and Seol
@8#. Stationary impinging jet based cooling arrangements are cur-
rently extremely popular in gas turbine cooling engineering and
process engineering.

Fluidic oscillatory nozzles as simple and effective mixing de-
vices have been used by Viets@9#. An extension of the fluidic
nozzle concept to supersonic flow conditions is described by
Raman et al.@10#. These are detailed fluid mechanics studies
geared towards using the unsteady motion to actively control vis-
cous flow near surfaces. The current study uses the fluidic oscil-
lating nozzle as a heat transfer augmentation method for general
heat transfer applications. The self-oscillating impinging jet im-
proves thermal transport via periodic flapping motion of the jet.
The area coverage of the impingement zone is also greatly en-
larged by the flapping motion. Details of the analytical flow model
for the self-oscillating-impinging jet used in this study is given by
Herr and Camci@11#. The analytical model based on a corrected
similarity technique is validated via hot wire measurements using
a crossed wire. A decomposition approach wa used to identify
the contribution due to the deterministic jet oscillations and
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stochastic turbulent fluctuations. The governing equations are de-
rived for oscillating flows with fixed flapping frequency. At a
given time, the oscillatory flow field can be approximately de-
scribed by the solution of a stationary jet flow obtained from a
nozzle/orifice attached to a relative reference frame that is oscil-
lating at a prescribed frequency. The corrected similarity solution
predicts the axial/lateral mean velocity measurements and oscilla-
tion kinetic energy data well, Herr@12#.

Oscillation of the planar jet flow enhances transport process
near the target plate because of the existence of additional inertia
forces~oscillation stress!and additional thermal fluxes~oscillation
heat flux!. Experiments show that most of the kinetic energy in the
oscillatory jet is contained in the deterministic unsteady part. The
magnitude of the unsteady kinetic energy convection due to the
flapping motion of the jet is about three times of that due to
turbulence. The individual terms of the kinetic energy conserva-
tion equation sampled/evaluated from the measured crossed hot
wire data show that the convection of kinetic energy in oscillatory
flows is stronger than the convection due to turbulent fluctuations.

Fig. 1 A planar jet with self-sustained oscillations

Fig. 2 Geometrical details of the nozzle and the experimental setup for the
self-oscillating impinging jet experiments
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It is concluded that deterministic unsteadiness enhances transport
process significantly, Herr and Camci@13#. Oscillation increases
convection and diffusion significantly.

Enhancement of impingement heat transfer using a self-
oscillating circular nozzle is described in Page et al.@14#. This
acoustic excitation technique is based on the matching of the shear
tone and organ pipe frequency of the pipe’s finite length. The flow
visualization studies revealed free transverse wave oscillations
and enhanced vortex shedding. A collar extension approach results
in enhancements in surface transport phenomena. An oscillation
frequency of 5000 Hz from a self-oscillating nozzle resulted in
measurable heat transfer coefficient enhancement. The nozzle-to-
plate distance varied between diameters. Azevedo et al.@15# used
a mechanical rotating ball valve to generate pulsations in axial
velocity of a circular jet. The axial velocity in time varies between
a peak and a minimum in each period created by valve rotations.
This approach results in degradation in heat transfer coefficients
on the impingement plate. The nozzle to plate distance varies
between 2 to 10 diameters. The authors claim that the type of
pulsations generated in this study adds energy primarily on the
large scale, with little superimposed small scale turbulence. Liu
and Sullivan@16# studied heat transfer from an acoustically ex-
cited circular impinging jet. The investigation is performed with a
nozzle having an exit diameter of 12.7 mm and a nozzle to plate
spacing less than two diameters. A loudspeaker attached to one
side of a rectangular plenum chamber induces organ pipe reso-
nance in the chamber producing pane-wave excitation at the jet
exit. The perturbation velocity can be adjusted between 0.05 per-
cent and 0.18 percent in a frequency range from 600 to 2500 Hz.

A small nozzle-to-plate spacing~less than two diameters!, the lo-
cal heat transfer in the wall jet region can be significantly affected
by exciting the impinging jet. The heat transfer near the stagnation
point remains unchanged. The random vortical structures enhance
the local heat transfer. The strong large-scale well-organized vor-
tices formed after the stable pairing induce the unsteady separa-
tion of the wall boundary layer and hence, lead to the local heat
transfer reduction. Mladin and Zumbrunnen@17# use a rotating
ball mechanism to generate a planar air jet with pulsations. The
nozzle-to-plate separation distance varies between 0 to 10 nozzle
widths with a pulse amplitude ranging from 0 to 50 percent of the
mean flow velocity. Pulsation frequencies range from 0 to 80 Hz
corresponding to Strouhal numbers below 0.106 based on nozzle
width and jet discharge velocity. Heat transfer enhancements up to
12 percent near the nozzle mid-plane due to surface renewal ef-
fects and up to 80 percent at distances downstream due to in-
creased turbulence levels are measured where both the pulse am-
plitude and Strouhal number are the highest. Pulses of small
amplitude and low frequency induces a quasi-steady behavior at
small separation distances, with no significant effect on the time
averaged heat transfer near the nozzle mid plane. However, at

Fig. 3 Heat transfer surface construction

Fig. 4 Effect of nozzle throat width and communicating tube
length on oscillation frequency of the jet, „fÄ20 deg…

Fig. 5 Axial, lateral mean velocity profiles and Reynolds
stresses in oscillating jet
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larger separation distances, increased turbulence associated with
the decay of the flow pulse enhanced the time averaged heat trans-
fer away from the nozzle mid plane by up to 20 percent.

All of the studies reviewed in the previous paragraph focus on
the nozzle to plate distances less than 10 jet diameters~or widths!.
Although Page et al.’s@14# study uses a self-sustained oscillation

mode that does not require external power to maintain pulsations,
Liu and Sullivan@16#, Mladin and Zumbrunnen@17# and Azevedo
et al. @15# use loudspeaker and rotating ball valve arrangements
that are powered externally. The current study is different from the
studies summarized in this paragraph for two main reasons. First,
the nozzle-to-impingement plate distance of the current study
(24,x/d,60) is geared towards engineering applications that
can be found in food processing, drying, gas turbine cooling, glass
tempering and aeronautical de-icing systems. The second main
difference is in the character of unsteady jet motion imposed. The
current study benefits from a self-oscillating impinging jet con-
figuration that improves thermal transport via periodic flapping
motion of the jet. The area coverage of the flapping fluid motion
that is influencing the impingement plate zone is much greater
than the coverage of all other studies reviewed in this section.
Although the jets acoustically excited~or mechanically oscillated
by a rotating ball valve! usually develop strong longitudinal os-
cillations they influence a limited impingement area on the target
plate. The current self-oscillating planar jet in flapping mode has
relatively larger area coverage on the target plate.

The present study focuses on the heat transfer aspects of self-
oscillating impinging jets used in thermal system engineering.
High-resolution heat transfer measurements are presented in a Re
number range between 7500 and 14,000 (24,x/d,60). This
range is sufficiently wide for many current thermal engineering
applications. It is possible to implement the present self-
oscillating-impinging-jet concept in future gas turbine cooling
systems, on rotating disks, in electronic equipment cooling, air-
craft de-icing systems and heat exchanger systems.

Experimental Setup and Procedures

Oscillating Jet Assembly. The operation principle of an os-
cillatory jet is based on the fact that a jet exiting into space be-
tween two sufficiently near walls is bi-stable, i.e., may attach to
either wall. In addition, a small pressure gradient across the jet at
the throat may cause the jet to detach one wall and attach to the
opposite one. A simple fluidic nozzle representation of the oscil-
latory jet used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The air flows
through a nozzle shaped contraction, past two communication
ports, into an expansion section. The output ports are attached to
each other via a communication loop. Due to the proximity of the
wall at the nozzle throat, the jet is bi-stable and must attach to one
of the walls. Consider the jet to be attached to wallA. Due to large
amount of entrainment into the jet, the pressure at the control port
A8 is relatively low while the pressure at the portB8 is relatively
high. Since the ports are attached to each other by a feedback
loop, a compression wave travels from portB8 to port A8 tending
to raise the pressure there and push the jet off the wall. Simulta-
neously, an expansion wave originates at portA8 and travels to
port B8, tending to lower the pressure there and pull the jet onto
the wall B. Thus, in a well designed nozzle, the jet will oscillate
between wallsA andB at a frequency determined by the length of
the line connecting portsA8 and B8 and the line diameter. The
frequency is also a weak function of the stagnation pressure en-
tering the nozzle. The improved mixing characteristics of the os-
cillatory jet are seen in the increased spread angle and in the voids
of stagnant gas that are entrained between the waves of the oscil-
lation, Herr and Camci@11,13#

The flow and heat transfer tests for the current oscillating jet
concept have been performed using precision Aluminum nozzles.
The planar nozzle sections are precision-machined using fine,
spline fitted coordinate points. The nozzle pieces are enclosed in
1.25 cm thick plexiglass sidewalls as shown in Fig. 2. A regulated
laboratory compressed air supply is fed into the nozzle. The jet
emerges from the nozzle havingd55 mm throat width~nozzle
height isW525 mm! at a typical mean velocity of 25 m/s (Re
5104). To study the oscillation caused by the mechanism de-
scribed above, the unsteadiness of other means must be minimum.
With two communicating ports closed, the velocity at the throat

Table 1 Estimates of the precision index and bias error values
used for the uncertainty analysis

Fig. 6 Stationary jet Nusselt number distributions on impinge-
ment plate, influence of Reynolds number and impingement
plate location x Õd , baseline data set
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has been kept constant within 1 percent. For steady-flow situation,
the jet is laminar, having a turbulence intensity of approximately
0.1 percent at the exit plane. The oscillation frequency of the jet is
in the range of 10–100 Hz. This frequency is controlled by the
stagnation pressure, nozzle throat width, and the length/diameter
of the communicating loop. Other details of the experimental
set-up can be found in Herr@12#.

SteadyÕUnsteady Flow Field Measurements. Instantaneous
velocity measurements have been taken with a TSI 1249A-T1.5
miniature 90 deg crossed hot wire probe and a TSI 1210-T1.5
general purpose single sensor probe using TSI series 1050 con-
stant temperature anemometer. The single sensor probe has been
used to measure the jet exit flow at the nozzle throat plane. The
crossed wire probe has been calibrated in a velocity range from
0.5 to 40 m/s using a full velocity-yaw angle calibration scheme
~645 deg!. The specific calibration scheme is the one defined by
Lueptow et al.@18# and modified by Panchepakesan and Lumley
@22#. This stretching coordinate transformation approach improves
the measurement resolution at low velocities. Unsteady flow data

are sampled at a rate of 10 KHz for 5 seconds. A local averaging
technique is used to detect the fronts of the periodical signals and
100 periods are ensemble averaged. Details of the current crossed
hot-wire measurement method are presented in Herr@12#.

Heat Transfer Measurements on the Target Plate. The tar-
get heat transfer surface, located downstream of the nozzle is
shown in Fig. 2. The target plate to nozzle distance has been
varied from 24 to 60 nozzle throat width ‘‘d’’ during the experi-
ments. The impingement plate is made up of 1.25 cm thick clear
acrylic. The heat transfer surface is a composite system that in-
cludes a double-sided tape layer, Inconel heater foil, black back-
ing paint, a liquid crystal thermo-indicator layer and flush
mounted surface thermocouples. Details of the composite heat
transfer surface are shown in Fig. 3. A low resistivity rectangular
steel foil ~Inconel-600!has been used as a constant heat flux sur-
face on the target plate. The resistance of the steel foil has been
accurately determined using a Keithley 580 micro-ohmmeter to an
uncertainty of60.001V. A DC current reversal method removing
unwanted offset voltages has been used. This technique lowers

Fig. 7 Impingement plate heat transfer distribution from stationary jet, Nu ÕReÀ0.56 distribution for all Reynolds
numbers in function of y Õd
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random noise in resistance measurements. Wall temperature mea-
surement on the heat transfer has been made by using several
flush-mounted thin-foil thermocouples of K type. Details of the
heat transfer surface construction area given in Wiedner and
Camci @19# and Herr @12#. Flush mounted thermocouples have
been inlaid in several spanwise locations along the impingement
plate and the junctions have been located at mid-point, Fig. 3,
Herr @12#. The impingement plate shown in Fig. 2 has been tra-
versed in they-direction. The ambient side temperature of the heat
transfer surface has also been monitored continuously for conduc-
tion heat loss calculations. The losses from the impingement side
to the ambient side have been considered in the calculation of the
convective heat transfer coefficient. A variable current DC power
supply has been used to heat the constant heat flux surface. The jet
and the ambient air in the laboratory are at the same temperature.
The convective heat transfer coefficient is defined as,

h5qconv/~Tw2Tchar! (1)

whereqconv is convective heat flux rate,Tw the wall temperature
and Tchar the characteristic temperature. The Nusselt number for
this problem is based on the nozzle throat widthd,

Nu5hd/k. (2)

In the present study, the reference temperatureTchar is taken as the
total temperature of the jet,To . The uniform wall heat flux value
over the rectangular surface was fixed at a constant level for all
tests. The heat flux generated by Joule heating of the steel foil is
balanced by convective, conductive and radiative heat flux,

qgen5qconv1qcond1qrad. (3)

The conduction heat loss from the impingement side to the back
side of the plate is assumed to be one-dimensional,

qcond5kplate]T/]y5kplate~Tw2Tw,back!/H (4)

whereTw is the wall temperature on the heat flux surrace,Tw,back
is the temperature of the back side of the target plate, andH is the
thickness of the target plate. During a typical run, conduction
losses account for approximately 6–12 percent of the generated
heat flux. Radiation heat transfer was estimated using the assump-
tions of black body emissivity and thermal equilibrium between
the jet and sidewalls. The shape factors were approximated using
an enclosure model and considering each surface as black. The
radiation heat flux is approximately 3–9 percent of the local gen-
erated heat flux.

Experimental Uncertainties. The final experiment uncer-
tainty estimates of the current study are described using the
method given by Kline and McClintock@20#. The uncertainty lev-
els presented are analogous to 95 percent coverage or 20:1 odds. A
crossed hot wire sensor has been used to measurex and
y-components of the instantaneous velocity field in which tem-
perature variation in the flow field is not significant. The Inconel
strip heater used in constant heat flux measurements on the target
plate has been disconnected from the DC power supply during hot
wire measurements. This approach assures an isothermal flow
field that is essential for high quality hot-wire measurements. The
instantaneous field has then been de-composed into mean, deter-
ministic and random parts for further analysis. The sources of
error in hot wire measurement include flow field temperature
variations, thermal inertia of the sensors, probe misalignment,
sampling time errors, constant temperature anemometer noise.
The cut-off frequency used has been selected as 4 kHz with an
overheat ratio of 1.6. It has been noted from a power spectral
density calculation that, energy content of the flow is extremely
small for the frequencies higher than 600 Hz. A 0.5 deg alignment
error is assumed in the uncertainty analysis. This error contributes
0.1 percent to the total error. The predicted error in instantaneous
velocity measurements is about 1 percent. A detailed account
of the error analysis on hot wire measurements is presented in
Herr @12#.

The heat transfer measurements on the constant heat flux sur-
face are influenced from the errors made in the determination of
wall temperatureTw , total temperatureTo of the jet ~ambient!,
heat flux measurement, throat width measurement and absolute
error in thermal conductivityk of air. Our experiments by varying
the black paint and liquid crystal layer thickness showed that the
wall temperature errord(Tw2Tchar)/(Tw2Tchar) is less than 3.4
percent. This error is already included in the final uncertainty
value of Nusselt number 6.3 percent approximately. Estimates of
the precision index and bias error values for the main measured
quantities in the uncertainty analysis are given in Table 1. Further
details of the uncertainty analysis are presented in Herr@12#.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Jet Half Width and Effective Mixing. A useful indication of
effective mixing in a jet is the variation of the jet half width in
axial direction. The definition of the half width at any streamwise

Fig. 8 Self-oscillating-jet Nusselt number distributions on im-
pingement plate, influence of Reynolds number and impinge-
ment plate location x Õd
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position is the distance between the jet centerline and the point
where the local velocity is equal to half of the centerline velocity.
Current experiments clearly show that the introduction of the os-
cillatory motion dramatically increases the jet half width. Atx/d
560, ~Re510,000!, the half width from a stationary jet is about 8
times the nozzle throat widthd. However, when the same jet is put
into a self-oscillatory motion, the half width increases to 13 times
the throat width, Herr@12#. This observation is closely related to
the fact that a cooling jet in a flapping motion covers a much
wider impingement area when compared to a stationary jet. En-
hanced turbulent transport with effective mixing is spread over a
much larger impingement zone on the target surface via the use of
an oscillating jet.

Frequency of Self-Sustained Jet Oscillations. The oscilla-
tion frequency of the jet is determined by taking the fast Fourier
transform of instantaneous hot wire data from the exit of the
nozzle at,h5y/x50. Figure 4 shows the variation of oscillation
frequency with respect to nozzle throat widthd for constant stag-
nation pressure in the plenum chamber,~f520 deg!. Experiments

performed atx5180 mm also show that larger throat widths at a
fixed communication line length induce higher oscillation fre-
quencies. Similar trends have been observed aty/x50, y/x
50.05, andy/x50.3. Increasingd from 1 mm to 5 mm provides
a five-fold frequency increase from 15 to 75 Hz. Increasing the
length of the communication line slightly reduces the oscillation
frequency. For the case of increased throat width, the amount of
fluid entraining into the throat area increases. Thus the ambient air
enters the feedback tube sooner than the case which has a smaller
throat width. If the width is too large, the pressure gradient across
the jet is not strong enough to move the jet and the jet would
not bend to either wall, so that no oscillation will occur. Increas-
ing plenum chamber stagnation pressure and shorter communica-
tion lines has a tendency to increase the frequency of oscillations,
Herr @12#.

Axial and Lateral Mean Velocity Components. Mean ve-
locity components have been measured by time averaging the in-
stantaneous hot wire signal at varioush5y/x locations atx/d
560 for f 575 Hz. It should be noted that the data discussed from

Fig. 9 Impingement plate heat transfer distribution from oscillating jet, Nu ÕReÀ0.50 distribution for all Reynolds
numbers in function of y Õd
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this point on include only the results for the nozzle that has a
throat width ofd55 mm and a nozzle half angle off520 deg.
The measured axial mean velocity (U/Um) distribution of the
oscillatory jet is relatively fuller than that of the stationary jet as
shown in Fig. 5. This is expected because oscillation increases the
spreading rate of the jet. The lateral mean velocity (V/Um) distri-
bution of the oscillating jet is enhanced when 0,y/x,0.14, (h
5x/d560). The flapping motion of the jet issued from the fluidic
nozzle provides increased transport of mean kinetic energy in the
lateral direction. This feature is directly related to the observed
enhancements in jet half width leading to increased transport in
the lateral direction, Herr@12#. The thick solid lines in Fig. 5
represents the predictions from ‘‘the corrected similarity method’’
developed by Herr and Camci@11#. ‘‘ The corrected similarity
method’’ is an analytical extension of the stationary turbulent jet
solution with special emphasis paid to deterministic oscillations of
the jet. Figure 5 shows that ‘‘the corrected similarity method’’
based prediction of mean velocities is in very good agreement
with hot wire measurements where 0,y/x,0.275. The stationary

turbulent jet solution forU andV ~based on a conventional simi-
larity method!is represented by tiny dots in Fig. 5.

Additional Stresses and Heat Fluxes Due to Deterministic
Oscillations. The instantaneous velocity and temperature can be
decomposed into three parts, Hussain and Reynolds@21#, a time
averaged quantity (Ui ,Q), ensemble averaged deterministic os-
cillations (ui* ,u* ) and stochastic turbulent fluctuations (ui ,u),

ũi5Ui1ui* 1ui (5)
ũ5Q1u* 1u

In an oscillatory flow, the continuity equation can be decomposed
as,

]Ui

]xi
1

]ui

]xi
1

]ui

]xi
50 (6)

Finally, the time averaged momentum equation for a flow with
self-sustained oscillations is as follows,

Fig. 10 Comparison of oscillating jet and stationary jet heat transfer distributions on the impingement
plate, ReÄ7500
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]xj
2ui* uj* 1uiuj D (7)

]~U ju!

]xj
5

]

]xj
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]u

]xj
2uj* u* 1uju D (8)

Equation 7 clearly shows that in addition to shear stress due to
molecular viscosity, there are two additional apparent stresses

termed as2ui* uj* and2uiuj . The apparent stress terms are gen-
erated by the nonlinear inertia term~convective acceleration! that
is the left hand side of the instantaneous momentum equation.
Additional inertia force due to random oscillations of the turbulent
field is usually termed as Reynolds stress2uiuj . The term

2uj* uj* is due to the inertia force originating from deterministic
variations of the oscillating jet flow. This extra stress term is

named as oscillation stress2uj* uj* throughout this study. Similar
to the development leading to Eq. 7, one can obtain a time aver-

aged thermal energy equation, Eq. 8, Herr and Camci@13#. The
three terms on the right hand side of the energy equation are
conduction heat fluxg(]u/]xj ) due to molecular conductivity,

oscillation heat flux2uj* u* due to flapping motion of the jet and
turbulent heat flux2uju due to random fluctuations of the flow
field. Figure 5 also shows a comparison of the time averaged and
ensemble averaged turbulent stress^uv&/Um

2 in function of h at
x/d560, f 580 Hz. Reynolds stresses due to turbulent fluctua-
tions reach a peak aroundh50.10 and diminish near the center-
line and near the outer edge of the jet whereh.0.30.

Heat Transfer From Stationary Impinging Jet. Stationary
jet related Nusselt number distributions on the impingement plate
are given in Fig. 6 as baseline distributions. Experiments at three
different Reynolds numbers~7500, 10,000, and 14,000! are pre-
sented for various impingement plates to nozzle distance values
(x/d524,30,40,50, and 60!. A strong influence of plate to nozzle
distance on stagnation point heat transfer is shown in Fig. 6. Nus

Fig. 11 Comparison of oscillating jet and stationary jet heat transfer distributions on the impingement plate,
ReÄ10,000
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selt number at the stagnation point increases from 30 to 55 when
x/d is reduced from 60 to 24 at Re57500. This trend repeats itself
for Re510,000 and 14,000. The Nusselt number depends onx/d
in the near impingement region 0,y/d,20, while in the wall jet
region, the heat transfer is almost independent ofx/d for all Re
numbers. At the minimumx/d value of 24, the jet is predicted to
be fully turbulent for all Reynolds numbers. In other words, po-
tential core does not exist at thisx/d. The heat transfer informa-
tion given in Fig. 6 provide the reference stationary heat transfer
distributions when oscillating jet results are compared to station-
ary jet. In general the local heat transfer on the impingement plate
is a function ofx/d, y/d, Re, and Pr. This functional dependency
can be represented by a power law in the form,

Nu5;RenPrm. (9)

The exact form of Eq. 9 varies from study to study depending on
the heat transfer configuration, flow and thermal boundary condi-
tions, local turbulence production and unsteadiness in the flow.
The molecular Prandtl number can be taken constant for air under

present conditions. For the stationary impinging jet, the most rep-
resentative value forn has been found to ben50.56, whenm is
unity. At a fixed impingement plate to nozzle distance, all three
heat transfer distributions for different Re values will collapse into
a unique curve, if the results are plotted Nu/Re20.56 versusy/d.
Figure 7 clearly demonstrates this feature for 5 differentx/d val-
ues (x/d524,30,40,50,60).

Heat Transfer Enhancement From Self-Oscillating
Impinging Jet. The stationary jet flow can be converted into an
oscillating jet flow by opening the communication lines at points
A8 and B8 which are sealed for stationary jet experiments. The
communication line diameter atA8 and B8 is 6 mm. The half
angle for the nozzle exit section is kept constant atu520 deg. The
flow conditions inside the nozzle are identical within quoted un-
certainty values for both stationary and oscillating jets, for com-
parison purposes.

Figure 8 shows Nusselt number distributions over the impinge-
ment plate in function ofy/d at different Re and impingement

Fig. 12 Comparison of oscillating jet and stationary jet heat transfer distributions on the impingement plate,
ReÄ14,000
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plate to nozzle distance (x/d) values. When compared to the sta-
tionary jet values as presented in Fig. 6, the oscillatory jet heat
transfer results are significantly enhanced as shown in Fig. 8.

Another observation is the relatively flat distributions of Nus-
selt number around the stagnation line of the impingement plate
compared to the stationary jet distributions. The well known high
heat transfer effectiveness of the stagnation region is now spread
over a relatively larger area round the stagnation point via orga-
nized flapping motion of the jet, Fig. 8 (x/d540,50,60).

When shorter plate to nozzle distances (x/d524,30) are exam-
ined, one can observe that the maximum heat transfer does not
occur at the exact center liney/d50. Off-center peaks are visible
in Fig. 9 forx/d524 and 30. The stagnation line Nusselt numbers
are slightly lower than the peak values. The heat transfer enhance-
ment around the centerline point is spread over a much wider area
by double peas presented in Fig. 8, especially at shorter plate to
nozzle distances (x/d524 and 30!. This observation is consistent
with the fact that the oscillating flow now sweeps through a larger
interaction are on the impingement plate with enhanced thermal
transport features due to imposed deterministic unsteady motion.

Current experiments suggest that the impingement plate posi-
tions wherex/d,40 are the most effective heat transfer enhance-
ment cases when the oscillating jet is impinged on a flat surface.
Removing the Reynolds number dependency from the oscillating
jet heat transfer results can be achieved by introducing the same
type of functional dependency as presented in Eq. 9. For the os-
cillating jet, the most representative value forn has been found to
ben50.50 whenm is taken as 1. At a fixed impingement plate to
nozzle distance, all three heat transfer distributions for three dif-
ferent Re values again collapse into a unique curve (Nu/Re20.50 in
function ofy/d). Figure 9 presents this feature for 5 differentx/d
values (x/d524,30,40,50,60).

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show significant heat transfer improve-
ment when a stationary jet is converted into an oscillating jet at
fixed Reynolds number and impingement plate to nozzle distance.
for Re57500 andx/d524, the stagnation line local Nusselt num-
ber for oscillatory impinging jet is 30 percent higher than that of
the stationary jet. When Reynolds number is increased to 14,000
the enhancement from oscillations is about 71 percent higher
compared to stationary impinging jet, atx/d524. The heat trans-
fer enhancement almost diminishes in the outer region of the im-
pingement plate wherey/d.25 for all Re numbers and impinge-
ment plate to nozzle distance values. In general, the enhancements
become more pronounced as the Reynolds number is gradually
increased from 7500 to 14,000.

Comparison of Heat Transfer Enhancements at the
Stagnation Line. Local Nusselt numbers aty/d50 for both the
stationary jet and the oscillating jet are given in Figs. 13~a! and
13~b!. For the stationary jet, atx/d530, the stagnation point Nus-
selt number is about 20 percent less than the case forx/d524
regardless of the Re number of the jet. For larger spacing, where
x/d.40 ~40,50,60!, dependence of Nusselt number onx/d be-
comes weaker as shown in Fig. 13~a!. At large nozzle to impinge-
ment plate distances, flow near the stagnation point is influenced
from ambient air entrainment at a more significant rate compared
to shortx/d cases. All of the current heat transfer measurements
show that Nusselt number levels at the stagnation point are dras-
tically increased, when the stationary jet is switched into its oscil-
lating mode, Fig. 13~b!. The enhancement rate has a slight Re
number dependency. However,x/d dependency at a given Re
number is much stronger. Whenx/d,40, oscillation induced en-
hancements are all greater than 30 percent in reference to the
stationary jet Nusselt number values. Figure 13~c! summarizes the
relative heat transfer enhancement values in reference to the sta-
tionary jet for all Re numbers andx/d values. The minimum
enhancement from oscillations has been measured as approxi-
mately 18 percent atx/d560. However, if one reduces the plate
to nozzle distance, significant Nusselt number enhancement val-
ues are encountered. For example atx/d540 the enhancement

from oscillations is about 30 percent. After this point, the en-
hancements become stronger for smaller plate to nozzle distances.
At x/d524, there is about 70 percent heat transfer augmentation
on the stagnation line for Re514,000.

The oscillation driven enhancements discussed in this para-
graph may be explained by using time averaged momentum and
thermal energy equations as discussed in previous paragraphs.
When unsteady deterministic fluid motion governs the heat trans-
fer process, the additional inertia forces~oscillation stresses! due
to the existence of the periodic~deterministic!flow play a signifi-
cant role in the conservation of linear momentum, Eq. 7. The
thermal energy transfer is also influenced because of the existence
of the oscillations. For the case of heat transfer, oscillation heat
flux terms become as significant as conventional turbulent heat
flux terms in the energy conservation statement, Eq. 8, Herr@12#.
Whenx/d is small, the oscillation heat fluxes and stresses domi-
nate the enhancement process, since the large amount of ambient
air entrainment does not affect the thermal energy transfer pro-
cess. Whenx/d is large, the ambient air entrainment overweighs

Fig. 13 Stagnation line heat transfer at various nozzle to im-
pingement plate distances, without and with jet oscillations
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the oscillation heat fluxes. Thus the enhancement caused by jet
oscillations become almost Re number independent.

Conclusions
It is possible to convert a stationary impinging cooling jet into

a self-oscillating-impinging jet by adding two communication
ports at the throat section. The unsteady travel of compression and
expansion waves in the communication loop can easily put a sta-
tionary planar jet into a flapping mode for more effective thermal
transport enhancement.

Oscillation frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 100 Hz are pos-
sible by adjusting the proper length and diameter of the commu-
nication line and the stagnation pressure in the nozzle plenum
chamber.

A triple-decomposition technique applied to the instantaneous
velocity field and temperature field clearly indicates the contribu-
tions of additional fluid stresses~oscillation stress! and thermal
energy transfer due to oscillatory motion~oscillation heat flux!.
The flapping motion of the jet clearly improves thermal transport
near the impingement plate via the imposed deterministic/periodic
motion.

Oscillation of the jet increases convection and diffusion signifi-
cantly, however the kinetic energy production is only slightly
modified. Previous studies performed by the authors show that
most of the kinetic energy is contained in the deterministic part.

For the case of oscillating-impinging-jet, the area containing
the enhanced heat transfer zone on the impingement plate is en-
larged effectively when compared to the stationary jet.

Oscillating jet heat transfer results are compared against sta-
tionary jet results at three different Reynolds number levels~7500,
10,000, 14,000!at various nozzle to plate distances (x/d
524,30,40,50,60). Significant heat transfer coefficient enhance-
ments ranging from 20 percent to 70 percent over the stationary
jet values exist because of the oscillation motion of the impinging
jet.

When the jet is put into the oscillating mode, the Reynolds
number dependency of oscillating jet heat transfer distribution can
be removed by plotting Nu/Re20.50 againsty/d for a prescribed
x/d value. The data show that at a fixed nozzle to plate distance
x/d, all three heat transfer distributions for individual Re number
values collapse into a unique curve.

The current heat transfer enhancement achieved suggest that it
is possible to implement the present self-oscillating-impinging-jet
concept in future turbine blade internal cooling systems, on rotat-
ing disks, in electronic cooling, aircraft/helicopter de-icing sys-
tems and heat exchanger systems.
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Nomenclature

d 5 nozzle throat width, see Fig. 2~linear dimension!
f 5 oscillation frequency of the jet
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
H 5 thickness of the plexiglass impingement plate

i , j ,k 5 summation indices
k 5 thermal conductivity

m,n 5 exponents in Nu number correlation
Nu 5 Nusselt number, Nu5hd/k

p 5 instantaneous pressure
P 5 time averaged pressure
Pr 5 molecular Prandtl number
q 5 wall heat flux rate

q 5 turbulent kinetic energy usingu, v, w
q* 5 oscillation kinetic energy usingu* , v* , w*
Re 5 Reynolds number, Re5Ud/v, based on bulk ve-

locity of the jet at the throat section
t 5 time

T 5 temperature
U,V,W 5 mean velocity components
u,v,w 5 velocity fluctuations due to stochastic fluctuations

~turbulence!
u* ,v* ,w* 5 deterministic~periodic!velocity component

2^uv& 5 ensemble averaged Reynolds stress,2^uiuj&
2uv 5 time averaged Reynolds stress,2uiuj
x,y,z 5 Cartesian coordinates

x/d 5 impingement plate to nozzle distance~normalized!
x 5 axial direction for the jet
y 5 lateral direction for the jet

Greek letters

f 5 nozzle half angle at the divergent exit section
Q 5 time averaged local temperature in the flow field
u 5 temperature fluctuations due to stochastic fluctuations

~turbulence!
u* 5 deterministic~periodic! temperature
g 5 thermal diffusivity
h 5 similarity variable,h5y/x
m 5 absolute viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosityn5m/r
r 5 density

Subscripts

char 5 characteristic
cond 5 conduction
conv 5 convection
gen 5 generated

m 5 centerline quantity~at y50)
o 5 total condition

rad 5 radiated
t 5 turbulent quantity

w 5 wall
w,back5 back side of the wall

Superscripts

* 5 deterministic~periodic!quantity
m,n 5 correlation constants

; 5 instantaneous quantity
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Structure and Dynamics
of Laminar Jet Micro-Slot
Diffusion Flames
Results of an experimental investigation into the behavior of laminar jet diffusion flames,
produced using micro-slot burner ports, are presented. Under certain conditions, the
cross-sectional shape of micro-slot flames is qualitatively similar to the cross-sectional
shape of circular burner port flames produced in an environment where molecular diffu-
sion is the primary transport mechanism. An order of magnitude analysis reveals that,
over the range of experimental conditions examined, the behavior of the experimentally
observed micro-slot flames is not necessarily diffusion-controlled. A comparison of the
experimental data with an accepted theoretical model shows that current theoretical mod-
els do not accurately predict the experimentally observed flame heights. A theoretical
expression for purely diffusion-controlled micro-slot flame height is developed and
compared with experimental micro-slot flame data. The region where this theoretical
expression is valid is identified through an examination of the diffusion to buoyancy
parameter. A qualitative discussion of micro-slot flame structure is also presented.
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1 Introduction
It has long been recognized that buoyancy induced flow is one

of the principal factors influencing the behavior of diffusion
flames in a terrestrial environment. Unfortunately, the impact of
buoyancy is so pervasive that it is difficult/impossible to experi-
mentally isolate buoyancy from other combustion related phe-
nomena in a terrestrial environment. Numerous investigators have
examined the impact of buoyancy on diffusion flame behavior or
have attempted to develop techniques for minimizing/isolating the
impact of buoyancy. Davis et al.@1# proposed varying the ambient
pressure, while maintaining the same fuel and oxidizer mass flow
rates, to vary the impact of buoyancy. Reasoning that the effective
gravitational acceleration is proportional to the square of the pres-
sure, it was hypothesized that by reducing the ambient pressure
one would be able to reduce buoyancy forces. A reduction in
ambient pressure did produce shorter, broader flames but it was
later shown in Dietrich et al.@2# that these flames are not dynami-
cally similar to flames in a reduced-buoyancy environment. Using
a scaling analysis based on flame height and reduced gravity ex-
perimental data, Dietrich et al.@2# proved that reducing the ambi-
ent pressure does not significantly remove buoyant convection. In
the same paper, it was also indirectly shown that a diffusion flame
could exist in an environment where molecular diffusion is the
only transport mechanism.

Since the forces associated with buoyancy are proportional to
the acceleration due to gravity, conducting experiments in a re-
duced, or micro-, gravity environment is an effective way of
reducing/eliminating the impact of buoyancy forces. Currently the
expense of conducting experiments in a microgravity environment
limits access to such an environment. Even in a microgravity en-
vironment, rapid small-scale variations in acceleration, i.e.,
g-jitter, are known to affect combustion behavior. The impact of
g-jitter on combustion related phenomena is still an area of active
research@3#.

Buoyancy forces are proportional to the cube of a characteristic
length. Therefore if one were to decrease a diffusion flame’s char-

acteristic length to a small enough value, the flame should behave
in a manner relatively unaffected by buoyancy. This type of be-
havior has been experimentally observed using laminar jet diffu-
sion flames produced with circular burner ports having inner di-
ameters of less than 1 mm@4#. In Ban et al.@4#, the importance of
accounting for axial diffusion in the momentum equations when
describing the behavior of diffusion microflames was investigated.
Recall that axial diffusion of momentum has typically been ne-
glected in classical descriptions of jet diffusion flames@5#. Using
a similarity analysis, a theoretical model was developed for lami-
nar axisymmetric jet diffusion microflames. While the introduc-
tion of axial diffusion into the theoretical model did not signifi-
cantly affect the predicted flame height, it did dramatically
improve the ability of the model to predict flame shape. Note that
this theoretical microflame model did not include a buoyancy
force term.

Theoretical descriptions of diffusion flames, such as the classi-
cal Burke-Shumann solution@6#, have been successful in describ-
ing diffusion flame behavior despite the assumption of negligible
buoyancy. The success of these theoretical models has been ex-
plained by the fact that such models are compared with experi-
mental data produced using circular burner ports. Buoyancy
forces associated with a flame accelerate the fluid in the axial
direction and, as a result, increase the concentration gradients in
the radial direction. The increase molecular diffusion in the radial
direction acts to decrease the velocity in the axial direction. For a
circular burner port, these two phenomena cancel out. This is not
the case for flames produced using slot burners as was shown in
the seminal work of Roper@7#. For slot flames, Roper identified
three regimes: the buoyancy-controlled, the transition, and the
momentum-controlled regimes. In the buoyancy-controlled re-
gime, the flame height of a slot flame was found to be propor-
tional to the buoyant acceleration raised to the 1/3 power. As one
might expect, in the momentum-controlled regime buoyancy was
found to have a negligible impact on the flame height. The Froude
number, defined as@7#

Fr5
~QFIYF,stoic/bh!2

aLf
(1)

was used to determine whether a flame was buoyancy-controlled
(Fr!1), transitional (Fr>1), or momentum-controlled (Fr@1).
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Note that this definition of the Froude number is based upon the
flame height and not the burner port diameter. In Eq.~1!, the mean
buoyant acceleration is@7#

a>0.6gb~Tf /T`!21c (2)

and I is the ratio of the actual initial momentum to that for uni-
form flow ~for parabolic exit velocityI 51.5 and for uniform flow
I 51.0!. For momentum-controlled slot flames, the Roper’s theo-
retical expression@7# and experimental correlation@8# are respec-
tively given as

L f ,M ,thy5
bf2QF

hID`YF,stoic
S T`

TF
D 2S Tf

T`
D 0.33

(3)

L f ,M ,exp58.63104
bf2QF

hIYF,stoic
S T`

TF
D 2

(4)

where f51/$4• inver f@1/(11S)#% and whereinverf is the in-
verse error function. For buoyancy-controlled flames, the theoret-
ical expression@7# and experimental correlation@8# are respec-
tively given as

L f ,B,thy5F 9f4QF
4T`

4

8D`
2 ah4TF

4 G1/3S Tf

T`
D 2/9

(5)

L f ,B,exp52.03103Ff4QF
4T`

4

ah4TF
4 G1/3

(6)

For the transition regime, the flame height is given as@7#

L f ,trans5
4

9
L f ,MS L f ,B

L f ,M
D 3H F113.38S L f ,B

L f ,M
D 3G21J (7)

The above closed-form expressions are now the standard expres-
sions used for predicting laminar diffusion flame heights using
slot burners. It should be noted that the slot flames in Roper et al.
@8# were co-flow diffusion flames, while the flames examined in
this study were produced by a jet of gas burning in quiescent air.
It was stated in Roper et al.@8# that the co-flow of air had no
effect on flame height for the flames produced using slot burners.
While more complicated theoretical descriptions of laminar diffu-
sion flames have since been developed, slot flame behavior is still
traditionally characterized as either buoyancy-controlled or
momentum-controlled@9#.

Laminar diffusion flames represent an archetypal combustion
process that has been extensively researched and several texts
have chapters devoted to the subject@10,11#. Diffusion mi-
croflames produced using circular burner ports have only recently
been examined and such flames could potentially be used as a
means of isolating buoyancy in a terrestrial environment. Diffu-
sion microflames produced using slot burners have not yet been
investigated. Given that the behavior of slot flames is known to be
different from flames produced using circular burner ports, an
examination of diffusion microflames produced using slot burners
is warranted. In this paper, the behavior of laminar jet diffusion
microflames produced using slot burners is examined. In §2, an
expression for a purely diffusion-controlled flame is developed.
To gain insight into the phenomena responsible for microflame
behavior, an order of magnitude analysis was performed and the
methodology of this analysis is outlined §3. The methods used to
obtain the experimental data and the accuracy of the experimental
data are discussed in §4 and §5, respectively. The results of the
investigation are provided in §6. Conclusions as to the behavior of
micro-slot flames and the effectiveness of mathematical models
to predict laminar jet micro-slot diffusion flame height are given
in §7.

2 Purely Diffusion-Controlled Flames
For slot burner ports, Roper@7# showed that

E
0

L f

uzdz5
f2QF

2Tf
2

Dh2T`
2 (8)

Roper used Eq.~8! to develop theoretical expressions for flame
height in both the buoyancy-controlled and momentum-controlled
regimes. This was accomplished by defining different functions
for the axial component of velocity in the two regimes. In this
investigation, the axial component of velocity in a purely
diffusion-controlled flame has been assumed to be given as

uz5uD5D
dYF

dz
(9)

Fick’s law of diffusion, i.e.,

d

dz S rD
dYF

dz D50 (10)

was used to determine the variation of the fuel mass fraction in the
axial direction. Note that axial diffusion was ignored in Roper’s
mathematical formulation leading to Eq.~8!. Assuming a constant
density and diffusion coefficient, Eq.~10! provides a linear con-
centration profile in the axial direction. Applying the following
boundary conditions

YFuz5051 (11)

2rD
dYF

dz U
z5L f

52k9rYFuz5L f
(12)

the axial component of velocity in a purely diffusion-controlled
slot flame is found to be

uz5uD5
Dk9

D2L fk9
(13)

Note that Eq.~12! is a statement that, at the flame height, the rate
at which the fuel is consumed is equal to the rate at which it is
supplied by diffusion. Implicit in Eq.~12! is also the assumption
that the reaction is first-order. Substituting Eq.~13! into Eq. ~8!
and integrating yields the following expression for the flame
height of a purely diffusion-controlled flame produced using a slot
burner:

L f ,D,thy5

S fQFTf

hT`
D 2

k9DF11
1

D2 S fQFTf

hT`
D 2G (14)

For a diffusion-controlled slot flame, the flame height is not a
function of the burner port width. This behavior is similar to that
for a buoyancy-controlled slot flame. Also note that Eq.~14! pre-
dicts that as the flow rate increases the flame height approaches a
constant value ofD/k9. As will be shown below, Eq.~14! does
not accurately predict micro-slot flame height for larger values of
the volumetric flow rate.

Thermal radiation has not been included in the above model. As
previously noted, microflames appear to be qualitatively similar to
microgravity flames. Since thermal radiation is known to be sig-
nificant in microgravity flames, one may suppose that accounting
for thermal radiation should also be important in predicting mi-
croflame behavior. The principal reason that thermal radiation has
not been included in the above model is that the inclusion of
thermal radiation, except possibly under the most severe assump-
tions regarding thermal radiation behavior, would have removed
the possibility of developing a closed-form solution. In addition,
the standoff distance in microgravity flames is greater than that for
flames in a terrestrial environment@12#. For microflames, while
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the standoff distance is larger relative to the overall size of the
flame, there is no evidence that the standoff distance increases in
size for microflames. The flame heat feedback by conduction is
therefore not reduced and the relative significance of thermal ra-
diation is not increased. In addition, the luminosity of microflames
does not decrease to the extent observed in microgravity flames.
While no quantitative data has been collected in this study to
show that the temperature of microflames is lower relative to
larger flames, the luminosity of the microflames seems to imply
that the flame temperature is not significantly lower. Since the
magnitude of the temperature drop in microgravity flames is pro-
portional to the ratio of the radiative heat loss to the combustion
heat release@12#, the observed microflame behavior seems to in-
dicate that the relative contribution of radiative heat transfer does
not increase for microflames.

Heat loss to the burner port was also not considered in the
above model. The primary reason for this assumption is that in
Nakamura et al.@13#, the temperature of the burner port and thus
the heat loss to the burner port was found to have no effect on
microflame flame height for circular burner ports. Burner port
temperature did affect the quenching distance and this was iden-
tified as an important consideration when formulating the flame
chemistry model for use in a multidimensional computational
model of microflame behavior.

3 Order of Magnitude Analysis
To estimate the relative importance of buoyancy, momentum,

and axial diffusion on flame height, an order of magnitude analy-
sis was conducted. The gradient of the kinetic energy associated
with the axial flow was assumed to be equal to the buoyant accel-
eration plus the gradient of the kinetic energy associated with the
axial flow due to molecular diffusion. This is analogous to the
assumptions made in Roper@7# except for the addition of the
molecular diffusion contribution. Using this assumption, the axial
component of the fuel velocity is found to be

uz5@uzo
2 12az1uD

2 #1/2 (15)

The first term on the right hand side represents the momentum
contribution to the axial velocity, the second term represents the
buoyant contribution, and the third term represents the molecular
diffusion contribution. With regard to the molecular diffusion con-
tribution, there are two limits to the diffusion velocity,uD . If k9
!D/L f , the process is rate-controlled and the magnitude of the
diffusion velocity is simplyk9. On the other hand, ifk9@D/L f
the process is diffusion-controlled and the magnitude of the diffu-
sion velocity isD/L f . For the order of magnitude analysis, the
velocity associated with molecular diffusion was assumed to be
diffusion-controlled. Assuming that the momentum contribution is
negligible and expanding Eq.~15! in a binomial series gives

uz5~2aLf !
1/2S 11

1

4
NDB1

1

32
NDB

2 1¯ D (16)

whereNDB is the diffusion to buoyancy parameter defined as

NDB5D2/aLf
3 (17)

The diffusion to buoyancy parameter may also be recast asNDB

51/GrSc2 where the Grashof and Schmidt numbers are respec-
tively defined as Gr5aLf

3/v2 and Sc5v/D. If NDB!1 then the
flame is buoyancy-controlled and the expressions developed by
Roper, Eqs.~5! and ~6!, should predict the flame height. IfNDB
@1 then the flame is diffusion-controlled.

In a similar manner, assuming the buoyant contribution is neg-
ligible and expanding Eq.~15! in a binomial series gives

uz5uzoS 11
1

2
NDM

2 1
1

8
NDM

4 1¯ D (18)

whereNDM is the diffusion to momentum parameter defined as

NDM5D/uzoL f (19)

As noted in Roper@7#, uzo5QFIYF,stoic/bh and the diffusion to
momentum parameter may be recast asNDM51/IYF,stoic ReSc
where the Reynolds number is defined as Re5QFLF /bhv. Note
that in these definitions, it has been assumed that initial fuel tem-
perature is the ambient temperature. IfNDM!1 then the flame is
momentum-controlled and the expressions developed by Roper,
Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, should predict the flame behavior. IfNDM@1
then the flame is purely diffusion-controlled. It is interesting to
note that the Froude number, as defined in Roper, Eq.~1!, may
also be recast as Fr5NDB /NDM

2 . An examination of the Froude
number, the diffusion to buoyancy parameter, and the diffusion to
momentum parameter is sufficient to determine the relative impor-
tance of the three transport mechanism for micro-slot jet diffusion
flame.

4 Experimental Methods
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the experimental test

cell. As can be seen from the figure, the fuel flow rate was mea-
sured using a mass flow meter with a range of 0 to 20 ml/min and
calibrated for propane. The flow rate was controlled using a me-
tering valve. Several ball valves were placed along the length of
the 1/49 stainless steel tubing to allow portions of the system to be
isolated. The burner port was surrounded by a wire screen mesh
enclosure to eliminate any random air currents that may have
affected flame behavior. Optical images of the flames were re-
corded using a 35 mm single reflex camera equipped with a 53
macro lens. The dimensions of the slot burner ports are given in
Table 1 with the respective dimensions identified in Fig. 2. The
slot burner ports were constructed from cylindrical brass tubing.
The rectangular slots were formed near the end of the brass tubing
by mechanically ‘‘pinching’’ the tubing. The slot width,b, was
determined using stainless steel feeler gages of known thickness.
The slots were observed under a 103 magnifier to ensure that the

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the experimental test cell

Table 1 Burner port dimensions
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slot width was uniform across the burner. The slot length,h, and
the wall thickness,t, were determined using digital micrometers.

Prior to recording data, the flow rate was set to a level known to
produce a flame. Once a flame was established the flow rate was
decreased until the flame extinguished. The flow rate was then
slightly increased to a point where the flame could be reestab-
lished. Once the flame was reestablished, an image of the flame
was recorded. The flow rate was then gradually increased and
several images were recorded. The flow rate was increased and
data collected until a subjective determination of the point where
buoyancy forces became significant was noted. This point corre-
sponded to the point where the flame began to assume the familiar
‘‘teardrop’’ shape. To ensure repeatability, this above procedure
was repeated four times for a total of 33, 26, and 21 data points
for burner ports B1, B2, and B3, respectively. High-resolution
digital images in the form of jpeg format image files were then
obtained during the processing of the photographic film. The
flame height for each of the data points was determined using
these files and a commercially available image analysis program.
The quantitative results for flame height and shape were obtained
by identifying the position of peak blue luminosity on the images.
For non-sooting flames and flames where the soot does not pen-
etrate the flame sheet, previous researchers have shown that this
location also corresponds to the stoichiometric location@14#.

5 Experimental Accuracy
The uncertainty of the experimental measurements was deter-

mined using the Euclidean norm of the bias error limit and the
precision error limit

U5AB21P2 (14)

The precision error limit and the bias error limit for each of the
measured quantities is provided in Table 2. The precision and bias
error limits of the volume flow rate were determined from the
manufacturer’s calibration data sheet. The precision error limit
was taken as the reported uncertainty in the flow rate,61.5 per-
cent full-scale, and the bias was taken as the average of the bias
observed in the 5 point calibration data. The burner port width
was measured using feeler gages of known thickness. The preci-

sion of the feeler gauges was taken as one-half the feeler gage’s
least count. The bias was assumed to be zero. The precision of the
burner port length measurement was determined using a gage
block of known width. The initial precision error limit was taken
as the 95 percent confidence level of 41 measurements of the gage
block using the same micrometers used to measure the burner port
width. This value was found to be 0.003074 mm. Since this value
was less than one-half the micrometer’s least count, i.e., 0.005
mm, one-half the micrometer’s least count was specified as the
precision error limit. The bias was taken as the difference between
the stated length for the gage block and the average value of the
41 measurements. The precision and bias error limits for the
burner port length measurement will be the same as those reported
for the burner port wall thickness measurement since the same
micrometers were used for the wall thickness measurement. The
precision error and bias limits for the flame height measurement
were determined by taking 40 measurements, using the same com-
mercially available image analysis software used to determine the
flame height, of a high resolution jpeg image of a gage block of
known width. The precision error limit was taken as the 95 per-
cent confidence level of the 40 measurements of the gage block
image. The bias was taken as the difference between the stated
length of the gage block and the average length of the 40 mea-
surements.

6 Results and Discussion
Table 3 presents a listing of the baseline parameters used in the

calculations. The value for the binary diffusion coefficient was
calculated for a binary mixture of air and propane at a temperature
of 1500 K and a pressure of 101.3 kPa, as outlined in Reid et al.
@15#. The ratio of the actual initial momentum to that for uniform
flow was assumed to be unity because of the geometry of the
burner ports. Since the slot burner ports were formed at the end of
cylindrical brass tubing, a relatively uniform velocity profile
should exit at the burner port exit. The value of the reaction rate
constant presented in the table represents an order of magnitude
estimate. This estimate was determined by noting that since the
flame is stationary and since there is a relatively small distance
between the flame and the burner port, the reaction speed should
be on the same order of magnitude as the velocity of the fuel
leaving the burner port. For all the experimental conditions con-
sidered, the fuel flow rate wasO(1028 m3/s) and the burner exit
area wasO(1027 m2) and thus the reaction rate constant given in
Table 3. It is recognized that the reaction rate constant is typically
determined using an Arrhenius type relation. Note that the first-
order reaction model used to develop the diffusion-controlled
flame height expression is of questionable accuracy near the flame
leading edge. Also note that the temperature near the flame lead-
ing edge may be several hundred degrees lower than the fully
developed flame sheet temperature and that a significant, relative

Fig. 2 A schematic diagram of the burner port

Table 2 Precision and bias

Table 3 Baseline parameters
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to the characteristic size of the flame, quenching zone exists near
the burner port. Given limitations of the first-order reaction model
and the temperature dependence of an Arrhenius relation, the or-
der of magnitude estimate of the reaction rate constant should be
sufficient for the analysis. The value of the flame temperature was
taken to be the same as that assumed in Roper@7#. The initial fuel
and the ambient temperature were both taken to be room tempera-
ture. The value for the functionf and the fuel mass fraction were
calculated for a stoichiometric propane-air reaction.

The Froude number, Eq.~1!, the diffusion to buoyancy param-
eter, Eq.~17!, and the diffusion to momentum parameter, Eq.~19!,
were calculated using the above baseline data and the experimen-
tally observed flame data. Table 4 shows the range of these three
parameters for each of the burner ports. From an examination of
the Froude number, it is clear that in an analysis that considers
only buoyancy and momentum, the micro-slot flames are in the
buoyancy-controlled regime. For micro-slot flames, the table also
shows the importance of accounting for molecular diffusion.
While the minimum diffusion to buoyancy parameter isO(1022)
for all the burner ports, the maximum values indicate that buoy-
ancy and diffusion are of comparable magnitude. From the diffu-
sion to momentum parameters, it is clear that molecular diffusion
is at least of comparable magnitude to momentum and the forces
associated with molecular diffusion can be several orders of mag-
nitude greater than those associated with momentum. From this
information one may conclude that micro-slot flames, while simi-
lar to diffusion flames produced in a microgravity environment,
i.e., in a purely diffusive environment, are not buoyant-free over
the entire range of conditions. Over a certain range of conditions,
momentum, buoyancy, and molecular diffusion contributions must
be accounted for if one is to accurately predict micro-slot flame
behavior. It is interesting to note that in Ban et al.@4#, micro-
flames produced using circular burner ports are characterized as
convection-diffusion controlled. This conclusion was based upon
a Froude number definition that employed the burner port diam-
eter as the characteristic length. From Roper@7# and Dietrich,
et al. @2#, one may conclude that the flame height is a more ap-
propriate characteristic length. An examination of the results in
Ban et al.@4# shows that even if the characteristic length is taken
to be the flame height and not the burner port diameter, the Froude
number for the flames examined in that study range fromO(1) to
O(10). Using the previously defined regimes~transition,
momentum-controlled, and buoyancy-controlled!, this would indi-
cate that the flames in Ban et al.@4# fall within the transitional to
momentum-controlled regimes. These regimes have no meaning
for flames produced using circular burner ports, however. As pre-
viously stated, for circular burner port geometries molecular dif-
fusion effects tend to cancel out the effects of buoyant accelera-
tion. Buoyancy effects would therefore play an insignificant role
in the behavior of micro-flames produced using circular burner
ports. The diffusion to buoyancy parameter for the flames exam-
ined in Ban et al.@4# ranged fromO(1023) to O(1021) while the

diffusion to momentum parameter ranged fromO(1022) to
O(1021). From these values, one would expect that buoyant ac-
celeration would be more important than molecular diffusion in
the microflames produced using circular burner ports. Again, the
interaction between molecular diffusion and buoyancy results in
buoyancy having a negligible impact on circular burner port mi-
croflame behavior and, therefore, characterizing circular burner
port microflames as convection-diffusion controlled as stated in
Ban et al.@4# is appropriate. In this study, the impact of buoyancy
is not cancelled out by molecular diffusion and therefore one must
consider buoyancy forces when characterizing the flame behavior,
even for so-called microflames.

Figure 3 provides three photographic images of typical mi-
croflames observed in this study. Figure 4 is a qualitative depic-
tion of the flame shape at various flow rates for burner port B2. As
for the flame height, the flame sheet was defined as the center of
the blue luminescent region of the flame. At a 2.2 mL/min flow
rate, the flame has a semicircular shape and a flame sheet is only
observable well above the burner port exit due to quenching as-
sociated with the burner port. For flow rates of 5 and 7 mL/min,
the flame continues to have a semicircular shape but the leading
edge of the flame moves lower. For these flow rates, the cross
sectional shape of the micro-slot flames is qualitatively the same
as for circular burner port flames produced in a microgravity en-
vironment. At a flow rate of 9 mL/min, the existence of soot was
first observed. At this flow rate the soot did not penetrate the flame

Table 4 Range of dimensionless parameters

Fig. 3 Photographic images of typical micro-slot diffusion
flames. Note an increasing flow rate from the bottom to the top.
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sheet and the flame sheet was observed to be at the same horizon-
tal position as the burner port exit. Soot did intersect the flame
sheet at a flow rate of 10 mL/min and the flame began to assume
the familiar teardrop shape associated with diffusion flames. For
this flow rate, the flame height was estimated from a visual ex-
trapolation from the jpeg image. As mentioned in §4, once the
flame began to assume a teardrop shape, no additional data was
recorded.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show plots of flame height as a function of
flow rate. The experimental measurement uncertainty for the
flame height and the flow rate for all of these plots is respectively
UL f

562.2631022 mm and UQF
560.3 mL/min. Again note

that the flame height was taken to be the maximum height of the
peak blue luminescent region of the flame. This point was clearly
observable except for several data points corresponding to the
larger flow rates. At these points soot was present in the flame.
While the soot never fully penetrated the flame tip, it was difficult

to clearly identify the flame sheet from the jpeg images and the
flame height was visually extrapolated from the jpeg images. Also
shown on these plots is Roper’s@7# theoretical expression for the
buoyancy-controlled flame height, Eq.~5!, and the theoretical ex-
pression for a purely diffusion-controlled flame, Eq.~14!. It is
clear to see that the Roper’s theoretical expression for flame
height does not accurately predict the experimentally observed
behavior, especially for larger flow rates. The reason for this may
again be found in the above discussion of the dimensionless pa-
rameters. Roper’s expression assumes that buoyancy is the domi-
nant transport mechanism and for micro-slot flames this is not the
case. As can also be seen from these figures, the theoretical ex-
pression for the purely diffusion-controlled flame height accu-
rately predicts the behavior for the smaller flow rate values. As
one would expect, the predicted value of the flame height using an
expression for a diffusion-controlled flame is less than the experi-
mentally observed flame height for larger flow rates. Again, this
behavior can be explained by considering the physical mecha-
nisms at work. For larger flow rates and larger flames, the mecha-
nisms of buoyancy and momentum begin to play an increasingly
important role in the behavior. While molecular diffusion may still
be significant, the other mechanism must now also be considered.

To determine the range for which the theoretical expression for
purely diffusion-controlled flame height is applicable, the theoret-
ical value of the diffusion to buoyancy parameter,NDB , was com-
pared with the experimental value. This comparison is shown in
Fig. 8 along with a line corresponding to a perfect correlation

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of Burner Port B2 flame
shapes: „1… 2.2 mLÕmin, „2… 5 mL Õmin, „3… 7 mL Õmin, „4… 9 mL Õ
min, and „5… 10 mLÕmin.

Fig. 5 Micro-slot diffusion flame height as a function of flow
rate for Burner Port B1

Fig. 6 Micro-slot diffusion flame height as a function of flow
rate for Burner Port B2

Fig. 7 Micro-slot diffusion flame height as a function of flow
rate for Burner Port B3
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between the theoretical and experimental values. The theoretical
value ofNDB was calculated using Eq.~14! for the flame height
while the experimental value was calculated using the experimen-
tally observed flame height. It is quite clear from the figure that a
regime exists outside of which Eq.~14! is valid. From the figure,
for a value greater thanNDB

21>3.75 the theoretical expression for
purely diffusion-controlled flame height should not be used. For a
value less than 3.75, the theoretical expression should provide an
accurate prediction of the flame height as there is a nearly one-to-
one correspondence betweenNDB,thy

21 andNDB,exp
21 . One may there-

fore conclude that care should be taken before assuming that mi-
croflames are buoyant free despite the qualitative similarities
between such flames and flames produced in a reduced, or micro-
gravity environment.

7 Summary and Conclusions
This paper has examined the nature of laminar jet micro-slot

diffusion flames. Using slot burner ports with burner widths less
than 1 mm across, a series of experiments was conducted and data
was collected for propane-air flames. Data was collected in the
form of high-resolution jpeg images and these images were ana-
lyzed to determine flame height and flame shape as a function of
flow rate and burner port geometry. A theoretical expression ca-
pable of predicting the flame height for purely diffusion-
controlled micro-slot flames was developed. An order of magni-
tude analysis was conducted to determine the relative importance
of buoyancy, momentum transfer, and molecular diffusion on
micro-slot flame behavior. The experimental data was compared
to an existing closed-form mathematical model that has been ef-
fectively used to model diffusion flames and to the theoretical
expression for purely diffusion-controlled flames. In addition to
noting that to characterize micro-slot diffusion flame behavior one
must examine the Froude number and either the diffusion to buoy-
ancy or the diffusion to momentum parameter, the following con-
clusions may be drawn:

1 Despite the shape of micro-slot diffusion flames, the forces
associated with buoyancy are not always negligible. It is
hypothesized that the cross-sectional shape of laminar jet
micro-slot diffusion flames may be the result of significant
axial diffusion. Axial diffusion has been shown to be signifi-
cant in the behavior of circular port micro-flames. A theoret-
ical flame height expression developed using an axial veloc-
ity due solely to molecular diffusion is capable of accurately
predicting micro-slot diffusion flame heights under certain
conditions.

2 Previously developed closed-form mathematical expressions
used to predict laminar diffusion flame height do not accu-
rately predict the behavior of laminar jet micro-slot diffusion
flames.

Given the importance of laminar diffusion flames as a model for
more complex combustion processes, it is important to fully un-
derstand the behavior of such flames over a wide range of condi-
tions. Microflames represent a flame regime that has yet to be
fully explored. This investigation has identified several areas
needing additional investigation and has provided the first closed-
form mathematical expression capable of predicting laminar jet
micro-slot diffusion flame behavior.
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Nomenclature

a 5 mean buoyant acceleration
b 5 burner port width
B 5 bias error limit
D 5 diffusion coefficient
Fr 5 Froude number
g 5 acceleration due to gravity

Gr 5 Grashof number
h 5 burner port length
I 5 momentum correction factor

k9 5 reaction rate constant
L f 5 flame height
P 5 precision error limit

NDB 5 diffusion to buoyancy parameter
NDM 5 diffusion to momentum parameter

QF 5 fuel volume flow rate
Re 5 Reynolds number

S 5 molar stoichiometric oxidizer-fuel ratio
Sc 5 Schmidt number

t 5 burner port wall thickness
T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity
U 5 measurement uncertainty

YF 5 fuel mass fraction
z 5 coordinate direction

Greek Symbols

n 5 kinematic viscosity
f 5 function used in flame height calculation

Subscripts

B 5 buoyancy-controlled
D 5 diffusion-controlled

exp 5 experimental
f 5 flame

F 5 fuel
M 5 momentum-controlled

stoic 5 stoichiometric conditions
thy 5 theoretical

trans 5 transitional regime
z 5 coordinate direction
` 5 ambient conditions
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Introduction
Stream functions and streamlines are routinely used for visual-

ization of flow fields in CFD analysis. As analogous concepts for
visualization of convective-diffusive heat and species transport
respectively, heatlines and masslines have also been used for
nearly two decades. The heatlines and masslines represent non-
crossed conduits for flow of heat and species respectively, and
thus their shapes give a global picture of heat and species trans-
port, in much the same way as the streamlines provide informa-
tion on mass flow in single component systems. Although the
concept of heat flux lines is well established in conduction heat
transfer, the concept of heatline was first introduced by Kimura
and Bejan@1# and its counterpart for mass transfer by Trevisan
and Bejan@2#. Subsequently, this visualization technique has been
used for various geometries@3,4,5,6,7#. Bejan@8# has presented a
review of pre-1995 literature on heatlines and masslines. Recent
advances in this field include use of heatlines for porous media
@9#, spherical geometries in presence of radial mass efflux@10#,
turbulent flows@11# and conjugate problems@12,13#. Although
most of the studies utilizing heatlines and masslines have been
limited to steady flows, Aggarwal and Manhapra@4,5# have ex-
tended the concept to transient heat transfer problems in cylindri-
cal geometries to present instantaneous pictures of heat transport.

Apart from using heatlines and masslines as post-processing
tools, some works have also been reported, which present im-
proved or alternative formulations for these. Bello-Ochende@6#
derived a Poisson-type equation for heat function, analogous to
that used for calculating stream functions in terms of vorticity.
Morega and Bejan@14,9#used similarity variables to derive closed
form expressions for heatlines in forced convective boundary lay-
ers over flat plates in fluid media and fluid-saturated porous media
respectively. Costa@15# followed a similar approach to develop
analogous closed form expressions for natural convection from
vertical flat plates for both isothermal and isoflux boundary con-
ditions. Costa@16# applied the concept of heat and masslines to
study double diffusive natural convection in square enclosures,

filled with moist air. The relative importance of heat and mass
diffusivities explicitly appeared in his work through Lewis num-
ber. However, for the particular fluids considered, his study was
essentially limited to Le'1. Costa@17# presented a unified for-
mulation for stream function, heat function and mass function in a
form, suitable for direct incorporation into a CFD code, and solv-
ing them, utilizing the same procedures, which are used for solu-
tion of the primitive variables.

Objective
An important requirement for derivation of heat and mass func-

tions is that the corresponding energy and species transport equa-
tions do not contain any source term. This has rendered this ap-
proach unsuitable for an important class of transport phenomena,
namely, reacting flows. A survey of the existing literature also
reveals that all the work reported so far have been limited to
wall-bounded external and internal flows. The objective of this
work is to provide a more general formulation for heat and mass
functions, which would include reacting flows and would reduce
to the conventional formulations for nonreacting flows. This for-
mulation would be used to study the scalar transport in nonreact-
ing jets and jet flames. As would be evident from the following
section, the focal points of the present work are:~1! extension of
the concept of heatline and massline to reacting flow through use
of conserved scalar,~2! development of a formulation in terms of
conserved scalar incorporating differential diffusion effects, and
~3! application of this formulation to two-dimensional planar non-
reacting and reacting free shear flows. We emphasize that the
present formulation is intended for use as a post-processing visu-
alization and analysis tool only. Consequently, the simulations of
nonreacting and reacting flows previously developed using codes
that have been thoroughly validated and discussed in earlier pub-
lications from our group@18,19#have been used to illustrate this
post-processing technique.

Analysis
For reacting flows, the energy equation, expressed in terms of

temperature or sensible enthalpy, contains a source term, repre-
senting heat released during combustion. Similarly, species con-
servation equations become non-homogeneous due to presence of
terms representing production and/or destruction of the respective
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species, owing to chemical reactions. However, it is possible to
express the scalar transport in terms of homogeneous differential
equations through use of variables, which are conserved in a
chemical reaction. Such variables, termed conserved scalars, are
the total enthalpy~i.e. sum of sensible enthalpy and enthalpy of
reaction!of the mixture and atomic mass fractions of individual
elements. Our objective in the present work is to derive the react-
ing flow counterparts of heat and mass functions by using these
conserved scalars.

The present analysis begins with the scalar transport equations
for reacting flows in coordinate-free form.

Energy Equation. The energy equation is expressed in terms
of total mixture enthalpy~i.e., sum of sensible enthalpy and en-
thalpy of reaction! in the following form @20,21#:
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~rh!1¹•~rVh !5
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i 51
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In the above equation,h denotes the enthalpy of the gas mixture,
modeled as a mixture of ideal gases. Hence, the mixture enthalpy
can be expressed as
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Equation~1! is simplified by invoking the usual assumptions@20#
for low Mach number reacting flows, namely, negligible viscous
dissipation and pressure work and presence of gravity as the only
body force. In addition, radiative heat transfer and Dufour effects
are neglected and Fick’s Law is assumed to be valid. Neglecting
radiative heat loss is a reasonable assumption for many reacting
flows, except for fuels with high soot forming characteristics and
for conditions close to extinction. The use of Fick’s Law for mod-
eling the diffusion in a multicomponent mixture is justified by the
presence of nitrogen as the dominant species in most reacting
flows involving combustion of fuel in air. For such situations, it is
a common practice@22# to incorporate the differential diffusion
effects of the various species within the framework of Fick’s Law
by considering binary diffusion of each species with respect to
nitrogen. With these simplifications, the energy equation has the
following form:
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The above form of energy equation does not contain any source
term. However, in order to express the right hand side of Eq.~3! in
terms of total enthalpy, some transformations have to be carried
out, which give rise to some additional source-like terms, as a
result of unequal thermal and mass diffusivities (LeiÞ1). Hence,
for expressing the energy equation in terms of total enthalpy, the
assumption of unity Lewis number is generally invoked. In our
analysis, we present an alternative transformation that enables us
to express the equation in terms of an effective diffusion coeffi-
cient and total mixture enthalpy, without requiring the assumption
of unity Lewis number. However, we would like to note here that
this transformation is possible in a straightforward manner in the
present case, only because it is done as a part of post-processing.
For the sake of convenience and clarity, the subsequent derivation
will be carried out in two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates only.
However, it can be readily extended to other systems also.

We can define species-averaged mass diffusion coefficients for
use in Eq.~3! as:
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A similar equation forDy is obtained, considering the gradients in
y-direction. The average values of mass diffusivities are different
for diffusion fluxes inx andy-directions, due to the existence of
different mass fraction gradients in the two directions.

The incorporation of Eqs.~4a! and a similar equation forDy
into Eq.~3!, expressed in Cartesian coordinates, yields the follow-
ing form:
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Using the definition ofhi ~Eq. ~2!!, it can be shown that
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Multiplying the above equation byyi and summing over all spe-
cies, we obtain
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A similar equation is obtained fory-direction also.
We again define an effective diffusion coefficient in the follow-

ing way:
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Similarly we can define an effective diffusion coefficient,Deff,y in
y-direction.

Inserting the results of Eqs.~8! and~9! in Eq. ~5!, we obtain the
energy equation in the following form:
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For quasi-steady flows, this simplifies to
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For single component fluids, it is clearly observed that the effec-
tive diffusivities reduce to thermal diffusivity and Eqs.~10! and
~11! are equivalent to the thermal energy equation written in terms
of temperature

Elemental Species Conservation Equation. Employing
Fick’s Law for modeling molecular diffusion of species in the
multicomponent mixture in the same way as discussed in the con-
text of the energy equation, the species conservation equation
takes the following form:
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We define elemental mass fraction,Zj as Zj5( i 51
N wj ,i yi where

wj ,i5Wjm j ,i /M i . Multiplying each species equation bywj ,i and
summing over all species we obtain
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From elemental mass conservation, the last term on RHS of Eq.
~13! is zero. As in the case of energy equation, we again restrict
our derivation to Cartesian system only for convenience. Again, as
in the energy equation, we define species averaged diffusion co-
efficients inx- andy-directions. The equation for effective diffu-
sivity in x-direction is as follows:
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Employing Eqs.~14a! and a similar expression for effective dif-
fusivity in y-direction (D j ,y8 ) in Eq. ~13!, the elemental mass frac-
tion equation becomes
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For quasisteady flows, the equation becomes
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It may be noted here that for nonreacting flows, Eqs.~15! and~16!
are equivalent to species conservation equations.

Enthalpy Functions and Elemental Mass Functions. From
Eqs. ~11! and ~16!, it is obvious that the mixture enthalpy and
elemental mass fractions are conserved in a chemical reaction.
Hence, their distributions are affected only by the transport
mechanisms, advection and diffusion and hence, they can be con-
sidered analogous to temperature and mass fraction in nonreacting
flows. Extending this analogy further, we define two additional
functions, enthalpy function,H and elemental mass function,M j
as follows:
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The contour plots of the above functions over the entire field may,
similarly, be called as enthalpy lines and elemental masslines. As
explained by Bejan@8#, the utility of the above functions as visu-
alization tools strongly depend on the choice of reference values.
This will be further discussed in the context of our results. It
should also be noted that the enthalpy lines and elemental
masslines reduce to conventional heatlines and masslines for non-
reacting flows.

In combustion analysis, the similitude between different flow
configurations is often demonstrated by expressing the results in a
conserved scalar space. For this purpose, it is customary to use
suitably normalized values of conserved scalars as the indepen-
dent variable. The conserved scalars are scaled in such a way that
the normalized values, known as mixture fraction~j! range from 0
to 1 in the entire solution domain. We have also constructed mix-
ture fraction lines,~based on mixture fractions as the transported
conserved scalars! to investigate whether these lines provide us
with further insights into various aspects of reacting flows, like
differential diffusion of the different species. The actual definition
of mixture fraction adopted by us will be detailed subsequently in
connection with the specific cases considered.

Configuration
The formulation will first be used to visualize the transport

phenomena in nonreacting heat and mass transfer problems. These
relatively simple problems will be used to assess the capability of
the present formulation to elicit useful information, about the na-
ture of the flow. For such situations, the enthalpy lines and the
elemental masslines are identical to the conventional heatlines and
masslines, used in earlier studies. The nonreacting situations con-
sidered in the present work are:~a! hot air issuing into a cold air
ambient, and~b! methane jet issuing into air. These cases are
considered as nonreacting counterparts of a nonpremixed
methane-air jet flame considered subsequently. For both nonreact-
ing and reacting cases, we shall investigate the effect of gravity on
the transport phenomena by presenting results at normal and zero
gravity.

For hot air issuing into cold air stream, the hot air stream is 7.5
mm wide, issuing into a large coflow of air. Similarly, for both
nonreacting and reacting cases, the methane jet is 7.5 mm wide.
The hot air~or methane!jet is embedded in a 200 mm wide cold
air ~or air! jet for the air-into-air~or methane-into-air! case. Uti-
lizing the symmetry of the configuration, only one half of the
domain is used for the study. In the vertical direction, the domain
extends to 150 mm, which was found to be large enough from
earlier studies@18# for the flow field inside the domain to be
unaffected by the boundary location. The governing conservation
equations, boundary conditions and grid distributions are detailed
in Ref. @18#. However, in all the figures we present the domain
only up to an axial distance of 80 mm for clarity.

Solution Methodology

Solution of Enthalpy Function and Mass Function Equa-
tions. The solution of the conservation equations~mass, mo-
mentum, energy, and species! is detailed in Ref.@18#. The grid
sensitivity and the validation of the code used for solving the
transport equations have been discussed in earlier works
@18,19,22#. Based on the findings of these works, all results are
presented for a non-uniform grid distribution with 121 grids in
y-direction and 61 grids inx-direction. Here only the procedure
for solving the equations for enthalpy function and elemental
mass function will be discussed. For solving Eqs.~17! and ~18!,
the values of enthalpy function and mass function were arbitrarily
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set to zero atx50, y50. Since the differences in the values of
enthalpy and mass functions at different locations are of interest,
the results are unaffected by this arbitrary specification of datum.
Using the values ofH andM at ~0,0!, the values for points along
the axis (x,0) were computed by integration of Eqs.~17a! and
~18a!. Subsequently, using the values ofH and M at the axial
points (x,0), the functions were evaluated at other points along
the row ~x, y! by integration of Eqs.~17b! and ~18b!.

Results and Discussions

Hot Air Mixing With Cold Air. In this case, no species con-
servation equation needs to be solved, and, hence, the transport
process is completely described by enthalpy lines only. However,
since only one species is present, change in enthalpy that takes
place on mixing is entirely due to changes in sensible enthalpy.
Consequent to our modeling all gas species as ideal gases, the
sensible enthalpy is a function of temperature only. Hence, the
enthalpy change directly correlates with change in temperature.

Figure 1 shows the contours of enthalpy line for a planar jet of
hot air at 394 K issuing at a velocity of 0.3 m/sec into a coflowing
stream of cold air at 294 K, moving with a velocity of 0.1 m/sec.
The enthalpy of the cold air has been taken as the reference en-
thalpy for the calculation of enthalpy function~cf. Eqs.~17a!and
~17b!!. Such a choice of minimum value of the transported scalar
as the reference quantity has been shown@8# to be most effective
for visualization purpose. However, the contours presented here,
correspond to a normalized enthalpy function, defined as (H
2Hmin)/(Hmax2Hmin). The difference in the values of enthalpy
functions between two enthalpy lines gives the magnitude of the
enthalpy crossing the region between the two lines. With the
present normalized enthalpy functions, these values represent the
fraction of the total enthalpy flow that passes between the con-
cerned enthalpy lines. In the cases considered, the interface be-
tween the two fluid streams at the inlet to the computational do-
main is at x53.75 mm. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show that in
presence of gravity, the enthalpy lines are much more vertical,
compared to those at 0-g. The transport of enthalpy is governed
both by advection and diffusion. In presence of gravity, the hot

fluid is strongly accelerated in the vertical direction due to buoy-
ancy effect. This makes the advection in vertical direction the
dominant scalar transport mechanism. This is reflected in the
shape of the enthalpy line also. The shapes of the streamlines
clearly indicate the entrainment of the cold fluid into the hot fluid.
However, since the cold fluid does not transport any net enthalpy
into the mixed stream, this entrainment is not reflected in the
enthalpy line profiles. On the other hand, at zero gravity, the hot
stream is not accelerated as in the case of normal gravity. Conse-
quently, the entrainment of the colder fluid is much weaker. The
divergence of the enthalpy line is caused by the fact that in ab-
sence of the gravitational acceleration, diffusion effects become
more important. In the present configuration, the diffusion is pri-
marily in the transverse direction, due to a strong temperature
gradient in this direction. The importance of cross-stream diffu-
sion for the 0 g case is highlighted by the significantly greater
divergence of the enthalpy lines, compared to the streamlines. On
the other hand, the near-alignment of the enthalpy lines with the
streamlines near the top of the domain for the 0 g case and nearly
throughout the domain for the 1 g case illustrate the dominance of
advection in the scalar transport at these locations.

Methane Mixing With Air. For assessing the utility of el-
emental mass functions and associated masslines, we first consid-
ered nonreacting coflowing streams of methane and air, both of
which were at 294 K. The velocity of the methane stream at the
inlet plane was 1 m/sec, while that of air was 0.2 m/sec. The
masslines of elemental carbon, in this case, are identical with the
masslines of methane.

Figure 2~a!shows the masslines, based on carbon, and enthalpy
lines. It may be noted that the two streams are at identical tem-
peratures. However, differences in the enthalpies of formation and
specific heats lead to differences in enthalpies of the two species.
Hence, the enthalpy transfer takes place in this case as a result of
species interdiffusion. From an enthalpy transfer perspective, this
mixing can, therefore, be visualized as a mixing process of two
streams with different enthalpies. Since methane has a negative

Fig. 1 Enthalpy lines and streamlines for hot air „394 K, 0.3 mÕsec… flowing
into cold air „294 K, 0.1 mÕsec…. The solid lines indicate enthalpy lines while
the dashed lines indicate streamlines. The vectors correspond to enthalpy
flux „a… normal gravity; and „b… Zero gravity.
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enthalpy of formation while that for air, modeled as a mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen, is zero, the enthalpy transfer is from air to
methane.

We have already mentioned that in reacting flows, similitude
between different flow configurations is often demonstrated with
the help of mixture fractions, which are conserved scalars, nor-
malized in a suitable way. It is expected that irrespective of the
choice of the particular conserved scalar used in the definition of
mixture fraction, identical distributions of mixture fractions are
obtained, provided the diffusion coefficients for the different sca-
lars are identical. To test this hypothesis, two sets of mixture
fractions, defined on the basis of enthalpy and mass fraction of
carbon, were considered. The mixture fraction~j! was defined
with respect to the conserved scalar as follows:

j5
Z2Za

Zf2Za
(19)

In the above equation,Z is a conserved scalar~enthalpy or atomic
mass fraction of carbon!. Substitutingj for h in Eqs. ~17a! and
~17b!and forZ in Eqs.~18a!and~18b!, we obtain the correspond-
ing dimensionless forms ofH andM, respectively. We call these
normalized variables asmixture fraction functions~in analogy
with enthalpy function and elemental mass function! and their
contours asmixture fraction lines. The mixture fraction lines, thus
constructed, using enthalpy and carbon mass fraction, are shown
in Fig. 2~b!. The two sets of mixture fraction lines are seen to be
practically identical. This close similarity is not unexpected, con-
sidering the fact that all the species involved~N2 , O2 , and CH4!
have nearly identical thermal and mass diffusivities. Moreover,
this is an advection-dominated situation and hence, differential
diffusion effects are less evident.

Reacting Flows. Having assessed the capability of our for-
mulation to illustrate the important features of scalar transport in
nonreacting free shear flows, we now extend the concept to react-
ing flows, by investigating the scalar transport in planar laminar

nonpremixed flames under both normal and zero gravity condi-
tions. For both 0 g and 1 g cases, the fuel~methane!and air enter
the computational domain at 0.3 m/sec and 294 K. The fuel stream
is 7.5 mm wide. Only one half of the domain is considered due to
the symmetry of the configuration. For the reacting flows, results
are presented only in terms of mixture fraction lines. It may, how-
ever, be noted that for the present reacting flow model involving
24 chemical species@23#, the contributions to the mixture frac-
tions come from more than one species. Hence, unlike nonreact-
ing flows, here, the mixture fraction is not proportional to the
mass fraction of any particular species. Rather, it can be viewed as
a linear combination of the mass fractions of several species. Con-
sistent with earlier studies@24,25#, gravity is found to have a
destabilizing effect on the flame. Thus, while under 0-g condi-
tions, steady flames are obtained, for same conditions under nor-
mal gravity, flames are observed to oscillate with a definite
frequency.

Zero-Gravity Flame. Figures 3~a!and 3~b!show the distri-
bution of mixture fraction lines based on elemental mass fraction
of carbon and hydrogen respectively, superposed on streamlines.
The contours of heat release rate which are good indicators of the
flame shape and location@18# are also shown in the figure. As in
the nonreacting flow situations, alignment of the mixture fraction
lines with the streamlines indicates that the transport of the con-
served scalar is advection-dominated. On the other hand, a diver-
gence of the mixture fraction lines, relative to the streamlines
highlights the importance of cross-stream diffusion. Since cross-
stream diffusion is caused by flame curvature and hydrodynamic
straining in the vicinity of the flame@26,27#, the patterns of the
mixture fraction lines and streamlines can provide a qualitative
picture of the flame curvature and flame stretch. However, a de-
tailed discussion on these lines is beyond the scope of the present
work and will be covered in a subsequent work. The figures show
that for both carbon and hydrogen the mixture fraction lines are
aligned with the streamline, away from the flame. On the other

Fig. 2 „a… Elemental mass „carbon… lines and enthalpy lines in a planar jet consisting of methane
in the inner stream „294 K, 1.0 mÕsec… flowing with air „294 K, 0.2 mÕsec… in the outer stream at 1-g
case. The solid lines indicate enthalpy lines while the dashed lines indicate masslines; and „b…
Mixture fraction lines based on elemental mass fraction „carbon… lines and enthalpy for the case
depicted in Fig. 2 „a…. The solid lines indicate enthalpy-based lines while the dashed lines indicate
carbon-based lines.
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hand, near the flame, the mixture fraction lines fan out across the
streamlines, highlighting the importance of cross-stream diffusion
in this region.

The species contributing to carbon and hydrogen mixture frac-
tions are all either reactants or products of combustion. Conse-
quently, the flame acts as a sink or source for these species, re-
sulting in large spatial gradients in the vicinity of the flame. This
makes diffusion important in the region. Although the patterns of
mixture fraction lines in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!are qualitatively simi-
lar, a more careful observation reveals a greater divergence of the
hydrogen-based mixture fraction lines. This is discussed in greater
detail in the context of Fig. 4.

Figure 4~a!compares the mixture fraction lines based on el-
emental mass fractions of carbon and hydrogen. A comparative
study of the mixture fraction distributions, obtained from different
elemental mass fractions, has been used in the past@28,29# to
study the flame structure by interpreting the mixture fraction dis-
tributions in terms of the differential diffusivities of various spe-
cies formed during combustion. Bilger@28# developed a formula-
tion for differential diffusion of turbulent nonpremixed flames in
terms of mixture fractions and perturbations about the equal dif-
fusivity, adiabatic, equilibrium theory prediction. Smith et al.@29#
used pulsed Raman spectroscopy to measure the temperature and
concentrations in chemically reacting jets of H2 /CO2 in air and
used the measured concentration profiles to calculate the elemen-
tal mass fractions of carbon and hydrogen. They used these mix-
ture fraction data to illustrate the differential diffusion effect be-
tween CO2 and H2 . However, some authors@30# have objected to
this approach on the ground that the mixture fraction or elemental
mass fraction reflects the cumulative concentration of all the spe-
cies, containing the particular element. For example, it is difficult
to conclude from a mixture fraction distribution of hydrogen ele-
ment, whether the leading contributor to the elemental mass frac-
tion is water or molecular hydrogen or some radical like atomic
hydrogen. Our objective is to investigate whether the mixture
fraction lines, representing flux directions, provide us with addi-
tional insights into the flame structure.

Figure 4~a!shows that the mixture fraction lines, based on car-
bon and hydrogen are coincident, away from the flame. This is
because of the fact that prior to initiation of the reaction, the only
source for both carbon and hydrogen is the fuel. Hence, far up-
stream of the flame, these mixture fraction lines are essentially
equivalent to methane masslines. In the vicinity of the flame and
downstream, the hydrogen mass fraction show greater lateral di-
vergence than those based on carbon. This distribution enables us
to conclude that the effective mass diffusivity for hydrogen-
containing species is higher than that for carbon-containing spe-
cies. Since, the hydrocarbon species and many of the radicals
contain both carbon and hydrogen, this distribution is a clear in-
dicator of the relative abundance of some hydrogen-containing
species with high mass diffusivities like H2 and H. Thus, knowl-
edge of the transport properties of the species involved in the
reaction enables one to make a qualitative assessment of the flame
structure~in terms of composition distribution! from inspection of
the mixture fraction lines. For this purpose, these lines, being
more directly related to the advective and diffusive transport of
the different species, appear to be better suited than the isolines of
mixture fractions.

Figure 4~b!shows the mixture fraction lines based on carbon
and enthalpy. The distribution is again observed to be similar,
although the enthalpy lines show a greater divergence. This may
be due to the fact that the effective diffusivity in Eq.~17! have
contributions from all the 24 species involved, including the
highly mobile hydrogen-containing ones~H and H2!. This is in
contrast with Fig. 2, where the enthalpy lines and mixture fraction
lines are virtually identical. In the nonreacting case of Fig. 2, the
only species present are CH4 , O2 , and N2 ., all of which have
Lewis numbers close to unity. The contrasting characteristics of
the two cases illustrate the importance of differential diffusion in
this visualization technique.

Normal-Gravity Flame. As already mentioned, the laminar
nonpremixed flames under normal gravity conditions are found to
oscillate with a definite frequency. The instantaneous temperature

Fig. 3 Streamlines and mixture fraction lines for nonpremixed flame under zero gravity. The
dashed lines indicate mixture fraction lines while the solid lines indicate streamlines „a… j based
on carbon mass fraction, and „b… j based on hydrogen mass fraction. The reaction zone „nonpre-
mixed flame… depicted in terms of the heat release rate contours is also shown.
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fields in Fig. 5, obtained at different times show that the time
period of this oscillation is 0.08 seconds. The temperature distri-
bution also shows the formation of large vortical structures, which
are known to cause the observed unsteadiness in the flame.

Although the concepts of enthalpy lines and masslines are
based on an assumption of steady flow, Aggarwal and Manhapra

@4,5#have shown in the context of transient heat transfer that these
lines can reflect the instantaneous directions of heat flow in the
computational domain. However, the implicit assumption is that
the response time of the flow is much faster than the externally
imposed time constant, such that the quasisteady assumption is
valid. Considering the width of the fuel jet as the length scale and

Fig. 4 „a… Mixture fraction lines based on hydrogen and carbon for nonpremixed flame under zero
gravity. The dashed lines indicate mixture fraction lines based on carbon while the solid lines
indicate mixture fraction lines based on hydrogen. The reaction zone „nonpremixed flame … de-
picted in terms of the heat release rate contours is also shown; and „b… Mixture fraction lines
based on hydrogen and enthalpy for the same. The dashed lines indicate mixture fraction lines
based on carbon while the solid lines indicate mixture fraction lines based on enthalpy. The
reaction zone „nonpremixed flame … depicted in terms of the heat release rate contours is also
shown.

Fig. 5 Temperature contours for nonpremixed flame under normal gravity at differ-
ent time instants over one period of oscillation
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inlet velocity of the fuel as the velocity scale, we obtain a char-
acteristic flow time of the order of 0.0125 seconds. Since we are
primarily interested in the transport phenomena around the flame,
situated close to the inlet, the choice of inlet conditions to deter-
mine the characteristic time is appropriate. Since the flow time
thus obtained is almost one order of magnitude smaller than the
time constant for the oscillation, the assumption of quasisteadi-
ness is justified.

The mixture fraction lines, based on carbon and hydrogen el-
emental mass~cf. Fig. 6!, give similar qualitative picture as the
0-g flame. However, the shapes of the outer mixture fraction lines
also show the existence of the large vortical structures.

Conclusions
A new formulation for extending the concept of heatlines and

masslines to reacting flows through use of conserved scalars has
been proposed. The formulation takes into account the distinct
diffusion coefficients of different species. Results have been ob-
tained for a number of two-dimensional nonreacting and reacting
free shear flows under normal and zero gravity. For nonreacting
flows, total enthalpy and elemental mass fractions have been used
as the transported conserved scalars. For reacting flows, mixture
fractions, defined as normalized elemental mass fractions and en-
thalpy, have been employed. The results show this concept to be a
useful tool for obtaining better insights into the global qualitative
picture of scalar transport for both nonreacting and reacting flows.
For nonreacting flows, flow of hot air stream into a cold air stream
and that of a methane jet into an air jet have been considered. The
importance of diffusive transport increases with temperature and
absence of gravity. For reacting flows, the mixture fraction lines
indicate the presence of strongly diffusing hydrogen-containing
species in the vicinity of the flame. Results suggest that the con-
cept of mixture fraction lines can be a useful visualization tool for
characterizing the nonpremixed flame structure and examining the
similitude between flames in different configurations.
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Nomenclature

Cp 5 specific heat~kJ/kgK!
C̄p 5 average specific heat of mixture,

C̄p5( i 51
N yiCpi

(kJ/kgK)
D 5 width of hot jet at inlet~m!

Di 2N2 5 binary mass diffusion coefficient of speciesi in
nitrogen~m2/sec!

Dx ,Dy 5 species-averaged mass diffusivity for enthalpy
calculation~Eq. 4! ~m2/sec!

Deff,x ,Deff,y 5 effective mass diffusivity for enthalpy calculation
~Eq. 9! ~m2/sec!

D j ,x8 ,D j ,y8 5 species-averaged mass diffusivity for mass frac-
tion calculation of elementj ~Eq. 14! ~m2/sec!

fv,i 5 body force per unit volume on speciesi ~kN/m3!
h 5 enthalpy~kJ/kg!

Dhf 5 enthalpy of formation~kJ/kg!
H 5 enthalpy function~Eq. 17! ~kW/m!
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/mK!

M i 5 molecular weight of speciesi
M j 5 elemental mass function of elementj ~Eq. 18!

~kg/m-sec!
p 5 pressure~kPa!
q 5 heat flux vector~kW/m2!

Ri 5 Richardson number~Eq. 19! ~dimensionless!
T 5 temperature~K!

uj 5 velocity of hot jet at inlet~m/sec!
Wj 5 atomic weight of elementj

v 5 velocity ~m/sec!
y 5 species mass fraction~dimensionless!
Z 5 elemental mass fraction~dimensionless!

Greek Symbols

r 5 density~kg/m3!
m j ,i 5 number of atoms of elementj in 1 molecule of

speciesi

Fig. 6 Mixture fraction lines, based on elemental carbon „dashed lines … and elemen-
tal hydrogen „solid lines … for nonpremixed flame under normal gravity at different
time instants over one period of oscillation
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v 5 volumetric reaction rate~kg/m3sec!
j 5 mixture fraction~dimensionless!
t= 5 stress tensor

Subscript

a 5 air
f 5 fuel
i 5 i th component
j 5 hot jet

max 5 maximum
min 5 minimum
ref 5 reference

x 5 x-component
y 5 y-component
` 5 ambient
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